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"Divine must be

That triumph, when the very worst, the pain,

And even the prospect of our brethren slain,

Hath something in it which the heart enjoys."

Wordsworth, Sonnet xxvi.
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PREFACE

THIS book is named after my son who was killed in

the War.
It is divided into three parts. In the first part

some idea of the kind of life lived and the spirit shown by
any number of youths, fully engaged in civil occupations,

who joined for service when war broke out and went to the

Front, is illustrated by extracts from his letters. The
object of this portion is to engender a friendly feeling

towards the writer of the letters, so that whatever more
has to be said in the sequel may not have the inevitable

dullness of details concerning an en-^^ire stranger. 1 nis is

the sole object of this portion. The letters are not sup-

posed to be remarkable ; though as a picture of part of the

life at the Front diu-ing the 1915 phase of the war they are

interesting, as many other such letters must have been.

The second part gives specimens of what at present

are considered by most people xmusual communications
;

though these again are in many respects of an ordinary
type, and will be recognised as such by other bereaved
persons who have had similar messages. In a few par-

ticulars, indeed, those here quoted have rather special

featiires, by reason of the assistance given by the group of

my friends " on the other side " who had closely studied
the subject. It is partly owing to the urgency therein

indicated that I have thought it my duty to spr.ak out,

though it may well be believed that it is not wit>.out hesi-

tation that I have ventv ed thus to obtrude family affairs.

I shoulr* lot have done so were it not that the amount of

premature and unnatiu-al bereavement at the present time
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is so appalling that the pain caused by exposing one's own
sorrow and its alleviation, to possible scoffers, becomes

almost negligible in view of the service which it is legitimate

to hope may thus be rendered to mourners, if they can

derive comfort by learning that communication across

the gulf is possible. Incidentally I have to thank those

friends, some of them previously unknown, who have in

the same spirit allowed the names of loved ones to appear

in this book, and I am grateful for the help which one or

two of those friends have accorded. Some few more
perhaps may be thus led to pay critical attention to any
assurance of continued and happy and useful existence

which may reach them from the other side.

The third part of the book is of a more expository

character, and is designed to help people in general to

realise that this subject is not the bugbear which ignorance

and prejudice have made it, that it belongs to a coherent

system of thought full of new facts of which continued

study is necessary, that it is subject to a law and order of

its own, and that though comparatively in its infancy it is

a genuine branch of psychological science. This third

part is called " Life and Death," because these are the two
great imdeniable facts which concern everybody, and in

which it is natural for every one to feel a keen interest, if

they once begin to realise that such interest is not futile,

and that it is possible to learn something real about them.

It may be willingly admitted that these chapters are in-

adequate to the magnitude of the subject, but it is hoped
that they are of a usefully introductory character.

The " In Memoriam " chapter of Part I is no doubt

chiefly of interest to family and friends ; but everybody
is very friendly, and under the circumstances it will be

excused.

:i ,
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PART I

NORMAL PORTION

'And this to fill us with regard for man.
With apprehension of his passing worth "

Brownino, Parac$lsu<:
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Times :—

CHAPTEi^ I

IN MEMORIAM

facts are much as reported in The

SSCOHD LlBUTBMANT RAYMOND LODOE WM the yOUngCSt SOD of

Sir Oliver and Lady Lodge, and vna by taste and training an

engineer. He volunteered for ser\ ice in September 19 14 and was

at once given a commission in the 3rd South I-ancashires. After

training near Liverpool and Edinburgh, he went to the Front in

the early spring of 1915, attached to the and South Lancashire

Regiment of the Regular Army, and was soon in the trenches near

Ypres or Hooge. His engineering skill was of service in details of

trench construction, anil he later was attached to a Machine-Gun

Section for a time, and had various escapes from shell fire and

shrapnel. His Captain having sprained an ankle, hewas called back

to Gjmpany work, and at the time of his death was In command of

a Company engaged in some earlyepisode of an attack or attempted

advance which was then beginning. He was struck by a fragment

of shell in the attack on Hooge Hill on the 14th September 1915,

and died in a few hours.

Raymond Lodge had been educated at Bediles School and

Birmingham University. He had a great aptitude and love for

mechanical engineering, and was soon to have become a partner

with his elder brothers, who highly valued his services, and

desired his return to assist in the Government work which now

occupies their firm.

In amplification of this bare record a few members of

the family wrote remmiscences of him, and the following

memoir is by his eldest brother :

—



RAYMOND LODGE
(1889-1915)

By O. W. F. L.

MOST lives have marriages, births of children, pro-ductive years
; but the lives of the defenderfS

Th. nK
Country are short and of majestic simpHcitvThe obscure records of childhood, the few years of schnniajid university and constructive and invlffv? work a?,d

of wnrL'n?^'^'" '^f^^''
°* ^^ '^' P'^^'^ of the fuCeof work, of home, of ove
; the months of hard living and

^tters home makmg ,t out all very good fun • and ?nfront, m a strange ruined and desclate land, certain mutTlation or death. And now that death has come
Unto -ch^-n hi^^^^^^^^^^ to each his crown.

'"""^ takes the^wortd's Won him and his own lays do.vn.

My brother was bom at Liverpool on Tanuarv 2<;th
1889, and was at Bedales School for five orlfx ySs indafterwards at Birmingham University, where he sTuSengmeenng and was exceptionally competent in thl
workshoD He went thro^ugh tliS two ye^'practicaf training at the Wolseley Motor W^ks^Tdthen entered his brothers' works' where he Sab^d
TL^' obtamed a commission at the Z^lt
„n„«Sr^' -^i""'"^

°* 'T '^ P- It had unusual power
S^u- ^H'ckness. and patience and understandinrof
difficulties m my experience unparalleled, so that he was

' Swinburne, Super Flumina Babylonis.



IN MEMORIAM 5

able to make anyone understand really difficult things.

I think we were most of us proudest and most hopeful of

him. Some of us, I did myself, sometimes took prob-

lems technical or intellectual to him, sure of a wise and

sound solution. . i

Though his chief strength lay on the side of mechanical

and electrical engineering it was not confined to that. He
read widely, and liked good literature of an intellectual

and witty but not highly imaginative type, at least I do

not know that he read Shelley or much of William Moms,
but he was fond of Fielding, Pope, and Jane Austen.

Naturally he read Shakespeare, and I particularly associ-

ate him with Twelfth Night and Love's Labour's Lost.

Among novelists, his favourites, after Fielding and

Miss Austen, were I believe Dickens and Reade; and

he frequently quoted from the essays and letters of

Charles Lamb.^
Of the stories of his early childhood, and his over-

flowing vitality made many, I was too often from

home to be able to speak at large. But one I may tell.

Once when a small boy at Grove Park, Liverpool, he

jumped out of the bath and ran down the stairs with the

nurse after him, out of the front door, down one drive

along the road and up the other, and was safely back in

the bath again before the horrified nursemaid could catch

up with him. [body ofMemoir incomplete, and omiHedhere.]

» Note by O. J. L.—A volume of poems by O. W. F. L. had been sent

to Raymond by the author ; and this came back with his kit, inscribed

on the title page in a way which showed that it had been appreciated :—

" Received at Wisqucs (Machine-Gun School), near St. Omer,

France—12'* /«/>> 1915-

Taken to camp near Popcringhe—13'* July.

To huts near Dickebusch

—

2V' July.

To first-line trenches near St. Eloi, in front of ' The Mound of

Death '—24'* July."



PART I—CHAPTER I

i

[Close of Memoir]

That death is the end has never been a Christian
doctrine, and evidence collected by careful men in ourown day has, perhaps needlessly, upheld with weak props
of expenment the mighty arch of Faith. Death if real
and grievous, and is not to be tempered by the glossing
timidities of those who would substitute journalese like
passing-on," " passing-over," etc., for that tremendous

word
:
but It IS the end of a stage, not the end of the

journey. The road stretches on beyond that inn, and
beyond our imagmation, " the moonlit endless way "

•.u *,,"f
•*^"'^ °* **™ *^^"' "ot as lying near Ypres

with all his work ended, but rather, after due rest and
retreshment, contmuing his noble and useful career in more
peaceful surroundings, and quietly calling us his famUy
from paraljjsmg grief to resolute and high endeavour.
...

Indeed It is not right that we should weep for a death
like his. Rather let us pay him our homage in praise and
imitation, by growing like him and by holding our lives
lightly in our Country's service, so that if need be we may
die like him. This is true honour and his best memorial.

Not that I would undervalue those of brass or stone
tor If beautiful they are good and worthy things. But
lame illuminates memorials, and fame has but a narrow
circle m a life of twenty-six years.

Who shall remember him, who climb
His all-unripened fame to wake.
Who dies an age before his time ?
But nobly, but for England's sake.

Who will beUeve us when we cry
He was as great as he was brave ?
His name that years had hfted high
Lies buried in that Belgian grave.

O strong and patient, kind and true,
Valiant of heart, and clear of brain-1-
They cannot know the man we knew
Our words go down the wind like rain.

TiHtern
O. W. F. L.



IN MEMORIAM

EPITAPH

ON MEMORIAL TABLET

IN ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH. EDGBASTON

REMEMBER

RAYMOND LODGE

SECOND LIEUTENANT SECOND SOUTH LANCASHIRE R=G™ENT

BEivED SON OF SIR OLIVER AND LADV LODGE OF THIS PARISH
BELOVED

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^j^ COUNTRY

HE WAS BORN JANUARY 25TH 1889

AND WAS KILLED IN ACTION IN FLANDERS

ABOUT NOON SEPTEMBER 14'^"

IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD IQIS

AGED 26 YEARS

Whoso bears the whole heaviness of the wronged world's weight

It is^'ie/SJhlS'sufiering. though he face man's fate;

How should he die ?
swinbume
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REMINISCENCES BY O. J. L.

0£S "Vl
'°"'' *^! yo""gest, when he was small wasmost like myself at the same age. In bodily aS

..If
,,P^^^^"^%I Fo^i recognise the liLness to my eaX

nfi? P'TT^^ •" old photographs
; an old schSSfeUowof mine who knew me between the ages of eight and eleveiTvisitmg Mariemont in Apri' 1904. rfmarked on U forciblvand at once, directly he sav^ Ravmond-then a schoXov^and mnumerable small ntal' traits in the boy ?ec&

cSltv hrh.'n'^^^^^^K/r?^"^-
Even an absUd S^ffi

the hard G .nH i
'^"^^ '" '^^1"^ ^he hard letters-

otSla?^fficiy7"^^ "^'^^y -^^^^^^--t of -y

was^slikfnf.inr'*?' ^^'^^ ^." ^l^^^ed in childhood

rpartv of anvS'" t
P^^t^^^T^^deed. in my own case,

ofP Jn?^-J ^"y l^'"d-
^ remember being truly miserable

nn /^K?.T^! P^*y ^* The Mount. Penkhullwhere I have
nri°w * *^^* ^""^^y °"" ^as "'ore than friencJy ItiouJh
?huSei^ w'P^'^^r^' '^ F°P'« often^'are Jh
sup^r k7d wenfr ^ determinedly abstained fTombupper. and went home hungry. Ravmond'<; nrntn^no^/
instance was at the hospitabVLivfrpoSEouse^'TrP^n
bank." which, the Rathbones annudfy deKed up tofamily festivities earh Christmas afternoon ^5 eveningbeing good enough to include us in their ?amilTCTouD On
Tn ?h??.?'n'?"

R^y^^ond, a very smallToy . ^as?oiSd
T rpi ^K

"'^'''"^ ^ ^"^-""^ fo^ the front door Tad home
ries .nH VrP^'J'^^"^ "^'^ him. from ancient memo:
Sysel?

"* ^^'^'"^ ^'"^ ^°"^^' subsequently retSig
At a later stage of boyhood I perceived that his abilif v

afe^ot'ofTnl-
'^" '° ™^"!,' ^°^ ^' had tSe same passSn^:

rlVr •
e"g'"eenng and machinery

; though in mv
S eJlenr!t"S-T°,?'T'*y 'I

^^^^^'^"g '* to^any uTe^

physTcd scienc^'^S^^^
^"*° 'P^"^^ ^P^^^^de for

^r.?.A^
science. Kaymond was never anythmg like asgood at physics, nor had he the same enthSm f^



•fW^f^''

'I 'I
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IN MEMORIAM 9

mathematics that I had, but he was better at engineering.

was in many ways I consider stronger m character, and

would have made, I expect, a first-rate engineer. His

pertinacious abUity in the mechanical and workshop direc-

tion was very marked. Nothing could have been further

from his natural tastes and proclivities than to enter

upon a military career ; nothing but a sense of duty un-

polled him in that direction, which was qmte foreign to

family tradition, at least on my side.

He also excelled me in a keen sense of humour—not

only appreciation, but achievement. The whole famUy

cotild not but admire and enjoy the readiness with which

he perceived at once the humorous side of everything ;
and

he usually kept lively any gathering of which he was a unit.

At school, indeed, his active wit rather interfered with the

studies of himself and others, and in the supposed interests

of his classmates it had to be more or less suppressed but

to the end he continued to be rather one of the wags of the

^"^

^ing so desperately busy all my life I failed to see

as much as I should like either of him or of the other

boys, but there was always an mstinctive sympathy

between us ; and it is a relief to mo to be unable to re-

member any, even a single, occasion on which I have been

vexed with him. In all serious matters he was. as far as

I could judge, one of the best youths I have ever knovm ;

and we all looked forward to a happy lift ror him and a

brilliant career.
, , , . :„ +u^:r

His elder brothers highly valued his services m their

Vv ks. He got on admirably with the men ;
his mode

of dealing ^vith overbearing foremen at the Works

where he was for some years an apprentice, was testified

to as masterly, and was much appreciated by his

" mates "
; and honestly I cannot bethink myself of any

trait in his character which I would have had different-

unless it be that he might have had a more thorough liking

and aptitude for. and greater industry in. my own subject

of physics. . , , - .

When the war broke out his mother and I were m
Australia, and it was some time before we heard that he

had considered it his duty to volunteer. He did so in

September 1914, getting a commission in the Regular
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Army which was ante-dated to August ; and he threw
himself into military duties with the same ability and
thoroughness as he had upplied to more naturallycongenial
occupations. He went through a com-se of training at
Great Crosby, near Liverpool, with the Regiment in which
he was a Second Lieutenant, namely the 3rd South
Lancashures, being attached to the 2nd. when he went to
the Front

; his Company spent the winter in more active
service on the south coast of the Firth of Forth and Edin-
burgh

; and he gained his desired opportunity to go out
to Flanders on 15 March 1915. Here he applied his
engineering faculty to trench and shelter construction,m addition to ordinary military duties ; and presently he
became a machine-gxm officer. How desperately welcome
to the family his safe return would have been, at the end
of the war, I need not say. He had a hard and strenuous
time at the Front, and we all keenly desired to make it up
to him by a course of home " spoiling." But it was too
much to hope for—though I confess I did hope for it.

He has entered another region of service now ; and
this we realise. For though in the first shock of bereave-
ment the outlook of life felt irretrievably darkened, a per-
ception of his continued usefulness has mercifully dawned
upon us, and we know that his activity is not over. His
bright ingenuity will lead to developments beyond what
we could have anticipated ; and we have clear hopes
for the future.

*^

n Mariemont, September 30, 191

5

O. J. L.

I Ij

III

A MOTHER'S LAMENT
IVrttten on a scrap ofpaper, iitptember 26, 19 15,

" To ease the pain and to try to get in touch
"

RAYMOND, darling, you have gone from our
world, and oh, to ease the pain. I want to know

, „ .
" y°^ ^e happy, and that v ou yourself are leallv

talking to me and no sham.
" No more letters from you, my own dear son, and
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we shall
I have loved them so. They arc all there

,

have them tvped together into a sort of booK.

•• Now we shall le parted untU I jom you there- I

have not seen as much of you as I wanted on this earth.

Sull dofove to think of'the bits I have
^f "J^y^J*'

specially our journeys to and from Italy. I had you to

mvself then, and you were so dear.
, i^^«„b

"'^<' I want to say. dear how we recognise Aeg^nous

way in which you have done your duty, with a certain

SiSt pressing on, never letting anyone see the effort

Tnd with vour fun and laughter playing rov-d aU the

Ume cheering anThelping others. You know how your

brothers and listers feel your loss, and your poor father !

'THE reURious side of Raymond was hardly known to the

T"famUy ; but among his possessions at the F-nt-^.^-p'^t,",

small pocket Bible called - The Palestine ^^'^^^'^^l'^
24mo) Oxford University Press, in which »

"""^^f
°* P^^^„«^^I!^

marked ; and on the fly-leaf, pencilled m his wnting. is an index

to these passages, which page I copy here :—
^^^^

. 63

. 689Ex. xxxiii. 14

St. John xiv.

Eph. li. .

Neh. i. 6. 1

1

St. John xvi. 33
Rom. viii. 35
St. Matt. xi. 28

Ps. cxxiv. 8

Ps. xliii. 2

Deut. xxxiii. 27

Deut. xxxii. 43
Isa. li. 12

Isa. lii. 12

Ijade 24

.

Ezra ix. 9
Isa. xii. 2

Isa. i. 18.

Isa. xl. 31

Rev. vii. 14

Rev. xxi. 4
MizPAH. Gen. xxxi. 49

749
3.37

689
723
616
41S
468
IS»
ISO
473
474
784
335
451
445
467
788
795

R. L.

14W15
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THE lollowing poem was kindly sent me by Canon
Rawnsley, in acknowledgement of a Memorial
Card:

—

OUR ANGEL-HOST OF HELP
IN MEMORY OF RAYMOND LODGE.
Who feu, in Flanders, 14 Sept. 1915

" His strong young body is laid under some trees on the road
from Ypres to Menin." [From the Memorial Card sent to
friends.]

'Twixt Ypres and Menin night and day
The poplar trees in leaf of gold

Were whispering either side the way
Of sorrow manifold,

—Of war that never should have been,
Of war that still perforce must bo,

Till in what brotherhood can mean
The nations all agree.

But where they laid your gallant lad
I heard no sorrow m the air,

The boy who gave the best he had
That others good might share.

For golden leaf and gentle grass
They too had offered of their best

To banish grief from all who pass
His hero's place of rest.

There as I gazed, the guests of God,
An angel host before mine eyes.

Silent as if on air they trod
Marched straight from Paradise.

And one sprang forth to join the throng
From where the grass was gold and green,

His body seemed more lithe and strong
Than it had ever been.

I cried, -' But why in bright array
Of crowns and palms toward the north

And those white trenches far away.
Doth this great host go forth ?

"

He answered, »« Forth we go to fight
To help all need where need there be,

Sworn in for right against brute might
Till Europe shall be free."

H. D. Rawnsley
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EXTRACTS FROM PLATO'S DIALOGUE
"MENEXENUS"

Being part or a Speech in honour op those who
HAD DIED IN BATTLE FOR THEIR COUNTRY

AND I think that I ought now to repeat the

message which your fathers, when they went

out to battle, urged us to deliver to you who are

their surviv )rs, in case anything happened to them.

I will tell you what I heard them say, and what, if they

could, they would fain be saying no\ ;, judging from what

they then said ; but you must imagine that you hear it

all from their lips. Thus they spoke :—
" Sons, the event proves that your fathers were brave

men. For we, who might have continued to live, though

without glory, choose a glorious death rather than bring

reproach on vou and your children, and rather than dis-

grace our fathers and all of our race who have gone before

us, believing that for the man who brings shame on his

own people life is not worth living, and that such an one

is loved neither by men nor g. ds, either on earth or in

the underworld when he is dead.
" Some of us have fathers and mothers still living, and

you must encourage them to bear their trouble, should it

come as lightly as may be ; and do not join them in

lamentations, for they will have no need of aught that

would give their grief a keener edge. They will have

pain enough from what has befallen them. Endeavour

rather to soothe and heal their wound, reminding them
that of all the boons they ever prayed for the greatest

have been granted to them. For x'-.y did not pray that

their sons should live for ever, bvir that they should be

brave and of fair fame. Courage and honour are the best

of all blessings, and while for a mortal man it can hardly

be that everything in his own life will turn out as he

would have "it, their prayer for th(>se two things has

been heard. Moreover, if they bear their troubles bravely,

it will be perceived that they are indeed fathers of brave

sons, and that they themselves are like them. ... So

f1
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minded, we, at anv rate, bid those dear to us to be ; such
we would have them be ; and such we say we are now
showing that we ourselves are, neither grieving overmuch
nor fearing overmuch if we are to die in this battle. And
we entreat our fathers and mothers to continue to be
thus minded for the rest of their days, for we would have
them know that it is not by bewailing and lamentation that
they will please us best . If the dead have any knowledge
of the living, they will give us no pleasure by breaking
down under their trouble, or by oearing it with im-
patience. . . . For our lives will have had an end the
most glorious of all that fall to the lot of man ; it is

therefore more fitting to do us honour than to lament us."

S'/if sua cmqut dits : bm$ it irriparahiU Umpm
OmnibHs isl vtte« ; std famam $MUudtr$ factis.

Hoc tnttutis opm.
JEn. z. 467
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CHAPTER II

LETTERS FROM THE FRONT

ISHAT.T. now, for reasons explained in the Preface,

quote extracts from letters which Raymond wrote to

members of his family during the time he was scr\'ing

in Flanders.

A short note made by me the day after he first started

lor the Front may serve as a preliminary statement of

fact :

—

Mariemont, Edgbaston,

i6 March 191}

Raymond was recently tranaferred back from Edinburgh to

Great Crosby near Liverpool ; and once more began life in tents

or temporary sheds. ., . . .v
Yesterday morning. Monday the 15th March, one of the

subalterns was ordered to the Front ; he went to a doctor, who
refused to pass him. owing to some temporary indisposition.

Raymond was then asked if he was fit : he replied. Perfectly.

So at 10 a.m. he was told to start for France that night. Accord-

ingly he packed up ; and at 3.0 we at Mariemont received a

telegram from him asking to be met at 5 p.m.. and saying he could

spend six hours at home.
His mother unfortunately was in London, and for many

hours was inaccessible. At last some of the telegrams reached

her. at 7 p.m.. and she came by the first available (slow) train

from Padoington, getting here at 11.
, , , ,

Raymond took the midnight train to Euston ; Alec. Lionel,

and No«l accompanying him. They would reach Euston at 3.50

a.m. and have two hours to wait, when he was to meet a Captain

[Capt. Taylor], and start from Waterloo for Southampton. The
boys intended to see him off at Waterloo, and then return home
to their war-business as quickly as they could.

He seems quite well; but naturally it has be^n rather a

strain for the family : as the same sort of thing has been for so

many other families. O- J- L.

First comes a letter written on his way to the Front

after leaving Southampton.
«5
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" Hotel Dervaux, 75 Grande Rue,
Boulogne-slMer,

Wednesday, 24 March igi^, 11.30 a.m.
" Following on my recent despatch, I have the honour

to report that we have got stuck here on our way to the
Front. Not stuck exactly, but they have shunted us
into a siding which we reached about 8 a.m., and we are
free until 2.30 p.m. when we have to telephone for further
orders to find out where we are to join our train. I

don't know whether this is the regular way to the Front
from Rouen. I don't think it is, I fancy the more direct

way must be reserved for urgent supplies and wounded.
" My servant has been invaluable en route and he

has caused us a great deal of amusement. He hxmted
round at the goods station at Rouen (whence we started)
and found a large circular tin. He pierced this all over
to form a brazier and attached a wire handle. As soon
as we got going he lit this, having filled it with coal
purloined from somewhere, and when we stopped by
the wayside about 10 or 11 p.m. he supplied my com-
partment (four officers) with fine hot tea. He had pre-
viously purchased some condensed milk. He also saw to
it that a large share of the rations, provided by the
authorities before we left, fell to our share, and looked
after us and our baggage in the most splendid way.

" He insists on treating the train as a tram. As soon
as it slows down to fotir miles an hour, he is down on the
permanent way gathering firewood or visiting some rail-

way hut in search of plunder. He rides with a number of
other servants in the baggage waggon, and as they had no
light he nipped out at a small station and stole one of the
railway men's lamps. However, there was a good deal of

fuss, and the owner came and indignantly recovered it.

" As soon as we stop anywhere, he lowers out of his

van the glowing brazier. He keeps it burning in the van !

I wonder the railway authorities don't object. If they do,
of course he pretends not to understand any French.

" He often gets left behind on the line, and has to
scramble into our carriage, where he regales us with his

life history imtil the next stop, when he retxmis to his own
van.
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" Altogether he is a very rough customer and wants a

lot of watching—all the same he makes an excellent

servant."

Letters from the Front in Flanders

" Friday, 26 March 1915
" I arrived here yesterday about 5 p.m., and found

the Battalion resting from the trenches. We all return

there on Sunday evening.
" I got a splendid reception from my friends here, and

they have managed to get me into an excellent Company,

all the officers of which are my friends. This place is

very muddy, but better than it was, I vmderstand. We
are in tents."

" Saturday, 27 March 1915, 4.30 p.m.
" We moved from our camp into billets last night and

are now in a farmhouse. The naiives still live here, and

we (five officers) have a room to ourselves, and our five

servants and our cook live and cook for us in the kitchen.

The men of our Company are quartered in neighbouring

farm buildings, and other Companies farther down the

road. We are within a mile of a village and about three

or four miles to the southward of a fair-sized and well-

known town. The weather is steadily improving and the

mud is drying up—though I haven't seen what the trenches

are like yet. ...
" I am now permanently attached to C Company and

am devoutly thankful. Captain T. is in command and the

subalterns are Laws, Fletcher, and Thomas, all old friends

of mine. F. was the man whose room I shared at Edin-

biurgh and over whose bed I fixed the picture. . . .

" We went on a ' fatigue ' job to-day—just our Com-
pany—and were wrongly directed and so went too far

and got right in view of the enemy's big guns. However,

we cleared out very quickly when we discovered our error,

and had got back on to the main road again when a

couple of shells burst apparently fairly near where we had

been. There were a couple of hostile aeroplanes about

too. . . . Thank you very much for your letter wondering

Mihere I am. ' Very pressing are the Germans,' a buried

city."

a

if

;
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m

[This of course privately signified to the family that

he was at Ypres.]
" I April 1915, 1. 15. p.m.

" We dug trenches by night on Monday and Wednes-
day, and although we were only about 300 to 500 yards

from the enemy we had a most peaceful time, only a very
few stray bullets whistling over from time to time."

" Saturday, 3 April 1915, 7 p.m.
" I am having quite a nice time in Jie trenches. I am

writing this in my dug-out by candle-Iiglt ; this afternoon

I had a welcome shave. Shaving ar i "ashing is usually

dispensed with during our spell oi ;'. ty (even by the

Colonel), but if I left it six days I should burst my razor

I think. I have got my little ' Primus ' with me and it is

very useful indeed as a standby, although we do all our
main cooking on a charcoal brazier. . . .

" I will look out for the great sunrise to-morrow morn-
ing and am wishing you all a jolly good Easter : I shan't

have at all a bad one. It is very like Robinson Crusoe

—

we treasure up ova water supply most carefully (it is

brought up in stone jars), and we have excellent meals off

limited and simple rations, by the exercise of a little native

ctmning on the part of our servants, especially mine."

" Bank Holiday. 5 April 1915, 4.30 p.m.
" The trenches are only approached and relieved at

night-time, and even here we are not cdlowed to stir from
the house by day on any pretext whatever, and no fires

are allowed on account of the smoke. (Fires are started

within doors when darkness falls and we have a hot meal
then and again in the early morning—that is the rule

—

however, we do get a fire in the day by using charcoal

only and lighting up from a candle to one piece and from
that one piece to the rest, by blowing ; also I have my
Primus stove.) . . . We are still within rifle-fire range
here, but of course it is all unaimed fire from the inter-

mittent conflict going on at the firing line. • • •

" I have a straw bed covered with my tarpaulin sheet

— (it is useful although I have also the regmar military

rubber groimd sheet as well)—and my invaluable air-

pillow. I am of course travelling light and have to airry

. ..
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everything in my ' pack ' until I get back to my valise

and ' rest billets/ so I sleep in my clothes. Simply take

off my boots and puttees, put my feet in a nice clean sack,

take off my coat and cover myself up with my British

Warm coat (put on sideways so as to use its great width

to the full). Like this I sleep like a top and am absolutely

comfortable."
"

I have been making up an Acrostic for you ail to

guess—here it is :

Lights. My first is speechless, and a bell

Has often the complaint as well.

Three letters promising to pay,

Each letter for a word docs stay.

There's nothing gross about this .

A gentle kiss involving tact.

A General less his final ' k.'

A hen would have no more to say.

Our Neenie who is going west

Her proper name will serve you best.

Whole. My whole, though in a foreign tongue.

Is Richard's name when he is young.

The rest is just a shrub or tree

With spelling ' Made in Germany."

" That's the lot. The word has ten letters and is

divided into two halves for the purpose of the Acrostic.

• • * *

" My room-mate has changed for to-night, and I have

got Wyatt, who has just come in covered in mud, after

four days in the trenches. He is machine-gun ofhcer, and

works very hard. I am so glad to have him. ^
, , , ,

" By the way the support-trenches aren't half bad.

I didn't want to leave them, but it's all right here too."

" Thursday, 8 April 1915
" Here I am back again in ' Rest Billets,' for six days'

rest. When I set off for the six days' duty I w, ardently

looking forward to this moment, but there is not much

difference ; here we ' pig ' it pretty comfortably in a house,

and there we 'pig ' it almost as comfortably in a ' dug-

out.' There we are exposed to rifle fire, nearly all un-

aimed, md here we are exposed to shell fire—aimed, but

from about five miles away.

I
I.

i
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" On the whole this is the better, because there is

more room to move about, more freedor i for exercise,
and there is less mud. But you will understand how
much conditions in the trenches have improved if com-
parison is possible at all.

" My platoon (No. 1 1) has been very fortunate ; we have
had no casualties at aD '*'- ue last six days. The nearest
thin'' to one was >ester(lay when we were in the firing
tre^^h, and a man got a bullet through his cap quite close
to his head. He was peeping over the top, a thing they
are all told not to do in the daytime. The trenches at our
point are about a hundred yard apart, and it is really safe
to look over if you don't do it too often, but it is unneces-
sary, as we had a periscope and a few loopholes. . . .

" I am awfuJy grateful for all the things that have
been sent, and are being sent. ... I will attach a list of
wants at the end of this letter. I am very insatiable (that's
not quite the word I wanted), but I am going on the prin-
ciple that you and the rest of the family are only waiting
to gratify my e v ery whim ! So, if I think of a thing I ask
for it. . . .

" By the way we have changed our billets here. Our
last ones have been shelled while we were away—a pro-
digious hole through the roof wrecking the kitchen, but
not touching our little room at the back. However, it

is not safe enough for habitation and the latives even
have left

!

" Things are awfully quiet here. We thought at first

that it \yas ' fishy ' and something was preparing, but I
don't think so now. It is possibly the principle of ' live
and let Uve.' In the trenches if we don't stir them up
with shots they leave us pretty well alone. Of comrse
we are ready for anything all the same.

" Yes, we see the daily papers here as often as we
want to (the day's before). Personally, and I think my
view is shared by all the other officers, I would rather
read a romance, or anything not connected with this war,
than a daily paper. . . .

" Was the Easter simrise a success ? It wasn't here.
Cloudy and dull was how I should describe it. Fair to
fine generally, some rain (the latter not to be taken in
the American sense).
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" I wonder if you got my Acrostic [see previous letter]

and whether anybody guessed it ; it was meant to be very

easy, but perhaps acrostics are no longer the fashion and

are somewhat boring. I always think they are more fun

to make than to undo. The solution is a householc* word

here, because it is only a half-mile or so away, and pro-

vides most things."

[The family had soon guessed the Acrostic, givmg the

place as Dickebusch. The " lights " are—

D UM B
I o U
Cauf.sS
K LU Ck
E DIT H.l

4

[To a Brother^

•• Billets, Tuesday, 13 April 1915
" We are all right here except for the shells. When

I arrived I foimd every one suffering from nerves and

unwilling to talk about shells at all. And now I under-

stand why. The other day a shrapnel biurst near our

billet and a piece of the case caught one of our ser-

vants (Mr. Laws's) on the leg and hand. He lost the

fingers of his right hand, and I have been trying to forget

the mess it made of his right leg—ever since. He will

have had it amputated by now.
" They make you feel awfully shaky, and when one

comes over it is surprising the pace at which every om gets

down into any ditch or hole near.
" One large shell landed right on the field where the

men were playing football on Sunday evening. They

all fell flat, and aU, I am thankful to say, escaped injury,

though a few were within a yard or so of tiie hole. The

other subalterns of the Company and I were {mirabtle

dictu) in church at the time.
" I wonder if you can get hold of some morphia tablets

[for wounded men]. I think injection is too complicated,

but I understand there are tablets that can merely be

placed in the mouth to relieve pain. They might prove

^1
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very useful in the trenches, because if a man is hit in the
morning he will usually have to wait till dark to be
removed.

" My revolver has arrived this morning."

" Sunday, i8 Af>ril 1915
" I came out of the trenches on Friday night. It was

raining, so the surface of the ground was very slippery

;

and it was the darkest night I can remember. There was
a good deal of ' Uveliness ' too, shots were flying around
more than usual. There were about a hundred of us in our
party, two platoons (Fletcher's and mine) which had been
in the fire trenches, though I was only with them for one
day, Thursday night till Friday night. Captain Taylor
was in front, then Fletcher's platoon, then Fletcher, then
my platoon, then me bringing up the rear. We always
travel in single file, because there are so many obstacles
to negotiate—plank bridges and ' Johnson ' holes being
the chief.

" Picture us then shuffling our way across the fields
behind the trenches at about one mile an hour—with fre-
quent stops while those in front negotiate some obstacle
(during these stops we crouch down to try and miss most
of the bullets !). Every few minutes a ' Very ' light will
go up and then the whole line ' freezes ' and remains
absolutely stationary in its tracks till the light is over.
A ' Very ' Ught is an ' asteroid." (Noel will explain that.)
It is fired either by means of a rocket (in the German case)
or of a special pistol called a ' Very ' pistol after the in-
ventor (in our case). The hght is not of magnesium
brightness, but is just a bright star light with a little

parachute attached, so that it falls slowly through the air.

The light lasts about five seconds. These things are being
shot up at short intervals all night long. Sometimes
dozens are in the air together, especially if an attack
is on.

" Well, to go back to Friday night :—it took us a
very long time to get back, and at one point it was hard
to believe that they hadn't seen us. Lights went up and
almost a volley whistled*over us. We all got right down
and waited for a bit. Really we were much too far off
for them to see us. but we were on rather an exposed bit
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of ground, and they very Ukely fix a few rifles on to that

part tathe daytime and ' poop 'them off at night. That

is a favourite plan of theirs, and works very well.

''We did get here in the end. and had no casualties.

thouBh we had had .ne just before leaving the trench

iSc^ed Raymond (in my.platoon) got shot through

thriSt forearm: He was firing over the parapet and

hSi been snioine snipers (firing at their flashes) Rather

^l't?wordTou?han\rtJy Theya^^^^^^^^

nuet and managed to stop the bleeding, but he was so

SreScSom loss of blood he had to be carried back on a

'*'^'thad noticed this man before, partly on account °f

his name Last time I was in the fire trenches (about ten

davs So) I w% dozing in my dug-out one evening and

the SefgeanT-Major was in his. next door. Suddenly

he caU? out 'Raymond!' I started. Then he calls

Sain ' Ra^ond ! ^Come here
!

' I shouted out
'
Hallo

!

wS's thrSiatter ? ' But then I heard the other Ray-

mnna answering. SO I suessed how it was. ...
"

'« mikTtk in the next room the post came and

broueht me your letter and one from Alec. Isn t it per-

Sy mSvJlous ? You were surprised at thej^edd
mv fast letter But how about yours ? The postmark

S^2.3fp.m on the i6th at Birmingham, and here it is m
mv hands at 4 p.m. on the i8th !

, . a. „„j

^'' Iwas telling you about the difficulties of going to and

fro between herl and the trenches, but you will under-

stLd iUs not always like that. If there is a "loon °r

ev^ if there is a clear sky so that we can get the benefit

olthe stiught (Which is considerable and much more

thai I fhought). matters are mach improved, because if

yo^^can still see the man in front, when he is. say 5 yards

fn front of you, and can also see the holes instead o find-

Sg them wCth your person, all that ' waiting for the tail

to close UD ' is done away with. ...
, . 1 „to clo^^^P

Laws. Thomas, and myself each took a

party d about forty-five down separately leaving the

Remainder guarding the various billets. Then when we

rpturned Fletcher took the rest down.^ It was a glorious night, starry, with a very young

and inexperienced moon, and quite dry and warm, l

m
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would not have minded going down again except that
I would rather go to bed, which I did.

" Do you know that joke in Punch where the Aunt
says :

' Send me a postcard when you are safely in the
trenches !

' ? Well, there is a great deal of truth in that
—one feels quite safe when one reaches the friendly
shelter of the trench, though of course the approaches
aren't really very dangerous. One is ' thrilled ' by the
whistle of the bullets near you. That describes the
feeling best, I think—it is a kind of excitement."

.

" Thursday, 22 April 1915, 6.50 p.m.
" I have received a most grand periscope packed, with

spare mirrors, in a canvas haversack. It is a glorious one
and I am quite keen to use it, thank you very much
indeed for it. Thank you also for two sets of ear de-
fenders which I am going to test when firing off a ' Very

'

light. A ' parachuted ' star is fired from a brass pistol
with a bcre of about 1 inch and a barrel of about 6 inches.
The report is very deafening, I believe—though I haven't
fired one yet.

" The star, by the way, though it lights up the country
for some distance, is not too bright to look at.

" I have iust remembered something I wanted to tell
you, so I will put it in here.

" When walking to and from the trenches in the dark-
ness, I find it is a great help to study the stars (not for
purposes of direction). I know very little about them,
and I saw a very useful plan in, I think, the Daily
News of 3 April, called ' The Night Sky in April.' It
was just a circle with the chief planets and stars shown
and labelled. The periphery of the circle represented the
horizon.

"If you know of such a plan that is quite easily ob-
tainable I should be glad to have one. The simpler the
thing the better.

" The books you had sent me, which >vere passed on to
nie by Professor Leith, are much appreciated. They
circulate among officers of this Company like a library.
At the time they arrived we were running short of reading-
matter, but since then our Regimental Headquarters have
come to the rescue and supplied each Company with half
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a dozen books, to be passed on to other Companies after-

wards.
, ., • L" I enclose an acrostic that I made up while m the

trenches during our last s^U. It seems to be a prolific

place for this sort of thing."

Acrostic

(One word of five letters)

Lights. The lowest rank with lowest pay,

Don't make this public though, I pray I

Inoculation's victim, though
Defeated still a powerful foe.

WTien Government • full-stop ' would say

It does so in this novel way.
The verb's success, the noun's disgrace

And lauQS you in a foreign place.

A king of kings without a roar.

His kingdom that no anger bore.

The final goal—the end of all

—

What all desire, both great and small.

R. L., ig April loi:

[The solution of this is the word Peace given twice—once in-

verted. The first ' hght,' which is not ' public ' is ' Private ;

the second is ' Enteric '
; the third is a sign employed m Goverii-

ment telegrams to denote a fuU-stop, viz., ' aaa ' ; the fourth is

« Capture '
; and the fifth (with apologies) '-- ' Emp,' and some

occult reference to Edward VII, not remembered now ;
the

kingdom without anger being Empire without ire.—O. J. L.]

" Friday, 30 April 1915, 4.10 p.m.
" I wish you could see me now. I am having a little

holiday in Belgium. At the moment I am sitting in the

shade of a large trer , leaning against its trunk, writing to

you. The sun is pouring down and I have been sitting in

it lying on a fallen tree, but it makes me feel lazy, so I

came here to writo (in the shade).
" Before me, across a moat, is the chateau—ruined

now, but not by old age. It is quite a handsome building,

two storeys high. It i, built of brick with a slate roof ;

the bricks are colour-washed yellow with a white band

18 inches deep under the roof ; there are two towers with

pointed roofs that stand to the front of the house, pro-

jecting slightly from it, forming bay windows. These

W

»n
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towers, from the roof down to the ground, are red brick, as

are the fronts of the dormer windows in the main building.
" The larger and taller tower is octagonal and stands

in the middle of the front, the smaller one is square and
stands on the right comer. On each side of the main
building are flanking buildings consisting on this (left)

side of a brick-built palm-house and beyond that again a

glass-covered conservatory. The o * flank has a con-

servatory also, but I ha' e not .xf jd as far as that.

The front of the building is about 70 to 80 yards long.
" The main entrance is on the other or northern side.

It is reached by a drawbridge over the moat. The house

on that (north) side is not so much damaged. It has long

windows with shutters that give it a continental air.

Small fcntliiiilyc

oui'r moat

n;i,i[Tiii!ni

I can't sketch it, so I have ^ven you a rough elevation

from the south. I am sitting to the south-west, just

across the moat.

" The place is in an awful mess. In some parts it is

difficult to tell how the original building went. One can
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see into several of the rooms ; the outer wall has fallen

away, exposing about three rooms and an attic. In one

room the floor has dropped at one corner to some 8 feet

below its proper level, and a bed is just above poised on the

edge of the room, almost falling out where the room is

" There is no glass in any of the green-houses—it is all

on the floor. The palm-house is full of green tubs with

plants in thorn, mostly overturned.
" In the garden the trees are blossoming, some ot tne

fruit trees are covered with white blossom ;
but many,

even of those, are lying flat and blossoming in the moat.

The drive runs down to the road on the south side in an

absolutely straight line, fiankeo by tall trees. But many

of these are down too. I was lying on one just now. 1 he

garden is in good order, though getting a little out of hand.

There is a small plantation of gooseberry bushes that looks

very healthy. Shell holes are all about ,
however.

•• The house, although it is not on an eminence, com-

mands a good view to the southward and has a fine view

of the German lines, which are slightly raised ]ust here.

The enemy evidently suspected this chateau was used as

an observation post, as indeed it may have been.

' We came out of the trenches on Wednesday night

into Reserve Billets, and I was placed with No q platoon

(instead of my own) in a little house not k. :rom this

chateau. We are not allowed to leave it by day. or rattier

we are not allowed to show ourselves on the south side of

it. as it might draw shell-fire on to it. But I managed to

sneak away to the north under cover of a hedge without

any risk of being seen.
" After being relieved in the trenches on Wednesday,

and marching back and having a meal with the other

officers of C Company in *he Reserve Billets a brewery),

it was one o'clock before 1 got to bed m our little house.

And we had to ' stand to arms ' in the morning for an hour

while dawn was breaking (we always do. and at dusk too).

So after this I went to sleep till 2 p.m. I sleep in an out-

house with no door, on straw laid on a bnck floor. My

eround-sheet on the straw, my coat over me, my feet in a

sack and an air-cushion under my head, and I can sleep

as peacefully as at home. The place is swarming with rats

m

1
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and mice, you can hear them directly you lie still. They
go ' plop, plop, plop,' on the straw ovcrhtad, as if they
were obliged to take long strides owing to tht'ir feet sink-
ing into the straw. Immediately over my head, I should
judge, there is a family of young rats by the noise.

Occasionally they have a stampede and a lot of dust comes
down on my face.

" But one gets used to this, and muttering ' Nom d'un
chien !

' one turns the other cheek. By the way, they say
these rats ' stand to ' at dawn, just as we do.

" I am terrified of a rat running over my fare, but my
servant sleep with me, so I console myself that the
chances are just even that they won't choose me. I wish
he wouldn't snore though—he's lowering the odds.

" Last night we had to turn out for fatigue parties.
I took a party down to one of the fire trenches with ' knife
rests.' These pre sections of barbed wire entanglement.
They are made by fixing cross-pieces on the ends of a long
pole. The tips of these cross-pieces are joined together
with barbed wire laid parallel to the centre pole. Then
the whole is wound with more barbed wire laid on spirally,

thus : [a sketch]

These are slung out in front of the trenches and fixed to-

gether. They are now fixed also to the trench, becau'^e
the Germans used to harpoon them and draw them over to
their own side I

" Weil, we set off about ii p.m. and took twenty-two
of these down. We didn't exactly bless 'he full moon

—

although it showed us the holes and obstructions in the
way. Still, we had no casualties and made good time.
We got back about midnight. So I only slept till 12.30
this morning ! Of course I had to get up for an hour
at dawn. I used the time to brew myself some cocoa.
I am getting an expert cook, and can make that ' Bivouac

'

cocoa taste like the very finest chocolate. . . .

" Just before going into the trenches I received another
of those splendid parcels of cabbage and apples. The
apples are simply splendid. The cabbage is good, but I

never cared very much for it—it is medicinal in this case.
However, it is great to have such a fine supply of green
stuff instead of none at all. The Mess does appreciate it.

" I have been supplying our Mess (C Company) with
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butter. And the supply sent up to now has just effj^ted

this with none to spare. Hut I don't know whUuf
want to do this, and that is why I suggested cutting

the supply. I don't want you to think anv '•^ has /vun

wasted though—it hasn't, and is splendid aiui • • •

.

" In the trenches one is not always doing nothing.

These l;ist three days in I have been up all night. I had a

working party in two shifts working all night and all three

nights, digging communication trenches. I used to go to

bed about 4.30 a.m. and sleep till lunch-time, and per-

haps li(i down again for a bit in the afternoon. That is

why my letters have not been so fret^ucnt.

"It is extraordinary that what is wanted at the mo-

ment is not so much a soldier as a civil engineer. There

are trenches to be laid out and dug. and the drainage of

them to be thought out and carried through. Often the

sides have to be ' riveted ' or staked, and a flooring of

boards put in, supported on small piles.

" Then there is the water-supply, where one exists. I

have had great fun arranging a ' source ' in my trench

(the support trench that 1 have been in these last three

days and that I have been in often before). A little stream,

quite clear and drinkable after boiling, runs out at one

place (at about i pint a minute !) and makes a muddy

mess of the trenches near. By damming it up and putting

a water-bottle with the bottom knocked in on top of the

dam the water runs in a little stream from the mouth of

the bottle. It faUs into a hole large enough to receive a

stone water-jar, and then runs away down a deep trough

cut beside the trench. Farther down it is again dammed

up to form a small basin which the men use for washing ;

and it finally escapes into a kind of marshy pond in rear

of the trenches. ,-, i.

"
I quite enjoyed this job, and there are many hke it

;

plank bridges to be put up, seats and steps to be cut. etc.

One officer put half a dozen of his men on to making a

folding bed! But it was not for himself, but for his

Captain, who has meningitis and can't sleep. The men

c-ijoy these jobs too ; it is much better than doing nothing.

"I will creep back to my quarters now and make my-

self some tea on my ' Primus ' (no fires are allowed).

" A cuckoo has been singing on a tree near me—m full
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view. (It left hurriedly when one of our guns went off

close behind the ch&teau. ) The first time I have ever seen

one, I think. It is amazing how tame the animals get.

They have so much ground to themselves in the da)rtime

—the rats especially ; they flourish freely in the space

between the trenches.
" Things are fairly quiet and easy here just now."

[In one of his letters to me (22 April 191 5), he said he had
plenty of time now to watch the stars, and would like a set of

star maps or something in order to increase his knowledge of

them. Accordingly, I sent him a planisphere which I happened
to have—an ingenious cardboard arrangement which can be
turned so as to show, in a rough way, the stars visible in these

latitudes at any time of day and any period of the year.

—

O. J. L.]

" May Day 1915, 3.20 p.m.
" Thank you very much for the planisphere and for

your letter. I have often seen the planisphere before, but
never appreciated it imtil now.

"As to the ' Very ' pistol, I quite agree that the
' barrel ' is too short. If it were longer the light would be
thrown farther, which would be much better. As it is,

it falls between us and the Germans.
" The German lights, which I now learn are fired from

a kind of mortar and not by a rocket as I thought, are

much better than ours ; they give a better and steadier,

fatter light, and they are thrown well behind our trenches.

However, ours are much better, and theirs are worse than
they used to be. . . .

" They have not turned the gas on to us here, though
on some days I have smelled distinct traces coming down
wind from the north. I should say it was chlorine rather

than SO2 that I smelled. I don't know whether the
ammonia preventive would be better than the soda one.

In any case, the great thing is that one is provided. The
soda method is the one in use, I believe, in the chlorine

works at Widnes and elsewhere."

" Tuesday, 3 May 1915, 12.40 p.m.
" For the first three days we are out here in new

billets—officers in a comfortable little house. Last three

days of our ' rest ' (1) we are going into a wood quite dose

.^
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to our • Reserve BiUets.' We are in ' support '
in case of

a sudden attack. Roads are so much kiiocked about by

sheUs that traffic is Umited and restricted. So we might

not be able to support quick enough unless we were

close
"Everything is still very much upset, due to the pene-

tration of our (French) Une. They have been shelhng our

village from the rear (!) and most of the compames have

had to quit. We (C Company) are weU back now. ...
" Two of our platoons went diggmg last mght. Mme

was one. We left here about eight o'clock, and I got

back at I a.m.. and then I sat up with another subaltern

(Fletcher) after I had had some supper untU the oth^

man (Thomas) had come in and eaten. We went to bed

at ^ a.m. Breakfast at nine this mormng, and we are

resHng. However, I am going to have an absolutely

slack day to-day. A bath too, if I can manage it. . .
.

" Last night the moon got up very late and was qmte

useless. They fire more when there is no light they get

scared-at leit uneasy ; they fire off ' Very lights con-

stantly, and let off voUeys. We he absolutely flat whUe

this goes on. It is a funny sight ; the men look hke a

row of starfish !

"

" Tuesday, 11 May 1915. 9I5 «•>«.

(really Wednesday the 12th. I had got wrong)

" We are withm view of a well-known place [no doubt

Ypres —O J. L.], and the place has been on fire m three

or four places for about two days, and is stili going strong.

A magnificent spectacle at night. The place is. I believe,

a city of ruins and dead, and there is probably no one to

put a fire out. Probably, too, a fire is rather a good

thing than otherwise ; the place must be terribly m need

^"1 wa?awfully interested in father's dream.i Your

letter is dated the 6th, and you say that the other night

he dreamt that I was m the thick of the fightir^. but that

they were taking care of me from the other side.
^

" Well I don't know about ' the thick of the fighting,

but I have been through what I can only describe as a

heU of a shelling with shrapnel. My diary tells me it

» See Note by O. J. L. at the end oi this letter.

m

i
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was on the 7th, at about 10.15 a.m. Our Company were
ordered forward from one set of dug-outs to others nearer

the firing line, and the formation adopted was platoons

in single file, with intervals between. That is, four

columns of about fifty men each, in single file, with about

20 to 50 yards between each column. I was the third

platoon, though I was not with my own but with No. 9.

Fletcher brought up the last one, thus :

—

'No. 10 X

Ft.

No. 9 No. 12 X No. II

Me Ths.

Direction of march —
Capt.

(My platoon is No. 11.—No. 9's platoon commander, Laws,
is in England on sick leave, as his nerves are all wrong.)

" Well, anyhow, we had not gone far before the

gunners saw us, and an aeroplane was flying along above
and with us. They sent over some ' Johnsons,' but these

all went too far; we were screened by a reservoir em-
bankment. However, we had to pass through a ruined

village and they knew it, so they put shrapnel over it.

Still we were unaffected. But when we came out into

the open on the far side, we caught it properly. Shell

after shell came over and burst above us, and when I and
about three men behind me had just tiuned a comer one
burst above, in exactly the spot I should have wished it

to if I had been the enemy. I looked up and saw the air

full of fljdng pieces, some large and some small. These
spattered down all round us. I was untouched, but my
servant, who was immediately behind me, was hit on the

knee, but only wounded slightly. He was rather scared.

I led him back round the comer again and put him in a
ditch. The rest of the platoon got in too, while I was
doing this. I thought that was the best thing they could

do until the shelling ceased, but Fletcher shouted that

we must get on, whatever happened.
" So I called the men out again, and, leaving a man

with the wounded, we set off. I don't believe it was
right, but we just walked along. It felt rather awful.

(When one is retiring it is important not to let the men
' double,' as they get out of hand ; but in this case we were
advancing, so I think we might have done so.) I felt
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very much protected. It was really a miracle that we
weren't nearly all ' wiped out.' The shrapnel seemed

very poor stuff. As it was, we had one man killed and

about five or six injured, all more or less slightly.

" We moved up into a support trench that same

evening, and after a couple of days we moved a few yards

farther to these trenches, which are also support tienches.

Things are very quiet, and I am enjoying myself very

much. If it wasn't for the unpleasant sights one is

liable to see, war would be a most interesting and pleasant

affair. , ^ ^
" My friends the other officers of C Company have

given me tiie honorary position of ' O.C. Works.' One is

always ' O.C. something or other ' out here—all but the

Colonel, he is ' CO.' Orders for the day read :
' O.C.

Companies will do so-and-so.' Then there are O.C.

Details, O.C. Reinforcements, etc. 'O.C of coiirse

stands for ' officer commanding.' Well, I am ' O.C.

Works,' and have a fine time. I just do any job I fancy,

giving preference to trer'~h improvement. It is fine to

have at one's disposal "
; ^^e squad of men with shovels

(or without). They • ^ .bags and carry them, they

carry timber and sa\ vt nd in short do anything that

is required. One can n- ,nplish something under these

conditions."
^ ^" 6 p.m.

" We have been told that we are being relieved to-

night, and that we are going back to our old place (No. 2).

So everything should be as before, once we are back. We
may not ma^'age to get all the way back to-night, as we
cannot travel by daylight as most of the road is under

direct observation. If daylight catches us we shall

encamp in dug-outs en route.
" I am rather disappointed that we are going to-night,

as Fletcher and I were going to rebuild our dug-out here.

We both got very keen indeed and had laid out the plan

carefully. (He has been an architect.)
"

I had another disappointment when I was back in

the wood (as supports). It reminds me of one of our

Quartermaster-Sei^eants in Edinburgh. He is an Irish-

man, O'Brien. I found him on the platform while we
were waiting to see a draft off ; he looked very despondent.

3

111
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I asked him how he was, and was surprised when he

replied, ' I've had a reverse, sorr
!

' It turned out that

he had applied to headquarters for an improvement in

his position, and was told he didn't deserve any. It had

almost broken his heart

!

" Well, / had a reverse. I was given the job of

building a hut and was nearly through with it when we
were ordered away. If we get back to the old wood
again I shall go on With it, in spite of whatever the present

tenants may have done in the way of completing it (our

gims are now ' going at it ' hammer and tongs|.
" I did enjoy las^ng the sandbags and building a

proper wall with ' headers ' and ' stretchers.' I got a

very good testimonial too, for the Sergeant asked me in

all seriousness whether I was a brick-setter in civil life.

I was awfully proud.
" Later

" (I had to leave off here because we were ordered

to ' fire-rapid ' in between periods of our artillery fire,

and I had to turn out to watch.)
"

NOTE BY O. J. L.

The dream referred to, near the beginning of this long letter

to his mother, Mr. J. Arthur Hill remembers that I told him of.

in a letter dated 7 May 191 5, which he has now retmiied ; and
I reproduce it here :

—

« To J. A. H.
«7 May 191

5

-- 1 do not reckon that I often have conscious intuitions ; and
when I have had vivid dreams they have not meant an3rthing,

though once or twice I have recorded them because I have
them seldom. I happen.however.to have had an intuition this

morning, before I was more than half awake, which, though

not specially vivid, perhaps I had better record, namely, that

an attack was going on at the present moment, that my son

was in it, but that ' they ' were taking care of him. I had this

clearly in mind before seeing the morning papers ; and indeed

I do not know that there is anything in tne morning papers

suggesting it, since of course their news is comparatively old.

One might have surmised, however, that there would be a
struggle for Hill 60, and I know that my son is not far oflE

Ypres. (By the way, I have been told that the Flemish
Belgians really do call it ' Wipers '

; it does not sound likely,

and it needs confirmation. I know of course that our troops

are said to caXL it so, which is natural enough.) O. J. L."
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I now (August 1916) notice for the first time that the coin-

cidence in time between dream and fact is rather good, especially

as it was the only dream or ' impression ' that I remember having

during the war. Practically I do not dream.

But as this incident raises the question of possible presenti-

ment I must deny that we had any feorious presentiment aboct

Raymond. My wife tells me that her anxiety about Raymond,

though always present, was hardly keen, as she had an idea

that he would be protected. She wrote to a friend on 22 March

1915 :—

"... I ought to get him back safe. I have a hole in my
heart and shall have till he comes back. I only saw him

for the inside of an hour before he left, as I was away
when he came home for six hours. ..."

At the same time I must admit that on the morning of

15 September 1915 (the day after Raymond's death, which we
did not know of till the 17th) I was in an exceptional state of

depression; and though a special game, to which I had been

looking forward, on the No. i Course at Gullane had been arranged

with Rowland Waterhouse, I could not play a bit. Not ordinary

bad play, but total incompetence ; so much so that after seven

holes we gave up the game, and returned to the hotel. To make

sure of the date, I wrote to Rowland Waterhouse, asking him

when that abortive match occurred, since I knew that it was his

last day at Gullane. He replies:— ,„ j ^
'' Violet and I left Gullane for Musselburgh on Wednesday.

15 September. Our final match ended that morning on the

eighth tee " [which that year was on the reservoir hill].

One more dream I may as well now mention :

—

After the family had returned home from Scotland and

elsewhere, near the end of September 191 5, and begun to settle

down. Alec, who had felt Raymond's death exceedingly, told me
that the night before he heard the news—or rather the early

morning of the same day, 17 September—he had had an extra-

ordinarily painful and vivid dream, quite an exceptional occurrence

for him, and one of which he had sj jken to a manageress in the

hotel near Swansea where he was stajdng, describing it as th«

worst he had ever had in his life. He did not know that it had

any si ^ficance, and neither do I, as the dream, though rather

ghastly, was not about Raymond or anyone in particular ; but

it seemed an odd coincidence that the ill news should be, so to

speak, on the way, at the time of a quite exceptional and painful

i^^ession. The person to whom he told the dream handed

him the telegram a few hours later. He has written the dream

down, but it need not be reproduced.

No real prevision is involved in any of this, unless it be that

of an hour or two in my own impression, in May ; but for general

remarks on the question of the possibility of prevision Chapter V
in Part III may be referred to.

<HI
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" Friday, 14 May 1915
"

I had a glorious hot bath yesterday ; Fletdier and

I went up to the brewery here. The bath is zinc, and

full length, and we have as much water, and as hot, as

we like. ...
. ,. , 1 • xu *"

I spent some time too stemming the leaks m the rooi

of our shed. With my two waterproof sheets I have rigged

up a kind of chute above my bed, so that any water that

comes through the roof is led down behind my head. I

don't know what happens to it there. I thought of lead-

ing it across on to the man next me. as the Germans used

to do in the v/inter campaign. They fitted a pump in

their trenches and led the delivery pipe forward, so that

the water used to run into ours—only the plan was

discovered. ...
. . , ^, j 1"

I wonder if you saw the appreciation of the soda cake

on the back of my letter from the woods. M.P. stands for

Mess President. Fletcher was M.P. and was a very good

one. I am now, as he has done it for a long time and is

tired. ...
, tn .i.

"As cheerful and well and happy as ever. Don t

think I am having a rotten time—I am not."

" Sunday, 5.40 p.m., 16 May 1915
" We had a very fine piece of news yesterday. Over

three weeks ago we were called out one night and were

urgently required to dig a certain new trench behind our

lines. The men worked splendidlyjand got the job done

in a very short time (working of course in complete dark-

ness). The next day the Brigadier-General inspected the

trench and sent in a complimentary message about it to

our Colonel. The day after he complimented us again—for

the same piece of work ! Well, we have had several such

jobs to do, and just recently we have been to Hill 60, where

the bulk of our work was deepeningjthe trenches and im-

proving the parapets. We were lent for this purpose to

another Division (the Division that is at the moment

occuping that area), and were away from here exactly a

week. We got a splendid testimonial from the General of

this other Division, who told our Colonel he had got ' a

top-hole battalion.' Arising out of all this, we have now

^
TiSM~'
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been selected as a ' Pioneer Battalion.' We are relieved

from all ordinary trench work for some time to come. We
simply go out at night and dig trenches or build parapets

and so forth, and haVe the day to ourselves. This was

arranged yesterday, and last night we went out and re-

turned here at 1.30 a.m. The work is more or less under

fire, but only from stray shots and nothing very senous.

Our Colonel is awfully pleased that we have done so well

;

and we are all pleased with the new arrangement. One

great advantage is that we can settle down in ou- bUiets

and are not continually having to pack up everytlung and

move off. We can now start and make tables, chairs,

beds, a proper door for the hut, a glass wmdow, and so

" As to aeroplanes, when one passes overhead a whistle

is blown and every one either takes cover or stands per-

fectly still. The men are forbidden to look up. Then the

whistle is blown several times when the danger is past.

I am afraid, though, these regulations are more honoured

in the breach than the observance. .,. r.
" We had quite a nice informal service here this alter-

noon sitting in a field. The chaplain has the rank of

Maior and has been out here seven months.
" Yesterday the Captain, Fletcher, and myself went tor

a ride on horses. We went about five miles out, stopped

for about twenty minutes at a little inn (the last in

Belgium on that particular road), and then came back

again. The country was perfectly lovely, though 1 did

iwt appreciate it as much as I otherwise would have done,

as I had a trooper's saddle and the Captam would trot. 1

got most awfully soregoing out, and thought I should never

be able to get back. However, I discovered a method at

last, and that was to go at a full gallop. So I alternately

went at a walk and ' hell for leather,' and got back in com-

parative comfort. I thoroughly enjoyed it ;
it was very

bad for the horse, I am afraid, on the stone setts [pavi), but

sometimes I could get him on to the softer bits at the side.

I was terribly afraid some one would think the horse was

running away with me and ' block ' him, so I had to look

as pleased as possible. And really I was pleased, it was

such a blessed relief after that awful trotting. I trotted

along in rear of the other two untU I could stand it no
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longer, and then I encouraged my nag and hit him until

he broke into a canter, and then I roared past the others,

who cursed like anything because theirs wanted to gallop

too. My horse's canter changed imperceptibly into a full

gallop, and I ' got down to it ' and felt like a jockey. After

about half a mile I would walk until the others came up

and passed me, and then I would go off agam. All the

same, I am very sore.
, ,_ , x.

" Good-bye for the present ; it is lovely hot weather

and we are all well—fit—and happy."

" Tuesday, i8 May 1915, 5-15 /» »».

" My dear Norah and Barbara,—I don't expect I

am far wrong in attributing my ripping present of dates

and figs to you two. I did enjoy them, and they are not

finished yet.
, , x j

" They arrived by the first post after we had returned

from our little trip. We were at Hill 60 ; it was so inter-

esting and rather exciting, although we were there chiefly,

I think, to improve the trenches, which were very shallow

and dangerous when we arrived.
" The men worked splendidly—all night and most of

the day, and, when we left, the trenches were vastly im-

proved and quite habitable. We also made some entirely

new ones. We are now kept for this sort of job only, and

we go out working at nights and sleep by day.
^

"
I must explain to you about ' standing to. A pro-

portion of the men are always awake in the trenches to

guard against surprises, for as the most likely times for an

attack are at dawn and at dusk, everybody has to be

awake and ready then. Of course it does interfere with

your sleep, and you do not get very much as a rule in the

trenches, but that is why you are not there for more than

about three days at a time. In the 'supports' you
' stand to ' so as to be ready to reinforce the front line

quickly in case of an attack. Out in 'Rest Billets,'

1 am glad to sa.y, it is no longer necessary.
"

I am so sorry, my friend Fletcher has just gone off

this morning for a rest cure. I shall miss him awfr-lly.

He is about five miles away and I am going to ride over to-

morrow to see him. But later on he will probably go back

to England. His nerves are all wrong and he needs a rest.

^
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" Good-bye for now, and very best wishes to you both.

—Your very loving brother, Raymond

"
I hope you get my communiquis regularly from home

(swink). Some one must have the time of theu: lives

Copying out aU the stuff I write. I hope, however, there

are i few grains in the bundle of chaf^ (rm fishing ^ain)

" You say. Norah. that you don't think the chateau

was as quiet as I described. WeU, provided I mentioned

our gun? that went off at occasional intervals close behmd

it >5th a terrific report, it was just as I descnb^-a

peaceful summer afternoon. I know that people thmk

&at everything in Belgium is chaos and slaughter, but it

isn't so. For instance, where Fletcher is, is a charming

country place with trees and fields and everything in full

green Simply ripping. If I had only had a motor-cycle

to see it from instead of a trotting horse I should have

enjoyed it even more !
**•

" Wednesday, 19 May 1915. 12.50 p.m.

" You must know that we have now only three officers

in our Company. I am very sorry indeed to lose Fletcher.

He went off for a rest cure yesterday morning to a place

about five mUes from here. He is my greatest fnend m
the Battalion, so I miss him very much and hope he won t

be long away. He wUl probably go back to England

however, as lis nerves are all wrong. He is gomg the

same way as Laws did and needs a complete rest. 1 am

Roiim to ride over to see him this aitemoon with the

Captain. I am afraid it won't be 'good going as the

roads are thick with mud. The slightest ram. and they

are as bad as ever. x/ii*t>\ i am
"

I told you that I was Mess President (M.P.). I am

sure you would smile tr see me ordering the meals, and

inspecting the joints. I don't know anything about

them, and when the cook calls me up specially to view a

ioint I have hastily to decide whether he means me to dis-

parage it—or the reverse. However, I am usually safe m
running it down."

" Thursday, 20 May 1915. 9-io «-^- ,

" We rode over and saw Fletcher yesterday and had

tea with him. He is with about twenty other simUar
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cases in a splendid ch&teau (this one is not ruined and

has magnificent grounds). Unfortunately this is probably

the very worst possible treatment he couid have. He
has nothing to do, no interest in anything, and no society

except people who, like himself, want cheering. He does

not read, he does not even walk about the grounds. He
cannot sleep much, and he said he did not know exactly

what he did. Under these conditions I know it will not

be long before he is sent home. Brooding is just the

very worst thing for him. He sees all the past horrors

all over again ; things which, at the time, he shut his

mind to. The best treatment (even better than home,

/ think) would be to send him back for a month or so

to Crosby. He woidd then have plenty to occupy his

mind and would have cheerful companions. ..."
" 6.20 p.m.

" I have attached a list of a few slang terms and

curious expressions in use in this Regiment and I believe

imiversal at the moment. Some of these are amazing,

and it is difficult to trace the origin. ' Drumming up

'

is one, and ' wind up ' another. I saw an old Belgian

cart yesterday, a three-wheeled affair. It had been over-

turned on its side and the spokes of the lowest wheel

had been broken. Well, some one had ' dnmimed up

'

on them—every one had disappeared These men here

will ' drmn up ' on anything. ' Dn iming up ' on a

thing does not mean lighting a fire on it but with it.

When we were at that place where we were for a

week, there was a most peculiar state of affairs. The

Germans were holding a small piece of trench joining,

and in line with, ours. They were only separated from

us by double barricades—theirs and ours. They corre-

sponded to the meat in a sandwich. [A sketch is omitted.]

When I say ' ours ' I mean the English. I was not

actuidly in this trench, but in the one just behind. The

trench on one side of the ' meat ' was held by one of our

Companies, and the other by another Regiment. . ."

" Friday, 10.20 a.m.
" My nickname in the Mess is ' Maurice ' (with a

French pronimciation) ; I am called after the small boy

in the grocery shop here. The good dame always says
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•Oui. monsieur le lieutenant!' ' Non, monsieur le

lieutenant
!

' to everything one says ; she gets in about

six to the minute. Well, we used to imitate her after our

visits to the shop, and one day she called out Maunce ;

so Fletcher calls me ' Maurice/ and I reply, ' Om, monsieur

le lieutenant.'
"

SOME MILITARY TERMS

Water-Party
To HAVE Wind up

Drumming up

Blighty
A Br. iGHTY Wound

Pu . .

R I -f UP

L -G-OUT

SXAND-IO

Stand-down .

Knife-Rests .

Cushy .

To Go Sick .

To Get Down to it

Cribbing or Grousing

A fatigue party carrying water,

(to rhyme with ' pinned up ')—To be

uneasy, ' on edge.'

Making a fire for the purpose of

warming food.

England.
A wound that necessitates invaUding

home.
Real, genuine.

.

A short period of considerable firing

in the trenches.

A cramped dwelling-place, usuaUy

a'.ove ground.
An hour of preparedness at dawn
and at dusk when every one is

awake and wears his equipment

(in trenches and supports only).

The finish of ' stand-to.'

Barbed wire in sections.

A * soft • thing.

To report oneself ill to the doctor.

To lie down, go to bed.

Complaining.
R. Lt*

20 . t • I $*
[To a Brother]

" 26 May 1915
"

I expect you have read it, but I want to recommend

to you Simon Dale, by Anthony Hope.
" We had the gas over here on Monday morning about

3 or 4 a.m. Although it was coming from a point about

four miles away, as we learnt afterwards, it was very

strong and made our eyes smart very much.

"We have got hold of some liqueurs from RaUhead,

a large bottle of Chartreuse and one of Curasao.

" Good-bye and good luck."

" Saturday, 29 May 1915. 8.30 pnt.

" We have again done a little move, this time with
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bac and baggage. Wo are now on ti oui- . its of

• No I.' and due west of it. The men h r/e built ih.tn-

selves dug-outs along a hedge and we (C Coy. jlncrs)

are instafied in an untouched chiteau. Quite com-

fortable. Fine lofty rooms. We only use part of the

house. We have the kitchen, and a large dmmg-room

on the ground floor. We sleep upstairs on the first flcwr

(our valise on hay). At least, Thomas and I do the

Captain and Case have moved down and sleep on large

fat paniass«'s in the dining-room ! Wc have the rest of

the house empty to ourselves to-night, but vanous head-

quarter staffs seem to come in turn and occupy two of

the other ground floor rooms occasionally.
" We have been out two nights digging on the opposite

side of the town, but we have not been ordered out

to-night, so far. ^ . , * ,
"

I notice I have now been gazetted back to 15

August, the same as most of my contemporaries.
" There has been a suggestion made that I should

take a course of machine-gun instruction in order that I

might act as understudy to our present Machine-Gun

Officer (M.G.O.) who is Roscoe, and is the successor to

Wyatt. I agreed, but it may have ' fallen through

owing to the move. If it comes off I shall ^o ioT a

fortnight's course to a place which I will call No. 3

[probably St. Omer].
" I got a letter from you to-day about 5 p.m. 1 was

so glad.
, , ,,

"No, I am not making things out better than they

really are. I like to write mostly about the pleasant

parts, of course. We have our unpleasant moments,

shelling and so on. but no very bad time -^ as yet. Being

on tenterhooks is quite the worst part.
" As regards Fletcher being worse than us, of course

he came out much earlier. He left Edinburgh for the

Front on 4 January, and Laws left on 31 D- cember. He

has had some awful times and the winter » ampaign, and

in any case the length of time one is exposed to the

mental strain and worry makes a difference. I do my
best to keep cheerful and happy all the time—I don t

believe in meetmg trouble half-way. If there was some

indication of the termination of the war it would help
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matter»-the unending vista is 'pt to be pther di*-

hearteninc at times. I am very glad Ifaly is in-at a>t

••By the way. Fletcher has not bee, sent to EnRland

(Bliehtv) after all. He is at VersailW-s m the No. i

SSHospital there having a ni.^ time i^jfe
can enjoy

it. This hospital is the Tnanon I'alao ^ -apta n

had a letter from him m vhich he s nt hi> love t .

• Maurice • and ' his lordship ' (that s I homas).

" 2 June 1915, 4-45 P-^-
" Our interpreter is a Belgian, and is a very "ice iMDu

He does our shipping for us in the tov*-n.

>^.*^^'-VheloZe^
or so awav and>s now arranc' d he mak the journey

?iacetwik It is very funny hear l.tm talk. Iv picks

up the soSiers- idioms and u.es them in tr- wrong ,4ces

One he is very fond of is the expression Every time !

He puts such a f mny emphasis on it.

'•The last m mb€r of our Mess is a man who has just

come out md has not long had his commission H used

to be Regimental Sergeant-Major to our ist Ba alio 1

4d has ^ad about twenty-six years' service, so he knows

*"'
^'^Unfortunately, howoN.r. his arrival is not an un-

mixed blessing, the Captain is s-ized -f/"*^;f„'^FJ
and waiits to make our Company the fin. .t Company in

?he Battalion. The result is that we b.ve "ow nothing

but para.' s and much less rest than bei.)re. Wh.n we

were turned into a pion.cr battalion t!. Coloml to d the

men that they woald «o digging at night .nd would do

nothineelse except for rifle insp tion Now. how- ver.

weR in additiSn an hour's dr\l. >f various sorts in the

morrSg . >d a L 1 ire to N.C.O ..:

t^^^^^**^"^ '°"'o^*
which a^l ibahe. ,s aave to attend and take not ,. On

The day 1 ulowin^ a rest night we hav t , be ui> about

4en o\l..ck, a- d be on parade wh e tue men ;^ohalf an

hour's uhvsica xercise before breakfast. Thrn Wv hav^

an hou'r ar^ half's drill afterw.^ds
^^^^^}^X^

And these p, ules seem to be growing I am afra^ they

^^^- in . CoSpar^
-ail

i ini

Lem in le ^^ompaiiy uc la »cii •&". v.- -; " j^j

afraid of his going like Laws and Fletcher did.
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Some ' rankers * are very good fellows. They bring
tremendous experience with them, but, on the other hand,
we bring something too, and when they ride the high
horse they can be very unbearable. . . .

" I got a supply of paraffin to-day ; D Company
has bought a huge barrel of it, and I sent over a petrol
'tin for some. They gave me nearly two gallons and asked
if I could let them have a window m exchange ! I
hunted round and found (^uite a good loose one and sent
it across with my compliments. The reason they have
bought up so much paraffin is because their Captain has
presented pocket Primuses to his men. Each section of
twelve men has one between them, with one man iu
charge of it. It is a kiUing sight to see their Company
sittingin a field and drumming up

!

" The Belgian cooking stove is rather a curious thing.
It is of the same design in every house apparently. It

consists of a metal urn to hold the fire ; this has a remov-
able lid for which you can substitute a kettle or pan
which just fits the round opening. The urn f^tands about
3 feet from the wall and has a flat-shaped iron chinmey
leading into the main chimney. This iron chimney can
be used for heating pots or for warming plates. The
base of the urn is an ash collector. You will see that
there is no oven ; this is built separately and is a
brick affair with a separate fire to it. [Sketch.]

"

" Thursday, 3 June 1915, 1.30 ^.w.
" I am all right again to-day

; you mustn't pay any
attention to m> grumbles, it just depends what I feel

like ; and I am going to stir things up about these par-
ades. We had a fine time last night—very excitmg.
We went through the heart of the city and it is still very
much on fire. The enemy keeps sending an occasional
shell into it to keep it going. Just on the far side is a
graveyard, and this has been ' crumped ' out of existence
nearly ! It is an unpleasant place to pass now.

" The town is almost unbelievable. I don't think
anyone would credit that they could do so much damage
and not leave a single house untouched, without entering
the place at all. [Ypres again, probably.]

' Our digging last night was near a small road much
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used by transport (which is very audible at night). As

the enemy can hear the rumble of the horse-drawn carts

quite plainly, they kept on sending shrapnel over, and

we had quite a warm time of it. We were quite glad

to get away again. (No one was hit while we were there.)

" I was very interested in father's pamphlet on ' War
and Christianity,' and I have passed it on to the ethers.

I like the way he gets right outside and looks at things

from above. It is a very soothing thing to read.* . . .

" I had such an interesting talk witn the interpreter

yesterday (his rank is the equivalent of one of our Ser-

geant-Majors). He was a merchant in Morocco, and

chucked up everything and came and joined the Belgian

army as a private. He fought at Namur, Antwerp, and

other places, and is most awfully keen. He was offered

the job of Interpreter to the British Army, and. thinkmg

he could help more by that means and also partly for

monetary considerations, he took the job He understood

he would be fighting with us in the trenches, but they

have put him on to shopping for us ! He is awfully dis-

appointed. He rides up when he can, and when we went

up to Hill 60 he went up with our transports and showed

them the way and helped them a lot, although shells were

falling all round. He is a most gentlemanly man ; his

name is Polchet. . . .

" I had a letter from Violet and another from Mar-

garet yesterday. I understand they have gone up to

Edinburgh now ; I shall like to go up there too ' after the

war.' I believe Violet is getting my room ready for me
in their house. I like everything very plain, just a valise

and a little hay, and then you see if I am hungry in the

night . . .

" P.S.—I had a most interesting letter from Oliver.

His discussion of ItaJy's motives is fine. I like hearing

what people think of events; we are apt to get very

warped views out here unless we havo the other point of

view occasionally."

" Sunday, 6 June 1915, la p.m.
" The Mess was thrown into the greatest state of

excitement yesterday by the arrival of kippers ! How
» This must have been part of my book, The War and Aittr.—O. J. L.^

MMI
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splendid I We had a grand breakfast this morning, qiiite

like the summer holidays again—breakfast after a bathe

—with Alec of course ! . . .

" By the way, I did not present the last lot of aspara^
to the Mess—this was not because we didn't appreciate

it, but because I felt so sorry for M. Polchet (our inter-

preter), and I wondered if he had any green stuff or

luxuries. So I sent it over to him. And do you know
what he has done ? He has j ust sent me a shallow wooden

box with a thick cotton-wool pad in it. In the pad are

six hollows, and in each hollow is a ripping nectarine.

Isn't it fine of him ?

" We have roses picked every da ' for the Mess-room

;

it does improve it. The other evenin ', we had a specially

nice meaJ. We sat round the polishe 1 table with candles

in the centre and bowls of roses round them (as a matter

of fact the bowls were old tinned-fruit tins, but what of

that). The food was very special,though I can't remember

what it was, but to crown all there was in the room just

across the passage ... a real fiddler with a real fiddle.

I really don't know how he managed to bring a fiddle out

here ; he is a private in the Royal Garrison Artillery, and

plays simply beautifully. He has long hair and just a

suggestion of side whiskers, and large boots, and, but

that he would not be complimented, looks like a

Viennese.
" He started off by plaving Grand Opera—I believe—

and he gave us the Intermezzo from ' Cavalleria Rusti-

cana.' Then he gave us ' Gipsy Love ' and the ' Merry

Widow,' and so on. He finished up with American rag-

time. We sent him in a bottle of whisky half-way

through the performance, and the music got lighter thence-

fo'.-ward. It was most amusing to notice the effect.

When we looked in later the whisky was standing on the

table, and he was walking round it with his fiddle, play-

ing hard and apparently serenading it

!

" I was inoculated again on Friday evening because

it is only really effective for about six months, and there

is going to be a lot of enteric about, I expect. This

apparently is just the very place for it—flat low-lying

country, poor water supply, and the soil heavily manured.

So I have been feeling rather weak and feverish after it,
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but I am better again now. I have to have it done again

ten days later—but the second time is not so bad.
" Talking about roses, Thomas picked a beauty this

morning (before I got up) and brought it to me in bed.

It is in front of me now, and is 5 inches across, and has

a very fine smell."

" Wednesday. 16 June 1915, 1.30 p.m.
" We made an attack early this morning, and our

Company waited here to receive the prisoners. Poor
devils, I do feel so sorry for them. One officer of sixteen

with six weeks' service. Old men with grey beards too,

and many of the student type with spectacles—not fit

to have to fight.
" You remember ' Very Pressing are the Germans '

;

well, that's where I am, right inside the walls. Quite

shell-proof, but very dank.
" I have got the machine-gun job, and am going for a

fortnight's course, starting on the 26th of June."

" Monday, 21 June 1915, 4.30 p.m.
" We have had an extremely trying time lately, and I

am very sorry to say we have lost Thomas.
" He was hit on the head by shrapnel on the night

after the attack—I expect you saw the account in the

papers—and died about an hour later, having never
recovered consciousness.

" It was a most fatal night—the whole battalion was
ordered out digging to consolidate the captured positions.

We got half-way out, and then got stuck—the road being

blocked by parties of wounded. We waited on a path
alongside a hedge for over an hour, and though we could

not be seen we had a good deal of shrapnel sent over us.

To make matters worse, they put some gas shells near,

and we had to wear our helmets though the gas was not

very strong. It was exceedingly unpleasant, and we
could hardly see at all. It was while we were waiting

like this that Thomas got knocked out.
" We are all sorry to lose him, and I miss him very

much, but it is nothing to the trouble there will be at his

home, for he is his mother's favourite son.
" I have written to his mother, but I have not told her

i Mil
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what makes us feel so mad about it—namely, that we did
no digging that night at all. When we got to the position

we were so late, and there was still such confusion there

due to the attack, that we marched back again and just got
in before daylight. We might just as well never have
gone out. Isn't it fairly sickening ?

" The next night we went out again, and wc had a very
quiet night and no casualties. TTie scene of the battle

was pretty bad, and I put all my spare men on to burjdng.
Altogether we are very thankful to have a change

from ' pioneering,' and get back to the trenches !

" Our chief trouble here is snipers. We are in a wood,
and parties going for water and so on to om: headquarters
tnU walk outside the trench ir'stead of in it, just be-

cause the trench goes like this. [A diagram is omitted.]

They take the straight course along the side in spite of

repeated warnings. There is one point that a sniper has
got marked. He gets our men coming back as tney get

mto the trench just too late . We had a man hit this morn-
ing, but not badly, and a few minutes ago I had to stop this

letter and go to a man of B Company who had got hit, and
rather more seriously, at the same sp)ot. I have put up a
large notice there now, and hope it will prevent any more.

" I am sorry this is not a very cheerful letter, but we
have all been rather sad lately. I am getting over it

now. Luckily one absorbs these things very gradually

;

I could not realise it at first. It was an awful blow,
because, especially since Fletcher went away (he is now
at home), we had become very friendly, and one is apt to
forget that there is always the chance of losing a friend

suddenly. As a matter of fact, Thomas is the first officer

of C Company that has been killed for seven months.
" When we were up in this wood before, digging (about

a fortnight ago) B Company lost Captain Salter. I dare
say you saw his name in the Roll of Honour. We were
just going to collect our s[>ades and come in, when he was
shot through the head by a stray bullet.

" What a very melancholy strain I am writing in, I am
so sorry. I am quite well and fit. We have mislaid our
mess-box coming up here with all oiir specially selected

foods. The result is we are on short commons—great

iun. I am eating awful messes and enjoying them. Fried
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bacon and fried cheese together !

when you're hungry."
Awful ; but, by Jove,

Letter from Raymond to the Mother of an Officer
Friend of his who had been Killed

" 2nd S. Lancashire Regt.. B.E.F., Front,

17 June 1 91

5

" Dear Mrs. Thomas,—I am very sorry to say I have
to tell you the very worst of bad news. I know what
Humphrey's loss must be to you, and I want t j tell you
how much it is to all of us too. I know I have not realised

it yet myself properly. I have been in a kind of trance

since last night and I dread to wake up.
" He was a very fine friend to me, especially since

Fletcher went away, and 1 miss him frightfully. Last

night (i6th to 17th) the whole Battalion went out digging.

There had been an attack by the English early the same
morning, and the enemy's guns were still very busy even

in the evening. Our road was blocked in front owing to

the moving of a lot of wounded, and while we were held up
on a little field path alongside a hedge we had several

shrapnel shells over us. To add to the horrors of the

situation they had put some gns shells over too, and we
were obliged to put on our gas helmets. While Humphrey
was standing with his helmet on in the rear of our Com-
pany talking to the Captain of the Company behind, a
shell came over and a piece of it caught him on the head.

He was rendered unconscious, and it was evident from the

first he had no chance of recovery. He was immediately

taken a little way back to a place where there was no gas,

and here the doctor dressed his wound. He was then

taken back on a stretcher to the dressing-station. He
died there about an hour after he had been admitted,

having never recovered consciousness.
" If he had to die, I am thankful he was spared pain

beforehand. It made my heart ache this afternoon pack-

ing his valise ; I have given his chocolate, cigarettes, and
tobacco to the Mess, and I have wrapped up his diary and
a few loose letters and made them into a small parcel

which is in the middle of his valise.

" The papers and valuables which he had on him at the

M mm
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time will be sent back through our headquarters, the other

things, such as letters, etc., in his other pockets I have left

just as they were. I hope the valise wUl arrive safely.
" He will be buried very simply, and probably due east

of Ypres about three-quarters of a mile out—near the

dressing-station. I will of course see he has a proper cross.
" Humphrey was splendid always when shells were

bursting near. He hated them as much as any of us, but
he just made himself appear imconcemed in order to put
heart into the troops. Three nights ago we were digging

a trench and the Germans thought our attack was coming
off that night. For nearly three-quarters of an hour they
put every kind of shell over us and some came very close.

We all lay down in the trench and waited. On looking up
once I was amazed to see a lone figure walking calmly
about as if nothing was going on at all. It may have been
foolish but it was grand."

" Tuesday, 22 June 1915, 4.45 p.m.
" Well ! What a long war, isn't it ? Never mind, I

believe it will finish up without much help from us, and our
job is really killing time. And our time is so pleasai:vt

it doesn't need much killing out here. The days roil

along—nice sunny days too—bringing us nearer I suppose
to Peace. (One hardly dares even to write the word now,
it has such a significance.) There have been cases where
the war has driven people off their heads (this applies only,

I think, to the winter campaign), but I often think if

Peace comes suddenly that there will be many such cases.
" It really is rather amazing the unanimity of every-

body on this subject, and it must be the same behind the
German front-line trenches.

" I should think that never in this world before have
there been so many men so ' fed up ' before. And then
the women at home too—it is wonderful where the driving

force comes from to keep things going on.
" But still—I don't want to convey a false impression.

If you took my last letter by itself you might think things

were very terrible out here all the time. They are not.

On the whole it is not a bad time at all. The life is full

of interest, and the discomforts are few and far between.
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Bad times do cc .'" <ilong occasionally, but they are by way
of exceptions. It is most like a long picnic in all sorts of

places with a sort of constraint and uneasiness in the air.

This last is purely mental, and the less one worries about

it the less it is, and so one can contrive to be light-hearted

and happy through it all—unless one starts to get de-

pressed and moody. And it is just that which has hap-

pened to Laws and Fletcher and one or two others. They
had been out long and had seen unpleasant times and
without an occasion^ rest ; none but the very thick can

stand it."
" Saturday, 26 June IQ15, 6.40 p.m.

" Here I am installed in the school [Machine Gun]
which is, or was, a convent. Fine laiige place and grounds.

Two officers per bedroom and a large Mess-room ; about

twenty officers up for the course (or more) which starts

to-morrow (Sunday). Your solution of the Thompson
acrostic [St. Omer] was perfectly right, we are far back.

This convent is about two miles from that town.
" I am so pleased to be in the ' pleasant, sunny land of

France,' amid absolute peacefulness. We had a curious

journey. Last night I slept at our transport (and had a

bath !). I got up soon after six, moimted a horse just

before eight (after breakfast). My servant and my valise,

also a groom to bring my horse back, came in a limber.

And that excellent man Polchet rode all the way to

Divisional Headquarters with me, although it was about

six ndles out of his way. We got to Headquarters at a

quarter to ten—a motor-bus was to start at ten for here.

It started at 10.30 with me, my luggage, and my servant

(I don't know why he comes last) in it. The Harbome
motor-buses in the Harbome High Street weren't in it.

We got shaken to a jelly—we were on top. We went back

about two n^es to pick up some of our Division, and

having done so, we set off to pick up some of the 14th

Division, at a point carefully specified in our driver's

instructions. This was about five miles away, in our

proper direction. But when we got to the spot we dis-

covered they (the Division) had left it a week ago and gone

to a point quite close to where we had just picked up the

3rd Division men. I telephoned in vain ; we had to go

sdl the way back. We found the place with difficulty
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(we found all our places with difficulty as we had no niaps),

collected the men, and came all the way out again. Then
we came straight here, which was about fifteen miles at

least. We got here at 4.30 p.m. ! Six hours' motor-
bussing ! and the bus's maximum was 25 m.p.h. at least,

I shomd judge. Luckily it was a glorious day, and I sat

in front with the driver and enjoyed it all. . . .

" I told you leave was starting—well, it has now
started. Three of our officers have gone—and all to-

gether ! They are only getting three clear days in Eng-
land—but still

!

" I am going to find out when this course finishes—

I

think it lasts for sixteen days—and then I am going to

apply for my leave to follow on. I wish—oh, how
I wish—I may get it ; but of coiwse many things may
intervene.

" It it does come off I hope there will be a representa-

tive gathering to meet me at dinner. That is, I hope
Violet will be back from Edinburgh, Loma and Norah
from Coniston, and perhaps Oliver and his Winifred will

pay a flying visit from Cardiff. Haven't I got an enlai^ed

opmion of my own importance ? I suppose it is too much
to expect the offices to have a whole holiday !

"

" Monday, 28 June 1915, 6.15 p.m.
" The enemy's lines round here do not appear to be

strongly held, in fact quite the reverse—that is, the

front lines. But attacks on our part don't always pay

—

even so. Their method, as I understaj- i it, is simply to

lose less men than we do. Accordingly, they leave v^y
few men in their front trench, but what there are have a
good supply of machine guns and are well supported by
artillery. We precede our attacks by heavy sheUing, and
the few men get into well-built dug-outs until it is over,

then they come out and get to work with their machine
guns on the attacking infantry. The trench uhimately

falls after rather heavy loss on our side (especially if the

wire isn't properly cut) and the few defenders hold up their

hands. Some are made prisoners—some are not. If the

enemy want the trench very badly they try and retake

it by means of a strong counter-attack, trusting that oux

men and arrangements are in sufficient confusion to pre-
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vent adequate support. That is why our attacks are so

expensive and why we aren't constantly attacking. The
alternative plan is, I think, simply to shell them heavily

—in all their lines—and leave out the actual attack in

most cases. . . .

" I was so interested to hear that Alec had applied for

me to come back. It is not at all impossible, because I

have known two or three cases where officers have been

recalled—one was chief chemist (or so he said) at Brunner

Mond's. He was returning as I can e out, and tried to

make one's flesh creep by his tales of war. But I don't

think it is likely to happen in my case. I only wish it

would. I should love to come home again, although I

don't feel as if I had done my bit yet—reallv. I haven't

been in any big scrap, and I haven't killed my man
even. . . .

" I had a ripping time at the transport ; I hope thev

enjoyed the peas—they deserved to. They were hospital-

ity itself. They welcomed me, gave me three meals, lent

me anything I wanted, made room for me to sleep in their

large room (this necessitated the Quartermaster-Sergeant

moving his bed into another room), gave me a warm bath,

and generally made me feel quite at home. They have a

ripping dug-out. Rooms half underground, 7 feet high,

plenty of ventilation, boarded floor and walls, and 3

woode' roof supported on square wooden pillars and
covert l ii earth well sodded on top. . . .

" Tui-ing about the Major (Major Cotton), he used to

be our Adjutant at Crosby—he was Captain then. He
came out as second in command and has now got the

Battalion while our Colonel (Colonel Dudgeon) is away
sick. The latter got his C.B. in the last honours list. He
is an excellent man. Lieut. Burlton, too, got a Military

Cross. He has now been woimded twice ; he was the

moving spirit of the hockey matches at Crosby in the

old days, and, when he was recalled to the Front, his

mantle fell upon me. . . .

" All the officers here are from different regiments

with a very few exceptions. It is most interesting. At
meals, Way and I sit among the Cavalry, Dragoons and
Lancers, etc. They are fine chaps—the real Army
officers of which there are now all too few."
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" Machine-Gun School. G.H.Q.,
Wednesday, 7 /«/y 1015, 5 p.m.

" Here I am getting towards the end of my little

holiday, only five more days to go. No word has reached

me from my Battalion on the subject of leave, or of any-

thing else for that matter. . . .

If this threatened push on Calais is real, or if the

higher commands have got ' wind up ' about it, they will

very likely stop all leave, and then I shall just have to

wait tmtil it starts again. . . .

" I am siure that the fact of our nation being ' down

'

and preparing for a winter campaign wiU materially assist

in shortening the war and rendering that preparation

unnecessary.
" We have an awfully amusing chap here who is in

the Grenadier Guards. He is always imitating Harry
Tate. A great big hefty chap, in great big sloppy clothes

(includhig what are known as ' Prince of Wales 'breeches).

He gets his mouth right over to the side of his face and
says ' You stupid boy !

' in Harry Tate's voice. He does

this in the middle of our instructional squads when some
wretched person does something wrong with the gun, and
sends every one into fits of laughter. ... [A lot more
about a motor that wouldn't go.]

" My M.G. coiurse is going on very niceljr. I have

learnt a very great deal, have been intensely interested,

and am very keen on the work. My function as a reserve

machine-gunner should really be to train the reserve team
and such parts of the main team as are not actually re-

?uired in the trenches, in a safe spot behind the hnes

!

t sounds ' cushy,' but those in authority over us are not

sufficiently enlightened, I am afraid, to adopt such a plan.

The object of cour-e is to prevent your reserve men from
being ' used up ' as riflemen, as otherwise when you want
them to take the place of the others they are casualties

and all their training goes for nothing.

The Cavalry officers here are a great joke. They find

this life very tiring. They are quite keen to get back
again and have been from the beginning. We, on the

other hand, fairly enjoy it and are not at all anxious to

go back to our regiments. That shows the difference
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between the lives we lead. Of course they Aavc been in

the trenches and have had some very bad times there, but

they only go in in emergencies and at long mtervals. . . .

" Another difference between us is that they keep

their buttons as bright asjoossible and themselves as

spick and span as can be. The infantry . ^cer gets hM

buttons as duU as possible, and if they are .^Teen m much

the better, as it shows he has been through gas. He likes

his clothes and especially his puttees to be rather torn, and

his hat to be any old sloppy shape. If he gets a new hat

he is ahnost ashamed to wear it—he is terrified of being

mistaken for ' Kitcheners '

!

•• Lord Kitchener and Mr. Asquith came here last

evening. Here, to this convent. I don't know what for ;

but there was of course a good deal of stir here.

" Way and I went into the town last night, ^ye

hired a fiacre for the return journey. It came on to rain,

so it was iust as weU we had a hood. We both thoroj^hly

enjoyed the journey. The fiacre was what woiJd be

dignified by the name of ' Victoria ' in England. But in

France, where it seems to be etiquette not to take any

trouble over carriage-work, fiacre is the only word you

could apply, and it just fits it. It expresses not only its

shabbiness but also hints at its broken-backed appearance.

" We went into some stables and inquired about a

fiacre, and a fat boy in a blue apron with a white hwid-

kerchief tied over one eye said we could have one. bo l

said, ' Oil est le cocher ?
' and he pointed to his breast and

said', " C'est moi 1

'

. , , ^u j.
" The fare, he said, would be six francs and the pour-

boire. Thoughtful of him not to forget that. We agreed,

and he eventually produced the usual French horse.

" The fiacre was very comfortable and we were awfully

tickled with the idea of us two in that absurd conveyance,

especially when we passed staff officers, which was fre-

quently. Altogether we were quite sorry when our dnve

was over."

NOTE BY O. J. L.

On i6 July 1915. Raymond came home on leave, and he had a

great reception. On 20 July he went back.
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" Sunday. 25 July 1915, 7.30 p.m.

" I have got quite a nice dug-out, with a chair and
table in it. The table was away from the door and got
no light, so I have spent about two hours to-day turning
things round. I went to bed about three this morning
ust after ' stand-to ') and slept till nearly twelve. Then
had breakfast (bacon and eggs). As my former platoon

Sergeant remarked :
' It is a great thing to have a few

coimorts, it makes you forget tnere is a war.'
" So it does tmtil a whizz-bang comes over.
" I have just seen an aeroplane brought down (German

luckil)r). I missed the first part, where one of ours went
up to it and a flame shot across between them (machine
gun, I expect). I ran out just in time to see the machine
descending on fire. It came down quite steadily inside
otir lines (about a mile or more away), but the flames were
quite clearly visible."

" Thursday. 29 July 1915, 7.35 p.m.

" Here I am in the trenches again, quite like old times,
and quite in the swing again after the unsettling effect of

coming home I You know I can't help laughing at things
out here. The curious aspect of things sometimes comes
and hits me, and I sit down and laugh (not insanely or
hysterically, bien entendu ; but I just can'* help chuckling).
It is so absurd, the reasons ana causes that have drawn
me to this particular and imlikely field in Belgiiim, and,
having arrived here, that make me set about at once
house-hunting—for all the world as if it was the most
natural thing in life. And having selected my little house
and arranged all my belongings in it, I regard it as home
and spend a few days there. And then one morning my
servant and I, we pack up everything once more and
hoist them on to our backs and set off, staff in hand, like

a pair of gipsies to another field a mile or so distant, and
there make a new home. . . .

"I was very loth lo leave my front line dug-out,
because I had arranged things to my liking—had moved
the table so that it caught the light, and so on. It had a
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built-in table (which took a lot of moving?, a chair and a

sandbag bed. Quiie small and snug.
" Hut still—this new dug-out back here is quite nice.

Large and roomy, with windows with bars in them (bui

no glass)—a proper sqtiare table on four legs—thr<*f

chairs and a sandbiig bed So I am quite happy. Tin

sandbag bed is apparently made as follows : Cover a

portion of the floor, 6 icet 6 inc hes by 3 feet 6 inches, with

a single layer of sandbags filled with earth. 0\ or these

place several layers of empty sandbags, and the bed is

finished. If the hollows and 1' nips are carefully pl.iccd,

the former in the middle and tuc latter at the head, the

result is quite a success. O* course one sleeps in one's

clothes covered by a coat and with an air pillow under

one's head.
" We have had a very gay time in the trenches. I

think I told you how I sow a hostile aeroplane brought

down on fire m our lines. That was on Sunday, and the

official report says both pilots killed. On Monday I

went down to a support treuch to have meat tea and a

chat with Holden ana Ventris (two of C Company officers).

At a quarter to ten there was a loud rumbling explosion

and the dug-out we were in rocked for several seconds.

The Germans had fired a mine about 60 feet in front of

our trench to try to blow in some of our workings.
" I rushed to my guns—both were quite safe. You

should have heard the noise. Every man in the place

got up to the parapet and blaze I away for all he was
worth. It was exciting ! One machine gun fired two
belts (500 rounds), and the other fifty rounds. I heard

afterwards that several of the enemy weie seen to leap

their parapets, but turned back when they heard the

machine guns open fire. It took a good while for things

to quieten down. Some of our miners were at work
when it went off, but their gallery was some way off and

they were quite all right.
" Last night they actually exploded another t)ue

!

Aren't they keen ? This was a much smaller affair, but

closer to ouv trench. It shook down a portion of our

parapet, which was easily rebuilt, and entombed temjx)-

rarily two of our miners. In neither case were there

any casualties. . . .
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" I am so sorry the date of the wedding had to be

altered, but I agree it was for the best. I only hope you

remembered to inform the bridegroom—he is often for-

gotten on these occasions, and I have known a lot of

trouble caused by just this omission."

Letter from Raymond to Mrs. Fred Stratton,
FORMERLY MiSS MARJORIE GUNN

" I August 1915, Sunday, 11.20 p.m.

"I am not actiially in the trenches at the moment,

though most of the Battalion is. I was in for five days,

and then I was relieved about four days ago by another

officer (Roscoe) , who shares with me the duties of machine-

gim officer. So I am in a dug-out about three-quarters

of a mile behind the firing line while he is taking his turn

in that line. (A mine has just gone off and shaken the

ground, followed by a burst of heavy rifle firing. This

makes the fourth mine this week 1 Two went off while I

was up there, and the whole earth rocked for several

seconds. The first three mines were theirs, this last may
be ours, I don't know • we had one ready !)

" We have been at Hill 60 and also up at Ypres. At

present we are south of that appalling place, but I learn

with regiet that to-morrow we are movmg again and are

going up north of Ypres. We are all depressed in conse-

quence.
" What an awfully good letter you have wiitten me

;

but, do you know, it makes me ache all over when you

write like that about the car. You have only to mention

you have got a Rover, and I am as keen as mustard to

come and tinker with it I Aren't I young ?

" But you must know I want to come to New Park

in any case. I am awfully keen to stay there and see it

from inside, and see its inmates again after many years

(it feels like). So after the wai (may it be soon !) I am
just going to arrive. I may let you know !

" Yom remarks on weddings in general depress me
very much ! I hope the bridegroom's lot is better than

the poor bride's. Because my turn is bound to come !

' I am so glad Hester gave a good account of my
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appearance. I am very fit. it is the only way to exist

here Once you begin to get ' down ' and to worry, it is

all up with you. You go into a rapid decline, and eventu-

ally arrive home a wreck ! But as long as you smile and

don't care a hang about anything, well the war seems to

go on quite all right

!

u • j j t
"I enjoyed my few days' leave very much indeed, l

had five days in England and three full days and four

nights at home. I dropped into my old life just as if

no change had occurred. And the time was not long

enough to make the getting back difficult.

" This life is a change for me, as you say. I haven t

done laughing at its humorous side yet. In some ways

we get treated like schoolboys. More so at Crosby than

here, however."

" Saturday. 7 August 1915, 7-30 p*n-

"
I have been having rather a bad time lately,—

one of those times that reminds one that it is war

and not a picnic—but. thank goodness, it is ail over

now.
"

I think I told you that we were about to move up

north of Ypres, to St. JuUen or thereabouts. Well, just

before we handed over these trenches to one of Kitchenar s

Battalions, the Germans wenl and knocked down a lot

of our parapet, and also sent over some appalling things

that we call ' sausages,' or ' aerial torpedoes,' though they

are not the latter. They are great shell-shaped affau-s

about 3 feet along and inches in diameter. I should

think. They are visible during the whole of then flight.

They are thrown up about 100 yards into the air

and fall down as they go up, broadside on—not pomt

first. A few seconds after they fall there is the most

appalling explosion I have ever heard. From a distance

of 100 yards the rush of air is so strong that it feels

as if the thing had gone off close at hand. LuckUy there

is a sheht explosion when they are sent up, and, as I said,

they are visible all the time in the air. The result is

our men have time to dodge them, provided they arc not

mesmerised as one man was. He got stuck with his

mouth open, pointing at one ! A Corporal gave hm a

push which sent him lo yards, and the ' sausage landed
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not far from where he had been. Although they have
sent more than twenty of these things over altogether,

we have only had one casualty, and that a scratch. Their
effect is to terrify every one and keep them on tenterhooks
watching for them. Their purpose is to destroy mine
galleries, I believe. . . .

" Monday, August the 2nd, was the day we should
have been relieved, and that night I went up from head-
quarters and relieved Roscoe, who had had a bad time
in the fire trenches. . . .

" They were firing armour-piercing shells that go right

in and blow the parapet to blazes: dug-outs too, of

course, if they happen to be near. After punishing the
right end of the left-hand bit of trench, they traversed
along, laying waste the whole of our bit.

" I was in my dug-out with Hogg, another ofHcer.

I was trying to make tea, but every shell blew out the
Primus, and covered us in dust. I made it, however,
eventually, and we had just drunk it when a shell blew
the parados of the trench down, not far from our door,

and the next wrecked the dug-out next door to mine (a

man who happened to be inside having a miraculous
escape). We judged it was time to clear (the machine
guns had already been withdrawn to safety), and got

away as best we could through and over the debris that
had been a trench.

' Later in the day I made my way back, and re-

covered my pack and most of my belongings. It was
exciting work getting back, because they were sending
whizz-hangs through the gaps in the parapet, and the com-
munication trenches in the rear were blocked in places, so

that you had to get up on top and ' scoot ' across and drop
in the trench again.

" That evening they gave us a second shelling, and one
hit my dug-out fair and square (I had quarters in a sup-
port trench). When I returned next day for the rest of

my things—my equipment and some provisions—I had
to put two men on to dig them out . It took three-quarters
of an hour to get at them, through the wreckage of timber,
corrugated iron, and earth. . . .

" On Tuesday afternoon they sent off another mine,- -

about the seventh since we have been in,—but they are
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all well in front of our parapet. And on Wednesday they

gave us twelve sausages—the first I had seen.

" The trouble is, we have a number ofmine shafts under

the ground between our trenches and theirs, and they are

feaiiully ' windy ' about them. Tliey keep trying to stop

us minmg them, and their shilling is with the object of

blowing down our sap-heads. Their mines, too, go up

short, because they are ti ing to blow in our galleries ; or

else they are so scared they send them off before they are

ready. I think the last explanation is probably more

near the truth, because when one of their mines went up

recently a lot of Germans went up with it ! . . .

" We have been in here a fortnight to-night. You

can imagine how we long for clean clothes. Most of the

officers have not been out of their clothes all that time,

but I have been very lucky. I had two good cold baths

when I was down here before, and to-day I had a lovt-ly

hot one in a fxill-length wooden bath. A tremendous

luxury ! Also I had some clean socks to put on. . . .

" On the day I was shelled out of my dug-out my
servant, Bailey, was hit on the leg by a piece of shell and

has gone down the line wounded, not very seriously, I

think. He is a great loss to me, but I have got another

one now. Gray, who shapes very well. He is young and

willing, and quite intelligent.
" You ask whether that time when the mme went off

was the first time I had used these guns. Yes, abso-

lutely. The plan adopted in trench warfare is to place

yoiu- guns in position with a good wide loophol(> in front of

them, then block this up and keep a sharp look-out. When
the enemy attacks, you blaze away at them, and then shift

hurriedly to another gun-position and watch the old one

being shelled to blazes.
" If you fire on other occasions you are rather apt to

have your guns knocked out, and we can't afford to lose

any. That is why I was r.-i.thcr horrified to find one gun

had fired 500 rounds the other night. However, it was

not discovered. I think the long grass in front hid the

flashes. ...
, , r

" Yes, the sandbags might be damp when UM-d for a

bed, and I always lay niy waterproof ground-sheet on top

of them. I either sleep on that or on some new clean bags
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It is not only dampness, though.laid above that again,

that one fears

!

" As a matter of fact, one is not veiy sensitive to damp
when living so much out of doors. It is common to get
one's feet slightly wet and go for about four days without
removing one's boots—most unpleasant, but not in the
least damaging to health."

" Monday, i6 August 1915, Noon
" We are now out and restmg after doing a long spell.

I did nineteen days, and some £d a few more days than
that. Three weeks is a long time to live continuously in

clothes, boots, and puttees. . . .

" I came out of the trenches on Thursday night, and
was really a day too soon, because on Friday we were
having Orderly-Room right in the country, in front of the
C.O.'s tent ; the Colonel was there surrounded by most of
the officers, when we heard a shell. Well, that's nothing
unusual, but this one got crescendo, and we all looked up
in alarm. Then it got very crescendo, and finally cleared
us and landed with a loud explosion about 50 yards
beyond us, and not far from several groups of men. It

was an 8-inch ' crump.' One man only was killed, but we
knew that more were likely to come over, and so we gradu-
ally spread out to the sides. Four came altogether at
two-minute intervals, but we only had two casiialties.

Rather upsetting when we were supposed to be resting.

I don't know whether they could see our (officers') white
tents, or whether they saw the cricket match that took
place on the day before.

" Anyway we moved our tents slightly—every one put
their tents where they pleased, and then the Pioneer
Sergeant came and amused himself daubing green paint
on them in patches. Ours (three of C Coy.) was the
best ; the splodges looked just like hazel nuts (?) when
there are three together in their little green cases, and
they were interspersed with a kind of pansy-shaped flower.
Altogether a very tasteful and pleasmg effect. . . .

" A couple of gun stocks have come. They arrived
from Walker's, the makers, and I should very much like

to know who had them sent. They are ripping, sniping
attachments with periscopes for use with the orctinary
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rifle. I shall stick to one, and unless I hear otherwise I

shall present the other one to our sniping officer (honorary

rank)." ^

" Wednesday, 25 August 1915. 3 /»•»».
.

" I am in the trenches once more. We marched m
(about 10 miles) last night. We had a meal at 3 p.m..

and marched off soon after six. Our rations (officers )

went astray, because they were on a hand-cart in chaige

of our servants, who missed their way, so we have had

practically nothing to eat since late lunch yesterday, and

are pretty hungr>'. I have had a piece of chocolate, and

my water-bottle was nearly full of lemon squash. • • •

" We are in support trenches at Hooge, just on the left

of our former position up here. Except for some shelling

(chiefly ours), things are fairly quiet. _ .

" Since we were here last the position is greatly un-

proved ; the Germans have been driven over the ridge in

front (during the recapture of trenches here), and the whole

place IS much ' healthier ' m consequence. ...

"I have been out here five calendar months to-day,

and in the Army just over eleven months. They will be

pensioning me off soon as an old soldier."

" 29 August 1915, 11.30 a.m.

" I am having a very quiet and lazy time at the

moment, and feel I deserve it. We went into support

trenches for three days, and worked two nights from

730 pm. till 3 a.m. building and improving the fire

trench. Then on the third night we had a most exciting

time. One company, under Captain Taylor, was sent up

right in front to dig a new fire trench to connect with

another on our left. We had to go up a trench which rail

right out into space, and which had only just been bmlt

itself, and when there we had to get over the parapt and

creep forward to the new line we were to dig. Of course

we had to be dead quiet, but there was a big moon, and of

course they saw us. Most of the way we were not more

than 30 yards away from their front position (and they

had bombing parties out in front of that). WhUe we were

> Thos Walker & Son, of Oxford Street, Birmingham, bad kindly

given me two periscope rifle-stock attachments with exceUenv uurrors.

so aa to allow accurate sighting.—O. J. L.
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digging we had one platoon with bombs to cover us, and
soine of this party were as clost? as 25 yards to their front
Eosition. It was awful work, because they kept throwing
ombs at us, and what was almost worse was the close-

range sniping.

Very ' lights were going up from the German lines
all the time, and you could see the bullets kicking up the
dust all around. When we first got out there I picked
out my ground pretty carefully before lying down (be-
cause the recent scrap there was much in evidence), but
when the snipers got busy I didn't worry about what I
was on, I just hugged the ground as close as I could. They
would put the ' Very ' lights right into us, and one just
missed me by a yard. If they are not spent when they
come down, they blaze fiercely on the ground, and when
they finish, they look like a little coke fire. They would
bum you badly if they fell on you. I ha^'e seen a dead
man that one had fallen on afterwards. H. . clothes were
fearfully burned.

" The Germans were on the edge of a wood and our
ground was tipped towards them, so it was extremely
difficult to get cover. Shell holes were the best. Soon
the men got their trenches down, and things were a little

b«'tter. The men worked extremely well, and the Wilts
were working on oiu" left, and we eventually joined up
with them. After about five hours' work, the trenches
were fit to hold, and we filed out and the new garrison
filed in. Our casualties were much lighter than I should
have thought possible. The Colonel came along the new
trenches just before we left, and he was most awfully
pleased with C Company, and so is the General. Captain
Taylor is \'ery bucked about it.

" The scene of this affair was right against the Chateau
of Hooge, and close to th<^ mine crater. We found a
German machine gun half buried, but in good condition,
and any number of souvenirs. The Captain has got a
helmet—a dirty thing ; he had to have it cleaned out,
because part of the owner was still inside it ! It is a
r\immy shape, so flat-topped and square, with a brass
spike and a gold band down the back. I e.xpect it was an
officer's.

" Oh ! I have seen my first German (not counting
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prisoners). T ^as standing up and a ' Very ' light went
up. so I kept perfectly still. I was looking towards the
wood where the Germans were (I was 40 or 50 yards away),
and I saw one quite distinctly walking into tne wood.

" Our men that were killed (sniped) were buried just

behind, within a quarter of an hour of being hit. Rather
awful.

" The actual digging was rather trying in places, and in
one case they actually came on a horse !—which dates it

back to November, when v were pushed back to these
positions in the first battle of Ypres.

" The men in such places work with their respirators
on and are often actually sick. I have had whiffs of the
smell since in my food. Once smelt never forgotten. I
can tell the difference between a man and a horse, but I

don't know which I like least.

"Rather a morbid topic, ! am afraid. Well, after
leaving the scene of our labours (and glad to get out), we
called for our packs and had to march about two and a
half miles. We were dead beat when we arrived here
(nice safe dug-outs—roomy and comfortable—with our
valises ready to sleep in when we arrived), but we found a
good meal awaiting us, and about half-past foiu: we ' got
down to it ' and slept till noon. Holden and I share a
palatial dug-out, and we had breakfast in bed, and I did
not get up till just before our evening meal at 7. I washed
and dressed in slacks—had a meal, and later on went to
bed again. This morning we had breakfast in l)ed again
about 9.30. and then I got up, washed and shaved, dressed,
and am now sitting on my bed, leaning against the^wall
writing my letters.

" The General let us off ' stand-to ' because he knew
we were fagged out ; and it is a great mercy. Turning out
fully dressed at about 2.30 a.m. and remaining up for an
hour does not improve one's night's rest, I suppose,
though, that we shall have to start it soon—perhaps
tc-night.

" We are here till to-morrow night, I believe, and then
we go to some fairly nice trenches near the ones we were
in last. We are short of subalterns—rather—and they
have taken me off machine guns for the time being. I am
sick, but I get a bit in when I can. In the last trench we

5
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built (I and my platoon), not the exposed one, there was

a machine-eun position, and I took great pleasure in build-

ing it a really good emplacement. . . .

" Are you doing anything about getting me back for

Munitions ? I don't know what you think about it, and

whether you think I ought to carry on out here. I am
sure that after six months I shall be just about fed-up

with this business, but am not sure that after a couple of

months at home I shan't be wanting to come out again."

" Wednesday, i September 1915, 4.45 p.m.
" I will just write you a short letter to let you know

I am still well and happy, and still leading the strange

life of the picnic-hermit.
" When I last wrote to you I believe I was in the

very same spot as now, namely, support trenches in the

neighbourhood of a now famous ch&teau. Last time we

were in for three days, and on the night we left we had

a very blood-curdling experience digging a trench which

was to bring us closer to our friends the enemy. But

they were inclined to resent our advances, and they

welcomed us, not with open arms, but with lighted bombs.

However, having completed our work to the great satis-

faction of those in authority over us (namely, the Colonel

and the General [Brigadier]), we made good our escape.

"Then for three blissful days we lived (with our

valises) in some magnificent dug-outs in one of the safest

spots in this accursed though much im.^roved neighbour-

hood. These days we spent competing who could sleep

furthest round the clock (if that is a permissible expres-

sion). I think I won, and on my record day I got up

and dressed for dinner at about 7.30 p.m., made my bed

afterwards, and got back into it again. This halcyon

period was only interrupted once, when we all had to go

out and dig a trench one night long. However, the

worst feature of this expedition was the rain, which made
' going ' very difficult, and things in general rather uncom-

fortable (especially for the men), so we hadn't much to

grumble about.
" Then ve came back here and the first night we slept

in neace, getting up at about 3 a.m. ostensibly for the

pu^ose of ' stand-to,' but really to brew ourselves some
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cocoa. Then sleep till 9, 10, or 11, I foiget which. I

crawl to the door of my dug-out and shout for Gray,
who lives just opposite. ' Breakfast I ' I say, and he
invariably asks, ' What will you have, sir? ' just as if he
could command the larders of the Carlton or the Linga.

" Knowing my rations, and that an attempt at

humour would only put me off my plat du jour or daily

round, I usually thinlc for a few moments and then order

eggs and bacon, and face the common task. The only
variation I permit myself is that on one or two days in

the week I funk the bacon and have boiled eggs. Where
do the eggs come from ? They are purchased out of

the Mess fund by our Mess cook who lives with the

Transport when we are in the trenches, and brings them
up personally when the rations arrive at night. Yes,

he has a ' cushy ' time of it, does our Mess cook ; and
how can he avoid being happy, living as he does in a
perpetual transport ?

" WTiat of the days when no eggs are available ?

Wliy, t)ien, horribile dictu, I have fried cheese and
bacon I

" It occurs to me here, although all this was not
written with intention, that this could be a good place

to ask whether sausages are yet in season. If they are,

a few cooked ones (or half cooked) sent out now and
again would make a splendid variant for our menu.

" The meat season is hard to follow out here. Bully

beef is such a hardy perennial. ^This does not mean
that we live on it—I never eat it, there is always a good
supply of fresh beef.)

Blackberries are coming on, I notice with pleasure,

and I can usually tell what shells are in season (the

season for sausages in this department is, let us hope,

mercifully short. I believe we are now in the middle of

the close-time for this sturdy little fellow, I trust he is

not utilising it to increase and multiply).
" I am sorry I have had rather a sharp attack of

parentheses lately, the touch of winter in the air cramps
my style. And I really did think this was going to be
?uite a short letter. I cannot divine my moods, I find,

did not feel like writing until I got going.
" Please th-^nk father very much indeed for th«

_
' 'I

mm»
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sniperscopes. I have given one to the Captain of D
Company, who is keen on everything. He is an engineer

(civU), and is a most useful man out here. I have not

tried mine yet, as I haven't been in a fire trench, and it

would hardly be fair to use it in a support trench, the

backs of our infantry in the trench in front being too

easy a target to give the thing a fair trial.

" Oh ! I was telling you about my work in tnis trench

but got switched off on to food. Last time I was here

I (and my platoon) worked for two nights from 7.30 till

3 improving the parapets. Well, the second night of

this period (last night) I had got all sorts of plans ready

and was going to have a thoroughly good night building

dug-outs, draining the trench, and building a second

machine-gun emplacement (not my job really at the

moment). However, word came along that the platoon

was wanted to dig another trench right in front again

and near the other one. They said, 'A covering parly

with bombs will be provided, and send in your casualty

report in the morning !
' So I asked if they were supply-

ing stretchers and all complete I But they were not.

It is a most cheering way of sending you off, is it not ?

It is a wonder they did not make us take up our own
grave crosses, just m case.

" (By the way, it is most impressive to meet two men
walking along at night and one carrying a large white

cross. The burying and decking of the graves is done

verj' will here, and conscientiously. There is a special

orpanisation for making the crosses, lettering them and

putting tlioni up. The position of the grave is reported

to them, with the particulars, and they do the rest.)

" The Rrea^ difference in last night's job was that I

only had a platoon to deal with, while before the Captain

had a whole company. Also I was not quite so close to

the enemy (we wero 30 yards off, and less, before), and the

moon was mostly obscured. I determined not to let

them know we were working, so I crept out and explored

the ground with the Corporal of the covering party (this

was the worst part of the job, because you did not know

when you might not come across a party of the enem>

in the mnny shell holes and old trenches with which the

ground w.;3 covered). I had my large revolver in my
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pocket, but I did not want to use it, as it would have

given our game away.
" AU went well, and I got the men placed 01 1 in

absolute silence, with the covering party pushed out m
front to listen and watch. The men worked very quietly,

and when a light went up they got down and kept stUl.

Lights were veiy few. because the enemy had got a

working party out too—at one side, and we could occa-

sionally hear them driving in stakes for wire.

" We had to use picks in some places where the

ground was stony, and these are the hardest to keep

quiet. We got through it all right, and only one shot, I

Oiink, was fired all the time. It came fairiy close too. 1

am sure they guessed we were out, because when one

light went up I hadn't time to get down, so I kept still

and I plainly saw a Hun standing upright on his own

parapet. He straightened up as the light grew bright,

and I iust caught sight of the movement and saw him

then distinctly.
" The ground out there has been fought over a good

deal, and there are plenty of souvenirs about. I have

got one myself—a Hun nflc. The original owner, who

was buried with it—probably by a shell—happened to

lie exactly where we dug our trench, and we were obliged

to move him elsewhere. I brought his rifle home and

put it over the door of my dug-out. That was eariy this

morning. But the enemy have been putting shrapnel

over us (in reply to a good ' strafing ' by our guns), and

one piece has gone clean through the stock.

"Our artillery are going great guns nowadays. It

"pTtainly feels as if the shell supply was all right—or

•learly so.
. ., , , , /

" I don't know whether wo shall be wanted for any

job to-night, or whether we shall rest, or whether I can

get on with my projects. I must go round and see

Captain T. in the other trench. By the way, he came

to see how I was getting on last night about midnight,

and was very pleased with the work and with the fact

that we were having no casualties.
.

" That cake was fine, and much appreciated in the

Mess. The little knife you gave me when home on leave

is proving most useful.
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" Please thank Lionel for chocolate received and Alec

for gourdoulis.

I have sent another box of Surplus Kit home
addressed to Noel. Rather late to do it, I know, and I

shall want one or two of the things sent back later, but
not for a long time, and it is a relief to get rid of some
of my impedimenta. The socks returned want mending.
That reminds me, thank you and please thank Miss

Leith very much for the socks. They are quite all right

for size. Perhaps not so long and narrow in the foot

might be better, but it doesn't seem to affect the wear

;

they are most comfortable.
" I am still attached to the Company and not to the

machine guns—much to my annoyance."

" Monday, 6 September 1915, 9.30 p.m.
" Thank you so much for your inspiring and encour-

aging letter. I hope I am being useful out here. I some-
times doubt if I am very mucli use—not as much as I

should like to be. Possibly I help to keep C Company
officers more cheerful ! I am very sorry they have taken
me off machine guns for the present, I hope it may not

be long.
" Great happenings are expected here shortly and we

are going to have a share. We are resting at present and
have been out a few days now. We had only two periods

of three days each in the trenches last time in. . . .

" Our last two days in the trenches were appal-

lingly wet. My conduct would have given me double
pneumonia at home. My rain-coat was soaked, so I had
to sleep in shirt sleeves under my tunic, and the knees of

my breeches were wet.
" The next day the rain was incessant, and presently

I found the floor of my dug-out was swimming—the water
having welled up through the ground below and the

sandbags.
" I didn't have to sleep on it luckily, because we were

relieved that night. But before we went I had to turn
out with fifty men and work till midnight in water up to

one foot deep. So at 8.30 p.m. I got my boots full of cold

water and sat out in them till 12, then marched some
eight miles. After nine hours' rest and some breakfast
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we came here, another three or four. It was nice to get

a dry pair of boots and our vaUses and a tent.

"That night I rode i:ito Poperinghe with Captain

Taylor, and we had a really good dinner there—great

^ " We have a full set of parades here unfortunately,

otherwise things are all right. •
•

_^u . . „* „„" Alec has very kindly had a Molesworth sent me.

Most useful. , ^, , xl:„i, I

"
I would like a motor paper now and then, 1 ttiinK '.

The Motor for preference—or The Autocar. Arent 1

^°""captain Taylor has sprained his ankle by falling

from his horse one night, and has gone to a rest home

near. So I am commanding C Company at the moment.

Hope not for long. Too responsible at the present time

of crisis. ^ , ,

" 9 September, 3.30 p.m-

" Must just finish this off for post.

" We have just had an inspection by the Army Corps

Commander, Lieut .-(icneral Plumcr [Sir Herbert]

"
I am still in command of C Company, and had to call

them to attention and go round with the General, followed

by a whole string of minor generals, colonels, etc. He

asked me a good many questions :—
" First.—How long had I had the Company ? Then,

how long had I been out ? I said since March. He then

asked if I had been sick or wounded even, and I said no !

" Then he said, ' Good lad for sticking it ! at least 1

thought he was going to.

" We are kept very busy nowadays. 1 must try ana

write a proper letter soon. I do apologise.

" A box of cigarettes has arrived from, I suppose.

Alec. Virginias, I mean, and heaps of them.
" We have just got another tent—we have been so

short and have been sleeping five in. Now we shall be

two in each. The new one is a lovely dove-grey—like

a thundercloud. After the war I shall buy one.

•'
I shall be quite insufferable, I know ;

I shall want

everything done for me on the word of comi. -nd. Never

mind—roll on the end of the war ! ...»
"Cheer-ho, lovely weather, great spirits! Aero-

i!

i
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plane [English] came down in our field yesterday slightly
on fire. AH right thoug)i.—Good-bye, much love,

" Raymond [Maurice]."

" Sunday, 12 September 1915, 2 p.m.
" You will understand that I still have the Company

to look after, and we are going into the front-line trenches
this evening at 5 p.m. for an ordinary tour of duty. We
are going up m motor buses ! . . .

" Capt. T. thinks he will be away a month !

"

Telegram from the War Office

" 17 September 1915
" Deeply regret to inform you that Second Lieut.

R. Lodge, Second South Lanes, was wounded 14th Sept.
and has since died. Lord Kitchener expresses his sym-
pathy."

Telegram from the King and Queen

21 September 1915
" The King and Queen deeply regret the loss you and

the army have sustained by the death of your son in the
service of his country. Their Majesties truly sympathise
with you in your sorrow."



CHAPTER III

LETTERS FROM OFFICERS

SOME letters from other officers p-adually arrived,

giving a few particulars. But it was an excep-

tionally strenuous period at the Ypres salient, and

there was little time for writing. Moreo\ er, some of his

friends were killed either at the same time or soon

afterwards.

The fullest account that has reached us is in the

following letter, which arrived eight months later :

—

Letter from Lieutenant William Roscoe
TO Sir Oliver Lodge

" jth Brigade Machine-Gtm Company,
B.E.F., i6 May 1916

" Dear Sir Oliver Lodge,—When I was lately on

leave, a brother of mine, who had met one of your re-

latives, encouraged me to write and tell you what I knew
of your son Raymond. I was in the South Lancashire

Regiment when he joined the Battalion out here last

spring, and I think spent the first spell he had in the

trenches in his company.
" Afterwards I became Machine Gunner, and in the

summer he became my assistant, and working in shifts

we tided over some very trying times indeed. i parti-

cular during August at St. Eloi. To me at any rate it

was most pleasant being associated to^^other, and I think

he very much preferred work with the gunners to Com-
pany work. Being of a mechanical turn of mind, he was
always devisin? some new ' gadget ' for use with the gun

—for instance, a mounting for firing at aeroplanes, and

a device for automatic traversing ; and those of my men
73
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who knew him still quote him as their authority when
laying down the law and arguing about machine gunning.

" I wish we had more like him, and the endless possi-

bilities of the Maxim would be more quickly brought to

light.
" I am always glad to think that xt was not m any

way under my responsibility that he was killed.

" During September times grew worse and worse up
in the Ypres salient, culminating in the attack we made
on the 25th, auxiliary to the Loos battle. The trenches

were ruins, there was endless v^rk building them up at

night, generally to be wrecked again the next day. The
place was the target for every gun for miles on either side

of the salient.
" Every day our guns gave the enemy a severe bom-

bardment, in preparation for the attack, and every third

or fourth day we took it back from them with interest :

the place was at all times a shell trap.
" It was during this time that your son was killed. He

was doing duty again with the Company, which was
shorthanded, and I remember one night in particular

being struck with his cheerfulness on turning out to a

particularly unpleasant bit of trench digging in front of

our lines near the Stables at Hooge, a mass of ruins and
broken trenches where no one could tell you where you
might run across the enemy ; but the men had to dig for

hours on end, with only a small covering party looking

out a few yards in front of them.
" The morning your son was killed they were bom-

barding our trenches on the top of the hill, and some of

the men were being withdrawn from a bad piece. He and
Ventris were moving down the trench in rear of the party

—which I think must have been seen—for a shell came
and hit them both, but I think none of the men in front.

" Some time later, I don't know how long, I was going

up to the line to visit the guns, when I saw Ventris, who
was kxlled, laid out ready to be carried down, and pre-

sently I saw your son in a dug-out, with a man watching
him. He was then quite imconscious though still breath-

ing with difficulty. I could see it was all over with him.

He was still just alive when I went away.
" Our regiment was to lose many more on that same
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hill before the month was over, and those of us that re-

main are glad to be far away from it now ; but I always
feel that anyone who has died on Hooge Hill has at all

events died in very fine companj'.—Yours sincerely,

"(Signed) William Roscoe,
Lieut. 2nd S. Lanes. Regt., attached

yth Brigade, M.G. Company "

Letter from Lieutenant T etcher,
Great Crosby, Lr >l

" 21 September 1915
" Raymond was the best pal I've ever had, and we've

always been together ; in the old days at Brook Road,
then in Edinburgh, and lastly in France, and nobody
could ever have a better friend than he was to me.

" I'll never ^orget the first day he came to u? at

Dickebusch, and how pleased we all were to see him again ;

ar.d through it all he was always the same, ever ready to

help anyone in any \\ay he could, whilst his men wore
awfully fond of him and would have done anything for

him."
" *4 September 1915

" I hear that we were digging trenches iii advance of

our present onv^s at St. Eloi last week, so it must have
been then that he was hit, as he was awfully keen on dig-

ging new trenches, and heaps of times I've had to tell him
to keep down when he was watching the men working. . . .

" I always thought he would come through all right,

and I know he thought so himself, as, the last time I saw
him, we made great plans for spending some time together

when we get back, and it seems so difficult to realise that

he has gone. (Signed) Eric S. Fletcher
"

Letter from Lieutenant Case to Brodie

" Thursday, 23 September 1915
" Ves, I knew Raymond Lodge very well, and he was

indeed a friend of mine, being one of the nicest fellows it

has ever been my privilege to meet. I was with him
wher he died. This was how it happcneu to the best of

my knowledge.
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•" A ' Company (the one I am in) and ' C ' Company
were in the trenches at the time. Tl gunners had sent

up word that there was going to be a bombardment, and
so they recommended us to evacuate the front-line

trenches, in case the Hun retaliated, and it was whilst

C Company were proceeding down the communication
trench, till the bombardment was over, that the shell

came which killed your brother. He was in command of

C Company at the time, and was going down at the

rear of his men, having seen them all safely out of the

trenches. His servant, Gray, was hit first, in the head
(from which he afterwards died) . Then Lodge w-^nt along

to tell the Sergeant-Major, and to see about assistance,

farther down the trench. Whilst talking to thr Ccrpany
Sergeant-Major he was hit in the left side of t.

' y a
piece of shell, I think . Lowerdown the trenc^

,
. tris

was hit and killed. As soon as I heard abi ... -ent

along to see if I could be of any use. I sa\\ ^ lyinr

in a dug-out, with a servant looking after him. 1 saw fc'-

was badly hit, and tried to cheer him up. He recognised

me and was just able to ask a few questions. That must
have been aoout twenty minutes or so after he was hit.

I think he lived about half an hour, and I don't think he
suffered much pain, thank God.

" I was very, very grieved at his death, for he was one
of the very nicest fellows I have met. That he was uni-

versally liked, both by officers and men, it is needless to

say. . . .

" I was for nearly three months in C Company with

your brother, and was thus able to see his extreme coolness

and ability in military matters.
" (Signed) G. R. A. Case

"

J

Letter from Lieutenant Case to Lady Lodge

" Friday, 24 September 191

5

" Need I say how grieved we all were at his loss ? He
was hit about midday, and died about half an hour or so

afterwards. I forget the date, but I have written more
fully to his brother. I don't think he suffered much pain.

He was coi. cious when I arrived, and recognised m^B, I
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think, and I remained with him for some time. I then

went off to see if there was any possibility of finding the

doctor, but all the telephone wires were cut, and even if

we had been able to get the doctor up, it would have

been of no avail. The stretcher-bearers did all that was
possible. . . . Another subaltern, Mr. Ventris, was killed

at the same time, as was his s( rvant Gray as well.

" (Signed) G. R. A. Case " »

Letter from Captain S. T. Boast

"
2. September 1915

" First of all I beg to offer you aad your family m>
sincere sympathies in the loss of your son, 2nd Lieut.

Lodge. His loss to us is very great : he was a charming

young fellow—always so very cheerful and willing, hard

working, and a bright example of what a good soldier

ought to be. He was a most efficient officer, and only

recently qualified in the handling and command of Maxim
guns—a most useful accomplishment in the present war.

Briefly, the circumstances which led to his death were as

follows :

—

" On 14 September, C Company to which 2nd Lieut.

Lodge belonged, was in position in a forward fire trench.

During the morning the commander of the artillery

covering the position informed 2nd Lieut. Lodge, who at

the time was in command of C Company, that it was in-

tended to shell the enemy's positions, and as his trenches

were only a short distance from ours, it was considered

advisable to withdraw from our trench during the shelling.

2nd Lieut. Lodge gave orders for his Company to with-

draw into a communication trench in the rear. He and

2nd Lieut. Ventris were the last to leave the forward

trench, and in entering the communication trench both

these officers were caught by enemy's shrapnel. Ventris

was killed—Lodge mortally wounded and died of his

wounds shortly afterwards These are the circumstances

of his death."

> Lieutenant Case himself, alasl was killed on the 25th of September

1915. It was a fatal time. Lieutenant Fletcher also has been killed

now, on 3rd July 1916.

I'll
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From Captain A. B. Cheves, R.A.M.C.

"22 September 1915
'' The Co'onel has asked me to write you, giving some

idea of the burial-ground in which your son's grave is. I

understand that he was leading his Company back from
one of the commanication trenches when the Germans
shelled the front and rear of the column, killing your son
and the oflicer who was at the rear. At the same time
one man was killed and two wounded. I knew nothing
about this until later in the day, as communication witli

my aid post was very difficult, and lie was reporr"^ to
me as having been killed. I understand that ht cd
for about three hours after 'np wounded, and al. he
officers and men who were prei>ent speak very highly ' 1

his conduct during this time. His wound was unfortu-
nately in such a position that there was no chance of
saving his life, and this was recognised by all, including
your son himself. When his body was brought down in
the evening the expression on his face was absolutely
peaceful, and I should think that he probably did not
suffer a great deal of pain. He was buried on the same
evening in our cemetery just outside the aid post, side by
side with Lieut. Ventris, who was unfortunately killed
on the same day. The cemetery is in the garden adjoin-
ing a ruined farm-house. It is well enclosed by hedges,
and your son's grave is under some tall trees that stand
in the garden. There are graves there of men of many
regiments who have fallen, and our graves are enclosed by
a wire fence, so keeping them quite distinct from the others.
There is a wooden cross marking the head of the grave,
and a small one at the foot. I am afraid that our con-
dolences will be small consolation to you, but I can assure
you that he was one of the most popular officers with the
Battalion, both amongst the officers and men, and all fee',

his loss very greatly."

Information sent by Captain Cheves to Mrs. Ventris,
motl.or of the Second Lieutenant who was killed at the
same time as Raymond and buried with him :

—

" He was buried on the right of the Menin Road, ju«t
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past where the Zoncbcke Rail cuts. If you can get hold

of Sheet 28. Belgium 1/40.000, the reference is I. 16. b 2.

Any solditT will show you how to read the map."

Letter from a Foreman Workman

[I also append a letter received from a workman who
used to be at the same bench with Raymond when he was
going through his workshop course at Wolseley Motor

Works. Stallard is a man he thought highly of, and be-

friended. He is now foreman in the Lodge Fume Deposit

Company, after making an effort to get a berth in Lodge
Brothel s' for Raymond's sake. He is now, and has been

since the war began, the owner of Raymond's dog Larry,

about whom some local people remember that there was
an amusing County Court case.]

" 98 Mansel Road. Small Heath, Bitminghatn,

17 September 191

«

" Dear Mr. Lionel,—The shock was too great for me
to speak to you this afternoon. I should like to express

to you, and all the family, my deepest and most heartfelt

sympathy in your terrible loss. Mr. Raymond was th«

best friend I <;ver bad.
" Truly, I thought more of him than any other man

living, not only for his kind thoughts towards me, but for

his most admirable qualities, which I knew he possessed.
" Tiie memory of him will remain with me as long as I

jive.—Believe me to be, yours faithfully,
" (Signed) Norman Stallard

"
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PART II

SUPERNORMAL PORTION

"Peace, peace I he is not dead, he doth not sleep

—

Ha hath awakened from the dream of life."

Shelley, Adonais
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INTRODUCTION

I
HAVE made no secret of my conviction, not merely
that personality persists, but that its continued
existence is more entwined with the life of every day

than has been generally imagined ; that there is no real
breach of continuity between the dead and the living

;

and that methods of intercommunion across what has
seemed to be a gulf can be set going in response to the
urgent demand of affection,—that in fact, as Diotima told
Socrates {Symposium, 202 and 205), Love bridges the
CHASM.

Nor is it affection only that controls and empowers
supernormal intercourse : scientific interest and missionary
zeal constitute supplementary motives which are found
efficacious ; and it has been mainly through efforts so
actuated that I and some others have been gradually
convinced, by direct experience, of a fact which before
long must become patent to mankind.

Hitherto I have testified to occurrences and messages
of which the motive is intellectual rather than emotional

:

and though much, very much, even of this evidence
remains inaccessible to the public, yet a good deal has
appeared from time to time by many writers in the
Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research,
and in my personal collection called The Survival of
Man. No one therefore will be surprised if I now
further testify concerning communications which come
home to me m a peculiar sense ; communications from
which sentiment is not excluded, though still they appear
to be guided and managed with intelligent and on the
whole evidential purpose. These are what I now decide
to publish

; and I shall cite them as among those evidences
for survival for the publication of which some legitimate
demand has of late been made, owing to my having

i'!|
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J 1 ^^A «,v belief in continued existence without being

become great ;
but I shaU^^^^^

^^^17 communications

more experience, have yet a^ interest ott^^r^ov^^

SSo^i'ta^S.^rS'^e^SS^SS t^o prove h.

scepticism,
^^^fJ'P *f°J£ say overborne by the facts.

P^'KaH^l'S-my attach so m-.h importance to

J .S^l cie > T lo not attach especial importance

? it hSeve^ individual case is of moment, because

In ;*uch a Se'the aphorism E. uno d^sce omnes ir
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If we can establish the survival of

y individual we have established it

sliictly applicable

any single ordir

for all.

Christians may say that the case for one Individual

was established nearly 1900 years ago ; bat they have
most of them confused the issue by excessive though
perhaps legitimate and necessary emphasis on the ex-

ceptional and unique character of that Personality. And
a school of thought has arisen which teaches that ordinary
men can only attain immortality vicariously—that is,

conditionally on acceptance of a certain view conreming
the benefits of that Sacrificial Act, and active assimilation

of them.
So without arguing on any such subject, and without

entering in the slightest degree on any theological questic,
I have endeavoured to state the evidence fully and
frankly for the persistent existence of one ci the multi-

tude of youths who have sacrificed their lives at the call

of their Country when endangered by an aggressor of

calculated ruthlessness.

Some critics may claim that there are many stronger

cases of established siurvival. That may be, but this

is a case which touches me closely and has necessarily

received my carefiil attention. In so far • here are

other strong cases—and I know of several— . .luch the

better. I myself considered the case of survival practi-

cally proven before, and clinched by the efforts of Myers
and others of the S.P.R. group on the other side ; but
evidence is cumulative, and the discussion of a fresh case

in no way weakens those that have gone before. Each
stick of the faggot must be tested, and, unless absolutely

broken, it adds to the strength of the bundle.
To base so momentous a conclusion as a scientific

demonstration of human survival on any single instance,

if it were not sustained t all sides by a great consensus
of similar evidence, would ioubtless be unwise ; for

some other explanation of a merely isolated case would
have to be sought. But we are justified in examining
the evidence for any case of which all the details are

known, and in trying to set forth the truth of it as com-
pletely and fahly as we may.

1 i
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CHAPTER I

ELEMENTARY EXPLANATION

FOR people who have studied psychical matters, or

who have read any books on the subject, it is un-

necessarv to explain what a ' sitting ' is. Novices

must be asked to refer to other writings—to small books,

for instance, by Sir W. F. Barrett or Mr. J. Arthur

Hill or Miss H. A. Dallas, which are easily accessible, or

to my own previous book on this subject called The

S wvival of Man, which begins more at the beginnmg so

far as my own experience is concerned.

Of mediumship there are many grades, one of the

simplest forms being the capacity to receive an impression

or automatic writing, under peaceful conditions, m mi

ordinary state ; but the whole subject is too large to be

treated here. Suffice it to say that the kind of medium

chiefly dealt with in this book is one who, by waiting

quietly, goes more or less into a trance, and is then sub-

ject to what is caUed ' control '—speaking or wntmg m a

manner quite different from the medium's own normal or

customary manner, under the guidance of a separate in-

teUigence technically known as ' a control,' which some

think must be a secondary personaUty—which mdeed

certainly is a secondary personality of the medium, what-

ever that phrase may reaUy signify—the transition bemg

effected in most cases quite easU^ and naturaUy. In this

secondary state, a degree of clairvoyance or lucidity is at-

tained quite beyond the medium's normal conscioubuess,

and facts are referred to which must be outside his or her

normal knowledge. The control, or second personality

which speaks during the trance, appears to be more

closely in touch with what is popularly spoken of as

' the next world ' than with customary human existence,

?6
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and accordingly is able to get messages through from
people d'xeased ; transmitting them through the speech or

writing of the medium, usually with some > bscurity and
misunderstanding, and with mannerisms belonging either

to the medium or to the control. The amount of sophisti-

cation varica according to the quality of the medium, and
to the state of the same medium at different times ; it

must be attributed in the best cases physiologically to the
medium, intellectually to the control. The confusion is no
greater than might be e ^pected from a pair of operators,

connected by a telephone of rather delicate and uncertain

quality, who were engaged in transmitting messages
between two stranger communicators, one of whom was
anxious to get messages transmitted, though perhaps
not very skilled in wording them, while the other was
nearly silent and anxious not to give any information or

assistance at all ; being, indeed, more c>r less suspicious

that the whole appearance of things wao deceptive, and
that his friend, the ostensible communicator, was not really

there. Under such circumstances the effort of the distant

communicator would be chiefly directed to sending such
natural and appropriate messages as should gradually
break down the inevitable scepticism of his friend.

hi

li

Further Preliminary Explai^ation

I must assume it known that messages purporting to
come from various deceased people have been received
through various mediums, and that the Society for

Psychical Research has especially studied those coming
through Mrs. Piper—a resident in the neighbourhood of

Boston, U.S.A.—during the past thirty years. We were
introduced to her by Professor William James. My own
experience with this lady began during her visit to this

country in 1889, and was renewed in 1906. The account
has been fully published in the Proceedings of the
Society for Psychical Research, vols. vi. and xxiii., and
an abbreviated version of some of the incidents there
recorded can be referred to in my book The Survival

of Man.
It will be convenient, however, to explain here that

some of the commimicators on the other ude, like Mr.

ill
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Myers and Dr. Richard Hodgson, both now deceased, have

appeared to utilise many mediums ; and that to allow

for possible sophistication by normal mental idiosyn-

crasies, and for any natural warping due to the physio-

logical mechanism employed, or to *he brain-deposit from

which selection has to be made, we write the name of the

ostensible communicator in each case with a suffix—Uke

Myersp. Myersy, etc. ; meaning by this kind of designation

to signify that part of the Myers-like intelligence which

operates through Mrs. Piper or through Mrs. Verrall, etc.,

rcsDCCt iVclV •

We know that communication must be hampered, and

its form largely determined, by the unconscious but in-

evitable influence of a transmitting mechanism, whether

that be of a merely mechanic?! or of a physiological

character. Every artist knows that >'e must adapt the

expression of his thought to his mateiial, and that what

is possible with one ' medium,' even in the artist's sense

of the word, is not possible with another.

And when the method of communication is purely

mental or telepathic, we are assured that the communicator
• on the other side ' has to select from and utilise those

ideas and channels which represent the customary mental

scope of the medium ; though by practised skill and in-

genuity they can be woven into fresh patterns and be made

to convey to a patient and discriminating interpreter the

real intention of the communicator's thought. In many
such telepathic communications the physical form which

the emergent message takes is that of automatic or semi-

conscious writing or speech ; the n nner of the utterance

being fairly normal, but the substance of it appearing not

to emanate from the writer's or speaker's own mind :

though but very seldom is either the subject-matter or the

language of a kind quite beyond the writer's or speaker's

normal capabilities.

In other cases, when the medium becomes entranced,

the demonstration of a communicator's separate intelli-

gence may become stronger and the sophistication less.

A still further stage is reached when by special effort what

is called telergy is employed, i.e. when physiological mech-

anism is more directly utilised without telepathic opera-

tion on the muid. And a still further step away from
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personal sophistication, though under extra nnechanical

difficulties, is attainable in telekinesis or what appears to

be the direct movement of inorganic matLer. To this last

category—though in its very simplest form—must belong,

I suppose, the percussive sounds known as raps.

To understand the intelligent tiltings of a table in con-

tact with human muscles is a much simpler matter. It is

crude and elementary, but in principle it does not appear

to differ from automatic writing ; though inasmuch as the

code and the movements are so simple, it appears to be the

easiest of all to beginners. It is so simple that it has been

often employed as a sort of game, and so has fallen into

disrepute. But its possibilities are not to be ignored for all

that ; and in so far as it enables a feeling of more direct

influence—in so far as the communicator feels able him-

self to control the energy necessary, instead of having to

entrust his message to a third person—it is by many com-

municators preferred. More on this subject will be found

in Chapters VIII of Part II and XIV of Part III.

Before beginning an historical record of the com-

munications and messages received from or about my
son since his death, I think it will be well to prelude it

by-
(i) A message which arrived before the event

;

(ii) A selection of subsequent communications bear-

on and supplementing this message ;

(iii) One of the evidential episodes, selected from

subsequent communicatioas, which turned

out to be exactly verifiable.

A few further details about these things, and another

series of messages of evidential importance, will be

found in that Part of the Proceedings of the S.P.R.

which is to be published about October 1916.

If the full discussion allowed to these selected por-

tioiiS appears rather complicated, an unstudious reader

may skip the next three chapters, on a first reading, and

may learn about the simpler facts in their evolutionary

or historical order.

J



CHAPTER II

THE 'FAUNUS' MESSAGE

Preliminary Facts

RAYMOND joined the Army in September 1914 ; trained near

Liverpool and Edinburgh with the South Lancashires, and
in Mar:h 191 5 was sent to the trenches in Flanders. In

the middle of July 191 5 he had a few days' leave at home,
and on the 20th returned to the Front.

Initial 'Piper' Message

The fiist intimation that I had thai anything mit'^t

be going wrong, was a message from Myers through

Mrs. Piper in America ; communicated apparently by
" Richard Hodgson " at a time when a Miss Robbins was
having a sitting at Mrs. Piper's house, Greenfield, New
Hampshire, on 8 August 1915, and sent me by Miss Alta

Piper (A. L. P.) together with the original script. Here

follows the extract, which at a certain stage in Miss

Robbins's sitting, after having dealt with matters of

personal significance to her, none of which had anything

whatever to do with me, began abruptly thus :

—

R, H.—Now Lodge, while we are not here as of old, i.e.

not quite, we are here enough to take and give

messages.
Myers says you take the part of the poet, and

he will act as Faunus. Faun us.

MISS R.—Faunus ?

R. H.—Yes. Myers. Protect. He will understand.

(Evidently referring to Lodge.—A. L. P.)

What have you to say, Lodge ? Good work.

Ask Verrall, she will also understand. Arthur

says so. [This means Dr. Arthur W. Verrall

(deceased).—O. J. L.]
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MISS R.—Do you mean Arthur Tennyson ?

This absurd confusion, stimulated by the word
' poet,' was evidently the result of a long strain at

reading barely legible trance-writing for more than

an hour, and was recognised immediately after-

wards with dismayed amusement by the sitter. It

is only of interest as showing how completely

unknown to anyone pr'"ient was the reierence

intended by the communicator.—O. J. L.]

R. H.

—

No. Myers knows. So does You
got mixed (to Miss R.), but Myers is straight about

Poet and Faunus.

I venture to say that to non-classical people the

above message conveys nothing. It did not convey

anything to me, beyond the assurance, based on past

experience, that it certainly meant something definite,

that its meaning was probably embedded in a classical

quotation, and that a scholar like Mrs. Verrall would be

able to interpret it, even if only the bare skeleton of the

message were given without any details as to source.

Letter from Mrs. Verrall

In order to interpret this message, therefore, I wrote

to Mrs. Verrall as instructed, asking her :
" Does The Poet

and Faunus mean anything to you ? Did one ' protect

'

the other ? " She replied at once (8 September 1915)
referring me to Horace, Carm. u. xvii. 27-30, and
saying :—

" The reference is to Horace's accoimt of his narrow

escap frc .n
'' *rom a falling tree, which he ascribes

to the inter . of Faunus. Cf. Hor. Odes, 11. xiii.

;

11. xvii. 27 ; . IV. 27 ; ill. viii. 8, for references to

the subject. The allusion to Faunus is ir^ Ode 11. xvii.

27-30 :—
' Me truncus illapsu rebro
Sustulerat, nisi Fau..us ictum
Dextra levasset, Mercurialium
Custos virorum.'

" ' Famius, the guardian of poets ' (' poets ' being the

usual interpretation^ of ' Mercury's men ').
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" The passage is a very well-known one to all readers of

Horace, and is perhaps specially familiar from its con-

taining, in the sentence quoted, an unusual grammatical

construction. It is likely to occur in a detailed work on

Latin Grammar.
" The passage has no sp-.-ci.il associations *or me other

than as I have describi'd, though i* Vas some interest as

forming part of a chronological sequence among the Odes,

not generally admitted by commentators, but accepted

by me.
" The words quoted are, of course, strictly applicable

to the Horatian passage, which they instantly recalled

tome. (Signed) M. de G. Verrall"

I perceived therefore, from this manifestly correct

interpretation of the ' Myers ' message to me, that the

meaning was that some blow was going to fall, or was likely

to fall, though I. didn't know of what kind, and that Myers
would intervene, apparently to protect me from it. So far

as I can recollect my comparatively trivial thoughts on
the subject, I believe that I had some vague idea that the

catastrophe intended was perhaps of a financial rather

than of a personal kind.

The above message reached me near the beginni: g of

September in Scotland. Raymond was killed near Ypres
on 14 September 1915, and we got the news by telegram

from the War Office on 17 September. A fallen or falling

tree is a frequently used symbol for death; perhaps

through misinterpretation of Eccl. xi. 3. To several other

classical scholars I have since put the question I addressed

to Mrs. Verrall, and they all referred me to Horace, Carm.
II. xvii. as the unmistakable reference.

Mr. Bayfield's Criticism

Soon after the event, I informed the Rev. M. A.

Bayfield, ex-headmaster of Eastbourne College, fully of

the facts, as an interesting S.P.R. incident (saying at the

same time that Myers had not been able to ward off

'

the blow) ; and he was good enough to send me a careful

note in reply :

—

" Horace does not, in any reference to his escape, say

^^
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clearly whether the tree struck him, but I have always

thought it did. He says Faunus lightened the blow ;
he

does not say ' turned it aside.' As bearing on your

terrible loss, the meaning seems to be that the blow wotjd

faU but would not crush ; it would be lightened by

the assurance, conveyed afresh to you by a special mes-

sage from the still living Myers, that your boy still lives.

"
I shall be interest d to know what you think of this

interpretation. The ' protect ' I take to mean protect

from being oveiwhel-.ed by the blow, from losing faith

and hope, as we are all in danger of doing when smitten

by some crushing personal calamity. Many a man when

so smitten has, like Merlin, lain

And lost to life and \

' as dead,

and name and farae.'

That seems to me to ^ive a sufficiently precise application

to the word (on which Myers apparently insists) and to

the whole reference to Horace."

In a postscript he adds the following :—•

" Ik Carm. m. 8, Horace describes himself as prope

fufieratus I arboris ictu.
' wellnigh kUied by a blow from

a tree
' An artist in expression, such as he was. would

not have mentioned any ' blow ' if there had been none

;

he would have said ' well nigh killed by a falhng tree —
or the like. It is to be noted that in both passages he

uses the word ictus. And in ii. 13. " (the whole ode is

addressed to the tree) he says the man niust have been a

fellow steeped in every wickedness who planted thee

an accursed lump of wood, a thing meant to fall this is

the delicate meaning of caducum—not merely falhng
)

on thine undeserving master's head. Here again the

language implies that he was btruck. and struck on

" Indeed the escape must have been a narrow one and

it is to me impossible to believe that Horace woiUd have

been so deeply impressed by the accident if he had not

actually been struck. He refers to it four times :—

Carm. ii. 13.—(Ode addressed to the tree—forty

lines long.)

ii. 17. 27.
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iii. 4. 27.—(Here he puts the risk he ran on a
parallel with that of the rout at
Fhilippi, from which he escaped.)

iii. 8. 8.
^

"I insist on all this as strengthening my interpreta-
tion, and also as strengthening the assignment of the
script to Myers, who would of course be fully alive to all

the points to be found in his reference to Faunus and
Horace—and, as I have no doubt, believed that Horace
did not escape the actual blow, ai.d that it was a severe
one.

NOTE BY O. J. L.

Since some of the translators, especially verse translators, of
Horace convey the idea of turning aside or warding off the blow,
it may be well to emphasise the fact that most of the scholars
consulted gave " lightened " or " weakened " as the translation.
And Professor Strong says—" no doubt at all that ' levasset

'

means ' weakened ' the blow ; the bough fell and struck the
Poet, but lightly, through the action of Faunus. ' Levo ' in this
sense is quite common and classical."

Bryce's prose translation (Bohn) is quite clear—" a tree-stem
falling on my head had surely been my death, had not good
Faunus eased the blow . . ." And although Conington's transla-
tion has " check'd the blow in mid descent," he really means the
same thing, because it is the slaying, not the wounding or striking
of the Poet that is prevented :

—

'•'Me the curst trunk, that smote my skull.
Had slain ; but Faunus, strong to shield
The friends of Mercury, check'd the blow
In mid descent."

Additional Piper Script

Mr. Bayfield also calls my attention to another portion
of Piper Script—in this case not a trance or semi-trance
sitting, but ordinary automatic writing—dated 5 August,
which reached me simultaneously with the one already
quoted from, at the beginning of September, and which
he says seems intended to prepare me for some personal
trouble :

—

" Yes. For the moment. Lodge, have faith and
wisdom [? confidence] in all that is highest and best.
Have you all not been profoundly guided and
cared for ? Can you answer, ' No ' ? It is by your
faith that all is well and has been."

Hi
iii)
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1 remember being a Uttle struck by the wording in the

above script, urging me to admit that we—presvunably

the family—had " been profoundly guided and cared for,"

and " that all is well and has been '
; because it seemed

to indicate that something was not going to be quite so

well. But it was too indefinite to lead me to make any

careful record of it, or to send it as a prediction to anybody

for filing ; and it would no doubt have evaporated from

my mind except for the ' Faunus ' warning, given three

days later, though received at the same time, which seemed

to me clearly intended as a prediction, whether it happened

to come off or not.

The two Piper communications, of which parts have

now been quoted, reached me at Gullane, East Lothian,

where my wife (M. F. A. L.) and I were staying for a few

weeks. They arrived early in September 1915, and as

soon as I had heard from Mrs. Verrall I wrote to Miss

Piper to acknowledge them, as follows :

—

" The Linga Private Hotel,

Gullane, East Lothian,

12 September 191

5

"My dear Alta,—The reference to the Poet and Faunus
in your mother's last script is quite intelligible, and a good

clcissical allusion. You might tell the ' communicator ' some time

if there is opportunity.
" I feel sure that it must convey nothing to you and yours.

That is quite as it should be, as you know, for evidential reasons."

This was written two days before Raymond's death,

and five days before we heard of it. The Pipers' ignor-

ance of any meaning in the Poet and Faunus allusion

was subsequently confirmed.

It so happens that this letter was returned to me, for

some unknown reason, through the Dead Letter Office,

reaching me on 14 November 1915, and being then sent

forward by me again.*

' Further Piper and other communications, obscurely relevant to

this subject, will be found in a Paper which will appear in the S.P.R.

Proceedings for the autumn of 191O.

3
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SEQUEL TO THE * FAUNUS ' MESSAGE

III

\m'

IT
now remains to indicate how far Myers carried

out his implied promise, and what steps he took,

or has been represented as having taken, to lighten

the blow—^which it is permissible to say was a terribly

severe one.

For such evidence I must quote from the record of

sit+ings held here in England with mediums previously
imKnown, and by sitters who gave no sort of clue as
to identity. (See the historical record, beginning at

Chapter V.)
It may be objected that my own general appearance is

known or might be guessed. But that does not apply to
members of my family, who went quite anonymously to
private sittings kindly arranged for by a friend in London
(Mrs. Keimedy, wife of Dr. Kennedy), who was no relation

whatever, but whose own personal experience caused her
to be sympathetic and helpful, and who is both keen and
critical about evidential considerations.

I may state, for what it is worth, that as a matter of

fact normal clues to identity are disliked, and, in so far as
they are gratuitous, are even resented, by a good medium ;

for they are no manner of use, and yet subsequently they
appear to spoil evidence. It is practically impossible for

mediums to hunt up and become normally acquainted
with the family history of their numerous sitters, and
those who know them are well aware that they do nothing
of the sort, but in making arrangements for a sitting it is

not easy, unless special precautions are t?':en, to avoid
giving a name and an address, and there' appearing to
give facilities for fraud.

In our case, and in that of our immediate friends, these
96
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precautions have been taken—sometimes in a rather
elaborate manner.

The first sitting that was held after Raymond's death
by any member of the family was held not explicitly

for the purpose of getting into communication with him

—

still less with any remotest notion of entering into com-
munication with Mr. Myers—but mainly because a French
widow lady, who had been kind to our daughters during
winters in Paris, was staying with my wife at Edgbaston—^her first real visit to England—and was in great dis-

tress at the loss of both her beloved sons in the war, within
a week of each other, so that she was left desolate. To
comfort her my wife took her up to London to call on Mrs.
Kennedy, and to get a sitting arranged for with a medium
whom that lady knew and recommended. Two anonymous
interviews v.ere duly held, and incidentally I may say that
the two sons of Madara< c mmunicated, on both occasions,
though with difficulty ; that one of them gave his name
completely, the other approximately ; and that the mother,
who was new to the whole subject, was partially consoled.

^

Raymond, however, was represented as coming with
them and helping them, and as seiiding some messages on
his own account. I shall here only quote those messages
which bear upon the subject of Myers and have any possible

connexion with the ' Faunus ' message.

(For an elementary explanation about 'sittings' in

general, see Chapter L)

Extracts Relating to 'Myers' from Early
Anonymous Sittings

We heard first of Raymond's death on 17 September
1915, and on 25 September his mother (M. F. A. L.), who
was having an anonymous sitting for a friend with Mrs.
Leonard, then a complete stranger, had the following
spelt out by tilts of a table, as purporting to come from
Raymond :

—

Tell father I have met some fkiends of his.

' I realise now, though the relevance has only just struck me, that
from the point of view of an outside critic, parrt )nably suspicious of bad
faith, this episode of the bereaved French lady —an obviously complett
stranger to Mrs. Kennedy as well as to the medium—has an evidential
and therefore helpful side.
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M. F. A. L.—Can you give any name ?

Yes. Myers.

(That was all on that subject on that occasion.)

On the 27th of September 19x3, I myself went to

London and had my first sitting, between noon and one

o'clock, with Mrs. Leonard. I went to her house or flat

alone, as a complete stranger, for whom an appointment

had been made through Mrs. Kennedy. Before we began,

Mrs. Leonard informed me that her ' guide ' or ' control

'

was a young girl named " Feda."

In a short time after the medium had gone into trance,

a youth was described in terms which distinctly suggested

Raymond, and " Feda " brought messages. I extract the

following :

—

From First Anonymous Sitting of 0. J. L. with

Mrs. Leonard, 27 September 1915

(Mrs. Leonard's control, Feda, supposed to be speaking
throughout.)

He finds it difficult, he says, but he has got so many
kind friends helping him. He didn't thiok when he waked

up first that he was going to be happy, but now he is, and

he says he is going to be happier. He knows that as soon

as he is a little more ready he has got a great deal of work

to do. " I almost wonder," he says, " shall I be fit and able

to do it. They tell me I shall."
" I have instructors and teachers with me." Now he

is trying to build up a letter of some one ; M. he shows m^.

(A short time later, he said :—

)

" People think I say I am happy in order to 1

them happier. Vat I don't.i i have met hundrea..

friends. I don't know them all. I have met many who
tell me that, a little later, they will explain why they are

helping me. I feel I have got two fathers now. I don't

feel I have lost one and got another ; I have got both.

1 This is reminiscent of a sentence in one of his letters from the

Front: "As cheerful and well and happy as ever. Don't think I am
havir' a rotten time—I am not." Dated 11 May 1915 (really 12).

>*•
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I have got my old one, and another too—a i>ro tern.

father."

(Here Feda tjaculated " What's that ? Is that
right ? " O. J. L. replied ' Yes.')

There is a weight gone off his mind the last day or two ;

he feels brighter and lighter and happier altogether, the
last few days. There was confusion at first. He could
not get his oearings, didn't seem to know where he was.
" But I was not very long," he says, " and I think I was
very fortunate ; it was not very long before it was ex-
plained to me where I was."

But the most remarkable indirect allusion, or apparent
allusion, to something like the ' Faur 1 .s ' message, came
at the end of the sitting, after " Raymond " had gone, and
just before Mrs. Leonard came out of trance :

—

"He is gone, but Feda sees something which is only
symbolic ; sb sees a cross falling back on to you ; very

to you ; dark and heavy looking ; and as
isted round and the other side seems all

^ht is shining all over you. It is a sort of
t is white and quite light when it touches

you. Yes, that is what Feda sees. The cross looked
dark, and then it suddenly twisted round and became a
beautiful light. The cross is a „:?ans of shedding real
light. It is going to help a great deal.

" Did you know you had a coloured Guide ? ... He
says your son is the cross of light ; he is the cross of light,

and he is going to be a light that will help you ; he is

going to help too to prove to the world the Truth. That
is why they built up the dark cross that turned to bright.
You know ; but others, they do so want to know. Feda
is loosing hold ; good-bye."

[This ends the 0. J. L. first Leonard sitting of
27 September 1915.]

On the afternoon of the same day, 27 September 1915,
that I had this first sitting with Mrs, Leonard, Lady Lodge
had her first sitting, as a complete st-anger, with Mr. A.
Vout Peters, who had been invited for the purpose—with-
out any name being given—to Mrs. Kennedy's house at

3-30 pm.

dark, fallinp

it falls it g
light, and t

pale blue, but
Vc

X
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Here again, Raymond was described well enough, fairly

early in the sitting, and several identifying messages were

given. Presently ' Moonstone ' (Peters's chief control)

asked, " Was he not associated with Chemistry ? " As a

matter of fact, my laboratory has been rather specially

chemical of late ; and the record continues, copied with

subsequent annotations in square brackets as it stands :—

From First Anonymous Sitting of M.F.A.L. with Peters,

27 September 1915

Was he not associated with chemistry ? If not,

some one associated with him was, because I see all

the things in a chemical laboratory.

That chemistry thing takes me away from him to a

man in the flesh [O. J. L. presumably]; and, con-

nected with him, a man, a writer of poetry, on our

side, closely connected with spiritualism. He was

very clever—he too passed away out of England.

[This is clearly meant for Myers, who died in

Rome.]
He has communicated several times. This gentle-

man who wrote poetry—I see the letter M—he is

helping your son to communicate.

[His presence and help were also independe"tly

mentioned by Mrs. Leonard.]

He is built up in the chemical conditions.

If your son didn't know this man, he knew of him.

[Yto, he could hardly have known him, as he was

only about twelve at the time of Myers's death.]

At the back of the gentleman beginning with M, and

who wrote poetry, is a whole group of people. [The

S.P.R. group, doubtless.] They are very inter-

ested. And don't be surprised if you get messages

from them, even if you don't know them.

(Then ' Moonstone ' stopped, and said :-—

)

This is so important that is going to be said now,

that I want to go slowly, for you to write clearly

every word (dictating carefully) :—

" Not only is the partition so thin that you

CAN HEAR THE OPERATORS ON THE OTHER SIDE, BUT

A BIG HOLE HAS BEEN MADE."
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This message is for the gentleman associated with

the chemical laboratory.

[Considering that my wife was quite imknown
to the medium, this is a remarkably evidential and
identifying message. Cf. passage in my book,

Survival of Man, containing this tunnel-boring

simile ; p. 337 of large edition, p. 234 of shilling

edition.—O. J. L.]
' Moonstone ' continued :

—

The boy—I call them all boys because I was over

a htmdred when I lived here and they are all boys to

me—he says, he is here, but he says :

—

" Hitherto it has been a thing of the head, now I am
come over it is a thing of the heart

. '

'

What is more (here Peters jumped up in his chair,

vigorously, snapped his fingers excitedly, and spoke

loudly)

—

" Good God ! how father will be able to speak out

!

much firmer than he has ever done, because it will

touch o \ hearts."

(Here ends extract from Peters sitting of 27 September

1915. A completer record will be found in

Chapter VII.)

At a Leonard Table Sitting on 12 October 1915—by
which time our identity was known to Mrs. Leonard—

I

told ' Myers ' that I understood his Piper message about
Faunus and the Poet ; and the only point of interest about

the reply or comment is that the two following sentences

were spelt out, p\UT)ortinj to come either indirectly or

directly from ' Myers ' :

—

1. He says it meant your son's tr[ansition].

2. Your son shall be mine.

The next ' Myers ' reference came on 29 October,

when I had a sitting with Peters, imexpectedly and
unknown to my family, at his London room (15 Dever-

eux Court, Fleet Street)—a sitting arranged for by Mr.

J. A. Hill for an anonymous friend :

—

Peters went into trance, and after some other com-
munications, gave messages from a youth who was recog-

nised by the control and identified as my son ; and later on

I
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Peters's ' control,' whom it is customary to call ' Moon-
stone,' spoke thus :

—

From Sitting of 0. J. L. with Peters on 29 October 1915

Your common-sense method of approaching the
subject in the family has been the means of helping
him to come back as he has been able to do ; and
had he not known what you had told him, then it

would have been far more difficult for him to comv,
back. He is very deliberate in what he says. He is

a young man that knows what he is saying. Do
you know F W M ?

o. J. L.—Yes, I do.

Because I see those three letters. Now, after

them, do you know S T
;
yes, I get S T, then a

dot, and then P ? These are shown me ; 1 see
them in light ; your boy shows these things to me.

o. J. L.—Yes, I understand. [Meaning that I recognised
the allusion to F. W. H. Myers's poem St. Paul.

Well, he says to me :
" He has helped me so

much, more than you think. That is F W M."
o. J. L.—Bless him !

No, your boy laughs, he has got an ulterior

motive for it ; don't think it was only for charity's
sake, he has got an ulterior motive, and thinks that
you will be able by the strength of yoiu- personality
to do what you want to do now, to ride over the
quibbles of the fools, and to make the Society, the

Society, he says, of some use to the world. . . .

Can you understand ?

o. J. L.—Yes.
Now he says, " He helped me because, with me

through you, he can break away the dam that
people have set up. Later on, you are going to
speak to them. It is already on the programme,
and you will break down the opposition because of

me." Then he says, " For God's sake, father, do it.

Because if you only knew, and could only see what
I see : hundreds of men and women heart-broken.
And if you could only see the boys on our side shut
out, you would throw the whole strength of yourself
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into this work. But you can do it." He is very

earnest. Oh, and he wants—No, I must stop him.

I must prevent him, I don't want him to control the

medium.—Don't think me unkind, but I must pro-

tect my medium ; he would not be able to do the

work he has to do ; the medium would be ill from it,

I must protect him, the emotion would be too great,

too great for both of you, so I must prevent him
from controlling.

He understands, but he wants me to tell you

this :—
The feeling on going over was one of intense dis-

appointment, he had no idea of death. The second

too was grief. (Pause.)

• ••••"*
This is a time when men and women have had

the crust broken off them—a crust of convention,

of ... of indifference, has been smashed, and

everybody thinks, though some selfishly.

Now, returning to him, how patient he is ! He
was not always so patient. After the grief there

was a ghmmering of hope, because he realised that

he could get back to you ; and because his grand-

mother came to him. Then his brother was intro-

duced to him. Then, he says, other people. My-
erse—" Myerse," it sounds like—do you know what
he means ?—came to him, and then he knew he

could get back. He knew.
Now he wants me to tell you this : That from

his death, which is only one of thousands, that the

work which he (I have to translate his ideas into

words, I don't get them verbatum [sic])—the work
which he volunteered to be able to succeed in,—no,

that's not it. The work which he enlisted for, that

is what he says, only he was only a unit and seem-

ingly lost—yet the very fact of his death will be

the means of pushing it on. Now I have got it.

By his passing away, many hundreds will be bene-

fited.

{End of extract f^^m Peters sitting of

29 October 1915.)

^^T
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(A still fuller account of tht whole ' Faunus ' episode,

and a further sequel to it of a classical kind, called the
" Horace O. L." message, will be found in the S.P.R.
Proceedings for the autumn of 1916.)

It will be understood, I hope, that the above extracts

from sittings have been reproduced here in order to show
that, if we take the incidents on their face value, Myers
had redeemed his ' Faunus ' promise, and had lightened the

blow by looking after and Helping my son ' on the other
side.' I now propose to make some further extracts—of

a more evidential character—tending to establish the
survival of my son's own personality and memory. There
have been several of these evidential episodes, making
strongly in this direction ; but I select, for description

here, one relating to a certain group photograph, of which
we were told through two mediums, but of which we
normally knew nothing till afterwards.



CHAPTER IV

THE GROUP PHOTOGRAPH

I
NOW come to a peculiarly good piece of evidence

arising out of the sittings which from time to time

we held in the autumn of 1915, namely, the mention
and description of a group photograph taken near the

Front, of the existence of which we were in complete ignor-

ance, but which was afterwards verified in a satisfactory

and complete manner. It is necessary to report the cir-

cumstances rather fully :

—

Raymond was killed on 14 September 1915.

The first reference to a photograph taken of him with
other men was made by Peters at M. F. A. L.'s first sitting

with Peters, in Mrs. Kennedy's house, on 27 September

1915, thus :—

Extract from M. F. A. L.'s anonymous Sitting with Peters

on 27 September 1915

" You have several portraits of this boy. Before

he went away you had got a good portrait of him

—

two—no, three. Two where he is alone and one
where he is in a group of other men. He is

particular that I should tell you of this. In one you
see his walking-stick "— (' Moonstone ' here put an
imaginary stick under his arm).

We had single photographs of him of course, and
in uniform, but we did not know of the existence of

a photograph in which he was one of a group ; and
M. F. A. L. was sceptical about it, thinking that it might
well be only a shot or guess on the part of Peters at some-
thing probable. But Mrs. Kennedy (as Note-taker) had
written down most of what was said, and this record was

10s
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kept, copied, and sent to Mr. Hill in the ordinary covase

at the time.

I was myself, moreover, rather impressed with the
emphasis laid on it

—
" he is particular tnat I should tell

you of this "—and accordingly made a half-hoarted inquiry

or two ; but nothing more was heard on the subject for

two months. On Monday, 29 November, however, a letter

came from Mrs. Cheves, a stranger to us. mother of Captain
Cheves of the R.A.M.C., who had known Raymona and
had reported to us concerning the nature of his wound,
and who is still doing good work at the Front.

Mrs. Cheves' welcome letter ran as follows :

—

" 28 November toiS
" Dear Lady Lodge,—My son, who is M.O. to the 2nd South

Lanes, has sent us a group of officers taken in August, and I

wondered whether you knew of this photo and had had a copy.
If not may I send you one, as we have half a dozen and also a
key ? I hope you will forgive my writing to ask this, but I have
often thought of you and felt so much for you in yr. great sonow.—Sincerely yours, B. P. Chaves "

M. F. A. L. promptly wrote, thanking her, and asking
for it ; but fortunately it did not come at once.

Before it came, I (O. J. L.) was having a sitting with
Mrs. Leonard alone at her house on 3 Docember ; and on
this occasion, among other questions, I asked carefully

concerning the photograph, wishing to get more detailed

information about it, before it was seen. It should be
understood that the subject was not introduced by Mrs.
Leonard or her control. The previous mention of a photo-
graph had been through Peters. It was I that introduced
the subject through Mrs. Leonard, and asked a question ;

and the answers were thus reported and recorded at the
time—the typing out of the sitting being all done before

the photograph arrived :

—

Extract from the Record ofO. J. L.'s Sitting with
Mrs. Leonard, 3 December 1915

(Mrs. Leonard's child-control, Feda, supposed to be speaking,
and often speaking of herself in the third person.)

FEDA.—Now ask him some more.
o. J. L.—Well, he said something about having a photo-

graph taken with some other men. We haven't

I

1
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Docs he want to say

He spoke about a

o. J. L.

seen that photograph yet.

anything more about it

photograph.
Yes, but he thinks it wasn't hero. He looks at

Fedal and he says, it wasn't to you, Fcda.

—No, he's quite right. It wasn't. Can he say

where he spoke of it ?

He says it wasn't through the table

o. J. L.—No, it wasn't.

It wasn't here at all. He didn't know the

person that he said it through. The conditions

were strange there—a strange house. [Quite true,

it was said through Peters in Mrs. Kennedy's house

during an anonymous sitting on 27 September.]

o. J. L.—Do you recollect the photograph at all ?

He thinks there were several others taken with

him, not one or two, but several.

J. L.—Were they friends of yours ?

Some of them, he says. He didn't know them
all, not very well. But he knew some ; he hoard

of some ; they were not all friends.

J. L.—Does he remember how he looked in the photo-

graph ?

No, he doesn't remember how he looked,

o. J. L.—No, no, I mean wa? he standing up ?

No, he dofsn't seem to think so. Some were

raised up round ; he was sitting down, and some
were raised up at the back of him. Some were

standing, and some were sitting, he thinks.

L.—Were they soldiers ?

He says yes—a mixed lot. Somebody called C
was on it with him ; and somebody called R—not

his own name, but another R. K, K, K—he says

something about K.
He also mentions a man beginning with B

—

(indistinct muttering something like Perry, Burney

—then clearly) but put down B.

L.—I am asking about the photograph because we
haven't seen it yet. Somebody is going to send it

to us. We have heard that it exists, and that's all.

[While this is being written out, the above

remains true. The photograph has not vet come.]

o

o

O.J.

O.J.

\0
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He has the impression of about a dozen on it,

A dozen, he says, if not more. Feda thinks it

must be a big photograph.
No, he doesn't think so, he says they were

grouped close together,

o. J. L.—Did he have a stick ?

He doesn't remember that. He remembers
that somebody wanted to lean on him, but he is

not sure if he was taken with some one leaning on
him. But somebody wanted to lean on him he
remembers. The last what he gave you, what
were a B, will be rather prominent in that photo-
graph. It wasn't taken in a photographer's place,

o. J. L.—Was it out of doors ?

Yes, practically.

FEDA (sotto voce).—What you mean, ' yes practically '
;

must have been out of doors or not out of doors.

You mean ' yes,' don't you ?

Feda thinks he means ' yes,' because he says
' practically.'

o. J. L.—It may have been a shelter.

It might have been. Try to show Feda.
At the back he shows me lines going down. It

looks like a black background, with lines at the
back of them. (Feda here kept drawing vertical

lines in the air.)

There was, forsome reason, considerable delay in the
arrival of the photograph ; it did not arrive till the after-

noon of December 7. Meanwhile, on December 6, Lady
Lodge had been looking up Raymond's Diary, which had
been returned from the Front with his kit, and found an
entry :

—

" 24 August.—Photo taken."

(A statement will follow to this effect.)

Now Raymond had only had one " leave " home since

going to the Front, and this leave was from 16 July to

20 July. The photograph had not been taken then, and
so he could not have told us anything about it. The ex-

posure was only made twenty-one days before his death,

and some days may have elapsed before he saw a print, if

ly
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he ever saw one. He certainly never mentioned it in his

letters. We were therefore in complete ignorance con-

cerning it ; and only recently had we normally become

aware of its existence.

On the morning of 7 December another note came

from Mrs. Cheves, in answer to a question about the delay ;

and this letter said that the photograph was being sent off.

Accordingly I (O. J. L.), thinking that the photograph

might be coming at once, dictated a letter to go to Mr.

Hill, recording roughly my impression of what the photo-

graph would be like, on the strength of the communication

received by me from ' Raymond ' through Mrs. Leonard ;

and this was posted by A. E. Briscoe about lunch-time on

the same day. (See statement by Mr. Briscoe at the end.)

My statement to Mr. Hill ran thus :

—

Copy of what was written by 0. J. L. to Mr. Hill about the

Photograph on the morning of Tuesday, 7 December 1915

''Concerning that photograph which Raymond mentioned

through Peters [saying this :
' One where he is in a group of

other men. He Is particular that I should tell you of this. In

one you see his walking-stick. '],» he has said some more about

it through Mrs. Leonard. But he is doubtful about the stick.

What he says is that there is a considerable number of men in

the photograph ; that the front row is sitting, and that there is

a back row, or some of the people grouped and set up at the

back ; also that there are a dozen or more people in the photo-

graph, and that some of them he hardly knew ; that a B is

prominent in the photograph, and that there is also a C ;
that

he himself is sitting down, and that there are people behind him,

one of whom either leant on his shoulder, or tried to.

" The photograph has not come yet, but it may come any

day now ; so I send this ofi before I get it.

" The actual record of what was said in the sitting js bemg
t3rped, but the above represents my impression of it."

The photograph was delivered at Mariemont between

3 and 4 p.m. on the afternoon of 7 December. It was a

wet afternoon, and the package was received by Rosa-

lynde, who took the wet wrapper off it. Its size was

12 by 9 inches, and was an enlargement from a 5 by 7

> This hit not written to J. A. H., but is copied from Peters'a sitting,

of which Mr. Hill had seen the record.

1
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inch original. The number of people in the photograph
is twenty-one, made up as follows :

—

Five in the front row squatting on the grass, Raymond
being one of these ; the second from the right.

Seven in the second row seated upon chairs.

Nine in the back row standing up against the outside
of a temporary wooden structure such as might
be a hospital shed or something of that kind.

On examining the photograph, we found that every
peculiarity mentioned by Raymond, unaided by the
medium, was strikingly correct. The walking-stick is

there (but Peters had put a stick under his arm, which is

not correct), and in connexion with the background Feda
had indicated vertical lines, not only by gesture but
by saying " lines going down," as well as " a black
background with lines at the back of them." There are
six conspicuous nearly vertical lines on the roof of the
shed, but the horizontal lines in the background generally
are equally conspicuous.

By " a mixed lot," we understood members of different

Companies—not all belonging to Raymond's Company, but
a collection from several. This must be correct, as they
are too numerous for one Company. It is probable that
they all belong to one Regiment, except perhaps one whose
cap seems to have a thistle badge instead of three feathers.

As to " prominence," I have asked several people
which member of the group seemed to them the most
prominent ; and except as regards central position, a well-
lighted standing figure on the right has usually been
pointed to as most prominent. This one is " B," as
stated, namely. Captain S. T. Boast.

Some of the officers must have been barely known to
Raymond, while some were his friends. Officers whose
names begin with B, with C, and with R were among
them; though not any name beginning with K. The
nearest approach to a K-sound in the group is one
beginning with a hard C.

Some of the group are sitting, while others are standing
behind. Raymond is one of those sitting on the ground
in front, and his walking-stick or regulation cane is lying
across his feet.
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The background is dark, and is conspicuously lined.

It is out of doors, close in front of a shed or military

hut, pretty much as suggested to me bv the statements

made in the ' Leonard ' sitting— what I called a
" shelter."

But by far the most striking piece of evidence is the

fact that some one sitting behind Raymond is leaning or

resting a hand on his shoulder. The photograph fortu-

nately shows the actual occurrence, and almost indicates

that Raymond was rather annoyed with it ; for his face

is a little screwed up, and his head has been slightly bent

to one side out of the way of the man's arm. It is the only

case in the photograph where one man is leaning or resting

his hand on the shoulder of another, and I judge that it is

a thing not unlikely to be remembered by the one to whom
it occurred.

CONFIRMATORY STATEMENTS

Statement by Raymond's Mother

Four days ago (6 December), I was looking through my son

Raymond's Diary which had been returned with his kit from the

Front. (The edges are soaked, and some of the leaves stuck

together, with his blood.) I was struck by finding an entry
'' Photo taken " under the date 24 August, and I entered the

fact in my own Diary at once, thus :

—

'-'6 December.—Read Raymond's Diary for first time, saw
record of * photo taken ' 24 August."

(Signed) Mary F. A. Lodge
ID December 1915

Statement by A. E. Briscoe

The dictated letter to Mr. Hill, recording roughly Sir Oliver's

impression of what the photograph would be like, was written out

by me on the morning of Tuesday, 7 December, at Mariemont ; it

was signed by Sir Oliver at about noon, and shortly afterwards

I started for the University, taking that and other letters with

me for posting in town. I' went straight to the University, and
at lunch-time (about 1.30) posted the packet to Mr. Hill at the

General Post Office.

(In the packet, I remember, there was also a letter on another

subject, and a printed document from Mr. Gow, the Editor of

Light) (Signed) A. E. Briscoe,
Secretary to Sir Oliver Lodge

8 December 19 15

I
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Statement by Rosalynde

I was sitting in the library at Mariemont about 3.45 on Tues-
day afterncxjn, 7 December 191 5, when Harrison came in with a
flat cardboard parcel addressed to Mother. Mother was resting ;

and as the paper, wrapping up what I took to be the photograph,
was wet from the rain, I undid it and left the photograph in tissue
paper on a table, having just glanced at it to see if it was the
one we'd been waiting for.

No one saw it or was shown it till after tea, when I showed it
to Mother. That would be about 6. Mrs. Thompson, Lorna, and
Barbara now also saw it. Honor was not at home and did not
see it till later. (Signed) R. V. Lodgb

8 December 191

5

Note by O. J. L.

In answer to an inquiry, Messrs. Gale & Polden, of
Aldershot and London, the firm whose name was printed at
the foot of the photograph, informed me that it was " from
a negative of a group of Officers sent to us by Captai..
Boast of the 2nd South Lancashire Pegiment "

; and
having Icindly looked up the date, they further tell me
that they received the negative from Captain Boast on
15 October 1915.

It will be remembered that information about the
existence of the photograph came through Peters on
27 September—more than a fortnight, therefore, before
the negative reached England.

The photograph is only shown here because of its evi-
dential interest. Considered as a likeness of Raymond, it

is an exceptionally bad one ; he appears shrunk into an
uncomfortable position.

Further Information about the Photograph

Extract from a letter by Captain Boast from the Trenches,
dated 7 May 19 . 6. to Mrs. Case, and lent me to see

" Some months ago (last summer) the Officers of our
Battalion had their photo taken. . . . You see, the
photographer who took us was a man who had been
shelled out of house and home, and as he had no means of
doing the photos for us, we bought the negatives, and sent
them along to be finished in England."
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THE GROUP PHOTOGRAPH "3

A later Letter from Captain Boast

In answer to a special inquiry addressed to Captain
Boast at the Front, he has been good enough to favoiu: me
with the following letter :

—

" 10 July 1916
" Dear Sir,—Your letter of 4 July has just reached

me. The proofs of the photographs referred to were
received by me from the photographer at Reninghelst
two or three days after being taken. To the best of my
belief, your son saw the proofs, but I cannot now say
positively. I obtained particulars of requirements from
the officers forming the group, but the photographer then
found he was unable to obtain pa; r for prmting. I
therefore bought the negatives and', nt them home to
Gale & Polden. In view of the fact that your son did
not go back to the trenches till 12 September 1915,
it is highly probable that he saw the proofs, but he cer-
tainly did not see the negatives.— Vours faithfully,

" (Signed) Sydney T. Boast "

It thus appears that Raymond had probably seen a
proof of the photograph, but that there were no copies
or prints available. Consequently neither we, nor
any other people at home, could have received them

;

and the negatives were only received in England by
Gale & Polden on 15 October 1915, after Peters had
mentioned the existence of the photograph, which he did
on 27 September 1915.

I obtained from Messrs. Gale & Polden prints of all

the accessible photographs which had been taken at the
same time. The size of these prints was 5 by 7 inches.

I found that the group had been repeated, with slight
variations, three times—the Officers all in the same
relative positions, but not in identically the same atti-

tudes. One of the three prints is the same as the one we
had seen, with some one's hand resting on Raymond's
shoulder, and Raymond's head leaning a little on one side,
as if rather aanoyed. In another the hand had been
removed, being supported by the owner's stick ; and in
that one Raymond's head is upright. This corresponds

8
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to his uncertainty as to whether he was actually taken

with the man leaning on him or not. In the third, how-

ever, the sitting officer's leg rests against Raymond's
shoulder as he squats in front, and the slant of the head

and slight look of annoyance have returned.

These two additional photographs are here reproduced.

Their merit is in showing that the leaning on him, men-
tioned by ' Raymond ' through Feda, was well marked,

and yet that he was quite right in being uncertain whether

he was actually being leant on while the photograph was
being taken. The fact turns out to be that during two
exposures he was being leaned on, and during one ex-

posure he was not. It was, so to speak, lucky that the

edition sent us happened to show in one form the actual

leaning.

I have since discovered what is apparently the only

other photograph of Officers in which Raymond occurs,

but it is quite a different one, and none of the description

applies to it. For it is completely in the open air, and
Raymond is standing up in the hinder of two rows. He is

second from the left, the tall one in the middle is his friend

Lieutenart Case, and standing next him is Mr. Ventris

(see p. lyg). It is fortunate again that this photograph

did not happen to be the one sent us ; for we should have

considered the description hop)elessly wrong.

SUMMARY

Concluding Note by O. J. L.

As to the evidential value of the whole communication,

it will be observed that there is something of the nature

of cross-correspondence, of a simple kind, in the fact that

a reference to the photograph was made through one

medium, and a description given, in answer to a question,

through another independent one.

The episode is to be published in the Proceedings of the

S.P.R. for 1916, and a few further facts or comments are

there added.
The elimination of ordinary telepathy from the living,

except under the far-fetched hypothesis of the unconscious

influence of complete strangers, was exceptionally com-

1 :
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THE GROUP PHOTOGRAPH "5
plete; in<ismuch as the whole of the information was
recorded oefore any of us had seen the photograph.

Even the establishment of a date in August for the
taking of the photograph, as mentioned first in Mrs.
Cheves' letter and confirmed by finding an entry in Ray-
mond's Diary, is important, because the last time we ever
saw Raymond was m July.

To my mind the whole incident is rather exceptionally
good as a piece of evidence ; and that ' Raymond ' ex-
pected it to be good evidence is plain from Peters's (' Moon-
stone's ') statement, at that first reference to a photograph
on 27 September, namely, " He is particular that I should
tell (rou of this." (This sentence it probably was which
made me look out for such a photograph, and take pains
to get records soundly made beforehand.) Our comi)letc
ignorance, even of the existence of the photograph, in the
first place, and secondly the delayed manner in which
knowledge of it normally came to us, so that we were able
to make provision for getting the supernormally acquired
details definitely noted beforehand, seem to me to make
it a fiist-class case. While, as to the amount of coincidence
between the description and the actual photograph, that
surely is quite beyond chance or ^esswork. For not onlj
are many things right, but practically nothing is wrong.

20 J'.ly J915 .

24'August 1915

14 September 1915
27 September 19 15

15 October 191

5

29 November 191

5

CALENDAR
. Raymond's last visit home.
. Photograph taken at the Front, as

shown by entry in Raymond's
private Diary, but not mentioned
by him.

. Raymond's death.

. Peters' (* Moonstone's ') mention of
the photograph as a message from
'- Raymond.'

. Negative sent with other ne?;atives
by Capt. Sydney T. Boas., from
the Front in Flanders, to Messrs.
Gale & Polden, Aldcrshot. for
printing.

. Mrs. Cheves wrote spontaneously
saying that she had a group-
photograph of some 2nd South
Lancashire Officers, which she
could send if desired.
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3 Dutmtbtr 191

3

6 December 191

5

Morning of 7 Dec. 1915

Afternoon of 7 Dec. 1915
Evening of 7 Dec. 1^15

PART II-CHAFTER IV

Feda's jMrs. Leonard's) further de-

scription of a photograph which
had been mentioned through an-

other medium, in answer to a
direct question addressed to ' Ray-
mond.'

M. F. A. L. found an entry in Ray-
mond's Diary showing that a
photograph had been taken on
34 August.

To make sure, O. J. L. wrote to

J. A. H. his impression of the

photograph before it came.
Arrival of tne photograph.
The photograph was shown to the

home members of the family, and
examined by O. J. L.
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CHAPTER V

BEGINNING OF HISTORICAL RECORD OF
SITTINGS

ALTHOUGH this episode of the photograph is a

good and evidential one, I should be sorry to base

an important conclusion on any one piece of evi-

dence, however cogent. All proofs are really cumulative ;

and though it is legitimate to emphasise anything like a

crucial instance, it always needs supplementing by mamr
others, lest there may have been some oversight. Accord-

ingly, I now proceed to quote from sittings held by

members of the family after Raymond's death—laying
stress upon those which were arranged for, and held

throughout, in an anonymous manner, so that there was

not the slightest normal clue to identity.

The first message came to us through a recent friend

of ours in London, Mrs. Kennedy, who herself has the

power of automatic writing, and. who, having lost her

specially beloved son Paul, has had her hand frequently

controlled by him—usually only so as to give affectionate

messages, but sometimes m a moderately evidential way.

She had been sceptical about the genuineness of this power

apparently possessed by herself ; and it was her painful

uncertainty on this point that had brought her into

correspondence with me, for she was trying to test her own
writing in various ways, as she was so anxious not to be

deceived. The first I ever heard of her was the following

letter which came while I was in Australia, and was dealt

with by Mr. Hill :—

FIRST LETTER FROM MRS. KENNEDY TO O. J. L.

" i6 August 1914
" Sir Oliver Lodge.

" Dear Sir,—Because of your investigations into spirit me,

J venture to ask your help.
117
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i

" My only son died 23 June, eight weeks after a terrible

accident. On 25 June (without my asking for it or having
thought of it) I felt obliged to hold a pencil, and I received in

automatic writing his name and ' yes ' and - no ' in ansvrer to
questions.

" Since then I have had several pages of writing from him
every day and sometimes twice daily. I say ' from him ' ; the whole
torturing question is—is it from him or am I self-deceived ?

" My knowledge is infinitesimal. Nineteen years ago a sister

who had died the year before suddenly used my hand, and after

that wrote short messages at intervads ; another sister a year
later, and my father one message sixteen years ago ; but I felt so
self-deceived that I always pushed it aside, until it c?n(ie back
to me, unasked, after my son's passing over.

'' Your knowledge is what I appeal to, and the deep, personal
respect one has for you and your investigations. It is for my
son's sake—he is only seventeen—and he writes with such Intense

sadness of my lack of decided belief that I venture to beg help
of a stranger in a matter so sacred to me.

" Do you ever come to London, and, if so, could you possibly
allow me to see you for even half an hour ? and you might judge
from the strange and holy revelations (I know no other way to
express many of the messages that are sent) whether they can
possibly be only from my own subconscious mind. . . . Pardon
this length of letter.—Yours faithfully,

" (Signed) Katherinb Kk .-sdy"

Ultimately I was able to take her anc .- j- -.y and
unexpectedly to an American medium, Mrs .' m, and
there she received strong and unmistakable '" «.* She
also received excellent confirmation through several

other mediums whom she had discovered for herself

—

notably Mr. Vout Peters and Mrs. Osborne Leonard.
Of Mrs. Leonard I had not previously heard ; I had
heard of a Madame St. Leonard, or some name like that,

but this is somebody else. Mrs. Kennedy tells me
that she herself had not known Mrs. Leonard long,

her own first sitting with that lady having been on
14 September 1915. I must emphasise the fact that

Mrs. Kennedy is keen and careful about evidential con-

siderations.

As Mrs. Kennedy's son Paul plays a part in what

' I think it only fair to mention the names of professional mediums,
if I find them at all gtnuine. I do not guarantee their efficiency, for

mediumship is not a power that can always be depended on,—it is liabU
to vary ; sitters also may be incompetent, and conditions may be bad.
The circumstances under which sensitives work are difficult at the
present time and ought to be improved.
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follows, perhaps it is permissible to quote here a descrip-

tion of him which she gave to Mr. HUl in October 1914.

accompanying art expression of surprise at the senous

messages which bi e sometimes received from him—mter-
spersed with his fun and his affection :

—

K. K.'s DESCRIPTION OF PAUL

'' Picture to yourself *his boy : not quite eighteen but always

taken for twenty or twenty-two ; an almost divine character

underneath, but exteriorly a typical • motor knut.' driving racing-

cars at Brooklands. riding for the Tarrott Cup on a motor cycle,

and flying at Hendon as an Air Mechanic : dining out perrctually.

because of his charm which made him almost besieged by fnends ;

and apparently without any creed except honour, generosity^

love of children, the bringing home of every stray cat to be fed

here and c-mforted, a total disregard of social distinctions when

choosing his friends, and a hatred of hurting anyone's feelings.'

On seeing the announcement of Mr. R. Lodge's death

in a newspaper, Mrs. Kennedy ' spoke ' to Paul about it,

and askfc.: him to help ; she also asked for a special sittmg

with Mrs. Leonard for the same purpose, though without

saying why. The name Raymond was on that occasion

spelt out through the medium, and he was said to be

sleeping. This was on 18 September. On the 21st,

while Mrs. Kennedy was writing in her garden on ordinary

affairs, her own hand suddenly wrote, as from her son

Paul :—
"

I am here. ... I have seen that boy Sir Oliver's

son ; he's better, and has had a splendid rest, tell

his people."

Lady Lodge having been told about Mrs. Leonard,

and wanting to help a widowed French lady, Madame Le

Breton, who had lost both her sons, and was on a visit to

England, asked Mrs. Kennedy to arrange a sitting, so as

to avoid giving any name. A sitting was accordingly

arranged with Mrs. Leonard for 24 September 1915.

On 22 September, Mrs. Kennedy, while having what

she called a 'talk' with Paul, suddenly wrote auto-

matically :

—

" I shall bring Raymond to his father when he comes

to see you. . . . He is so jolly, every one loves him

;

I
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he has found heaps of his own folks here, and he is

settling down wonderfully. Do tell his father
AND MOTHER. ... He spokc clcarly to-day. . . .

He doesn't fight like the others, he seems so settled
already. It is a ripping thing to see one boy like
this. He has been sleeping a long time, but he has
spoken to-day. . . .

" If you people only knew how we long to come, they
would all call us."

[Capitals indicate large and emphatic writing,]

On the 23rd, during Lady Lodge's call, Mrs. Kennedy's
hand wrote what purported to be a brief message from
Raymond, thus :

—

" I am here, mother. . . . I have been to Alec already

,

but he can't hear me. I do wish he would beUeve
that we are here safe; it isn't a dismal hole like
people think, it is a place where there is life."

And again

:

" Wait till I have learned better how to speak hke
this. . . . We can express all we want later ; give
me time."

I need hardly say that there is nothing in the least
evidential in all this. I quote it only for the sake of
reasonable completeness, so as to give the history from the
beginning. Evidence comes later.

Next day, 24 September 1915, the ladies went for an
interview with Mrs. Leonard, who knew no more than that
friends of Mrs. Kennedy would accompany her. The
following is Lady Lodge's account of the sittmg :—

First Sitting of any Member of the Family (Anonymous)
with Mrs. Leonard

GENERAL ACCOUNT BY M. F. A. L.

24 September 191

5

Mrs. Leonard went into a sort of trance, I suppose, and came
back as a little Indian girl called ' Freda,' or ' Feda,' rubbing her
hands, and talking in the silly way they do.

However, she soon said there was an old gentleman and a
young one present, whom she described ; and Nus. Kemiedy told
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me afterwards that they were her father and her son Paul. There
seemed to be many others standing beside us, so ' Feda ' said.

Then Feda described some one brought in lying down—about
twenty-four or twenty-five not yet able to sit up; the features
she described might quite well have belonged to Raymond. (I

forgot to say Mrs. Leonard did not know me or my name, or
Maidame Le Breton's.) Feda soon said she saw a large R beside
this young man, then an A, then she got a long letter with a tail,

which she could not make out, then she drew an M in the air,

but forgot to mention it, and she said an O came next, and she
said there was another O with a long stroke to it, and finally, she
said she heard ' Yaymond ' (which is only her vra,y of pronouncing
it). [The name was presumably got from ' Paul.'—O. J. L.] Then
she said that he just seemed to open his eyes and smile ; and then
he had a choking feeling, which distressed me very much ; but
he said he hadn't suffered much—not nearly as much as I should
think ; whether he said this, or Paul, I forget ; but Paul asked
me not to tell him to-morrow night that I was not with him, as he
had so much the feeling that I was with him when he died, that
he (Pau.) wouldn't like to undeceive him.

I then asked that some one in that other world might kiss
him for me, and a lady, whom they described in a way which was
just like my mother, came and kissed him, and said she was
taking care 'of him. And there was also an old gentleman, full
white beard, etc. (evidently my stepfather, but Feda said with a
moustache, which was a mistake), with W. up beside him, also
taking care ; said he had met Raymond, and he was looking after
him, and lots of others too ; but said he [W.] belonged to me and
to ' O.' [Correct.] I asked how and what it was he had done
for me, and Feda made a movement with her fingers, as though
disentangling something, and then putting it into straight lines.
He then said he had made things easier for me. So I said that
was right, and thanked him gratefully. I said also that if Ray-
mond was in his and Mama's hands, I was satisfied.

[I QT not append the notes of this sitting, since it was
held mainly for Madame and her two sons, both of whom
were described, and from whom some messages appeared
to come.]

Table Sitting at Mrs. Leonard's

Next day (Saturday, 25 September 1915), as arranged
partly by Paul, the three ladies went to Mrs. Leonard's
house again for a sitting with a table, and Dr. Kennedy
kindly accon-7>anied them to take notes.

The three ladies and the medium sat round a small
table, with their hands lightly on it, and it tilted in the
usual way. The plan adopted here is for the taV-le to tilt

M
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as each letter of the alphabet is spoken by the medium,

and to stop, or ' hold, when a nght letter is reached.

For general remarks on the rationale, or what most people

will naturally consider the absurdity, of intelligent move-

ments of this kind, see Chapter XIV. Part III.

It was a rather complicated sitting, as it was mainly

for Madame who was a novice in the subject. Towards the

end unfortimately. though momentarily and not at all

pronoimcedly. she spoke to Lady Lodge by name. At

these table sittings the medium. Mrs. Leonard, is not un-

conscious ; accordingly she heard it in her normal self, and

afterwards said that she had heard it. The following

extracts from the early part of the sitting may be

quoted here, as answers purporting to be spelt out by

Raymond :

—

Questions Answers

Are you lonely ?

Who is with you ?

Have you anything to say to

me )

No.
Grandfather W.
You know I can't help missing

you, but I am learning to be
happy.

Have you any message for any Tell them I have many good

of them ? friends.

Can you tell me the name of any- Honor. [One of his sisters.]

one at home ?

(Other messages of affection and naturalness.)

Have I enough to satisfy them
at home ?

Is there anything you want to

send ?

Any name ?

Have you anything else to say?

Is some one else there ?

No.

Tell father I have met some
friends of his.

Yes; Myers.
(No answer.)
Yes ; Guy. (This was a son of

Madame, and the sitting be-

came French.)

Reasonable and natural messages were spelt out in

French. The other son of Madame was named Didier,

and an unsuccessful attempt to spell this name was made,

but the only result was Dodi.

If i
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Automatic Writing 63 s. Kennedy, 26 September

On 26 September Mrs. Kennedy (alone) had a lot of

automatic writing, with her own hand, mainly from Paul,

who presently wrote, " Mother, I have been let to bring

Raymond."
(After a welcome, Raymond was represented as sending

this message :—

)

" I can speak easier than I could at the table, because

you are helping all the time. It is easy when we are alone

vith you, but if I go there it confuses me a little. ... I

long to comfort them. Will you tell them that Raymond
had been to you, and that Paul tells me I can come to you
whenever I like ? It is so good of you to let the boys all

come. . .
."

" Paul tells me he has been here since he was seventeen

;

he is a jolly chap ; every one seems fond of him. I don't

wonder, for he helps every one. It seems a rule to call Paul
if you get in a fix."

(Then Paul said he was back, and wrote :—

)

" He is quite happy really since he finds he can get to

his people. He has slept ever since last night, till I was
told to fetch him to-night."

(Asked about the French boys, Paul said :—

)

" I saw them when I brought them, but I don't see

them otherwise ; they are older than I am . . . tliey hardly
believe it \'et that they have spoken. All the time they
felt it was impossible, and they nearly gave it up, but I

kept on begging them to tell their mother they lived."
" I do hope she felt it true, mother. . .

.'

" It is hard to think your sons are dead ; but such a lot

of people do think it. It is revolting to hear the boys tell

you how no one speaks to them ever ; it hurts me through
and through."

(Interval. Paul fetched Guy [one of Madame Le
Breton's sons], sajnne; :—

)

" I can't stand it when they call out for help. Speak
to him please, mother."

(Mrs. Kennedy spoke to Guy, saying that she felt he
could not believe any of it, but would he give time and
trouble to studying the subject as she was doing ? The
following writing came :—

)
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GUY.—I think you hear me because it is just as I am feel-

ing ; how CAN I believe we can speak to you who

live where we once lived ? It was not possible then

for us to speak to dead people ; and why should it

be possible for us to speak. Will you keep on helping

me, please, for I can't follow it, and I long to ?

(Mrs. Kennedy asked him to ask Paul, that being an

easier method, probably, than getting information through

her. She asked him to ' excuse ' Paul's youth.)

GUY.—I like Paul ; he is good to us. I shall be glad to talk

to him constantly if he has time for all of us ; he

seems a sort of messenger between us and you,

isn't he ?
. . v i.

[Ciixr had been to school in England, his brother

had iwt.j

\
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FIRST SITTING OF O. J. L. WITH MRS. LEONARD

ON 27 September, as already stated in Chapter III,

I myself visited Mrs. Leonard, going anonymously

and alone, and giving no information beyond the

fact that I was a friend of Mrs. Kennedy. I 'ay no stress

on my anonymity, however.

In a short time Feda controlled, and at first descnbed

an elderly gentleman as present. Then she said he brought

some one with the letter R ; and as I took verbatim notes

I propose to reproduce this portion in full, so as to give

the general flavour of a ' Feda ' sitting ; only omitting

what has already been extracted and quoted in Chapter

III.

0. J. L. at Mrs. Leonard's, Monday, 27 September 191 5,

12 noon to I o'clock

(Mrs. Leonard's control « Feda' speaking all the time.)

There is some one here with a little difficulty ; not fully

built up ,
youngish looking ; form more like an outline

;

he has not completely learnt how to build up as yet. Is a

young man, rather above the medium height ; rather well-

built, not thick-set or heavy, but well-built. He holds him-

self up well. He has not been over long. His hair is be-

tween colours. He is not easy to describe, because he is not

building himself up so solid as some do. He has greyish

eyes ; hair brown, short at the sides ; a fine-shaped head ;

eyebrows also brown, not much arched ;
nice-shaped nose,

fairly straight, broader at the nostrils a little ; a nice-

shaped mouth, a good-sized mouth it is, but it does not

look large because he holds the lips nicely together ;
chin

not heavy ; face oval. He is not built up quite clearly,
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but it feels as if Feda knew him. He must have been here

waiting for you. Now he looks at Feda and smiles ; now
he laughs, he is having a joke with Feda, and Paulie laughs

too. Paul says he has been here before, and that Paul

brought him. But Feda sees many hundreds of people,

but they tell me this one has been brought quite lately.

Yes. I have seen him before. Feda remembers a letter

with him too. R, that is to do with him.

(Then Feda murmured, as if to herself, " Try and

give me another letter.") fPause.)

It is a funny name, not Robert or Richard. He is not

giving the rest of it, but says R again ; it is from him.

He wants to know where his mother is ; he is looking for

her ; he does not understand why she is r ot here,

o. J. L.—Tell him he will see her this aitemoon, and that

she is not here t^-is morning, because she wants to

meet him this a ' moon at three o'clock.

[Meaning ough another medium, namely
Peters. But that, of course, was not said.]

He has been to see you before, and he says that

once he thought you kiiew he was there, and that

two or three times he was not quite sure. Feda
gets it mostly by impression; it is not always

what he says, but what slie gets ; but Feda
says " he says," because she gets it from him
somehow.* He finds it difficult, he says, but he

has got so many kind friends helping him. He
didn't think when he waked up first that he was
going to be happy, but now he is, and he says he is

going to be happier. He knows that as soon as he

is a little more ready, he has got a great deal of

work to do. " I almost wonder," he says, " shall

I be fit and able to do it. They tell me I shall."

[And so on as reported in Chapter III.]

He seems to know what the work is. The first

work he will have to do, will be helping at the

Front ; not the woimded so much, but helping

those who are passing over in the war. He knows
that when they pass on and wake up, they still

feel a certain fear—and some other word which
Feda missed. Feda hears a something and

' Note this, as an eluciU::itory statsment.
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' fear.' Some even go on fighting ; at least they
want to ; they don't believe they have passed on.

So that many are wanted where he is now, to

explain to them and help them, and soothe them.
They do not know where they are, nor why they arc

there.

[I considered that this was ordinary ' Feda talk,'

such as it is probably customary to get

through mediums at this time; therefore,

though the statements are likely enough,
there is nothing new in them, and I thought
it better to interrupt by asking a question.

So I said :—

]

o. J. L.—Does he want to send a message to anyone at

home ? Or will he give the name of one of his

instructors ?

[I admit that it is stupid thus to ask two
questions at once.]

He shows me a capital H, and says that is not
an instructor, it is some one he knows on the earth
side. He wants them to be sure that he is all right

and happy. He says, " People think I say I am
happy m order to make them happier, but I don't.

[And so on as already reported in Chapter III.]

Now the first gentleman with the letter W is

going over to him and putting his arm round his

shomder, and he is putting his arm round the
gentleman's back. Feda feels like a string round
her head ; a tight feeling in the head, and also an
empty sort of feeling in the chest, empty, as if sort

of something gone. A feeling like a sort of vacant
feeling there ; also a bursting sensation in the
head. But he does not know he is giving this.

He has not done it on purpose, they have tried to
make him forget all that, but Feda gets it from him.
There is a noise with it too, an awful noise and a
rushing noise.

He has lost all that now, but he does not seem
to know why Feda feels it now. " I feel splendid,"
he says, " I feel splendid ! But I was worried at
first. I was worried, for I was wanting to make it

;:>

Mi^lii mm mm
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I

clear to those left behmd that I was all nght. and

that they were not to worry about me.
'

You may think it strange, but he Mi that you

would not worry so much as some one else ; two

others, two ladies, Feda thinks. You would know,

he says, but two ladies would worry and be un-

certain ; but now he believes they know more.

Then, before Mrs. L«'onard came out of trance, ( ime the

description of a falling dark cross which twisted round

and became bright, as reported in Chapter III.

After the sitting, and before I went away. I asked Mrs.

Leonard if she knew who I was. She repli. d, " Are you

by chance connected with those two ladies who came on

Saturday night ?
" On my assenting, Mrs. Leonard added,

" Oh ! then I know, because the French lady Ka\ the

name away ; she said ' Lady Lodge ' in the middle of a

French sentence."
. .

I also spoke to her about not having too many sittings

and straining her power. She said s' m " pr< ferred not to

have more than two or three a day, ti.ough sometimes she

could not avoid it ; and som days she liad to tak'- a

complete rest." But she admitted that she was going to

have another one that day at two o'clx-k. I told her that

three per day was rather much. She pleaded that there

are so many people who want help now. that she declined

all those who came for only commercial or !< rtune-telling

motives, but that she felt bound to help those who ar<

distressed by the war. I report this to show that she saw

many people totally disconnetttd with Raymond or his

family : so that what she might say to a new unknown

member of the family could be quite evidential.
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CHAPTER VII

FIRST PETERS SITTING (ANOKYMOUS)

MRS. Kennedy desirer'

diffeient a i indepcmi*

kindly arraiiged itli M
to her house on Mond. / arternn^

sitting to ' a friend of ht ' not sf

at or al 'ut 3 p.m. on Mcmil 27
Lodge went by herself to .V Ken
to havv to giv< any ; "

, an' a
Peters, who, wht ,n he Ci^me. sale ne
Mrs. Kennedy's o\^ a ro»)n. hi which h

dy Lodge to • ry with a
medium, an therefore
v Vout Peters to come

and give a tranct

fied. Accordingly,
utember 191 5, Ladfy
y'chouse, so as not
ltd the arrival of

Ud prefer to sit in

ad sat before, and
which he associd,te^ w- her son Paul. No kind of intro-

duction was mad a ^u P ,rs was a total stranger to
Lady Lodge : thoi h to Mrs. Kennedy he was fairly well
known, havi: ^ sevemi times given her first-rate evidence
about her m, who lad proved his identity in several
striking ways.

When P ters gnes x^ao a trance his personality is

supposed to c! .inpf to that of another man, who, we
understand, is 11» ' mstone '

; much as Mrs. Piper
was controlled aient personalities calling them-
selves ' Phinu: Rector.' Wh'-n Peters does not
go into a trance ^ as some clairvoyant faculty of his
own.

The only other pt son present on this < asion was
Mrs. Kennedy, who kindly took notes

This is an important sitting, as it was eld for a
complete stranger, so I propose to report it .iractically

in full.
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PART II-CHAPTER VII

A L Sitting wUh A. Vout Peters, in Mrs. Kennedy's

House, on 27 September 1915. «< 3-30 pm.

Medium .

Sitter .

Recorder

A. Vout Peters.
Lady Lodge (M. F. A. L.).

Mrs. Katherine Kennedy (K. K.).

The record consists ofMrs ''^ennedys notes.
J;^"^/'*'

•" '^"
1 ne

"<^^^j^^^^ iJyg j^^ added subsequently by O. J. L.

While only partially under control, Peters said

:

"
I feel a lot of force here, Mrs. Kennedy.

,

Petere was controlled quickly by Moonstone who

ereetS K K. and reminded her of a prophecy of his.

flhtlroph^y related to the Russian p ace Dvmsk^d
to tiie important actions likely to be gouig on Jhere-as

If theSve battle of the war was to be fought there.)

Then he turned to L.L. and said:—

What a useful life you have led, and willlead.

You have always oeen the prop of tiungs

You have always been associated with men a lot.

You are the mother and house prop.

You are not unacquainted with spintualism.

YoS Sve beenassiciated with it more or less for some

i'Snse you as living away from London-in the North

You°lJe mul associated with men, and you are Ae

house prop-the mother. You have no word m the

Kua?e that quite gives it-there are always four

Ss but something more is needed-you are the house

YoJhave had a tremendous lot of sadness recently,

from a death that has come suddenly.
,p^.„„

You never thought it was to be like this (Peters

went on talking glibly, and there was no need for the

t^X r|enS?r!;Sere who is on the other side-he

went very Lddenly . Fairly tall, rather broad, upright

mere thV medium sat up very straight and squared

his lho^dSs)-rather long face, fairly long nose lips

?dl r^ousSe. nice teeth, quick and active, strong

„»^. — .---*.-^-
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sense of humoiir—he could always laugh, keen sense

of affection.

He went over into the spirit world very quickly.

There is no idea of death because it was so sudden,
with no illness.

Do you know anything connected with the letter L ?

(No answer Wtts given to this.)

What I am going to say now is from Paul—he says :

"Tell mother it is not one L, it is double L." He
says :

" Tell mother she always loved a riddle "

—

he laughs.

(L. L. and K. K. ')oth said they could not understand.*
' Moonstone ' continued :—

)

They don't want to make it too easy for you, and
funnUy enough, the easier it seems to you sometimes
the more difficult it seems to them.
This man is a soldier—an officer. He went over
where it is warm.
You are his mother, aren't you—and he does not call

you ma, or mama, or mater—just mother, mother.
[True.]

He is reticent and yet he told you a tremendous lot.

You were not only his mother but his friend.

Wasn't he clever with books ? He laughs and says :

" Anyhow I ought to be, I was brought up with them."
He was not altogether a booky person.

He knew of spiritualism before he passed over, but
he was a little bit sceptical—he had an attitude of

carefulness about it. He tells me to tell you this :

The attitude of Mr. Stead and some of those people
turned him aside ; on one side there was too much
credulity—on the other side too much piffling at trifles.

[See also Appendix to this sitting.]

He holds up in his hand a little heap of olives, as a
symbol for you—then he laughs. Now he says—for a
test—Associated with the olives is the word Roland.'
All of this is to give you proof that he is here.

* Though K. K.'s record, being made at the time, reads L. L.
(meaning Lady Lodge) throughout. When she speaks, later on, I

change the L. L. of the recor-1 to her proper initials to avoid con-
fusion.—O. J. L.

* This is clear, though apparently it was not so recognised at the
time. See later, pp. 135 and 144.

v.;
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Before you came you were very down in the dumps.

Was he iU three weeks after he was hurt ? [More

like three hours, probably less.]
.

vLiouTother guesses were made for the meanmg of 3.)

t^tS %ure 3 so plainly^ant you find a meanmg

(L.'V. suggested 3rd Battalion, and 'Moonstone'

nft^'vi "-and wasn't he officiaUy put down on

SfoSS one ? [Perfectly true, he was attached to

?fe 2nd Battalion at the Front, to the 3rd or reserve

Battalion while training.] \ „ _. ,. ., . „

He savs • " Don't forget to tell father aU this.

His home is associat^ with books-both readmg and

writSooks. Wait a minute, he wants to give me a

worfhe is a little impatient with me. Manuscripts.

he savs manuscripts—that's the word.

HelSds a message, and he says-this is more for

S?hfr-'' It b noio^ his attempting to come to the

medSm here, he will simply frighten ihe medium for

S h"S worth, and he wUl not get anything. But he

U not afTdd of you. and if there is communication

wanted with this man again, yo« must come.

YoS have several portraits of this boy. Be^re he

went away you had got a good portrait of him-2-

no ^ rFuUy as many as that.]
, ^ . .

Two where he is alone and one where he « m a group

of other men. [This last is not yet venfied.]

«

He S^paScdar'that I should teU you of this. In one

you sHis wdking-stick C Moo«,^t°f
J„^l^ Pf.^

imaginary stick under his arm). [Not known yet]

He had particularly strong hands.
.

SSi^e was younger, he was very strongly associated

ShfootbSLd outdoor sports. You have m yoiK

S^ pS^ that he won.'^I can't teU you wha^.

[Incorrect :
possibly some confusion m record here

.
or

WhyXSi I get two words-' Small ' and ' Heath.'

^hi:r^^i:^^^Jis^^^ above, in Chapter IV. In th.

light of later information.
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IS

[Small Heath is a place near Birmingham with which

he had some but not close associations.]

Also I see, but very dimly as in a mist, the letters

B I R. [Probably Birmingham.]
You heard of either his death or of his being hurt by
telegram.

He didn't die a^ once. He had three wounds.

I don't think you have got details yet. [No, not

fiiUy.]

If he had lived he would have made a name for him-

self in his own particular line.

Was he not associated with chemistry ? If not,

some one associated with him was, because I see all

the things in a chemical laboratory.

[The next portion has ahready been repc-hed in

Chapter III, but I do not omit it from its context

here.]

That chemistry thing takes me away from him to a

man in the fl^.
And connected with him a man, a writer of poetry, on

our side, closely connected with spiritualism.

He was very clever—he too passed away out of

England.
He has communicated several times.

This gentleman who wrote poetry—I see the letter

M—he is helping your son to communicate.

He is built up in the chemical conditions.

If your son didn't know this man, he knew of him.

At the back of the gentleman beginning with M and

who wrote poetry is a whole group of people.

They ar very interested. And don't be suri)rised if

you get messages from them, even if you don't know
them.
This is so important that is going to be said now, that I

want to go slowly, for you to write clearly every word
((hctates carefully).

" Not only is the partition so thin that you can hear

the operators on the other side, but a big hole has

been made."
This message is for the gentleman associated with the

chemical laboratory.

The boy—I call them all boys, because I was over a

w

I
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hundred when I lived here and they are all boys to

me—he says, he is here, but he says :
" Hitherto it

has been a thing of the head, now I am come over it

is a thing of the heart. What is more (here Peters

jumped up in his chair vigorously, snapped his fingers

excitedly, and spoke loudly)

:

, . ,

" Good God ! how father will be able to speak out

!

much firmer than he has ever done, because it will

touch ovir hearts."

M. F. A. L.—Does he want his father to speak out ?

Yes, but not yet—wait, the evidence will be

given in such a way that it cannot be contradicted,

and his name is big enough to sweep all stupid

opposition on one side.

I was not conscious of much suffering, and I am
glad that I settled my affairs before I went.

[He did ; he made a will just before leaving

England, and left things in good order. He
also cleared up things when he joined the

Army.]
Have you a sister of his with you, and one on

our side ? A little child almost, so little that you

never associated her \vith him.

There are two sisters, one on each side of him,

one in the dark and one in the light.

[Raymond was the only boy sandwiched in

between two sisters ; Violet older than he,

and still living (presumably in the dark),

and Laura 1 younger than he, died a few

minutes after birth (in the Ught). Ray-

mond was the youngest boy, and had thus a

sister on either side of him.]

Your girl is standing on one side, Paul on the

other, and your boy in the centre. (Here ' Moon-

stone ' put his arm round K. K.'s shoulder to show

how the boy was standing.) Now he stoops over

you and kisses you there (indicating the brow).

Before he went away he came home for a little

while. Didn't he come for three days ?

(There is a little unimportant confusion in the

record about ' days.')

• Now apparently called Lily : ace later.
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Then, with evident intention of trying to give a * test/

some trivial but characteristic features were mentioned

about the interior of three houses-the one we are in now

the one we had last occupied at LiveriJool. and the one he

called
' Mother's home.' But there is again some con-

fusion in the record, partly because M. F. A. L. didn t under-

stand what he was driving at, partly because the recorder

found it difficult to follow : and though the confusion was

subsequently disentangled through another medium next

day. 28 September, it is hardly worth while to give as

much explanation as would be needed to make the points

clear. So this part is omitted. (See p. 145)

And he wanted me to teU you of a kiss on the

M. F. A.?.—He "did not kiss me on the forehead when he

said good-bye. • .^ u ^

Well he is taller than you, isn t he ?

(Yes )

Not very demonstrative before strangers. But

when alone with you. like a little boy again.

M. F. A. L.—I don't think he was undemonstrative before

^^'^

Oh yi. aU you English are like that. You lock

up your affection, and you sometimes lose the key.

He laughs. He says you didn't understand

about Rowland. He can get it through now, it s a

Roland for your OUver [p. 131]- ,

[Excellent. By recent marriages the fanaily

has gained a Rowland (son-in-law) and lost

(so to speak) an Oliver (son).]

He is going. He gives his love to all.

It has been easy for him to come for two

reasons : First, because you came to get help for

Madame.i Secondly, because he had the knowledge

in this life.
, ^ ,. . ^^,

A. L.—I hope it has been a pleasure to him to come .'

Not a pleasure, a joy.

A. L.—I hope he will come to me again.

As much as he can.

Paul now wants to speak to his mother.

» This is curious, because it was with Mrs. Leonard that Madame

had sat! not Jl^ Peters at all. It is a simple cross-correspondence.

M. F.

M. f.
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Appendix to First Peters Sitting

NOTE ON RAYMOND'S OLD ATTITUDE TO
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA

Mrs. Rowland Waterhouse has recently found among her

papers an old letter from Bedales School which she received

from her brother Raymond when she was in Paris during the
winter 1905-1906. The concluding part of it is of some small
interest in the light of later developments :

—

" I should like to hear more about table turning. I don't
believe in it. The girls here say they have done it at Steephurst,

and they attribute it to some sense of which we know nothing,
and which I want to turn to some account, driving a dynamo or
something, if it is possible, as they make out, to cause a table to
revcdve without any exertion.—I am your affectionate brother,

" Raymond "



CHAPTER VIII

A TABLE SITTING

ON 28 September my wife and I together had

a table sitting with Mrs. Leonard, which may be

reported nearly in full together with my preliminary

note written immediately afterwards. This is done not

because it is a particularly good specimen, but because

these early sittings have an importance of their own, and

because it may be instructive to others to see the general

manner of a table sitting. It was, I think, the first jomt-

sitting of any kind which we had had since the old Piper

days.

Note by O. J. L. on Table Tiltings

A table sitting is not good for conversation, but it is

useful for getting definite brief answers—such as nanies

and incidents, since it seems to be less interfered with by

the mental activity of an intervening medium, and to be

rather more direct. But it has difficulties of its own.

The tilting of the table need not be regarded as a '
physical

phenomenon ' in the technical or supernormal sense, yet

It does not appear to be done by the muscles of those

present. The effort required to tilt the table is slight, and

evidentially it must, no doubt, be assumed that so far as

mechanical force is concerned, it is exerted by muscular

action. But my impression is that the tilting is an in-

cipient physical phenomenon, and that though the energy,

of course, comes from the people present, it does not

appear to be applied in quite a normd way (XIV, Pt. III).

As regards evidence, however, the issue must be

limited to intelligent du-ection of the energy. All that

can safely be claimed is that the energy is intelligently

>37
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directed, and the self-stoppage of the table at the right

letter conveys by touch a sort of withholding feeling

—

a kind of sensation as of inhibition—to those whose hands
lie flat on the top of the table. The light was always
quite sufficient to see all the hands, and it works quite

well in full daylight . The usual method is for the alphabet
to be called over, and for the table to tilt or thump at

each letter, till it stops at the right one. The table tilts

three times to indicate " yes," and once to indicate " no "
;

but as one tilt also represents the letter A of the alphabet,

an error of interpretation is occasionally made by the
sitters. So ako C might perhaps be mistaken for " yes,"
or vice versa ; but that mistake is not so likely.

Unconscious guidance can hardly be excluded, i.e. can-
not be excluded with any certainty when the answer is of

a kind expected. But nrst, oiu: desire was rather in the
direction of avoiding such control ; and second, the
stoppages were sometimes at unexpected |daces ; and
third, a long succession of letters soon becomes meaning-
less, except to the recorder who is writing them down
silently, as they are called out to him seriatim, in another
part of the room.

It will also be observed that at a table sitting it is

natural for the sitters to do most of the talking, and that
their object is to get definite a* not verbose replies.

On this occasion the conti- of the table seemed to
improve as the sitting went o;., owing presmnably to
increased practice on the part of the communicator, until

towards the end, when there seemed to be some signs of

weariness or incipient exhaustion ; and, since the sitting

lasted an hour and a half, tiredness is in no way surprising.

No further attempt was made to keep our identity

from Mrs. Leonard : our name had been given away, as
reported near the end of Chapter VI.

Table Sitting with Mrs. Leonard, Tuesday, 28 September

1915, at 5.30 p.m.

Present—O. J. L., M. F. A. L., K. K., wrrn Dr. Kennedy
AT ANOTHER TABLE AS RECORDER

A small partly wicker table with a square top was xikA, about
18 inches square. O. J. L. and M. F. A. L. sat opposite to each

H
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other K K. and Mra. Leonard occupied the other positions,

Mn Leonard t^ the right of O. J. L. After four minutes' interval,

the table began to tilt.

Medium.—WM you tilt three times to show you understand ?

Medium.-VfM you like to give/our name ?

(It cave three tilts indicating Yes.)

Medium—Verv weU, then, the alphabet. Spell it. please.
Medium, ^ety weu. ^^^ ^

F^^^
^^^ j^^ /airly quickly

.

while tlie table tilted sUghtiy at each letter as it

was said.

stopping first at the letter

then at the letter

then
then

L.—Yes. very well, Paul ; we know who you are. and

you know who we arc. and we know that you have brought

Raymond, and have come to help.

Yes.

L —We that are here know kbout this, and you have given

uk evidence already, but I am here to get evidence for the

*a™'y-
Yes.

L.—Would you Uke to say something first, before I ask a

question ?^
(Silence.)

, , . ^
Then the table moved and shook a ljttl<^; *n^'^*;"S

that it wanted the alphabet : and when the medium

recited the letters, it spelt out in the same manner

as before, i.e. by stopping at the one desired by

whatever intelligence was controUing the table :—

RAYMOND WANTS TO COME HIMSELF.

Here M. L. ejaculated : " Dear Raymond," and sighed

unconsciously. ^ . ^u 1. i7....«»nH
The table spelt—it being understood that Raymond

had now taken control :

—

DO NOT SIGH.

M F A. L.—Was I siching ? , • j .4.

o' T L.—Yes. but you must not be so distressed ;
he doesn t

''

Uke it. He is there all right, and I am glad to have some

one on the other side.

Yes.

O J L.—Raymond, your mother is much happier now.

Yes.

O. T. L.—Now then, shall I ask you questions ?

Yes.

O. J. L.—WeU now, wait a minute and take your time, and I wiU

ask the first question :

—

•• V»^hat did the boys call you ?

O. J.

O. J.

O. J.
f 11- \\
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M

M

O.

The medium now again repeated the alphabet, the
table tilting to each letter as before,

first stopping at P
then at A
then at P again ;

it then shook as if something was wrong.
J. L.—Very well, try again, begin once more.

Agam it spelt Pap, but again mdicated dissent, and
triid again: at the third trial it appeared to
spell

PAS.
F. A. L.—Raymond dear, you have given two letters right,

try and give the third.
It now stopped at T ; making Pat.

F. A. I Yes, that is right
[This was, of course, well in our knowledge and there-

fore not strictly evidential, but it would not be in
the knowledge of the medium.] (Cf. p. 148.)

Yes.
J. L.—Well, now, you have done that, shall I ask another ?

Yes.
J. L.—Will you give the name of a brother ?

The alphabet was repeated as usual by the medium,
in a monotonous manner, the table tilting as before

and stopping first at N
then at

then going past E, It stopped at
and the next time at

then, by a single tilt. It Indicated „„ .,„.
O. J. L., thinking that the letters R and M were wrong.

O
R
M
A or else ' No."

because the (to him) meaningless name Norman
was evidently being given, took it as " No," and
said :

—

O. J. L.—You are confused now, better begin again.
The name accordingly was begun agam, and this time

it spelt

NOEL.
O. J. L.~That is right. [But see Appended Note. p. 147.]A slight pause took place here ; the table then indicated

that it wanted the alphabet again, and spelt out
an apparently single meaningless word which Dr.
Kennedy, as he wrote the letters down, perceived
to be

FIRE away.
O. J. L.—Oh I You want another question ! Would you like

to say the name of an ofi&cer ?

Yes.
O. J. L.—Very well then, spell it.

Tabic spelt :

—

MIP,
then indicated error.
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L.—Not P ?

L.-WeU. begin again.^^^^^^^

L.—Then the o«&cer'8 Q"^^" MitchaO ?

L._Wa.he.cptaln^|^j^^^,

L._Wa.he.Ueutena^^?^^^

L —Was he a second iieutenantPwW ?

(Aoparent assent, but nothing *o«=»ble.) ^^
, L.-iaKw «oing to give a nameaway on pntpoae

. 1 •m

going to ask—Do you remember Case f

.
L.-Would you like to sa^^ythhig about him ?

L -Very weU then, let us hkve the alphabet

S*i^h^r?hS-wX"v^oyaVcation. it was

f^U7or'fid1eing°tLat she is wanted to repeat

the al^bet.)
HB IS HERE.

K. K. (interpreting lofu^^-ro^rmeans
Raymond is here

O J
r-uS'whatcircumstancesdidvouseeWmlast?

^- J- '"
(The answer >-^''

^Ji^'f^St* o^did^S give Case a

O. J,
L.—Have you any special message, or «uu y» s

special message ? ^^
O. J.

L.-Whatw^it^ soi-wuo .^p^^
(Here somejonlusion v^ indicated

:

.an_d^
P^^^,^"

-amt£^m^VSS.i|£a-,agethatwas
intended, which was very do^J""^- „, remember.

"Th'^fh^h'^^^^trL^fuStSwhosawhim

• i|

n
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o,

M

hl*f15*.*^**^, '^'i^ '• *"'' *''''* ''*»•* hr thought
he had said WM " So I'm wounded "

; but 1 thought

I^?t^i!^*u '^ •*«'?° »* "»"" 't "^ liable toput turn back into a period of reminisccnc* which
hu. friends would orrter that he did not dwril urxjn
Moreover these Cut few quesUoiis did not seom
particularly to interest hini^ and the responds w°"
comparatively weak. Accordingly. I^^0

n 1 » iir ,ry *° interest him.)

yoTn ? ^°" "^ ^""^ '~'*^ to go and see a friend ui

(Some names of friends of his were now correctly g,v«n.bu^ as we knew them I need not reproduce thi

^' ^'
^""iftl ]i^°«>°d'.^°«l<» you like a Ford ? [motor].

(Alter a mi t;ien('s apparent surprise :—

)

J. L.—Aren't you tired now ?

_ . _ „ Loud "No."
r. A. 1-—Raymond, I don't know Mitchell.

No
O. J. I WeU, that wiU be better evidence

Yes.
O. J. L.—Is that why you chose it ?

Yes.

Medium {soUo voc»).-}io. that*can't be right.
O. J. L. (ditto).-! don't know ; it may he. Go on.

r» I T XT OPLANE.
O. J. L.-YOU mean that MitcheU is an aeroplane officer ?

AT/- " Yes " (very loud).
A. u (misunderstanding, and thinking that he had said

Ibl Jfr"''* t^^ 1?
aeroplane in preference to a Ford) -

btill at your jokes, Raymond !

'

Yes.

^"^fc^l" J^t
**"* indicated, by slight rocking, thatthe alphabet was wanted ; and it spelt •—)

,_. RAYMOND IS BEATING U.
(The sitters here made a little explanatory commentto each other on what they understood this umm-portant sentence to mean ; after which O T Lappears to have said :—)

•'"

L.—I don't Uke bothering you.
Table moved, indicating that it wrj no troubleA. 1^.—Kaymond, can you see u3 ?

**• ^'
[te''i^i"p!^°o.r

*"'*'' '^^ '^° "''*'"^ *° y°" '

Yes.

M. h.

O.J.

M. F.
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s

M. F

M. F.

M. F.

M. F.

O. J.

O. J.

O.J.

O. J.

O. J.

J
1

A. L.—CM you read what I am writing ?

V L— H.wdoyoureadit? By kwking over my shoulder ?

TaWe aesaii calle<t Jor alphabet :ind »pelt :—
PEVai JT. L V 1

A. L.—Sluill vo" <ivcr Jx> .-Mc to writ2 through my hand

do you think ?

A L. Well an\ lu w, yon wnuld like me to try ?

L.—Raymond, have you plenty to do over there f

L._Wcll. look here, I am got ,ig to pivo another name away.

L -Oh I Yuu prefer no^l Very well. I will ask you in

this way : Have you m t any particular fnend of mme ?

Yes.

L._Very well * uen, spell his name.

The tabic spelt :—
MYBRS AND ORA

Here O T. L. thought that he had got wrong—rather

.u^ted' ttat thi A meant •' ifo." and stupidly

L-Well~it doesn't matter .' won't be evidential, so I

mav as veil Kuess what you me.m -. Is it Ourncy f

^hetr.blf absented. But it still went on si)eUing. It

again sptUt :—
GRA

and then
ND.

at which O. J. L. oueried : Grand men ?

The table dissented, and went on and spelt :—
FATHER.

O I L.—Oh I You mean G'-andfather 1

'' i'^ES.

M F. A. L.—Is he with Myers and Gurney ?
"•

Emphatic " No."

M F A L.—Which grandtather is it that you mean ? Give
'

the first letter ol Jiis Christian name.

M. F. A. L.-Dear GrandpapTl He would be sure ti come

O. J. r'fSy^ dVyou like this table method better than the

« Feda ' method ?

Yhs

O 1 L -But you remember that you can send anything you

want speciaUy through Paul always ?

Yes

O I L—That was a grand sitting yesterday that your mother

had ! [i.e. the one with Peters. ^

Yes.
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U. F.
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A. L,—Do yon remember showing olives ?

Yes.
A. L.—^What did you mean by them ?

GUVER.
A. L.—Then we now understand—A Roland for an Oliver.

Yes.
L.—You intended no reference to Italy ? [Wb had been
doubtful at first of the sicroificance of the olives ; see p. 1 3 1 .]

L.—But you were interested in Italy ?

Yes.
L.—^Do you remember anyone special In Italy ?

Yes.
L.—Well, spell the name.

(A name was spelt correctly.)

L.—You are clever at this I

Loud " Yes."
L.—You always did like mechanical things.

Yes.
L.—Can you explain how you do this ? I mean how you
work the table t

The table then spelt with the alphabet for a long time,

and as the words were not divided up, the sitters lost

touch, one after the other, with what was being
said. I, for instance, lost touch after the word
' magnetism," and, for all I knew, it was nonsense
that was being said ; but the recorder put all the

letters down as they came, each letter b«ing called

out by me according to the stoppages of the table,

and the record reads thus :

—

You ALL SUPPLY MAGNETISM GATHERED IN MEDIUM,
AND THAT GOES INTO TABLE ; AND WE MANIPULATE.

[The interest of this is due to the fact that the table

was spellin,^ out coherent words, although the
sitters could hardly, under the circumstances, be
exercising any control. Naturally, this does not
prevent the medium from being supposed to be
tilting out a message herself, and hence it is quite

unevidential of course ; but, in innumerable other
cases, the things said were quite outside the know-
ledge of the medium,]

L.—It is not what / should call '- magnetism," is it ?

No.
L.—But you do not object to the term ?

No.
L,—Paul's mother offers to take messages from you, and
if she gets them, she will transmit them tn us.

Yes.
L.—So when you want to get anything special through,
just speak to Paul.

Yes.

O. J.

O. J.

O. J.

O. J.
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O.

K

O. J. L.—And sometimes I shaU be able to get a message back

to you.'
I^ud '' Yes."

, . . ,
(In answer to a question about which of his sisters were

at school with a specified person, the names of the

right two sisters were now spelt out :—

)

ROSAUND.
[We generally spell the name Rosalynde, but it was

spelt here Rosalind as shown.]
BARBARA.

M. F. A. L.—Isn't it clever of him ?

Loud and amusing " Yes."

O. J. L. I never thought you would do it so quickly.

No.

T L.—Can you stiU make acrostics ? [O. J. L. immediately

regretted having asked this leading sort of question, but it

was asked.]
Yes.

K. You are not going to make one now ?

No.

M. F. A. L.—Can you see me, Raymond, at other times when I

am not with a medium ?

Alphabet called for, and spelt :—
SOMETIMES.

M. F. A. L.—You mean when I think of you ?

Yes.

O. T. L.—That must be very often.

Loud '•- Yes."
[When a ' loud ' Yes or No is stated, it means that the

table tilted violently, bumping on the floor and

making a noise which impressed the recorder, so

that the words " loud bumps " were added m the

[I then asked him about the houses (of which he had

specified some identifying features at a previous sit-

ting through Peters on 27 September). He seemed

to regret that there had been some confusion, and

now correctiy spelt out grovepark as the name
of one house, and Newcastle as the place where

^Mother's home' was. But I omit details, as

before.^ (See p. 135.)

O. J. L.—Tell Mr. Myers and Nlr. Gumey that I am glad to hear

from them and that they are helping you.

Yes. ,

M. F. A. L.—Give my affectionate regards to Mr. Gurney for a

message which he got through for me some time ago.

Yes.

O. T. L.—Now you must rest.
"*

Yes.

M. F. A. L.—One of your record sleeps.

Loud '-» Yes.''

10

lii;i

1
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o. J.

o. J.

M. F.

O. J.
M. F.
O. J.
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L.—Good-bye, I will tell the family to-morrow.
Yes.

L.—Alec especially.
Ybs.

A. L.—Noel ^ill love to have his name spelt out.

Yes.
L.—Well, good-bye, old man, we shall hear from yov again.

A. L.—Good-bye, Raymond darling.

L.—Before we slop, does Paul want to say a word ?

(Paul was then understood to take control, and spelt

out :—

)

HE IS GETTING ON WELL.
(We then thanked Paul for helping, and said good-bye.)

(End of silting.)

To complete the record I shall append the few annota-

tions which I made a couple of days afterwards, before I

supplement them with later information.

Contemporary Annotations for Table Sitting on

28 September

Very many things were given right at the sitting

above recorded, and in most cases the rightncss will be

clear from the comments of the sitters as recorded. But

two names are given on which fuither annotation is

necessary, because the sitters did not imderstand them ;

in other words, they were such as, if confirmed, would

furnish excellent and indeed exceptional evidence.

The first is ' Norman,' about which a very important

report could be made at once ; but I think it better not

to put anything in writing on that subject even now, at the

present stage, since it is quite distinct, unforgettable, and

of the first importance.

The other is the name ' Mitchell," which at present we
have had no opportunity for verifying ; hence annotation

on that n'ust be postponed. Suffice it to say that to-day

(6 October 1 91 5) it remains unknown. Whether an Army
List has been published this year sccins doubtful, and on

the whole unUkely ; and no Army List later than Tyog has

been so far accessible. Such few inquiries as have up to

now been made have drawn blank. [See, however, three

pages further on.]
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Later Information

On 10 October Mrs. Kennedy, alone, had some auto-

matic writing as follows :—

Mother, Paul is bringing Raymond. I have

him here; he will speak to you. ...
" Please listen carefully now I want to speak

to you about Norman. There is a special

meaning to that becaus. we always called

my brother Alec Norman, the (muddle . .
.).'

(K. K. said that she couldn't get the rest clearly.)

On 12 October we had a sitting with Mrs. Leonard.

K. K. also present, and I said to ' Raymond '
:—

Do you want to say anything more about that

name ' Norman '
? You gave a message about it

to Mrs. Kennedy, but I don't know whether she

got it clearly . Perhaps you want to amplify it ? If

so, now is your chance. (The reply spelt outwas :—

)

I TOLD HER THAT I CALLED LIONEL.

On which K. K. said :
" I am afraid I often get names

wrong. I suppose I got the name of the wrong

brother."

Note by O. J. L. about the name ' Norman '

It appears that ' Norman ' was a kind of general nick-

name ; and esi>eciallv that when the boys played hockey

together, which thev often did in the field here, by way of

getting concentrated exercise, Raymond, who was speci-

ally active at this game, had a habit of shoutmg out,

" Now then, Norman," or other words of encouragement,

to any of his other brothers whom he wished to stimulate,

especiaUy apparently Lionel, though sometimes Alec and

the others. That 's what 1 am now told, and I can

easily realise the manner of it .
But I can testify that 1

was not aware that a name hke this was used, nor was

Lady Lodge, we two being the only members of the family

present at the Leonard table sitting where the name
' Norman ' was given. (See p. 140.)

, ^ , , j
It will be remembered that at that sittmg I first asked

i I

i 'I

", 1

J

i
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him what name the boys had called him, and, after a few

partial fsiilures, obviously only due to mismanagement of

the table, he repUed, ' Pat," which was quite right. I

then asked if he would Uke to give the name of a brothor,

and he repUed ' Norman,' which I thought was quite

wrong. I did not even allow him to finish the last letter.

I said he was confused, and had better begin again ; after

which he amended it to ' Noel,' which I accepted as

correct. But it will now be observed that the name
' Norman ' was the best he could possibly give, as a kind

of comprehensive nickname applicable to almost any
brother. And a nickname was an appropriate kind of

response, because we had already had the mckname ' Pat.'

Furthermore, on subsequent occar^ons he explained that it

was the name by which he had called Lionel ; and, through

Mrs. Kennedy—if she did not make a mistake—that it was
a name he had called Alec by. It is quite possible, how-

ever, that he had intended to say ' Lionel ' on that

occasion, and that she got it wrong. I am not sure how
that may be. Again, at a later stage, in a family sitting-

no medium present—one of the boys said, " Pat, do you

remember ' Norman ' ? " at which with some excitement,

the girls only touching the table, he spelt out ' Hockey '

;

thus completing the whole incident.

The most evidential portions, however, are those

obtained when nobody present imderstood what was
being said—namely, first, the spelling of the name
' Norman ' when those present thought that it was all

a mistake after the first two letters ; and secondly, the

explanation to Mrs. Kennedy that it was a name by which

he had called one of his brothers, showing that it was

originally given by no accident, but with intention.

As to the name ' Pat ' (p. 140), I extract the following

from a diary of Noel, as evidence that it was very much
Raymond's nickname ; but of course we knew it :

—

1914
'• Sept. 9. Pat Roes to L'pool re Commission.

10. Pat gets commission in 3rd South Lane's.

14. Pat collecting kit. We inspect revolvers.

18. Pat comes up to llarbome for some rifle practice.

Does not find it too easy.

19. I become member of Harborne Rifle Club.

30. Pat shoots again.
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Sept. 23. Pat leaves for L'pool to start his training at Great

Crosby.
, ,^ ,

I Rive up commissif.a-Ldea for the present.

Oct 17. Pat comes home to welcome Parents back from

Australia.

„ 20. Pat returns to L'pool."

Note on the name ' Mitchell ' {added later)

It can be remembered that, when asked on 28 Sep-

tember for the name of an officer, Raymond spelt out

Mitchell, and indicated decisively that the word Aero-

plane was connected with him ; he also assented to the

idea that he was one whom the iamUy didn t know, and

that so it would be better as evidence (pp. 141. 142).

After several faUures at identification I learnt, on

10 October, through the kind offices of t^f Librarian of

the London Library, that he had ascertained f
om the War

Office that there was a 2nd Lieut. E. H. MitcheU now

attached to the Royal Flying Corps Accordingly. I

wrote to the Record Office, Farnborough ; and ultimately,

on 6 November, received a post card from Captain

MitcheU, to whom I must apologise for the, I hope, qmte

harmless use of his name :

—

"Many thanks for your kind letter. I believe I have met

vour ^n though where I forget. My wounds are quite healed

and I^ posted to Home Establishment for a bit. mth rank of

Stai^ ^our letter only got here (Dover) from France this

morning, so please excuse delay in answering.
^ j^,.j^hell"

In concluding this chapter. I may quote a little bit of

non-evidential but characteristic writing froni Paul.

It was received on 30 September 191 5 by Mrs. Kennedy,

when alone, and her record runs thus :--

(After writing of other things, I not having asked any-

thing about Raymond.)
"I think it hardly possible for you to believe how

quickly Raymond learns ; he seems to behove all

Uiat we have to fight to teach the others.

" Poor chaps, you see no one has told them before they

come over, and it is so hard for them when they see

us and they feel alive, and their people keep on

sobbing.

u.
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" The business for you and mc f^ets harder and harder

as the days go on, mother ; it needs thoiisands at

this work, and you are so small.
" I feel that God helps us. but I want Him to find

others, darling ; there is no time to waste either in

your place or mine, but I know you are trying ever

so hard."

w:



CHAPTER IX

ATTEMPTS AT STRICTER EVIDENCE

IN
a Table Sitting it is manifest that the hypothesis

S uiSmscious Juscular guidance must be pressed

?o extremes, as a normal explanation, when the com-

muikaUons are within the knowledge of any of the people

^^"iSlny dVhfAnswers obtained were quite out^det^^

knowledge of the medium or of Mrs Kennedy^ but many

were inevitably known to us ; and m so far as tney were

Si our knowledge it might be supposed, even by our-

Sves ?hlt we partially controlled the ttUmg. though of

course we were careful to trv not to do ?o- ^nd t^^^^^^

the things that came, or the form m which they came were

often quite unexpected, and could "ot consciously have

hepn controlled by us. Moreover, when the sentence

^l" out "as a lo/g one, wc lost our way .r .
andcouW

n^t tpll whether it was sense or nonsense ;
for the woras

T^ fn o eacvf othrr. The note-taker, who puts each

LTte dow^i 3' t is called out to him by the sitters at the

table hT no difficulty in reading a message, although,

*v^th ihe^ords airmnLgother. it hardly looks intelligible

at first sight, even when written. For instance :-

BELESSWORRIEDALECPLEASEOLDCH.\P,

which was one message, or :—

GATHEREDINMEDIUMANDTHATGOESINTOTABLEAN
DWEMANIPULATE,

Which was part of another ^Neither could bo readily

followed if called out slowly letter by letter^
<,^„„tical

Still, the family were naturally and properly sceptical

""^AcJordingly. my sons devised certain questions in the

^ii

itti

[t
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nature of tests, referring to trivial matters which they
thought would be withui Raymond's recollection, but
which had happened to them alone during summer ex-
cursions or the like, and so were quite outside my Imow-
ledge. TTiey gave me a few written questions, devised in
conclave in their own room ; and on i2 October I took
them to London with me in a sealed envelope, which I

opened In the train when going up for a sitting ; and after
the sitting had begim I took an early opportunity of

fmtting the questions it contained. We had already had
on 28 September, reported in last chapter) one incident of
a kind unknown to us, in the name Norman,' but they
wanted more of the same or of a still more marked kindf.

I think it will be well to copy the actual contemporary
record of this part of the sitting in full :—

Second Table Sitting o/O. J. L. and M.F.A. L. with

Mrs. Leonard, 12 October 1915, 5.30 ^.w.

Present—O. J. L., M. F. A. L., K. K.,

AS Recorder
vviTR Dr. Kennedy

At the beginning of the sitting O. J. L. explained that
they were now engaged in trying to get distinct and crucial
evidence ; that preparations had been made accordingly

;

and that no doubt those on the other side approved, and
would co-operate.

A pause of three and a half minutes then ensued, and
the table gave a slow tilt,

o. J. L.—Is Paul there ?

Yes.
o. J. L.—Have you brought Raymond ?

Yes.
o. J. L.—Are you there, Raymond ?

Yes.
o. J, L. (after M. F. A. L. had greeted him).—Well now,

look h«re, my boy, I have got a few questions which
your brothers think you will know something
about, whereas to me they are quite meaningless.
Their object is to make quite sure that we don't
unconsciously help in getting the answers because
we know them. In this case thai is impossible,

\

\i
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Do

o. J.

0. J.

o. J.

o. J

o. J

O. J.

O. J.

O. J

ATTEMPTS AT STRICTER EVIDENCE

because nobody here knows the answers at all.

vou understand the object ?
^

Yes.

T .—Very well then, shall I begin ?

No.
. ,,

L.—Oh! You want to say something yourself

first?
Yes.

T._Verv well then, the alphabet.

TELLTHEMINOWTRYTOPROVEIHAVEMESSAGESTOT

HEWORI.D i_

[Taking these long messages down is rather

tedious, and it is noteworthy that the

sitters lose their way sooner or later— 1 had

no idea what was coming or whether it was

sense—but of cour«e when it is complete

the recorder can easily ..iterpret, and does

so.l

L —Is that the end of what you want to say your-

^"-
YES.

L —Well then, now I will give you one of the boys'
'

Questions, but I had better explam that you may

Sot in every case understand the reference your-

self. We cln hardly expect you to answer all of

them, and if you don't do one. I wi pass on to

anoTlier. But^don't hurry, and we wil take doNvn

whatever you choose to say on each of them. 1 he

first question is :

—

.

L.—"Do you remember anything about the

Argonauts ?

"

, . .• v

(Silence for a short time.)

L.—' Argonauts ' is the word. Docs it mean

anvtViinP to vou ?anything to you

Si

O. J.

Take your time.

Yes.

L.—Well. would you like to say what you re-

member ?

Yes.

Then, by repeating the alphabet, was spelt :—

telegr.^m.

L —Is that the end of that answer ?

Yes.

Jii* Mil
M- :<

1
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L.—Well, now I will go on to the second question
then. " What do you recollect about Dartmoor ?

"

The time for thought was now much briefer,

and the table began to spell pretty soon :

—

COMING DOWN.
o. J. L.—Is that all ?

No.
o. J. L.—Very well then, continue.

HILL FERRY.
o. J. L.—Is that the end of the answer ?

Yes.
o. J. L.—Very well then, now I will go on to the third

question, which appears to be a bit complicated.
" What do th{> following suggest to you :

—

livinrude

O. B. P.

Kaiser's sister.

"

(No gf)(xl answers were obtained to these
questions : they seemed to awaken no
reminiscence.

Asked the name of the man to whom Raymond
had given his dog, the table spdt out
STALLARD quitc corrcctly. But this was
witliin our knowledge.)

{End of extract from record.)

Note on the Reminiscences awakened by the
Words ' Argonauts ' and ' Dartmoor '

On reportin;^ to my sons the answers given about
' Argonauts ' and ' Dii' : .loor ' they were not at all

satisfied.

I found, however, iM.m the rest of ti^e family that the
word TELEGRAM had a meaning in connexion with
' Argonauts '—a meaning quitc unknown to mc or to my
wife—but it was not the meaning.' that his brothers had
expected. It seems that in a previous year, while his
mother and I were away from home, the boys travelled
by motor lo somewhere in Dcvunshire. and (as they
think) at Taunton Raymond had gone into a post office,

sent a telegram home to say that they were all right, and
had signed it ' Argonauts. ' The giris at home remembered

im
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the tclcRram quite veil ; the other boys did not specially

""""rlT^La .,( reference they had wanted. Raymond Rave

after I had been told to switch him on to Tent Loagc.

Coniston." as a clue. ... .l ^^g.
Now that I know the answer I do not tninK ine que

tionw^a particularly good one ; and the word tele-

about an Iceland trip m Mr. AHred Holt s yacu^^

and its poetic description by Mr. M't^'^'^"
j/'^^^'l^Lodee

Caton in a book in the drawing-room at jen* L<^ej:

Conlton (though the boys were "ot/JT^fJ^^VJh^e tW^

^"^'SSSSlil^the answer to- D-tm^/Ij^^^^
that COMING DOWN HILL was correct but incomplete ««

that they didn't remember any ferrv^
during a sitting

another occasion, namely, on 22 Oct«^/'
SJ^'J^ but onemmmmm" Raymond, do you remember about Dartmoor

^^^Thc answer is recorded as follows, together with the

holding on :—

From Silting of 0. J. Land MJJ^L. on

22 October 1915- P^^a speaking

o. J.
L.-Raymond. do you remember about Dartmoor

'"\'es. ie'^l something about that. He says it

•
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was exciting. What is that he says ? Brake

—

something about a brake—putting the brake on.
Then he says, sudden curve—a curve—^he gives
Feda a jerk like going round a quick curve.

[I thought at the time that this was only
padding, but subsequently learnt from Alec
that it was right. It was on a very long
night-journey on their motor, when the
silencer had broken down by bursting, at

the bottom of an exceptionally steep hill,

and there was an unnerving noise. The
one who was driving went down other steep
hills at a great pace, with sudden applica-
tions of the brake and sudden quick curves,
so that those at the back felt it dangerous,
and ultimately had to stop him and insist on
going slower. Raymond was in front with
the one who was driving. The sensations
of those at the back of the car were strongly
connected with the brake and with curves ;

but they had mainly expected a reference
from Raymond to the noise from the broken
silencer, which they ultimately repaired
during the same night with tools obtained
at the first town they stopped at.]

o. J. L.—Did he say anything about a ferry ?

No, he doesn't remember that he did.

o. J. L.—Well, I got it down.
There is one : all the same there is one. But

he didn't mean to say anything about it. He says
it was a stray thought that he didn't mean to give
through the table. He has found one or two things
come in like that. It was only a stray thought.
You have got what you wanted, he says. ' Hill,'

he meant to give, but not ' ferry.' They have
nothing to do with each other.

On a later occasion I took an opportimity of cate-
chising him further about this word ferry, since none of
the family remembered a ferry, or could attach any
significance to the word. He still insisted that his
mention of a ferry in connexion with a motor trip was not
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month, which says :—

" Bv the way. on the run to Langland Bay

(which Is the moL run we all did the year be ore

the run to Newquay)we pass through Bnton Ferry

.

and there is precious little ferry about it.

^o even this semi-accidental reminiscence seems to be

turSngo'S no? altogether umneaning ;
though probaby

it ought not to have come in answer to Dartmoor, (bee

more about Dartmoor on p. 2ii.)

General Remarks on this Type of Question

It wUl be realised. I think, that a single word, apart

interview with him in the meantime, it would have spoUt

more feasible, inasmuch as m their presence new

have been in their atmosphere and ^^ "^°^^.
*^^^^^^^

member their sort of surroundings. Up to this date tney

EST not had any sitting with a medium at all In

swings with a table at home on their own account.

I':!,,' ,
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CHAPTER X

RECORD CONTINUED

sitting

I
MIGHT make many more extracts from this

,^

of 22 October, of which a short extract has just been
quoted, because, though not specially evidential,

they have instructive and so to speak common-sense
features, but it is impossible to include everything. I
will therefore omit most of it, but quote a little, not
because it is evidential, but because what is said may be
instructive to inquirers.

FROM O. J. L. AND M. F. A. L. SITTING WITH
MRS. LEONARD, 22 OCTOBER 1915

He wants to gather evidence and give something clearly.
He seems to think that his brother had been coming here
(looking about).

O. J. L.—Your brother will come to see you to-morrow. [He
was not coming to Mrs. Leonard.]

Where is he ? He got the impression that he had either
been here or should be here now ; he has got the thought
of him. He hr. been trying to get into touch with him
himself ; he has. been trying to speak to him. Seems to
have something to do with Mrs. Kathie,» and he has tried
to write to him. The trouble is, that he can't al"'ays see
distinctly. He feels in the air, but can't see alwa3rs dis-
tinctly. (To M. F. A. L.) When you are sitting at the
table he sees you, and can see what you have got on.
When he tries to come to you, he can only sense you ; but
at the table he can see you.

O. J. L.—Has he seen his brothers at a table ?

No, not at the table. He sensed them, and he thought
they were trying to speak to him ; but didn't feel as if he
was going to get near. It has something to do with a
medium. Medium. [Meaning that they were trying to do
without a medium.]

' Mrs. Kennedy's name is Katherine, and Feda usually speaks of her
as Mrs. Kathie.

>S8
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1

Uo herself has power was P.r^''"I*X to say ' [Then
He can only think the things he wunts to sa^-

^^^^„, ^

reverting to his brothers attempts a
^^^^^,

"Tell them to go on. I shall "ever g ^. ^^ ^g
\^" *.^^m f^'^Hc^Ss not seem Tre'if he got iything
than to them. Hc aoc? ""'^ ^ . he is not always
through It -s so pecuhar.rvenhere^^^^^^^

^^
quite certain that he has

f^^."^^ ^ ^^ jump at it.

Except sometimes when it »« ^le^r a >^^ J
,

..

Sometimes then he feels Yhd must go easy with him-
He has got to feel us way. Jhcymustgoc y

^^

;°Jie^nt.Tn aTlUtS ^ll °bTabl^'to co^me and talk as if

M F A l"-DoTou mean with the voice ?

No, with the table. ^j^.„ through
More important th^" talking i!>B

evidence. He
with his own people, and t^^iveaDsoiu^^^^

doesn't want them to bother him with test qu ^^^^^ .^ ^
feels at home. It ^oesnt matter here wi

^^^
medium, but the conditions there are not y g

^^ ^^ ^^^
them to take for granted that it is he ana i^

be able to talk to them and -y ^^^^^'- J-Jj
*°, .^^es, it

Ko%XvVhra UtTllthUe he\s no! there^. He doesn't

himself want to speak.

Twice a week, he says. now—a voung girl,

"^ ^%^"Sf?L'sJS world.^*"hrbelong's to^ly-
growmg up in

,^,^„^„ Xir nrettv taU. slight, brings a
mond: long gulden hair pretty ta b^

^^^^ ^^^^^

my in her hand. There '^ anomer sp
^.^ ^^ ^^ .^

out very yo\ng-^„,Khe s^me age ^ Raymond, but very
now; he looks about the same a^ea^ ^ ^^.^ . j^^

spiritual in appearance he brings a w
^^^ ^^^

doesn't know much of the ^artn piane
Raymond

he passed over too young J.^ey
are Dotii

y^ ^^^^

now. They look spiritual and Y^vrnb^^^
in the middle

young if they passed on young, ^^ynio
.^^ ^^^

fepPriatftoTaS-e^aSd^b^oX and .,«,. .he

brother ofder, *«
,,f'fJ°"°S He doesn't say this to

„afSTe^-Srd.'^raUyhappy-«,.Hesays^

through Mrs. Thompson, ^ce Froceeatngi;

I

i-.

i u

\'
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M. F

O.J

O.J

K.

this is most interesting, and is going to be fifty times more
interesting than on the earth plane. There is such a big
field to work in. Father and he are going to do such a lot
together. He says, '' I am going to help for all I am worth."
?'o M. F. A. L.) If you are happy, I wUl be happier too.
ou used to sigh ; it had an awful effect on him, but he is

getting lighter with you. Father has been wonderful.
He is often with Paulie, and has been to see Mrs. Kathie too.

[Meaning Mrs. Katherine Kennedy. Feda, of course, is
speaking throughout.]

, A. L.—Which way does he find the easiest to come ?

He is able to get to you by impression, and not only by
writing. He thinks he can make you hear. He is trying
to make you clair-audient. Let there be no misappre-
hension about that. He does it in order to help himself.
He hopes to get something through.

L.—You might send the same thing through different
channels.

Yes, he says. He need not say much, but is going
to think it out. He can get Mrs. K. to write it out, and
then get it through the table with them. He thinks he
will be able to do a lot with you, Mrs. Kathie. You know
that Paulie's here ?

(K. K. spoke to Paul for a short time.)
L.—Do you think it had better be tried on the same evening,
or on different evenings ?

Try it on the same evening at first, and see what suc-
cess is got ; if only one word came through the same, he
would be very pleased. He might get one word first, then
two, then two or three. Tell them to reserve a little time
for just that, and give him some time specially for it, not
mix it up with other things in the sittings.

K.— Shall I ask him to write some \ 'ord ?

He will think of some word—uo matter if it is meaning-
less. What you have to do is, not vo doubt, but takj it
down. One word might be much more valuable thaii a
long oration. One word would do, no matter how silly
it sounded ; even if it is only a jumble, so long as it is the
same jumble. He is jumping now. [Meaning, ho is pleased
with the idea.] He says he finds it difficult owing to the
medium. He is not able to get through all he wants to
say, but on the whole thinks he got it pretty straight
to-night.

[The quickness w ith which the communicator jumped
at the idea ot a cross-correspondence was notable,
because I do not think he had known anything about
them. It sounded rather like the result of rapid
Myersian instruction. I rather doubt if cross-
correspondences of this kind can be got through
Mrs. Kennec'y, though she knows wc are going to
try for them. The bojrs are quite willing to take
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down any jumble but she herself likes to understand

what she gets, and automatically rejects gibberish —
O. J. L.]

On 13 October, through the kind arrangement of Mrs.

Kennedy, we had an anonymous sitting with a medium

new to us, a Mrs. Brittain, ot Hanley, Staffordshire, in

Mrs. Kennedy's house. j x- j

It was not very succssful—the > dium seemed tired

and worried-but there were - evidential points

obtained, though Uttle or nothing ^-.at the boy
;
in the

waking stage, hov.'iver, she said that some one was calling

the name ' Raymond

'

,r j »»

At an interview next day with Mrs. Kennedy, Mrs^

Brittain said that a boy named ' Pat '
had come with

Paul to see htr on the evening after the sitting (see P 148

for the significance of • Pat ') ; and she described it in

writing to Mrs. Kennedy thus :—

14 October 1915

'-' I was just resting, thinking over tic events of the day,

and worrying just a little about my ordeal of next Monday.

whenTb6came conscious of the presc.ce of such a dear soldier

W Hesaid 'lam Pat, and oh, I did want to spci-k to my mother

Sn I slw with him your dear boy [Paul] ; he asked me to tcl

you abo^ Pat, and to give the message to his father that he would

get pioof without " jcking it."

.{

»r;

•
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CHAPTER XI

FIRST SITTING OF ALEC (A. M. L.)

Introduction by 0. J. L.

" Raymond's
. that my
ily shared
n jud^e, it

^ rec'ived
ves, w > this

AWORD may be necessary about the at'

family to the whole subject. It may
'

own known interest in the subject*

by the family, but that is not so. S

had rather the opposite effect ; and not unt.

unmistakable proof, devised largely by th..

healthy scepticism ultimately broken down.

My wife had had experience with Mrs. Piper in 1889, though she

continued very sceptical till 1906 or thereabouts, when she had

some extraordinarily good evidence. But none of this experience

was shared by the family, who read neither my nor anyone else's

books on the subject, and had no first-hand evidence. For the

most part they regarded it without interest and with practical

scepticism. If in saying this I convey the impression of anything

like friction or disappomtment, the impression is totally false.

Life was full of interest of many kinds, and, until Raymond's

death, there was no need for them to think twice about survival or

the possibility of communication.
The first sitting held by any of his brothers, apart from private

amateur attempts at home,—the first sitting, I may say, hrld by
any of them with any medium,—took place on 23 October, when
Alec had a sitting with Peters ; his mother also was present, but

no names were given. Alec's record of this sitting, together with

his preUminary Note, I propose to quote practically in full.

Alec and his mother went in the morning to Mrs. Kennedy's

house, where the sitting was to take place. M. F. A. L. stopped

on the way to buy a bunch of violets, which she put on Peters'

table. When he arrived and saw them, he was very pleased
;

ejaculated " my flower," and said that he could not have had any-

thing that gave him more pleasure.

I may here remark, incidentally, that Peters is a man who
takes his mediumship seriously, and tries to regulate his life so as

to get •'ood conditions. Thus, he goes into the country at inter-

vals, a 1 stops all work for a time to recuperate. He lives, in xt,

at Wcsl ate-on-Sea, and only has a room in London. He seems

to lead a simple life altogether, and his " control " spoke of his
i6a

I
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having been prepared since six o'clock that morning for this

sitting.

Alec went up prepared to take notes, and after the sitting

wrote the following prehminary account :

—

A. M. L.'s Remarks on the Sitting

Mother and I arrived at Mrs. Kennedy's house at

five minutes to clevon. We saw Mrs. Kennedy, who
asked us if we would hkc her to be present. We said

yes. Then she told us that Pete ad come, and that she

would ask him. Peters wanted hei be present.

Mrs. Kennedy brought Peters up ; he shook hands,

without any introduction. We had all gone up to Mrs.

Kennedy's private room, where Peters likes the sittings to

take place. We four sat round a table about four feet in

diameter. A. and M. with backs to one or other of the

two windows, K. and P. more or less facing them. A.

was opposite P. ; M. was opposite K. There was plenty of

light, but the room was partly shaded by pulling down
blinds. They talked about street noises at first. P. held

K.'s and M.'s hands for a time. K. and M. talked together

a little. P. now moved about a little and nibbed his face

and eyes. Suddenly he jerked himself up and began talk-

ing in broken English.

During the trance his eyes were apparently closed all

the time ; and when speaking to anyone he ' looked ' at

them with his eyelids screwed up. Sometimes a change

of control occurred. While that was taking place, he

sat quiet, and usually held K.'s and M.'s hands until

another sudden jerk occurred, when he let go and started

talking.

ITie sitting was rather disjointed, and most of it

apparently not of much importance, but for a few minutes

in the middle it was very impressive. It then felt to me
exactly as if my hand was bemg held in both Raymond's,

and as if Raymond himself was speaking in his own voice.

My right hand was beinj^ iield, but even if I had had it free

I could not possibly have taken notes under the circum-

stances.

(M. F. A. L. adds that neither could she nor anyone,

while that part of the sitting was going on.)

* i

!!lll
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Peters spoke often very quirkly, and sometimes in-

distinctly, so that the notes are rath«r incomplete.

(To this O. J. L. adds that it was Alec's first ex-

perience of a ^ittmg. and that, even with experience, it is

difficult to take anything like full notes.)

Report of Peters Sitting in Mrs. Kennedy's Room, at

II a.m. on Saturday, 23 October 1915

(Revised by the Sitters)

Present—U^^. Kennedy (K. K.), I..\nv I.onr.r ; '^ A L.),

Alec M. I-odcf. a ' the Modiiim—Vout V\. rs

Report by A. M. L.

In a short time Peters went into trance, and ' Moon-

stone ' was understood to lx> taking control. He first

made some general remarks :

—

Good morning! I generally say, "Good even-

ing," don't I ? Don't be afraid for Medie ; he has

b«.'en prepared since six o'clock this morning.

Magnetism has to be sforetl up, and therefore it is

best to use the same room and the same fiuniture

every time.

Then he spoke to K. K. :

—

Will you call on little woman close to ? It will

mean salvation to two people. [Abbreviated-!

(K. K. understood.)

Then the medium took M.'s hand.

Somebody not easy to describe ; old lady ; not

tall ;
grey hair, parted in centre

;
grey eyes • nose

thin ; mouth fairly large and full. This describes

her as she was before; she passed away. Had
big influence on your early life. Good character ;

loving, but perhaps lived in narrow outlook ; not

only a mother to her own belongings, but she

mothered every man, woman, or child she came
into contact with. She is here this morning and
has been before. Is it not your Mother ?

M. F. A. L.—If it is my Mother, it is a great pleasure to

me.
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•a

i

Shf has been with you and comfortid you

through this trial.
,, ,k

She has been, and will go on, looking aftor \hv

boy. You must not think she is not just as much

with you becaus( she has no body. She is just as

much your mother. She has a body, though it is

different.
. , .. „,

(Pointing to A.) She is related to him. She

puts her hand on his shoulder. She is very proud

of what he is doing at the present time. He has

b<en a great lulp to you. Since the passing aw ly

of him who is lovi d by you both, he has look^-u

on spiritualism with much mor(> respect, because

previously it has not touched his heart. It is not

only a thing of the head, it is now a thing of the

heart.

Shi' suffered terribly before passing away. St .:

bore her suffering patiently.
^^

She put her fingt r «)n her lins and says : 1 am

so proud of O. !
• (Medium p'lts one linger on

middle of lips.)

It has always bei-n what I thought : the

triumph (?)has been a long time comniB-but it will

coiae gnater than had been anticipated. There

have been dilliculties. 1 am glad of success. It

will come greater than b.fore. The book that is to

be will be written from the heart, and not the luad.

But the book will not be written now. Not now !

Not now ! Not now ! (loud). Written later on.

The Book which i .tjoing to help many and con-

vert many. The work done already is big. But

what is cor.iing is bigger.

(Interval.)

(Paul, sending a message to K. K. :—

)

I have been drilling her to link up. You don t

know what it is. It is like teaching p<'oi)le to

transmit messages by the telegraph. Don t let

the boy come, let Granny come, (i.- medium

here imitated Paul's manner of sitting down aad

pulling up the knees of his trousers.) She laughs

at the idea of being drilled.

He says (Paul still communicating) : You know.

ii('

w
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little Mother, you wonder why I was takm ; but
it is a great deal tx>tter like this. Thousands of

people can be helped like this. You arc the link,

and the means of n aching thousands of mothers.
(Then ' Moonstone ' was understood to ^ay :—

)

keturning to Madam (i.e. the old lady again,

and medium turning to M. F. A. L.), she says:
" I am so glad you not only told him what you did
—this is not to you but some one away (finger on
lips), somebody she will not give—and reached out
as you did."

This is from Madam. She is going away.
M. F. A. L.—My love to her.

No, no, no, she does not go away ; she stands
back, to let some one else come forward—like

actors take turns at a theatre.

[Then an impersonation of my Uncle Jerry
was represented, with the statement, " Your
hasband will know who he is " ; but this

part of the reeurd is (knitted as compara-
tively unimportant. It was unintelligible

to the sitter.—O. J. L]
(Then a new control came

K. K. understood to

When he arrived, the

his hands and spok*' ^o K. K. :—

)

I come dis little mmute to try experiment. If

we succeed, all right ; if we don't, don't mind.
There will be some diOiculties.

You know me ? (To K. K.)
K. K.—Yes. It is ' Redfeather.

Glad to see you better. Vou used to feel—

a

hand on your In ad. It was a little girl. It was
your boy who brought her. Now I go. Just
talk a little.

(K. K. then thanked the speaker for his help.)

Who could help better than me ?

. . . long ago I V as killed.

Who coiUd help better ?

(Then there was an
change of control,

distinct at first.)

in, which was by
be * Redfeather.'

medium smacked

interval, and evident

And speech very in-

!i^
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I want to como.

Call Mother to Udp mo.

Because you know.

You understand.

It wasn't so bad.

?knew you knew the possihUitv o^-«i;;f
^

ine so when I went out as I did. I wa> in a

li^tier condUion than others on th- other suU-

We had often talked about this subject father

understanding it .as he d d :
andnow comuig

into *ouch with his strength, make^ it i asy.

(Medium ^ere reached out across th.- tabje to

^ TTv ra.ped his right hand, so that the

notes re temporarily interrupted. Iht

nS uai s arms w^re no'w both stretched out

across the table, with hb head down on

tVcm and he held A.'s hand m ooth his.

kiThis time he spoke with
g-J^jft

emoUon

the medium was shaken with ^oh^^J'^',

head and neck were suffused with blood

Vhe whole circumstance s were^strained. and

sfrongly emotional ; and the voice was

extraordinarily lib' Raymonds. A. 00

felt thit his hands were Ikmhr gnpixd in a

grasp just like Raymond s. This wa^. h

central part of the sitting; and [or the

Jhne no fotes coxUd be takc-n even by Mrs

Kennedy. But after a bit the ha d w^j

released, the strain rather lightened, a d

notes continue which run thus :—)

FA M L says
" In time the interval was brief,

^
but "it was surcharged with emotion,

strongly felt by all present.]

But no. wait.

Because th-y tell me.

I am not ashamed.

I am glad.

T tpll vou I would do it again.

I realise thii^ differently to what one saw here.

. ..id oh. thank God, I can speak !

. -^

.:-ri
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But . . .

The boys help me.
You don't know what he has done.
Who could help ?

But I must keep quiet, I promised them to keep
calm.
The time is so short.

Tell father that I am happy.
That I am happy that he has not come.
If he had come here, I couldn't have spoken.
I find it difficult to express what I want.
Every time I come back it is easier.

The only thing that was hard was just before.
The 15th, do you understand ?

And the 12th.

[We do not clearly understand these dates.]
But every time I come it is better.
Grandmama helped or I couldn't.
Now I must go.

. . . broken . . .

But I have done it, thank God !

(Then this special control ended ; while
medium murmured, as to himself, first

word 'John,' and then the word
Then the strain was relieved by
control, understood to be ' Biddy.')

Surely it's meself that has come to speak.
Here's another mother. I am helping the boy.
I said to him to come out.
(To A. M. L.) Just you go and do your work.
When the boy comes as he did, it upsets the
body. I come to help to soothe the nerves of
the medium. It is a privilege to help. I am
an old Irishwoman.
(To K. K.) You don't realise that the world
is governed by chains, and that you are one of
the links. I was a washerwoman and lived next
a church, and tliey say cleanliness comes next
to godliness ! One of my chains is to help
mothers. Well, I am going. But for comfort,—the boy is glad he is come. (To k. k.) Your
husband is a fine man. I love him. His

the

the

God.'

new

f
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heart's as big as his body, and it is not only

medicine, but love that he dispenses.

(Then an interval; and another control-

probably ' Moonstone ' again, or else Peters

himself clairvoyantly :—

)

We succeeded a little in our expermaent.

Now the boy is with ...
, , , a

(Here the medium seized both Alec s hands, and

K. K. continues the notes.)

[But they may be abbreviated here, as they

represent only Peters's ordinary clairvoyance

—probably.]

You bring with you a tremendous force. You

don't always say what you think. A quick way

of making up your mind. Your intuitional force

is very strong. Your mind is very evenly balanced,

[and so on] . . . The last three months, thmgs

have altered. It has stirred you to the depths

of your innermost being. You had no idea how

strong the bond was between you and one who has

been here to-day. Want to shield and take care of

your mother. You know her devotion to both you

and the one gone over. ...
The one gone over is a brother. He wants to

send a message.
(Some messages omitted.)

You did not cry, but heart crying inside.

Help others. You are doing it. If you ever

tried to do what he did, you would physically break

down. All this is from him.

(To Mother) So glad about the photograph.

Something you have had done that is satisfactory.

[This is good, but it only occurred to me to-day,

31 October. It evidently relates to two

photographs in a pocket case, found on his

body, which Raymond carried with him, and

which had been returned to the original by

us.—A. M. L.] ^ _^ . ^

Wants to convey message to father, but it is not

about himself this time. I get the initials F W M
—not clear about all the letters— out F M
wishes to be remembered. He says : I am still

'U:

t|

^ii
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very active. Get into touch with Crookes re the

Wireless.

[O. J. L. was at Muirhead's works in Kent on
Uiis subject, at this moment.—A. M. L.]

Still active, still at work.
[Spoken like " I see you are still active, still

at work."—A. M. L.]

Then he gives me a curious thing, and laughs.

One of the thmgs I am most proud of is " St. Paul."
[Thio puzzl^ K. K., the note-taker.]

(To Alec.) So glad you came, boy ! What a lot

you think

!

(Medium came-to, breathing and struggling.

Said he had been under very deep— like

coming-to after an anaesthetic.)

Note by O. J. L.

Lady Lodge impressed me considerably with the

genuine and deeply affecting character of the above episode

of personal control. It was evidently difficult to get over
for the rest of the day. I doubt if the bare record con-
veys much : thouph it may to people of like experience.

\\ H



CHAPTER XII

rFNERAL REMARKS ON CONVERSATIONAL

REpSr?S A^ ON CROSS-CORRESPONDENCES

IT
mnv hf asked whv I report so much of what may be

IX/orcUnar? Sversa^ion, instead of abbrevxatmg

and concentrating on specific instances and definite

^'^rihat a concentrlS^ve-^ion is hard to read. whUe a

full r ve4n is really less tedious in
f
P^te o*^ i^s

g^^^^^^^

length. A record is always a poor substitute for actual

experience- and too much abbreviation might destroy

whateverrdic of human interest the records possess.

2 Thi abbreviation runs the risk of garbling and

amending ; tt is undesirable in reports of this kind to

amend style at the expense of accuracy.

rThS the mannerisms and eccentncities of a

' rnntrol ' (or secondary personality) are interestmg, and

r^:^Xfin^^"e: SLy rate th^ exhibit to a novice

the kind of thing to be expected.

4 A number of inquirers want to ^^^^^^.r" i,Jt H^
nroperW want to know-what a sitting is like, what kmd

Kb ^s are talked about, what the ' cornmun^cators

—i e the hypothetical personalities who send messages

^loueh the^ control '-have to say about their own

eSs and interests and state of existence general
y^

Se. however the record be interpreted, it seems better

^^rnr^wS^SsSof the records may appear

absurd 'Es^^cTally absurd will appear the free-and-

AOQv statements quoted later, about the nature ui

Sines 'oHheoth^r side.-the kind of assertions which

St oSly unevidential but unverifiable and which we

usually either discourage or suppress. I have stated

1$

Ir

mm
iin V,
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I

elsewhere my own reasons for occasionally encouraging
statements of this kind and quoting them as they stand.
(See beginning of Chapter XVI.) And though I admit
that to publish them is probably indiscreet, I still think
that the evidence, such as it is, ought to be presented as
a whole.

6. The most evidential class of utterance, what we call
cross-correspondence, is not overlooked ; and while every
now and then it occurs naturally and spontaneously,
sometimes an effort is made to obtain it.

Note about the Meaning of Cross-Correspondence

It will be convenient to explain that by the term " cross-
correspond rnee " is meant the obtaining through two or more
independent mediums, at about the same time, a message from a
smgle communicator on any one definite subject.

It is usually impossible for the coincidence of time to be exact,
because both mediums may not be sitting at the same time. But
in some cases, wherein coincidence of subject is well marked
comcidence in time is of little moment ; always provided that the
subject is really an out-of-the-way or far-fetched one, and not one
common to every English-speaking person, like Kitchener or
Roberts or Jellicoe.

.
Cross-correspondences are of various grades. The simplest

kind is when two mediums both use the same exceptional word, or
both refer to the same non-public event, without any normal reas(<n
that can be assigned. Another variety is when, say, three
meiiums refer to one and the same idea m diflfeient terms —em-
ploying, for instance, different languages, like ' mors,' « death ' and
-thanatos.' (SeeP»'oc.,S.P.R.,xxii. 295-304.) Another is when the
Idea IS thoroughly masked and brought in only by some quota-
tion—perhaps by a quotation the special significance of which is
unknown to the medium who reproduces it, and is only detected
and interpreted by a subsequent investigator to whom all the
records are submitted. Sometimes a quotation is maltreated
evidently with intention, by the communicator ;

1"
. important

word to which attention is being directed being either omitted
or changed.

A large number of examples of this more complex kind of
cross-correspondence arc reported at length in the Proceedings of
the Society for Psychical Research ; see especially vol. xxi. p. 360
and xxii. passim, or a briefer statement in Survival of Man
chap. XXV. •'

Some of these instances as expounded by Mr. Rddington may
seem extraordinarily complicated and purpor ly concealed. That
is admitted. They are sper^ally designed to eliminate the possi-
bilit, of unintended and unconscious telepathy direct from one
medium to another, and to throw the investigator back on what is

OB
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verted to be th. ^^^^T^l^^^'oT^clZ^^!^^^^^

different channels, m order to provepnnmnly
^^^ J ^^ the

operating inteUigence «id ^""d^n^J^ ^^^ ^ „^„itting frag-

mediums who are capable olreccm^K^ ^ ^^^
mcnts of messages so

^"J^^^i^^^
*°hSi ulttoately when aU

separately
"^^^^.f^^'J^^S^^^^

meaning is

SS.inorinou?h.'^i~if^^:^i'^S!t^^
precisely of similar order.

„„„,„, r__ iu- simole cross-corre-

sSbject itscU IS a"
'"'P^^gkethisop^^un^

Kd5rd»Stten\Sn°ofth<^'a^ nee^ stricter evi,-nce

to more profitable records.

General Note

Returning to the kind of family records here given in

which e^dence is sporadic rather than systematic though
which evmenccH ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^^i

A- \m Vw ' n^ hP used to • ano:her youth named Ralph

""i Ste'who LTfallen after spJndid service in the

was induced to attend a
«^"^Jg' ^^^ ^^^ ^„,d through

^hftaWe th'^gh o the Ltonishment of the medium

uVi admhtedSo be-onsistent and evj^^^^^^

ease and freedom w:th which this Ralph rn^agea
^

kindly allowed mc to see. but I rcfram. as tho^ nave

nothing to do with Raymond.

i

Ik a
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CHAPTER XIII

AN O. J. L. SITTING WITH PETERS

ON the 29th of October I had a sitting with Peters
aJone, unknown to the family, who I felt sure were

«,oc o
sceptical concerning the whole subject. Itwas arranged for as an anonymous sittmg, by my friendMr. J. Arthur Hill of Bradford. The things saTd were

^rTS'^f.^', ^l^
distinctly pointed to clairvoyance 5ajn doubtful about reporting more than a few lines, how-ever. There was a great deal that might be taken as

ZZf^^'^ ^"^ stimulating, intermixed witli the mo?e
evidential portions. A small part of this sitting is alreadyreported in Chapter III, and might now £ read bvanyone interested in the historical sequence

^
r^nnr/Z""""P°JVi." •

"P^""'^ ""^^ ^ ^^ink it necessary toreport, because of their connexion with another sitting :—

Anonymous J. L. Sitting with A. Vout Peters at 15Devereux Court. Fleet Street, on Friday, 29 October
1915. from 10.30 to 11.45 a.m.

(Sitter only spoken of as a friend of Mr. Hill) 1

PETERS.—Before we begin. I must say something : I feel

It f« I ,f
"^ ^ ""^L*^? ^^'^'i °* y°"' ^ don't know what

It is but you affect me m a most curious way I

t?oUed ^°'' *^^ ^""""^^ ^'^^^ ^^°^^ ^ am con-

[Whatever this may mean it correspont's with
what was said at the previous M F A L
Sitting, p. 132, though M. F. A. L. had 'sat
as a friend of Mrs. Kennedy in her house

matt^'but' Ih^vTn^rt^V "^^^ '™°*° " °°t' ^oes not much

to receive no normal information
"^^^' *"'' *° ^ ^""'""^

'T4

il
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and I sat as a friend of Mr. HiU in Peters's

room, and no sort of connexion was indicated

between us.] . , , j

(Soon afterwards the medium twitched, snapped

his fingers, and began to speak as Moon-

" Income to'speak to you, but I must get my

Medie deep ; we get superficial control first, and

Jhen go fe^per and deeper ; with your strong

SSon^ity ySu irighten hfm a little ; f find a little

Kn the mediu^. . • • You bring with you a

tremendous amount of work and b^«ess, etc

Now I get a new influence : an old lady,

medium height, rounded «ace ; light eyes
;
erey

hair; small nose; hps somewhat thm, or held

toeether as suppresser' ; a ladv with very strong

3; tremendSSsly forcible s6e is. She passed

away after leading a very activf life. . . .

She's a very good woman. It is not the first

time she has come back. She ceUs me to tell you

th^t they are all here. All, Because they ^e

trvin^ to reach out to you their love and sympathy

at the present occasion, and they are thanking

y.u both for the opportunity oi f"'^^^^^^/^
vou • ' We are trying all we can al',o to bring him

back to you, to let you realis'j that your faith,

wWch yoS have held as a theory "-it is cimoj^

but she wants me to say her message word for

word—" as a theory for years, shall be justified.

Then '^he reioices . . . (and refers to religious

matters, etc.) [This clearly suggested the relative

whose fi^t itterance of iiis kind is reported so

k.ng ago as 1889 in Proc. S.P.R., vi 468 and 470 ]

Now &• le brings up a young man from the back.

I must explain what we mean by ' the back some

time.

o T. L.—But I understand. ^,.1.4. ,„^.
He is of medium height ; somewhat light eyes ,

the face browned somewhat ; fairly long nose
;
the

lips a little full ; nice teeth. He is standing pretty

*^^^Look here, I know this man I And it is not
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the first time he has been to us. Now he smiles,
'cos I recsonise him [so pronoimced], but he comes
back very, very strongly. He tells me that he is

pushmg the door open wider. Now he wants me
to give you a message. He is going to try to come
down with you ; because it looks to me as though
you are travelling to-day. " Down," he says.

I come down v-ith you. We will try " (he says
• we,' not • I'), " we will try to bring our united
power to prove to you that I am here ; I and the
other young man who helped me, and who will
help me."

[The association oi Raymond with 'another
yoimgman,'andhis intention tocome' down

'

with me when I travelled back home on the
same day to meet ,Irs. Kennedy there, are
entirely appropriate.—O. J. L.]

Look here, it is your boy ! Because he calls

y^ J
^?*^^'"

'
' "°* ' Pa.' nor anything, but

"^Father.' [True.] ^ ^
o. J. L.—Yes, my son.

Wait a minute ; now he wants to tell me one
thmg

: "I am so glad that you took such a
common-sense view of the subject, and that you
didn't force it on mother. But you spoke of it as
an actuality. She treated it like she treats all your
thmgs that she couldn't understand

; giving you,
as she always has done, the credit of being more
clever than herself. Pit when I came over as I
did, and in her despair, she came to you for help ;

but she wanted to get away from anything that
you should influence."

[Unfortunately, some one knocked at the door—a servant probably, wanting to come in
and clear the room. The medium jerked
and said, " Tell them to go away." I called
out, " Can't come in now, private, engaged."
Some talking continued outside for a little
time—very likely it was some one wanting
an mterview with Peters. After a time the
disturbance ceased. It was not very loud

;

the medium ignored it, except for the rather
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loud and strong knock, which certainly

rorturbed him.]

me where I was.

(I repeated :
" She wanted to get away from

anything that you should influence.' )

Oh yes. He wants to say that you were quite

right in staying away and letting her work alto-

gether by herself. She was able to do better than

if you had been there. You would have spoilt it.

Your common-sense method of approaching the

subject in the family has been the means of help-

ing him to come back as he has been able to do ;

and had he not known what you had told him,

then it would have been far more difficult for him

to come back. He is very deliberate in what he

says. He is a yoimg man that knows what he is

saying.

Do you know F. W. M. ?

o. J. L.—Yes, I do.

[The next portion, relating to Myers, has

been already reported in Chapter III ; and

the concluding portion, which is rather

puzzling, shall be suppressed, as it relates

to other people.]

Towards the end ' Moonstone ' began talking about

himself, which he does in an interesting manner, and I

shall perhaps give him an opportimity of saying more

about the assumption of ' control ' from his point of view.

Meanwhile I quote this further extract :—

! MOONSTONE'S ' ACCOUNT OF HIMSELF

Have you been suffering inside ?

O. J. L.—No, not that I know of.

Your heart's been bleeding. You never thought you
could love so deep. There must be more or less suffering.

Even though you arc crucified, you will arise the stronger,

bigger, better man. But out of this suffering and cruci-

fixion, oh, how you are going to help humanity ! This is a

big work. It has been prophesied. It is through the

sufferings of humanity that humanity is reached. It

must be through pain. Let me tell you somethisg about

myself. I was Yogi—do you understand ?

O. J. L.—Yes ; a kind of hermit.

12

\m\
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I lived a selfish life : a gocxl life, but a selfish one,

though I didn't know it then. I isolated myself and did

not mix with people, not even with family life. When I go

over. I find it was a negative goodness, so then I wanted
to help humanity, because I hadn't helped it. I had not

taken on the sufferings even of a family man. It was use-

less. And so that is why I came bock to my Mcdie, and try

to bear through him the sorrows of the world. It is through

suffering that humanity is helped. That is one great thing

in your beautiful religion ; you know what I mean—the

sacrifice of Jesus. He dcmoastrated eternity, but to do it

He must be sacrificed and taste death. So all who teach the

high . . . must tread the same path ; there's no escaping

the crucifixion, it comes in one way or another. And yuu
must remember, back in the past, when the good things

came to you, how you bef^an to realise (?) that there was a

( pirit world and a possibility of coming back. Though you
speak cautiously, yet possibly in your prayers to God you
say, " Let me suf^r, let me know my cross, so that I can
benefit humanity "

; and when you make a compact with

the unseen world, it is kept. \ ou have told no one this,

but it belongs to you and to your son. Out of it will come
much joy. much happiness to others.

Mr. Stead was, I understand, a friend to Petera, and
how much of the above is tinged by Mr. Stead's influence,

I cannot say : but immediately afterwards his name was
mentioned, in the following way :—

Flashing down the line comes a message from Mr.

Stead. I can't help it, I must give it. He says :
" We

did not see eye to eye ; you thought I was too impetuous
and too rash, but our conclusions are about the same now.

We are pretty well on a level, and I have realised, even
through mistakes, that I have reached and influenced a
world that is suffering and sorrowing. But you have a
world bigger and wider than mine, and your message will

be bigger and will reach farther."

SUMMARY

As far as evidence is concerned, Peters has done well

at each of the three sittings any member of my family has

had with him since Raymond's death. On the whole, I

think he has done as well as any medium ; especially as

the abstention from supplying him normally with any
identifying information has been strict.

It is true that I have not, through Peters, asked test

questions of which the answers were unknown to me, as I

I ill
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did at om- sitting with Mrs. Lioiiard (Chauter IX). But the

answers there given, though fairly good, and in niy view

beyond chance, were not perfect . Under the cirrumstanas

1 think thev could hardly have been expected to be perfect.

It was little more than a month since the death, and new

experiences and serious surroundings must have been

crowding in upon the youth, so that old semi-frivolous

nminiscences were difficult to u call. Tlure was, however,

with Peters no ingle incident ^0 striking as the name
' Norman,' to me unknown and meaningless, which was

given in perfectly appropriate coimexion through the

table at Mrs. Leonard s.
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CHAPTER XIV

FIRST SITTING OF LIONEL (ANONYMOUS)

AT longth. on 17 November 1915. Raymond's
brother Lionel (L. L.) went to London to see if he

could get an anonymous sitting with Mrs. Leonard,

without the mtervcntion of Mrs. Kennedy or anybody.

He was aware that by that time the medium must have

sat with doiens of strangers and p' ople not in any way
connected with oiu: family, and fortunately he succeeded

in getting admitted as .v complete stranger. This there-

fore is worth reporting, ana the contemporary record

follows. A few portions are omitted, partly for brevity,

partly because private, but some non-evidential and what
may seem rather absurd statements are reproduced, for

what they are worth. It must be understood that Feda
is speaking throughout, and that she is sometimes report-

ing in thi' third person, sometimes in the first, and sorne-

times speaking for herself. It is unlikely that lucidity

is constant all the time, and Feda may have to do some
padding. She is quite good and fairly careful, but of

course, like all controls, she is responsible for certain

mannerisms, and in her case for childishly modified

names like ' Paulie,' etc. The dramatic circumstances

of a sitting will be familiar to people of experience. The
record tries to reproduce them—probably with but poor

success. And it is always possible that the attempt,

however conscientious, may furnish opportunity for

ridicule, if any hostile critic thinks ridicule appropriate.

L. L.'s Sitting with Mrs. Leonard at her house, as a

stranger, no one else being present, 12 o'clock, Wednes-

day, 17 November 1915

Introduction by O. J. L.

Lionel \vrote to Mrs. Leonard at her old address in Warwick
Avenue, for I had forgotten that she had moved, and I bad not

ISo
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told him her new addrcM. He wrote on plain rmvct from We«t.

SiiSr^ou't .igning it --ying t|«t
f
« w«u{d U^ommg at a

certain time. But iihc did not get the letter
• » *^Lv«? a« !;

SnWed about noon on Wednesday, 17 ^"^"T'^VtJ^ha^ af ^t
^plcte stranger without an "PP"'"*'?''"*- ,,"''m™ l^iSd
gone to the wrong house and been redirected. Mr., l^nara

iMwered the doorT She took him in at once when he «»w he

tanteda rittine Sh= drew the blind down, anil lit a red anu. a«

W^Sriofe hfrn that .he was controlled ^Vj^^ Very

qutokly-in about two minutes—the trance began, and FcUa

spoke.
Here follows his record :—

Report by L. L.

Subsequent arnotations. in square brackets, are by J. L.

Ciood momir
Why, you are psychic yourself

!

L. L.— I didn't know I was.

It will come out later. ^u 1^ -

There are two spirits standing by you ;
the elder

is fully built up. but the younger is not c «ar ye .

The elder is on the tall side, and well built
,
he

has a beard round his chin, but no inoustarhe.

(This seemed to worry Feda, and she rejx-ated

it several times, as if trying to make it clear.)

A beard round chin, and hair at the sides, but

upper lip shaved. A good fore head eyebrows heavy

and rather straight-not arched-^eyes gr^'sb ;

hair thin on top. and grey at the sides and back.

It looks as if it had been brown bi^fon^ it went grey.

A fine-looking face. He is building up fm*^t5}"6;

He suffered here before he passed out (medium

indicating chest or stomach). U^tter W is held

up. (See photograph faring p. 258.)
^

[This is the one that to other members of the

family had been called Grandfather W.,

P- 143] ^
There is another spint.

Somebody is laughing.

Don't joke—it is serious.

(This was whispered, and sounded as if said to

some one else, not to me.)

It's a young man. about twenty-three, or

l«
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might be twenty-five, judging only by appearance.
Tall ; well-built ; not stout, well-built ; brown hair,

short at the sides and back ; clean shaven ; face

more oval than round ; nose not quite straight,

rather rounded, and broader at the nostrils.

(Whispering.) Feda can't see his face.

(Then clearly.) He won't let Fcda see his face
;

he is laughing.

(Whispered several f'tnes.) L, L, L.

(Then said out loud.) L. This is not his name
;

he puts it by you.
(Whispering again.) Feda knows him—Ray-

mond.
Oh, it's Raymond

!

(The medium here jumps about, and fidgets with
her hands, justasachildwouldwhen pleased.)

That is why he would not show his face,

because Feda would know him.
He is patting you on the shoulder hard. You

can't feel it, but he thinks he is hitting you hard.
[It seems to have been a trick of his to pat a

brother on the shoulder gradually harder and
harder till humorous retaliation set in.]

He is very bright.

This is the way it is given—it's an impression.
He has been trying to come to you at home, but

there has been some horrible mix-ups ; not really
horrible, but a muddle. He really got through
to you, but other conditions get through there,
and mixes him up.

[This evidently refers to some private ' Marie-
mont' sittings, without a medium, with
which neither Feda nor Mrs. Leonard had
had anything to do. It therefore shows
specific knowledge and is of the nature
of a mild cross-correspondence ; cf. p. 217.]

L. L.—How ran we improve it ?

He does not understand it sufficiently himself
yet. Other spirits get in, not bad spirits, but
ones that like to feel they are helping. The
peculiar manifestations are not him, and it only
confuses him terribly. Part of it was him, but

i
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when the table was careering about, it was not

hJS at il He started it. butjethmg c^^^^

along stronger than himself, and he loses the

'°T^L/..r.rf.) Feda. can't you suggest some-

*^'"[This seemed to be a reported part of conversa-

tion on the other side.]

Be very firm when it starts to move a^ut.

Prayer helps when things are not relevant.

He IS anxious about F.
t ^a :>

L L -I don't know who F. is. Is it some fnend ?

(Medium here fidgets.)
;„tprp<;tpd

Letter F. all right ; it's some one he is mterested

'"
He savs ho is sorry he worried his mother

about [an^ncident mentioned at some previous

sitting]. _

T T Was it a mistake .-'

^ ^ xiri,„„ i

Yes, tell her. because (etc. etc.). When I

thought it over I knew it was a mistake. If

t\ad b^en^now. and I had a little more ex-

perience in control. I. should "o* hav^/^^"J^^a

but it was at the beginning-everything seemed

such a rush-and I was not quite sure of what

I did get through. He did not look at thmgs

in the right pers—perpec

L. L.—Perspective?

Yes, that's what he said.

Do you follow me, old chap ?

L L -Do^you^remember a sitting at home when you

told me vou had a lot to tell me r

yTI.^ What he principally wanted to say wa

about the place he is in. He could not spell it all

:u?-too kiorious. He felt -ther upse a first^

You do not feel so real as people do where he is and

walls appear transparent to him now. The great

rhTngthTmadehimreconciledtohisnewsurround^^

ings^as-that things appear ^o solid and sub

stintial. The first idea upon waking up was^ 1

suppose, of what they call ' passing over. It was

[t

.gifi ?;;.

r : i Hi
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only for a second or two, as you count time, [that
it seemed a] shadowy vague place, everything
vapoury and vague. He had that feeLng about it.

The first person to meet him was Grandfather.
(This was said very carefully, as if trying to get

it right with difficulty.)

And others then, some of whom he had only
heard about. They all appeared to be so solid, that
he could scarcely believe that he had passed over.

He lives in a house—a house built of bricks—and
there are trees and flowers, and the ground is solid.
And if you kneel down in the mud, apparently you
get your clothes soiled. The thmg I don't under-
stand yet is that the night doesn't follow the day
here, as it did on the earth plane. It seems to get
dark sometimes, when he would like it to be dark,
but the time in between light and dark is not always
the same. I don't know if you think all this is a
bore.

(I was here thinking whether my pencils would
last out ; I had two, and was starting on the
second one.)

What I am worrying round about is, how it's
made, of what it is composed. I have not found
out yet, but I've got a theory. It is not an original
idea of my own ; I was helped to it by words let
drop here and there.

People who think everything is created by
thought are wrong. I thought that for a little time,
that one's thoughts formed the buildings and the
flowersand trees and solid ground ; but there is more
than that.

He says something of this sort :

—

[This means that Feda is going to report in the
third person again, or else to speak for
herself.—O. J. L.]

There is something always rising from the earth
plane—something chemical in for . As it rises to
ours, it goes through various ch ^ges and solidifies
on our plane. Of course I an only speaking of
where I am now.

He feels sure that it is something given off
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from the earth, that makes the solid trees and

flowers, etc. tt • 1 •

He does not know any more. He is makmg

a study of this, but it takes a good long time.

L. L.—I should like to know whether he can get into

touch with anybody on earth ?

Not always. j v *

Only those wishing to see him. and wno it

would be right for him to see. Then he sees them

before he has thought.

I don't seem to wish for anything.

He does not wish to see anybody unless they

are going to be brought to him.

I am told that I can meet anyone at any time

that I want to ; there is no difficulty in the way of

it. That is ^vl,at makes it such a jolly fine place

to live in.

L. L.—Can he help people here ?

That is part of his work, but there are others

doing that ; the greatest amount of his work is

still at the war.

I've been home—only likely I ve been home-
but my actual work is at the war. ^ , ,

He has something to do with lather, though

his work stUl lies at the war. helping on poor

chaps literally shot into the spirit world.

L. L.—Can you see ahead at all ?
, , .,. *

He thinks sometimes that he can, but it s not

easy to predict.

I don't think that I really know any more

than when on earth.

L. L.—Can you tell anything about how the war is going

on ?
r x. n

There are better prospects for the war. Un

all sides now more satisfactory than it has been

before.
, , , .

This is not apparent on tho earth plane, but

I feel more ... the surface, and more satisfied

than before. , ,

I can't help feeling intensely mterested. i

believe we have lost Grooce, and am not sure

that it was not due to our own fault. We have

( :'*

-I
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only done now what should have been done
months ago.

He does not agree about Serbia. Having left

them so long has had a bad effect upon Roumania.
Roumania thinks will si * be in the same boat, if

she joins in.

All agree that Russia will do well right through
the winter. They are going to show what they
can do. They are used to their ground and winter
conditions, and Germany is not. There wiU be
steady progress right through the winter.

I think there is something looming now.
Some of the piffling -things I used to be inter-

ested in, I have forgotten all about. There is such
a lot to be interested in h( re. I realise the
seriousness sometimes of this war. ... It is like

watching a most interesting race or game gradually
developing before you. I am doing work in it,

which is not so interesting as watching.
L. L.—Have you any message for home ?

Of course love to his mother, and to all, speci-
ally to mother. H. is doing very well. [Meaning
his sister Honor.]

L. L.—In what way ?

H. is helping him in a psychic way ; she makes it

easy for him. He doesn't think he need tell father
anything, he is so certain in himself meaning
Raymond, in spite of silly mistakes. It disappoints
him. We must separate out the good from the
bad, and not try more than one form; not the
jig—jig

L. L.—I know ; jigger. [A kind of Ouija.]
No. He didn't like the jigger. He th le

can work the table. [See Chapter XIX.]
L. L.—Would you tell me how I could help in any way ?

Just go very easily, only let one person speak,
as he has said before. It can be H. or L. L. Settle
on one person to put the questions, the different
sound of voices confuses him, and he mixes it up
with questions from another's thoughts. In time
he hopes it will be not so difficult. He wouldn't
give it up, he loves it. Don't try more than twice
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a week, perhaps only once a week. Try to keep the

same times always, and to the same day if possible.

He is coinc.

Give my love to them all. Tell them I am very

happy. Very well, and plenty to do, and intensely

interested. I did suffer from shock at first, but I m
extremely happy now.

I'm off. He won't say good-bye.

A lady comes too: A girl, about medium

height ; on the slender side, not thin, out slender ;

face, oval shape ; blue eyes ; lightish brown hair.

not golden. > u -,-

L. L.—Can she give a name-I can. ot guess who she is

from the description ?

She builds up an L.

Not like the description when she was on eartn.

Very little earth lite. She is related to you. She

has" -own up in the spirit life.

she is your sister 1
. , vi

is fair ; not so tall as you ; a nice face ;
blue

_7kiow her name now. [See at a previous sitting

where this deceased sister is described, p. I59l
.

Give her love to them at home, but also princi-

pally to mother. And say that she and her brother

not Raymond, have been also to the sittmgs at

"The is giving his name. She gives it in such a

funny way. as if she was Nvriting so—— i^he

wrote an N. then quickly changed it into a W.

[See also pp. 134, 159. and 190.]

She brings lilies with her ; she is singing—it s

like humming ; Feda can't hear the words.

She is going too—power is going.

L._Give my love to her.

Feda sends her love also.

Raymond was having a joke by not showing his

face to Feda.
Good-bye.

(Sitting ended at 1.30 p.m.)

L. I
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CHAPTER XV
SITTING OF M. F. A. L. WITH MRS. LEONARD

Friday, November 26, 1915

AFEW things may be reported from a sitting which
Lady Lodgehad with Mrs. Leonard on 26 November,
however absurd they may seem. They are of course

repeated by the childish control Feda, but I do not by that
statement of bare fact intend to stigmatise them in any
way. Criticism of unverifiable utterances seems to me
premature.

The sitting began without preliminaries as usual. It
is not a particularly good one, and the notes are rather
incomplete, especially near the end of the time, when Feda
seemed to wander from the point, and when rather tedious
descriptions of people began. These are omitted.

Sitting ofM. F. A. L. with Mrs. Leonard at her lottse on
F '"ay, 26 November 1915, /row 3 to 4.30 p.m.

(No one else present.)

(The sitting began with a statement from Feda that she
liked Lionel, and that Raymond had taken her down
to his home. Then she reported that Raymond
said :—

)

" Mother darling, I am so happy, and so much
more so because you are."

M. F. A. L.—Yes, we are ; and as your father says, we can
face Christmas now.

Raymond says he will be there.
M. F. A. L.—We will put a chair for him.

Yes, he will come and sit in it.

He wants to strike a bargain with you. He
188
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savs
"

If I come there, there must be no sadness

I don't want to be a ghost at the feast. There

LSn'tlJe one sigh. P^-^S^t Xm^^^HW
in order, rally them up. Don t let them, n tn.y

do I shall have the hump." (Feda. sotto vocc-

M P ?J%r!Su^^ldSk his health and happiness^
M- f- A-

\es you can think I am wishing you health too

M F A L -We were interested in hearmg about h

.

"*•

clothes and things ; we can't think how he ft
them' [The reference is to a second sittmg of

T ionei not available for publication.]

TTiey are all man-u-fac-tured. [Feda stumblmg

°^"ciryoTftiy you see me in white rol^s ?

Mind I idn't care f6r them at first, and I wouldn t

wear them. Just like a fellow gone to a country

Se tSe is a hot climate-an gnorant feUow.

noT' lowing what he is going to ;
it's ]ust like that.

Se mSTmake up his miiid to wear his own clothes

a litTle while, but he will soon be dressing like th,-

ni ves He was allowed to have earth clothe,

here until he got acclimatised ; they et him .they

SS^'Uorce him. I don't think I will ever be able

to make the boys see me m white robes.

Mother, don't go doing too much.

**• " "
^V;i tL'K%fa?cnut you tire yourself out

M K i^l-^^brrhol^d^quite glad to come o^^^^

tto if I could come quickly, even though I am

^n hanov here and I don't want to leave people.

dK you tWnk I would be glad to have you

here ! If you do what he says, you will come over

when the time comes—quick, sharp.

He says he comes and sees you in bed. The

reason for that is the air is so quiet then. YouS go up there in the spirit-land while your body

„ p T L -Would you like us to sit on the same night

as Mrs Kenn^edy sits, or on different nights?

[Meaning in trials for cross-correspondences.]

Mi

si ,

'
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On the same night, as it wastes less time. Be-

sides, he forgets, if there is too long an interval. He
wants to get something of the same sort to each
place.

T 1 ^i^'^"^
^"d Lily come to play with Raymond.

Lily had gone on, but came back to be with
Raymond. [These mean his long-deceased infant
brother and sister.]

(More family talk omitted.)
Get some sittings soon, so as to get into full

swing by Christmas. Tell them when they get him
through, and he says, " Raymond," tell them to go
very easily, and not to ask too many questions.
Questions want thinking out beforehand. They are
not to talk among themselves, because then they get
part of one thing and part of another. And noi to
say, " No, don't ask him that," or he gets mixed.

Do you know we sometimes have to prepare
answers a little before we transmit them ; it is a
sort of mental effort to give answers thiough the
table. When they say, do you ask, we begin to
get ready to speak through the table. Write down
a few questions and keep to them.



CHAPTER XVI

O. J. L. SITTING OF DECEMBER 3

WITH SOME UNVERIFIABLE MATTER

AT a sitting which I had with Mrs. Leonard on

3 December 1915. information was given about

the photograph—as akeady reported, Chapter IV.

In all these ' Feda ' sittings, the remarks styled soUo

voce represent conversation between Feda and the

communicator, not addressed to the sitter at all. I

always try to record these scraps when I can overhear

them; for they are often interesting, and sometimes

better than what is subsequently reported as the result

of the brief conversation. For she appears to be uttering

under her breath not only her own question or comment,

but also what she is being told ; and sometimes names

are in that way mentioned correctly, when afterwards

she muddles them. For mstance. on one occasion she

said sotto voce,
" What you say ? Rowland ? (m a

clear whisper) ; and then, aloud. He says something

Uke Ronald." Whereas in this case 'Rowland proved

to be correct. The dramaticaUy childlike character of

Feda seems to carry v^th it a certain amount of chUdish

irresponsibihty. Raymond says that he has to talk to

her seriously about it sometimes.

A few other portions, not about the photograph,

are included in the record of this sitting, some of a

very non-evidential and perhaps ndicutous kind, but 1

do not feel incHned to suppress them. (For reasons, see

Chapter XII.) Some of them are rather amusing. Un-

verifiable statements have hitherto been generally sup-

pressed, in reporting P'per and other sittings; but here,

in deference partly to the opinion of Professor Bergson—
191 !
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iga PART n—CHAPTER XVI
who when' he was in i'.ngland urged that statements
about life; on the other side, properly studied, like
travellers' tales, might ultimately furnish proof morf
logically cogent than was possible from mere access
to earth memories—they are for the most part repro-
duced. I should think, myself, that they are of very
varying degrees of value, and peculiarly liable to un-
mtentional sophistication by the medium. They
cannot be really satisfactory, as we ht.ve no means of
brmgmg them to book. The difficulty is that Feda
encounters many sitters, and though the majority arc
just inquirers, taking wha* comes and saying very
little, one or two may be themselves full of theories,
and may either intentionally or unconsciously corvey
them to the ' control

' ; who may thereafter retail tliem
as actual information, without perhaps being sure whence
they were derived. Some books, moreover, have been
published of late, purporting to give information about
ill-understood things in a positive and assured manner,
and it is possible that the medium has read these and
may be influenced by them. It will be regrettable
if these books are taken as authoritative by people
unable to judge of the scientific errors which are con-
spicuous in their more normal portions ; and '\e books
themselves seem likely to retard the development of the
subject in the minds of critical persons.

Sitting with Mrs. Leonard at her House on Friday,

3 December 1915, from 6.10 p.m. to 8.20 p.m.

'

(O. J. L. alone.)

This is a long record, because I took verbatim notes, but I
propose to inflict it all upon the reader, in accordance vith
promise to report unverifiable and possibly absurd m er,
just as it comes, and even to encourage it.

Feda soon arrived, said good evening, jerked about
on the chair, and squeaked or chuckled, after her manner
when indicating pleasure. Then, without preliminaries,
she spoke :

—

He is waiting ; he's looking very pleased. Ue'z
awful anxious to tell you about the place where

I

'
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o. J.

o. J.

he lives ; he doesn't understand yet how it looks

so solid. (Cf . p. 184.)

(Feda, sotto voce.—What you say? Yes, Foda
knows.) He's been watching lately different kinds

of people what come over, and the different kinds

of effect it has on them.
Oh, it is interesting, he says—much more than

on the old earth plane. I didn't wantf.to

leave you and mother and all of them, but it

is interesting. I wish you could come over for

one day, and be with me here. There are times

you do go there, but you won't remember. They
nave all been over with him at night-time, and so

have you, but he thought it very hard you couldn't

remember. If you did, he is told (he doesn't

know it himself, but he is told this), the brain

would scarcely bear the burden of the double

existence, and would be unfitted for its daily

duties ; so the memory is shut out. That is

the explanation given to him.

(Feda, soito voce.—What, Raymond ? Al—lee,

he says, Al—lec, Al—lee.)

He keeps on saying something about Alec.

He has been trying to get to Alec, to communicate
with him ; and he couldn't see if he made himself

felt—whether he really got through.

(The medium hitherto had been holding

O. J. L.'s left hand ; here she let go, Feda
saymg : He will let you have your own
hand back.)

He thought he had got into a bedroom, and
that he knocked ; but there wasn't much notice

take.

.

L.—Alec must come here sometime.*

Yes, he wanted to see him.

And he also hopes to be able to talk to Lionel

with the direct voice ; not here, he says, but

somewhere else. He is very anxious to speak

to him. Through a chap, he says, a direct voice

chap.

L.—Very well, I will take the message.

» Alec had had a sitting with Peters, not with Mrs. Leonard.

13
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194 PART II—CHAPTER XVI

Well, he says, he wants to try once or twice.

He wants to be able to sav what he says to Feda
in another way. He thinks he could get through

in his own home sometime. He would much rather

have it there. And he thinks that if he got through

once or twice with direct voice, he might be able

to do better in his own home, H. is psychic, he

says, but he is afraid of hurting her ; he doesn't

want to take too much from her. But he really is

going to get through. He really has got through

at home ; but silly spirits wanted to have a game.
Th'^^r . a a straiisi- feeling there ; he didn't seem
to know now much he was doing himst If , so he -food

aside part of the time. [Mariemont sittings are

reported later. Chapter XIX.]
Then the photograph episode came, as reported in

Chapter IV.
Then it went on (Feda talking, of course, all the

time) :

—

He says he has been trying to go to somebody,
and see somi-body he used to know. He's not

related to them, and the name begins with S. It's

a gentlemjin, he says, and he can't remember, or

can't tell Feda the name but it begins with S. He
was trying to get to th m, but is not sure that he

succeeded.

o. J. L.—Did he want to ?

He says it was only curiosity ; but he likes to

feel that he can look up anybody. But he says, if

they take no notice, I shall give up soon, only I just

like to see what it feels like to be looking at them
from where I am.

o. J. L.—Does he want to say anything more about his

house or his clothes or his body ?

Oh yes. He is bursting to tell you.

He says, my body's very similar to the one I

had before. I pinch myself sometimes to see if it's

real, and it is, but it doesn't seem to hurt as much
as when I pinched the flesh body. The internal

organs don't seem constituted on the same lines as

before. They can't be quite the same. But to all

appearances, and outwardly, they are the same as
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before. I can move somewhat more freely, he

says.

Oh, there's one thing, he says, I have never

seen anybody bleed,

o. J. L.—Wouldn't he bleed if he pricked himself ?

He never tried it. But as yet he has seen no
blood at all.

o. J. L.—Has he got ears and eyes ?

Yes, yes, and eyelashes, and eyebrows, exactly

the same, and a tongue and teeth. He has got a

new tooth now in place of another one he had—one

that wasn't quite right then. He has got it right,

and a good tooth has come in place of the one

that had gone.

He knew a man that had lost his arm, but he

has got another one. Yes, he has got two arms
now. He seemed as if without a limb when first he

entered the astral, seemed incomplete, but after a

while it got more and more complete, until he got

a new one. He is talking of people who have lost

a limb for some years,

o. J. L.—What about a limb lost in battle ?

Oh, if they have only just lost it, it makes
no difference, li doesn't matter ; they are quite all

right when they get here. Rut I am told—he

doesn't know this himself, but he has been told

—

that when anybody's blown to pieces, it takes some
time for the spirit-body to complete itself, to gather

itself all in, and to be complete. It dissipated a

certain amount of substance which is undoubtedly

theric, theric—etheric, and it has to be concen-

trated again. The spirit isn't blown apart, of

course,—he doesn't mean that,—but it has an effect

upon it. He hasn't seen all this, but he has been

inquiring because he is interested.

o. J. L.—What about bodies that are burnt ?

Oh, if they get burnt by accident, if they know
about it on this side, they detach the spirit first.

What we call a spirit-doctor comes round and helps.

But bodies should not be burnt on purpose. We
have terrible trouble sometimes over pt»ople who
are cremated too soon ; they shouldn t be. It's a

i
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O. J.

PART II—CHAPTER XVI

terrible thing ; it has worried me. People are so

careless. The idea seems to be—" hurry up and

get them out of the way now that they are dead.

Not untU seven days, he says. They shouldn t be

cremated for seven days.

L.—But what if the body goes bad ?

When it goes bad, the spirit is already out. it

that much (indicating a trifle) of spirit is left in the

body, it doesn't start mortifying. It is the action

of the spirit on the body that keeps it from mortify-

ing When you speak about a person ' dying up-

wards,' it means that the spirit is getting ready and

gradually getting out of the body. He saw the

other day a man going to be cremated two days

after the doctor said he was dead. When his rela-

tions on this side heard about it, they brought a

certain doctor on our side, and when they saw that

the spirit hadn't got really out of the body, they

magnetised it, and helped it out. But there was

still a cord, and it had to be severed rather quickly,

and it gave a little shock to the spirit, like as if you

had something amputated ; but it had to be done.

He believes it has to be done in every case. If the

body is to be consumed by fire, it is helped out by

spirit-doctors. He doesn't mean that a spint-body

comes out of its own body, but an essence comes

out of the body—oozes out, he says, and goes into

the other body which is being prepared. Oozes,

he says, like in a string. String, that's what he say.

Then it seems to shape itself, or something meets it

and shapes round it . Like as if they met and went

together, and formed a duplicate of the body left

behind. It's all very interesting.^

He told Lionel about his wanting a suit at first

[atanunreportedsccond sitting]. He never thought

that they would be able to provide him with one.

L._Yes, I know, Lionel told us ;
that you wanted

« I confess that I think that Feda may have got a great deal ol this,

perhaps all of it, from people who have read or wntten some of the

books referred to in my introductory remarks. But masmuch as herS utteraiiccs are often evidential, 1 feel that I have no nght

to pick and choose ; especially as I know nothing about tt, one way or

the other.

O. J

I
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old clotlies at first,
something more iim; yu"- "- "-"I"" „7„ r.np«
and that they didn't force you into new ones.

bSt let you fcegin with the old kmd. untU you

cot accustomed to the place (p. 189).
^

Yes, he says, they didn't force me, but most of

the neoplc here wear white robes,

o y L.-Then, can you tell any difference between men

^"VSTre men here, and there are women here.

I don't think that they stand to each other quite

the same as they did on the earth plane but they

seem to have the same feeling to each other, with a

Sent expression of it. There don't seem to be

any children bom here. People axe sent in^ the

physical body to have children on the earth plane

.

tS don't hive them here. But there's a feeling

of love between men and women here which is ot a

different quality to that between two m^" "^ t^o

women • and husband and wife seem to meet

dSrently from mother and son, or father and

daughter He says he doesn't want to eat now^

But he sees some who do ; he says they have to be

given something which has all the appearance of an

earth food. People here try to provide everything

tS is wanted. A chap came ov^er the other day.

who would have a cigar. '' That's fi^f^^d them

he thought. He means he thought they would

never bf able to provide that. But there^e

laboratories over here, and they manufacture
^

sorts of things in them. Not like you do, out of

soUd matter, but out of essences, and ethers

and gases. It's not the same as on the earth

Xne but they were able to manufacture what

Coked like a cigar. He didn't try one him^lf.

because he didn't care to ;
you know he wouldn t

want to. But the other chap jumped at it

But when he began to smoke it, he didn t thmk

so much of it ; he had four altogether, and now

heSt look at one.^ They don't seem to get

the same satisfaction out of it. so gradually it

SemsTo drop from them. But when they first

> Some of this Feda talk is at least humorous.

m
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come they do want things. Some want meat,

and some strong drink ; they call for whisky sodas.

Don't think I'm stretching it, when I tell you that

they can manufacture even that. But when they
have had one or two, they don't seem to want ft

so much—not those that are near here. He has

heard of drunkards who want it for months and
years over here, but he hasn't seen any. Those
I have seen, he says, don't want it any more

—

like himself with his suit, he could dispense with it

under the new conditions.

He wants people to realise that it's just a^"

natural as on the earth plane,

o. J. L.—Raymond, you said your house was made <

bricks. How can that be ? What are the bricks

made of ?

That's what he hasn't found out yet. He is

told by some, who he doesn't think would lead him
astray, that they are made from sort of emana-
tions from the earth. He says there's something
rising, like atoms rising, and consolidating after

they come ; they are not solid when they come,
but we can collect and concentrate them—

I

mean those that are with me. They appear to

be bricks, and when I touch them, they feel like

bricks ; and I have seen granite too.

There's something perpetually rising from
your plane ; practically invisible—in atoms when
it leaves your plane—but when it comes to the

ether, it gains certain other qualities round each
atom, and by the time it reaches us, certain people

take it in hand, and manufacture solid things from
it. Just as you can manufacture soHd things.

All the decay that goes on on the earth plane

is not lost. It doesn't just form manure or dust.

Certain vegetable and decayed tissue does form
msmure for a time, but it gives off an essence or

a gas, which ascends, and which becomes what
you call a ' smell.' Everything dead has a smell,

if you notice ; and I know now that the smell is

of actual use, Locause it is from that smell that

we are able to produce duplicates of whatever
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form it had beiorc it became a smell. Even oldS has a smell different from f^
wo«d

;.^^
may have to ha\v a keen nose to detect these

things on the earth plane.

Old rags, he says {sotto voce.-Yes, all nght,

Feda will go back), clc.th decaymg and going

rotten Different kinds of cloth give off different

smeUsl -rotting linen -ells different orot^^^^^^^^^

wool. You can understand how all this interests

me Apparently, as far as I can gather the

Jetting wool appears to be used for making hmgs

frkcTwelds on our side. But I know I am jumfn

ing I^ gviessing at it. My suit! expect was made

from decayed worsted on your side.i

^ome people here won't take this m even yct-

aboutThe material cause of all these th.ngs^ They

LTo talking about spiritual robes made of hght

built by the thoug'hts on the ear h plane. I

don't believe it. They go about thinking that Us

a thought robe that they're weanng resulting

Lm the spiritual life they'led ; fd when we try

to tell them that it is manufactured out of

materials they don't believe it. They say

^No no it's a\obe of light and brightness vvhich

I manufactured by thought." So we just leave it

But I don't say that they won't get robes quicker

when they have led spiritual lives down there

;

I think they do. and that's what makes them

think that they made the robes by their liyes.^

You know flowers, how they decay We have

got flowers here ;
your decayed flowers flower again

with US-beautiful flowers. LUy has helped me a

lot with flowers.

o 1. L. —Do you like her ?

Yes, but he didn't expect to see her.

(Feda, sotto voce.-^o, Raymond, you don t

"'?es.te does. He says he's afraid he wasn't ^•ery

polite to her when he met her at first ;
he df" t

expect a grown-up sister there Am I a little

brother, he said, or is she my httle sifter ? bhc

> I have not yet traced the source of all this supposed infonnaUon.

fKi„
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calls me her little brother, but I have a decided
impression that she should be my little sister.

He feels a bit of a mystery : he has got a
brother there he knows, but he says two.

(Sotto voce.—No, Yaymond, you can't have
two. No, Feda doesn't understand.) Is it

possible, he says, that he has got another brother

—

one that didn't live at all ?

o. J. L.—Yes, it is possible.

But he says, no earth life at all ! That's
what's strange. I've seen some one that I am told

is a brother, but I can't be expected to recognise

him, can I ? I feel somehow closer to Lily than
I do to that one. By and by I will get to know
him, I dare say.

I'm told that I am doing very well in the short

time I have been here. Taking to it— ./hat he
say ?—duck to water, he >ay.

L.—You know the earth is rolling along through
space. How do you keep up with it ?

It doesn't seem Hke that to him.

J. L.—No, I suppose not. Do you see the stars ?

Yes, he sees the stars. The stars seem like

what they did, only he feels closer to them. Not
really closer, but they look clearer ; not appreciably
closer, he says.

o. J. L.—Are they grouped the same ? Do you see the
Great Bear, for instance ?

Oh yes, he sees the Great Bear. And he sees

the ch, ch, chariot, he says.

o. J. L.—Do you mean Cassiopeia ?

Yes. [But I don't suppose he did.]

There's one more mystery to him yet, it doesn't

seem day and night quite by regular turns, like-

it did on the earth,

o. J. L.—But I suppose you see the sun ?

Yes, he sees the sun ; but it seems always about
the same degree of warmth, he doesn't feel heat or

cold where he is. The sun doesn't make him
xmcomfortably hot. That is not because the
sun has lost its heat, but because he hasn't got
the same body that sensed the heat. When he

o. J.

o
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comes into contact v -h the earth plane, and is

SesTing. then he icels a li"le cofd or w^^
at least he does when a medium is prescm

not wfen he comes in the ordinary way j^t to

look round. When he sang last night, he telt

cold for a minute or two.

o. J.
L.-Did h.^ .ing ?

^^^ ^ ^^^^^ p^^i,

sinjng first and Yaymond thought he wodd

Le^to^ing too so he chipped m at th^^ en^^Je

Sclusf?S re' w: a good deal of power there.

iteTyf#;^as^^^"1iS^^^
S^a co^nveSuon ;\e just took the organs

^^^
aSd materialised his own voice in her throat tie

diSi't find it very difficult he hadnt got to

+i,iTit ni -nvthine or collect hn ideas, tnere

medium She hadn't any voice at all after. When

he heTd himself that he'had really got it he had

fo let go. Raised the roof, he says, and he dtd

""^IhIU Feda gave an amused chuckle with a

HeC^iust%^Sl£t>re. Yaymond says^

^occurrence at a private gathermg ;
but

it is not evidential.]

o T L-Ravmond you know you want to give me some
o. J. I--

^fy'^^yy:/ i,:„fi of proofs do you think are& H'^?e^™".aIkl<frover w/h Mr. Mye^

Md iiave you decided on the kmd of proof that

""'l^^n? k,;ow';;^t: I feel divided between

-iSL^r.^Sir-^Hrsi
which you can set down and have attested. Or

i J.

'•!ii

-'ij
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else I should have to give you information
about my different experiences here, either
something Hke what I am doing now, or through
the table, or some other way. But he doesn't
know whether he will be able to do the two things
together,

o. J. L.—No, not likely, not at the same time. But you
can take opportunities of saying mor? about your
life there.

Yes, that's why he has been collecting in-
formation. He does so want to encourage people
to look forward to a life they will certainly have
to enter upon, and realise that it is a rational life.

All this that he has been giving you now, and
that I gave to Lionel, you must sort out, and
put in order, because I can only give it

scrappily. I want to study things here a lot.
Would you think it selfish if I say I wouldn't
like to be back now ?—I wouldn't give this up
for anything. Don't think it selfish, or that I
want to be away from you all. I have still

got you, because I feel you so close, closer even.
I wouldn't come back, I wouldn't for anything
that anyone could give me.

He hardly Uked to put it that way to his mother.
Is Alec here ? (Feda looking round.)

o. J. L.—No, but I hope he will be coming.
Tell him not to say who he is. I did enjoy my-

self that first time that Lionel came—I could talk
for hours.

(O. J. L. had here looked at his watch quietly.)
I could talk for hours ; don't go yet.
He says he thinks he was lucky when he passed

on, because he had so many to mee: !.im. That
came, he knows now, through your having been in
with this thing for so long. He wants to impress
this on those that you will be writing for : that it
makes it so much easier for them if they and their
friends know about it beforehand. It's awful when
they have passed over and won't believe it for
weeks,—they just thmk they're dreaming. And
they won't reaUse things at all sometimes. He

!«•
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doesn't mind telling you now that, just at first

when he woke up. he felt a httle depression. But

iJ didn't last long He cast his eyes round, and soon

he didn't mind. But it was like finding yourself in a

strange pEce. like a strange city ;
with pcople you

haffi seen, or not seen for a long time, round you

Grandfather was with me straight away
;

aiid

presently Robert. I got mixed up Jetw^" ^°
Roberts And there's some one called Jane comes

to him. who calls herself an aunt, he says J^e^

He's uncertain about her. Jane-Jfn««; She

caUs herself an aunt ; he is told to call her Aunt

Jennie.' Is she my Aunt Tenme ?,he f
ys.

> I L—No but your mother u i to call her tha,t.

'• ^-
[Andsoon.simpletalka..utfamilyandfnend^

He has brought that doggie again nice dogg e.

A doggie that goes like this, and twists about

fpedal dicatingi wriggle). He has got a nice taj .

not a little stumpy tail, nice tail with nice hair on it

He sits up like that sometimes and comes down

again, and puts his tongue out of his mouth. He s

cot a cat too. plenty of animals, he says. He

SU s^n any iLs Ld tigers, but he sees hor^^

cats dogs, and birds. He says you know this

doggie he has nice hair, a little wavy, which sticks

uSover him, and has twists at the end. Now

Se's jumping round. He hasn't got a vei^ pomted

face but it isn't like a little pug-dog either
.
its

rather a long shape. And he has nice ears what

faprnot s"LdinI up ; nice Jong ha^rs on them

too. A darkish colour he looks, darkish, as near

as Feda can see him. [See photograph, p. 278.]

o J L —Does he call him by any name ?

He says, '
Not him.'

, ^. v,:r« • > Tt
{Sottovoce.—'miat you mean not him i it

is a ' him '

;
you don't call him '

it.

)

. .

No! he won't explain. No, he didn't give it a

name. It can jump. ,

[All this about a she-dog called Curly, whose
^

death had been specially mentioned by

' Myers ' through another medium some

years ago,-an incident reported privately

I 1

4m

-h
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to the S.P.R. at the time,—is quite good as
far as it goes.]

He has met a spirit here, he says, who knows
you—G. Nothing to do with the other G. Some
one tliat's a very fine sort indeed. His name begins
with G—Gal, Gals, Got, Got,—he doesn't know
him very well, but it sounds like that. It isn't

who you feel, though it might have been, nothing
to do with that at all. Some one called Golt—
he didn't know him, but he is interested in you,
and had met you.

It's surprising how many people come up to
me, he says, and shake me by the hand, and speak
to me. I don't know them from Adam. {Solto
voce.—Adam, he say.) Dut they are doing me
honour here, and some of them are such fine men.
He doesn't know them, but they all seem to be in-

terested in you, and they say, " Oh, are you his son ?—how-do-you-do ?
"

Feda is losing control,

o. , L.—Well, good-bye, Raymond, then, and God bless
you.

God bless jyoM. I do so want you to know that I

am very happy. And bless them all. My love to
you. I can't tell what I feel, but you can guc is.

It's difficult to put into words. My love to all.

God bless you and everybody. Good-bye, father,
o. J. L.—Good-bye, Raymond. Good-bye, Feda.

(Feda here gave a jerk, and a ' good-bye.')
Love to her what 'longs to you, and to Lionel.

Feda knows what your name is, ' Soliver,' yes.
(Another squeak.)

(Sitting ended 8.20 p.tn.)

The conclusion of sittings is seldom of an evidential
character, and by most people would not be recorded

;

but occasionally it may be best to quote one completely,
just as a specimen of what may be called the ' manner '

of a sitting.
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CHAPTER XVII

K. K. AUTOMATIC WRITING

N 17 December 1915. I was talking to Mrs. Ken-

nedy when her hand bc-gan to write and I had a

short conversation which may be worth reportmg .-

I have been here such a long time, please tell

father I am here—Raymond.

L._My boy

!

?XfU was difficult to say all one felt, but

now I don't care. I love you. I fove you mtensely.

.^^r^^c^ZTR^yl^. Have you anything

^°
ThlvV^enlLtr^^^^ ; I spoke to mother. I

don't know if she heard me. but I rather thmk so.

Plise tell her this, and kiss her from me.

L-She had a rather vivid dream or vision of you

'one morning lately. I don't know if it was a

^'Tfeel sure she will see me. but I don't know

becaiie I am so often near her that I can't say yes

.°L"R°a;rn^d.^y^^k^^^^^^^^^

-^u'.°SfiTnow^^y no^^ f^l^l^^ J,
shall never be one instant out of the house on

Christmas Day. (Pause.)

He has gone to fetch some one.—Paul.

(Tbl if the sort of interpolation which fre-

I ^^] -J

m
1

fl'. *

If >Jm
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(o.

(K.

o.

quently happens. Paul signs his explanatory
sentence.)

(K. K. presently said that Raymond had re-

turned, and expected me to bo aware of it.)

I have brought Mr. Myt rs. He says he doesn't
often come to use this means, but he wants to spt>ak
for a moment.

" Get free and go on," he says. " Don't let them
trammel you. Got at it. Lodge."—Myers.

He has gone, tell my father.

J. L., sotto voce—yXhat dot>s that moan ?)
. K.— I haven't an idea.)

J. L.—Has Myers gone right away ?

" I have spoken, but I will speak again, if you
keep quiet (meaning K. K.). Do cease to think, or
you are useless. Tell Lod^c I can't explain half
his boy is to me. I feel as if I had my own dearly
loved son hero, yet I know he is only lent to me.

" Pardon mo if I rarely use you (to K. K.) ; I

can't stand the way you bother. —Myers.
K—Do you mean the way I get nervous if I am taking

a message from you ?

'Yes I do."
[This in'erpolatcd episode was commented on

by O. J. L. as very characteristic]

J. L.—Is Raymond still there ?

Yes.

J. L.—Raymond, do you know we've got that photo-
graph you spoke of ? Mrs, Cheves sent us it, the
mother of Cheves—Captain Cheves, you remember
him ?

Yes, I know you have the photograph.
L.—Yes, and your description of it was very good.
And we have seen the man leaning on you. Was
there another one taken of you ?

K- K.—' Four,' he says ' four.' Did you say ' four,'
Raymond ?

Yes, I did.

o. J. L.—Yes. we have those taken of you by yourself, but
was another taken of you with other officers ?

I hear, father; I shall look, but I think you
have had the one I want you to have ; I have seen

K.

o.

o.

o. J
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you looking at it, I have heard all that father h^as

said. It is ripping to come like this. TtU my

father I have enjoyed it.-Raymond^

o J.
L.-»^fore you go. Raymond. I want Jo ask a

^
serious question. Have you been let to see

^^''plther I shall see him presently. It is not

time yel I am not ready. W I know he hves^

St know he comes here. All the sad ones see him

r"no onTd' can help them. . Paul has seen him:

you see he had such a lot of pain poor chap. 1 am

Lt e.xpecting to see him yet. father. I shall love

to when it's the time.—Raymond. , . ^^ _ ,

L.-WeU. we shall be very happy this Christmas I

*^'"Father tell laother she has her son with her dl

day on Christmas Day. There will bc^ thousanj

Sd thousands of us back in the homes on that day.

but the horrid part is that so many of the fellows

don't ge? welcomed. Please keep a place for me.

I must go now. Bless you again. father.-Ray-

""""(Paul then wrote a few words to his mothei .)

o. J.

I.^. i
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CHAPTER XVIII

FIRST SITTING OF ALEC WITH
MRS. LEONARD

ON 21 Dicombcr 1915 Alec had his first sitting with
Mrs. Leonard ; but he did not manage to go quite
anonymously—the meditim knew that he was my

son. Again there is a good deal of unverifiable matter,
which whether absurd or not I prefer not to suppress ; mv
reasons are indicated in Chapters XII and XVI, Part It,
and Chapter XI, Part III.

Alec's {A. M. L.'s) Sitting with Mrs. Leonard at her House
on Tuesday Afternoon, 21 December 1915, 3.15 to 4.30 p.m.

(Medium knows 1 am Sir Ohver Lodge's son.)

Front room ; curtains drawn ; dark ; small red lamp.
No one else present.

Mrs. Leonard shook hands saying, " Mr. Lodge ?
"

(Medium begins by rubbing her own hands vigorously.)

Good morning ! This is Feda.
Raymond's here. He would have liked A

andB.
(Feda, sotto voce.—What you mean, A and B ?)

Oh, he would have Uke to talk to A and B.
[See Note A.] He says : "I wish you could see
me, I am so pleased

; but you know I am pleased."
He has been trying hard to get to you at home.

He thinks he is getting closer, and better able
to understand the conditions which govern this
way of communicating. He thinks that in a
Uttle while he will bo able to gi\'e actual tests

308
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at home. He knows he has got throuRh. but not

satisfactorily. He gets so far, and then tloundcrs.

(Fcda. sotto iwf.—That's wliat fishes do !)

He says ho is fccHng splendid. He did not

think it was posMble to feel so well.

He was waiting here; ho knew you were

coming, but thought yf>u nji^ht not be able to

come to-day. [Train half an hour late.j

Did you take notice of what he said about

the place he is in ?
, . .

A M L —Yes. But I find it very difficult to understand.

He says, it is such a solid place. I have not

g. t o vcr it yet. It is so wonderfully real.

lie spoke about a ri\i r to his father ; he has

not seen the sea yet. He has found water, but

doesn't know whether he will find a sea. He is

making new disco\eries every day. So much

is new, although of course not to people who

have been here some time.

He went into the library with his grand-

father—Grandfather William—and also some-

body called Richard, and he says the books

there stjem to be the same as you read.

Now this is extraordinary : There are bc.ks

there not yet published on the earth plane. He

is told—only told, he d( >cs not know if it is correct

—that those books will be produced, books like

those that arc there now ; that the matter in them

will be impressed on the brain of some man. he

supposes an author.
, . ,

He says that not everybody on his plane is

allowed to read those books; they might hurt

them—that is, the books not published yet. Father

is going to write one—not the one on now, but a

fresh one.
.

Has his father found out who it was, be-

ginning with G, who said he was going to help

(meaning help Raymond) for his lather's sake ?

It was not the person he thought it was at the

time (p. 204).
, . , , TT

It is very difficult to get things through. He
wants to keep saying how pleased he is to come.

i4
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A. M.
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There are hundreds of things he will think of after

he is gone.

He has brought Lily, and Wilham—the young

one
(Feda, sotio voce.—I don't know whether it is

right, but he appears to have two brothers.)

[Two brothers as well as a sister died in ex-

treme infancy. He would hardly know that,

normally.—O. J. L.]

L.—Feda, will you ask Raymond if he would like

me to ask some questions ?

Yes, with pleasure, he says.

L.—A little time ago, Raymond said he was with

mother. Mother would Uke to know if he can say

what she was doing when he came ? Ask Raymond
to think it over, and see if he can remember ?

Yes, yes. She'd got some wool and scissors.

She had a square piece of stuff—he is showing

me this—she was working on the square piece

of stuff. He shows me that she was cutting

the wool with the scissors.

Another time, she was in bed.

She was in a big chair—dark covered

This refers to the time mentioned first. [Note B.]

A. M. L.—Ask Raymond if he can remember which

room she was in ?

(Pause.)

He can't remember. He can't always see

more than a comer of the room—it appears

vapourish and shadowy.
He often comes when you're in bed.

He tried to call out loudly : he shouted.
' Alec, Alec

!

' but he didn't get any answer.

That is what puzzles him. He thinks he has

shouted, but apparently he has not even manu-

factured a whisper.

A M L.—Feda, will you ask Raymond if he can re-

member trivial things that happened, as these

tilings often make the best tests ?

He says he can now and again.

A M. L.—The questions that father asked about ' Evin-

rude,' ' Dartmoor,' and ' Argonauts,' are all trivial,
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as father knows nothing

He is just

but make good tests,

about them.
Yes, Raymond quite understands,

as keen as you are to give those tests.

^ M. L.—Ask Raymond if the word ' Evinrude ' m con-

nexion with a hohday trip reminds him of any-

thing ?

Yes. (Definitely.)

A. M. L.—And ' Argonauts ' ?

Yes. (Definitely.)

A. M. L,—And ' Dartmoor ' ?

Yes. (Definitely.)

y^. M. L.—Well, don't answer the questions now, but if

father asks them again, see if you can remember

anything.
(While Alec was speaking, Feda was getting a

message simultaneously :—

)

He says som^ thing burst.

[This is excellent for Dartmoor, but I knew it.—

A.M.L.] [NoteC]

A. M. L.—Tell Raymond I am quite sure he gets things

through occasionally, but that I think often the

meaning comes through altered, and very often

appears to be affected by the sitter. It appears

to me that they usually get what they expect.

Raymond says, " I only wish they did !
" But

in a way you are right. He is never able to give

all he wishes. Sometimes only a word, which

often must appear quite disconnected. Often the

word does not come from his mind ; he has no trace

of it. Raymond says, for this reason it is a good

thing to try, more, to come and give something

definite at home. When you sit at the table, he

feels sure that what he wants to say is influenced

by some one at the table. Some one is helping

him, some one at the table is guessing at the words.

He often starts a word, but somebody finishes it.

He asked father to let you come and not say who
you were ; he says it would have been a bit of fun.

A. M. L.—Ask Raymond if he can remember any charac-

teristic things we used to talk about among our-

selves ?

s
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Yes. He says you used to talk about cars.

(Feda, sotto voce.—What you mean ? Every-

body talks about cars !)

And singing. He used to fancy he could sing.

He didn't sing hymns. On Thursday nights he has

to sing hymns, but they are not in his line.

[On Thursday nights I am told that a circle

holds sittings for developing the direct voice

at Mrs. Leonard's, and that they sing hymns.

Paul and Raymond have been said to join in.

Cf . near end of Chapter XVI, p. 201.]

A. M. L.—What used he to sing ?

Hello—Hullalo—sovmds like Hullulu—Hullulo.

Something about * Hottentot ' ; but he is going back

a long way, he thinks. [See note in Appendix

about this statement.]

(Feda, sotto voce.—An orange lady ?)

He says something about an orange lady.

(Feda, sotto voce.—Hot w^^.t sold oranges ?)

No, of course not. He -^ : ^ song extolling the

virtues and beauties of a* • t v lady.

[Song: " My Orang< .^ Excellent. The

last song he bough. - M. L.]

And a funny song whiui starts ' Ma,' but Feda

can't see any more—like somebody's name. Also

something about ' Irish eyes.' [See Note D.]

(Feda, sotto voce.—Are they really songs ?)

Very much so.

(A number o* unimportant incidents were now
mentioned.)

He says it is somebody's birthday in January.

A. M. L.—It is.

(Feda, sotto voce.—What's a beano ? Whose
birthday ?)

He won't say whose birthday. He says, He
knows (meaning A.)

[Ravmond's ownbirthday,25 Jan.,was understood.]

(More family talk.)

Yes, he says he is going now. He says the

power is getting thin.

A. M. L.—Wish him good luck from me, Feda.

Love to all of them.
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My iove to you, old chap. ,„^„t
Just before I eo : Don't ever any of you regret

my go:->g. I believe I have got more to do than

I could have ever done on the earth plane. It is

only a case of waiting, and just meetmg every one

of you as you come across to him. He is going

now He says Willie too-young Wilhe. [His

'''%tlt!^:'ocl.-Yes,.^.a ProclivitiesP)

Oh, he is only joking.

He says : Not Willie of tho weary proplic—pro-

^ti^Tokfng^ 'just as many jokes here as ever

before. Even when singing hymns. When he

Tnd Paul are singing, they do a funny dance wiO^

their arms. (Shov •

.g a sort of cake-walk-

moving arms up and down.)

(Feda.—It's a silly dance, anyway.)

Good-bye, and good luck.

[Characteristic; see. fo^'^^t^^^^^'
^,i^"!^

^^.^ !

on page 41 above. I happen to hax e just

seen another letter, to Brodie. which con-

cludes : "Well good-bye. Brodie, and good

luck."—O. J. L.]

Yes, he is going. Yes. He is gone now, yes.

Do you want to say anything to Feda f

A M L-Yes thank you very much for all your help.
^-

The i^isagesarLometiLs difficult, but It IS most

important to try and give exactly what you hear

and nothing more, whether you understand it

°^
Feda understands. She onlyj^Y exactly what

she hear, even though it is double-Dutch. Don t

forget to give my love to them all.

A M L.—Good-bye. Feda. (Shakes hands.)

Medium comes-to in about two to three mmutes.

(Signed) A. M. L.

21 December 1915

[AH written out fair same evening. Part on

way home, and part after arriving, without

disturbance from seeing anybody.]

i;
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Notes by O. J. L. on the A. M. L. Record

This seems to have been a good average sitting; it

contains a few sufficiently characteristic re^tia.rks, but not
much evidential. Wliat is said about songs in it. how-
ever, is rather specially good. In further explanation, a
few notes, embodying more particular information ob-
tained by me from the family when reading the sittini^

over to them, may now be added :

—

NOTE A
The ' A and B ' manifestly mean his brothers Alec and Brodie

;

and there was a natural reason for bracketing them together,
inasmuch as they constitute the firm Lodge Brothers, with which
Raymond was already to a large extent, and hoped to be still

more closely, associated. But there may have been a minor
point in it, since between Alec and Brodie long ago, at their
joint preparatory school, there was a sort of joke, of which
Raymond was aware, about problems given in algebra and
arithmetic books : where, for instance, A buys so many dozen
at some price, and B buys some at another price ; the question
being to compare their profits. Or where A does a piece of work
in so many days, and B does something else. It is usually not
at all obvious, without working out, which gets the better of it,

A or B ; and Alec seems to have recognised, in the manner of
saying A and B, some reference to old family chaff on this
subject.

NOTE B
The reference to a square piece of stuff, cut with scissors,

suggests to his mother, not the wool-work which she is doing like
everybody else for soldiers, but tlie cutting of a circular piece out
of a Raymond blanket that came back with his kit. for the purpose
of covering a round four-legged table which was stihsequently used
for sittings, in order to keep it clean without its having to be
dusted or otherwse touched by servants. It is not distinct
enough to be evidect'al, however.

NOTE C

About Dartmoor, "he says something burst." Incidents
referred to in a previous sitting, when I was there alone, were the
running downhill, clapping on brake, and swirling round corners
(p. 1 56) ; but all this was associated with, and partly caused by,
the bursting of the silencer in the night after the hilly country
had been reached. And it was the fearful noise subsequent to
the bursting of the silencer that the boys had expected him to
remember.
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NOTE D

The best evidential thing^ ^^0^1." ^"the-^ame^'c^i'Sc
to a song of h»s called _

My Orange um^
^

.^ „^t
song merely had been given, ^a""^"

„^mc of a sone is common
Save been auite so good- because fte

^l^^^^^-^^l j^ guch a
property, ^ut the P"t',^"i*°J^;„ o^SeW ^^^""^ ^"
wafks to puzzle Fcda namely.

.

*°
"J^^ristic of Raymond-

3„^n»'°£e Ka^?o^P=Sv^-n»e.t A. which he had

'"iS^^SSISS-rBrreda «... ^ a„,

as a word. To me the Ma .^^a^^esjea g ^^^^
songs about ' Ma Honey -}^^j^'J^°i ^^^e. But. at a later

been indicated bv the ^^J^
'^«^k^ wS song he meant by

table sitting at ^anemont he was wkM w^t^^^^
. ^^ .^ .

the letters M A. and then he spelt o"*^^^?;:^^^"^
the table but

This song was apparently -^^-^^,^^^00^, Tough not at

rtlKs^altSfrn'SScenf so^^^^^^
about «

Maggie

Magee." (See Appendix also.)

APPENDIX TO Sitting of 21 December 1915

(Written 3i Months l.\ter)

(Dictated by O. J. U 12 April 1916.)

(just before the reference to Orange Girl) .—

seething about 'Hottentot'; but he is

going back a long way, he thiUKS.

References to other songs ^novm to t^ famUy

followed, but this reference to an «^^"°^
'°"f-Je •

vaply remembered by the family as a puzzle,

1^^

-
;
-^
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I

!

and it existed in A. M. L.'s mind as " a song about
' Honolulu,' "—this being apparently the residual im-
pression produced by the ' Hullulu ' in combination
with ' Hottentot

' ; but no Honolulu song was known.
A forgotten and overlooked song has now (ii April

1916) turned up, which is marked in pencil " R. L. 3.34.,"
i.e. 3 March 1904, which corresponds to his " going back a
long way "—to a time, in fact, when he was only fifteen.

It is called, " My Southern Maid "
; and although no word

about ' Honolulu ' occurs in the printed version, one of the
verses has be^n altered in Raymond's writing in pencil

;

and that alteration is the following absurd introduction
to a noisy chorus :

—

" Any little flower from a tulip to a rose.
If you'll be Mrs. John James Brown
Of Hon-o-lu-la-lu-la town."

Until these words were sung last night, nobody seems
to have remembered the song " My Southern Maid," and
there appears to be no reason for associating it with the
word ' Honolulu ' or any similar sound, so far as public
knowledge was concerned, or apart from Raymond's
alterations.

Alec calls attention to the fact that, in answer to his
question about songs, no songs were mentioned which were
not actually Raymond's songs ; and that those which
were mentioned were not those he was expecting. Fiurther-
more, that if he had thought of these songs he would have
thought of them by their ordinary titles, such as " My
Orange Girl " and " My Southern Maid "

; though the
latter he had forgotten altogether.

(A sort of disconnected sequel to this song episode
occurred some months later, as reported in Chapter
XXIII.)

^



CHAPTER XIX

PRIVATE SITTINGS AT MARIEMONT

IT
had been several times indicated that Raymond

waSted to come into the family circle at home and

S Honor, whom he often refers to as H.. would be

able to help hii^. Attempted private sittmgs of this kind

were referred to by Raymond through London mediums

Tnd he gave instruction as to procedure, as already

"^Altfr &e'some ^SLges were received and family

communications without any outside medium have

n^e^oJd^writScarefully kept, but I do not report

them because clearly it is difficult to regard anything

thuTgot as evidential At the same time, the natura ness

oUhfwhole, and the ready way in which famay ]okes

wore entered into and each new-comer recogms.^ and

welcomed appropriately, were very striking A few

Snts. moreover, were really of an evidential character,

and these must be reported in due course.

But ocStsionally the table got father rampageous and

had to be quieted down. Sometimes, indeed both the

rable and things like flower-pots got broken After hese

mor: Solent occasions. Raymond vjjunteered the ex^l^^^^

tion. through mediums in London, that he couldn t always

control it. and that there was a certain amount of sky-

krkine not on our side, which he tned to prevent (see

«n ts!' toa and 27^) • though in certain of the surprising

ffech^ic^^demon& Ind. so lo speak, tricks, which

SrJaWv seemed beyond the normal power of anyone

oucS the t'^able. he'appeared to be dec^edly mtere^^^^^^

and was represented as desirous of repeatmg a few of the

more remarkable ones for my edification.

lii

WiM
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I do not, however, propose to report in this book con-

cerning any purely physical phenomena. They require a

more thorough treatment. Suffice it to say that the rnove-

ments were not only intelligent, but were sometimes,

though very seldom, such as apparently could not be

accomplished by any normal application ofmusctilar force,

however unconsciously such force might be exerted by
anyone—it might only be a single person—left in contact

with the table.

A family sitting with no medium present is quite

different from one held with a professional or indeed any
outside medium. Information is freely given about the

ings of the family ; and the general air is that of a family

conversation ; because, of course, in fact, no one but the

family is present.

At any kind of sitting the conversation is rather one-

sided, but whereas with a medium the sitter is reticent, and
the communicator is left to do nearly all the talking, in a

family group the sitters are sometimes voluble ; while the

ostensible control only occasionally takes the trouble to

spell out a sentence, most of his activity consisting in

affirmation and negation and rather effective dumb show.

I am reluctant to print a specimen of these domestic

chats, though it seems necessary to give some account of

them.
On Christmas Day, 1915, the family had a long table

sitting. It was a friendly and jovial meeting, with plenty

of old songs interspersed, which he seemed thoroughly to

enjoy and, as it were, ' conduct ' ; but for publication I

think it will be better to select something shorter, and I

find a description written by one to whom such things

were quite new except by report—a lady who had been
governess in the family for many years, when even the

elder children were small, and long b-sfore Raymond was
bom. This lady, Miss F. A. Wood, conunonly called
' Woodie ' from old times, happened to be staying on a

visit to Mariemont in March 1916, and was present at two
or three of the family sittings. She was much interested

in her first experience, and wrote an account immediately

afterwards, which, as realistically giving the impression of

a witness, I have obtained her permission to copy here.

At tl -5 date the room was usually considerably dark-
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ened for a sitting ; but even partial darkness was unneces-

sarv ar d was soon aft orwards dispensed with .
especially as

it interfered with easy reading of music at the piano.

Table Sitting in the Drawing-room at Mariemont.

Thursday, 2 March 1916, about 6 p.m.

S,«^s_Ladv Lodge. Norah. and Wood'e ;
later. Honor

Report by Miss F. A. Wood

Ac. 4+ waq the first time thivt I had ever been at a sitting of any

kind^I srallTut down ?he details as fully as I can remember

*^^Thc only light in the room was from .nc gas-fire, a brge one

so that we could sec each other and things m the room *a»rty

d^sKlv the table used at this time was a rather s^all octagon^

*°*Afwewere about to sit down, Lady I^ge said: "We

''ThSotid\Ke1£ded to pray aloud for us all but

she did itSly so I did the same, having been upstairs before

^"Vor"soml%te nothing whatever happened I only felt that

that anyone ^s coming to-night ; we will waxt just a httle longer.

sHting is like. Raymond, dear, do you think you could

come to us ?

(No answer.)

During the half-hour before Lady Lodge asjced any

Questions I had felt every now and then a cunous tmgling

?nmv hands and fingers, and then a much stronger drawine

sor? of feelhiR through my hands and arms, which caused

the'tawit have a ftran^e intermittent trembling so^^^^^

ffcWntr though it was not a movement of the whole taoie.

Another '3n"' was as if a ' bubble ' of the table came

urSd tapSdV-^tly on the palm of my left hand- At

fiStTonly^^t it once ; after a short interval three times

then a little later about twelve times. And once (I shall

not be able to e%lain this) I felt rather than heard a fa>nt

tep in the centre of the table (away from people s hands).

j;- ' ,
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Nearly every time I felt these queer movements Lady
Lodge asked, '' Did you move, Woodic ? " I had cer-

tainly not done so consciously, and said so, and while I

was feeling that ' drawing ' feeling through hands and
arms, I said nching myself, till Lady Lodge and Norah
both said. " What is the table doing ? It has never done
like this before." Then I told of my strange feelings in

hands and arms, etc. Ladv Lodge said it must be due to

nerves, or muscles, or somctliing of the sort. These strange

feelings did not last long at a time, and generally, but not
always, they came after Lady Lodge had r.-sked questions
(to some one on the other side).

After a bit, when the ' feelings ' had gone from me
at least. Lady Lodge suggested Norah's going for iionor,

who came, but said on iuct sitting down that the
table felt dead, and she did not think that anyone was
there.

Ladv L.—Is any •.: coming ? We should be so jileased if any-
one could e have been sitting here some time very
patiently

Noth J happened for a bit, and Lady Lodge said, " I

don't thii.ic it is any good."
But I said, "On, do wait a little longer, that tingling

feeling is coming back again."
And Honor said, " Yes, I think there is something."
And then the table began to move, and Lady Lo<lgc

asked :

—

Lady L.—Raymond, darling, is that you ?

(The table rocked three times.)

Ladv L.—That is good of you, because Woodic did so want
you to come.

(The table rocked to and fro with a pleased motion,
most difficult to express on paper.)

WOODIE.—Do you think that I have any power ?

No.
[Personally, I do not feel so sure of this. After the

sitting and during it, I felt there might be a possi-

bility.—Woodie.j
Lady L.—Lorna has gone to nurse the soldiers, night duty.

They are typVoid patients, and I do not like it. Do you
think it wiU do her any harm ?

No.
Lady L.—Do you like her doing this ?

Lady L.—You are rocking like a rocking-horse. Do you
remember the rocking-horse at Newcastle ?

Yes.
Lady L.—Can you give its name ? (They went through the

alphabet, and it spelt out :—

)

PRINCE.
[It used to be called Archer Prince.]
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,Soon alter this the table .^^^jVStsTLni
restlessness, and Honor said : 1 expect He warns w
L mewage." So Lady Lodge sa.d :-)

Ladv L.-DO you want to send a^messago ?

Honor -WeU, we're all ready ;
start away.

HONOR. W
YOORLOVETOMVRTVPEKILI..

HONOR.-Raymond, that « wrong, isnt.t? Was

to my " right ?

^^^

Honor —Very well, we will stert from there.

(The message then ran :-
YOUR LOVE TO «^ ""^jS'out. hC shOWed

tu fuU.to see if
'^.l^ff^^^^i'we^l laughed together. ,

,

'' TSn^cr'^v'^o.:!'^- real the feeling would

be of his presence amongst us.)

Ladv L.-Do you mean Lily
^^^

Lady L.—Is she here ?

^^^

L^DY L.-Are you here in the^^^m ?

Lady L.-Can LUy see us ? ^^

L._Lily. darling, yovvr mother does
Y^J^-^^olfdo

I have wanted to send you mX 1°^?- A happv my dear,

you some time, \"d tlK'i ^ ^hall^be^^^^^^^^^

dear Uttk girl. Thank you veiyi ^. tjfi he can

^sit^T •^ari'^vr.^yori^Ss. and .0 «,»*»

^'"(IS'ymond .eemea very pleased when Brother BiU

him if this was so, and he said :—

)

,So we said good nigM " «»
f
"^and a<U^|ivln| two

ifeSsrjrrg^Swia-^g^ »>.»«-
more, and came away.)

(Signed) Woodie

Lady

Mi
I

I.' 'J

,1-;.
• t

ill I
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One other family sitting, a still shorter one. may be
quoted as a specimen also , though nut of place A
question asked was su^fcsted by something re| orti i on
page 230. It appears that Miss Wood was still litre, but
that on this occasion she was nov one of tht>se that
touched the table.

At this date the tabic generally used li<ippened ti, be
a chess-table with centre jillar and three >. Jaw feet . Al = er
this table and another one had got broken during iije

more exuberant period ot tliese dom«' tic sitting's, before
the power had got under control, a strunt^er and heavier
round table with foiu- legs was obtained, and employee
only for this purpose.

Tabic Sitting in the Drawing-Room at Maricmont.

9 p.m. Monday, 7 April 1916

Repop ' BY M. F. A. L.

Music going on in the Irawing-room at Mane-
mont.

The girls (four of them; and Alcr sin{;;ntr at the
piano. Woodie and Honor and I sitting at the other
end of the room. Lionel in the 'arge chair

The Shakespeare Society was meeting m 'He
house, and at that time having coffee in the dining
room, -o O. J . L. ^ is not with us.

Woodie thought Raymond was in the i jom
and would like to hear Ure singing, but Honor
thought it too late to begin with the tabi as we
should shortly be oinf; int • the dining-rooii

However, I go) the ta? v , eady near th. piano,
it anti ! he instant she placed

t began to rock. I pit nay

and Honor came
her hands on it

hands on too.

We asked 11 k wa
been waitintr, and h

Raymond, and if I e had
-iid :—

He scorned to wish to listen to the music, and
kept tim« with it gen ly. And : -ter a song vas
over that le liked, he very distinctly and decidedly
applaudec

I
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Lionel came (I think ai Raymond's request)

nd sat at the table with n.. It was detern med to

StMii close to th p.ano, though wc s.ud we

n^t , ' it back. an. <lid so. B«t it would go

thSe.\ 'I thumped B.rbie. who. '^ playmg He

oiano m ime to the music Alec - xjk one ot the

K'sa. n cushions and held ,. amst her as a

buffer. The table ct.ntinued :o I- mg. and made a

little hole in the cushion.

It then edged itself along ^h. ioor. where for

a minute"orlwo it could ma e a --;d on lue

boards bev'.nd the carpet. liie, '^^^eemed to

be feeling "about ' one foot (it h three).

It t .nd a corn. f the skirt, i^ard, where

it could lodr one vXJt about 6 uiches from the
vel

es,
the other three

this it did many t

new trick.

) ( n the ground, and we
and lift it up, bi r it

ground. It fhen rai?

with it, in ti nir : ai

seeming dt^-ligntr Mt

n

It then lai( elf o

askc I if w ould 'lelj

bangrd a

^ tY f r. and raiser itself a little several

JSne. vr out .ving the strength to get up. It

mted .a quite a foot from the ground, and w s

in a-k^ if we might not lift it, but it ag«...

bafi«ed ace for

No.

Bur Lionel men said:

—

LIONEL - We P-it my hand is in a most uncomfortable

n. ^. vt you let me put the table up?

t '
I nee banged three times for

Yes.

^io V raided it.

T the ' said ;

—

. i.- „

UFA L-Ra,-mond. Iwanttoask ua question as a

test : What is the name of the sphere on which

^"Vdi'^tMs", becaase others )eside R..-.TOoiid

have said, through Mrs. Leonard, th.t tney

were living on the third sphere, and thiH it

was called
' Suuunerland,' so I thought it

iii

i'

,. ^x
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might be an idea of the medium 's.^ I don't

much like these 'sphere ' messages, and
don't know whether they mean anything

;

but I assume that ' sphere ' may mean
condition, or state of development.]

We took the alphabet, and the answer came at

once :

—

,
SUMMERRLODGE.

We asked, after the second R, if there was rot

some mistake ; and again when O came, instead of

the A we had expected for ' Summerland.'
But he said No.
So we went on, though I thought it was hope-

lessly wrong, and ceased to follow. I felt sure it

was mere muddle.
So my surprise was the greater when the note-

taker read out, ' Summer R. Lodge,' and I found
he had signed his name to it, to show, I suppose,

that it was his own statement, and not Feda's.

[Loma reports that the impression made upon
them was that Raymond knew they had
been expecting one ending, and that he was
amused at having succeeded in giving them
another. They enjoyed the joke together,

and the table shook as if laughmg.]
We tsdked to him a little after this, and Alec

and No€l put their hards on the table, and we
said good night.

It is only necessary to add that the mechanical
movements here described are not among those which,

on page 218, 1 referred to as physically unable to bejdone
by muscular effort on the part of anyone whose hands
are only on the table top. I am not in this book describ-

ing any cases of that sort. Whatever was the cause of

the above mechanical trick movements, which were
repeated on a subsequent occasion for my obser\ation,

the circumstances were not strictly evidential. I ought
to say, however, that most certainly I am sure that no
conscious effort was employed by anyone present.

> The statement v.-ill be foand on page 330, in the recoixl of a sitting

preceding this in date.
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WARNING

It may be well to give a word of warning to those who

find that they possess any unusual power in the psychic

direction, and to counsel regulated moderation in its use.

Every power can be abused, and even the simple faculty

of automatic writing can with the best intentions be mis-

applied. Self-control is more important than any other

form of control, and whoever possesses the poiyer of

receiving communications in any form should see to it that

he remains master of the situation. To give up your own

judgement and depend solely on adventitious aid is a grave

blunder, and may in the long run have disastrous conse-

quences. Moderation and common sense are required in

those who try to utilise powers which neither they nor any

fullyunderstand, and a dominating occupation inmundane

affairs is a wholesome safeguard.

15



CHAPTER XX

A FEW MORE RECORDS. WITH SOME
UNVERIFIABLE MATTER

AFTER Christmas I had proposed to drop the

historical order and make selections as convenient,

but I find that sequence must to some extent be
maintained, because of the interlocking of sittings with
different mediums and development generally. I shall,

however, only preserve historical order so far as it turns

out usefiil or relevant, and will content myself with re-

porting that on 3 January 1916 Raymond's eldest sister,

Violet (the one married to the ' Rowland ' that he men-
tioned through Feda), had a good sitting with him, and
was not only recognised easily, but knowledge was shown
of much that she had been doing, and of what she was
immediately planning to do. Reference was also made
by Raymond to what he called his special room in her

house (p. 4^); and, later, he said that that room was
bare of furniture, which it was.

And at some of the sittings now, deceased friends, not

relatives, were brought by Rajmiond, and gave notable

evidence both to us and to other people ; especially to

parents in some cases, to widows in others ; some of which
may perhaps be partially reported hereafter.

I propose now to pass on to some unverifiable matter
(see Qiapters XII and XVI), and esjjecially to a strange

and striking sitting which Lady Lodge had with Mrs.

Leonard on 4 February 1916.

This may as well be reported almost in full, in spite

of unimportant and introductory p>ortions, since it seems
fairer to give the context, especially of unverifiable matter.

But I feel bound to say that there is divergence of opinion
as to whether this particular record ought to be pub-

if
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lished or not . I can only say that I recognise the responsi-

bility, and hope that I am right in partially accepting it.

Non-Evidential Sitting of M. F. A. L. with Mrs. Leonard

at her House on Friday, 4 February 1916, from 8.30

p.m. to II. 10 p.m.

(M. F. A. L. alone.)

Feda.—Oh, its Miss Olive

!

M. F. A. L.—So glad to meet you, Feda !

Feda love you and Soliver best of all. SLionel

and SAlec too she love very much.
Yaymond is here. He has been all over the place

with Paulie, to all sorts of places to the mediums, to

try and get poor boys into touch with their mothers.

Some are very jealous of those who succeed. They

try to get to their mothers, and they can't—they

are shut out. They make me feel as though I

could cry to see them. We explain that their

mothers and fathers don't know about commimica-

ting. They say , why don't they all go to mediiims ?

Yaymond say, it makes me wonder too.

He say, he was telling Feda, it was awful funny

the things some of them did—it has a funny side,

going to see the mediums. You see, Paul and he

couldn't help having a joke ; they are boys them-

selves, laughing over fimny things.

He says he was listenmg to Paul, and he was

describing the drawing-room at home. (A good

description was now given of the drawing-room at

Mariemont, which the medium had never seen.)

Feda sees flowers ; they're Feda's, not Gladys's.

[M. F. A. L. had brought flowers for Mrs.

Leonard.]

M. F. A. L.—Don't you have flowers, then ?

Yes, lots of flowers. But Feda like to have

them in Gladys's room. [Apparently this must be

Mrs. Leonard's name.]
There's a lot in prayer. Prayer keeps out evil

things, and keeps nice clean conditions. Raymond
says, keeps out devils.

Mother, I don't want to talk about material

rr
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things, but to satisfy .*.Kiety. I was very uneasy

on Monday night. I tried to come near, but there

was a band round me. We were all there.

M. F. A. L.—The Zeppelins did come on Monday night,

but they did not touch us. [We went to bed and
didn't worry about them.]

He says, they worked in a circular way, east and
south of you. Awful ! He hoped it wouldn't up-

set you ; he didn't want them to come too dose. I

know you're not nervous, but I fear for you. If

he'd been on the earth plane, he'd have been flying

home. He says New Street was the mark.

Some one called ' M.' sent you a message through

Mrs. F. (?), and wanted her dearest love given.

She's had to be away rather from the earth plane

for some time, but he actually has seen M. several

times. Conditions of war have brought her back.

She had progressed a good way. She wondered if

you realised it was not her will to leave you so long,

but progression. She belongs to a higher plane.

M. knew something about this before she passed

on, though perhaps it makes it easier to be always

commimicating.

[Some friends will know for whom this is in-

tended—a great friend of our and many
other children. She had had one sitting with

Mrs. Piper at Mariemont, not a good one.

—

O. J. L.]

Her life on the earth plane made it easier for

her to go on quickly after she passed out.

(Feda, sotto voce.—What you say ?)

M. says, it will be a test, that she was with

his father at a medium's, where she saw a con-

trol named Alice Anne, a little girl control ; she

didn't speak to Soliver, but was with him at the

medium s. " The old Scotch girl " what Paulie

calls her ; old Scotch lady—same thing.

[This is correct about a sitting with Miss

McCreadie, when this ' M.' had unmistak-

ably sent messages through Miss McC.'s

usual control.—O. J. L.]

\

\
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(Added later.)

Some Iriends will be interested in tliis lady,—a really beautiful

character, with initials M. N. W.,—so I record something that came

through from Feda on a much later occasion—in July 1916 ;—

Raymond's got rather a young lady with him. Not the sister

who passed away a Uttle baby. But she's young—she looks

twenty-four or twenty-five. She's rather slender, rather pretty.

Brown hair, oval face. Not awful handsome, but got a mce ex-

pression. She's very nice, and comes from a high sphere. She's

able to come close to-night, but can't always come. Name
begins with an M. And she says, '* Don't think that because she

didn't come, she didn't want to come. She had to keep away for

so long. It was necessary for her to stay away from the earth for

a whUe, because she had work in high spheres for three years, and

it's difficult for her to come through.

Good, good—something about the lady, lady—two people, she

says. Lady and good man. Feda ought to remember it—a lady

and good man.
Between them Soliver and her, Soliver and Miss Ohve, and her.

Lady and good man and M. She must have been very good on

the earth plane, she wasn't ordinary at all. Quite unusual and

very very good. You can tell that by what she looks like now.

She brings a lot of flowers—pansies, not quite pansies, flower

like a pansy, and not quite a pansy. Heartsease, that's what it is.

She brings lots of those to you. She brought a lot of them when
Raymond wented over there. But not for very long, she didn't

—

they wasn't wanted very long.

^i

M. F. A.L. Record of February ^—continued

He said about some one, that she'd gone right

on to a very high sphere indeed, as near celestial

as could possibly be. His sister, he savs—can't get

her name. [He means Lily, presumably.] He says

William had gone on too, a good way, but not too

far to come to him. [His brother.]

Those who are fond of you never go too far to

come back to you—sometimes too far to com-

municate, never too far to meet you when you pass

over.

M. F. A. L.—That's so comforting, darling. I don't want
to hold you back.

You gravitate here to the ones you're fond of.

Those you're not fond of, if you meet them in the

i
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street, you don't bother yoiirself to say ' how-do-

you-do.'

M. F, A. L.—^There are streets, then ?

Yes. He was pleased to see streets and
houses.

At one time, I thought it might be created by
one's own thoughts. You gravitate to a place you
are fitted for. Mother, there's no judge and jury,

you just gravitate, like to like.

I ve seen some boys pass on who had nasty

ideas and vices. They go to a place I'm very glad

I didn't have to go to, but it's not hell exactly.

More like a reformatory—it's a place wliere you're

given a chance, and when you want to look for

something better, you're given a chance to have it.

They gravitate together, but get so bored. Learn

to help yourself, and immediately you'll be helped.

Very like your world ; only no unfairness, no in-

justice—a common law operating for each and
every one.

M. F. A. L.—Are all of the same rank and grade ?

Rank doesn't coimt as a virtue. High rank
comes by being virtuotis. Those who have been
virtuous have to pass through lower rank to under-

stand things. All go on to the astral first, just

for a little.

He doesn' remember being on the astral him-
self. He thini». i where he is now, he's about third.

Summerland—Homeland, some call it. It is a

very happy medium. The very highest can come
to visit you. It is j\ist sufficiently near the earth

plane to be able to get to those on earth. He
thinks you have the best of it there, so far as he
can see.

Mother, I went to a gorgeous place the other

day.

M. F. A. L.—Where was it ?

Goodness knows !

I was permitted, so that « might see what was
going on in the Highest Sphere. Generally the

High Spirits come to us.

I wonder if I can tell you what it looked like !
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[Until the case for survival is considered

established, it is thought improper and un-

wise to relate an experience of a kind which

may be imagined, in a book dealing for the

most part with evidential matter. So I

have omitted the description here, and the

brief reported utterance which followed.

I think it fair, however, to quote the record

so far as it refers to the youth's own feel-

ings, because otherwise the pictiu-e would

be incomplete and one-sided, and he might

appear occupied only with comparatively

frivolous concerns.]

I felt

kneeling.

exalted, purified, lifted up. I was

I couldn't stand up, I wanted to kneel.

t Mi

I

Mother. I thrilled from head to foot. He
didn't come near me, and I didn't feel I wanted to

go near him. Didn't feel I ought. The Voice was

like a bell. I can't tell you what he was dressed or

robed in. All seemed a mixture of shining colours.
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No good ; can you imagine what I felt like when

he put those beautiful rays on to me ? I don't

know what I've ever done that I should have been
given that wonderful experience. I never thoiight

of such a thing being possible, not at any rate for

years, and years, and years. No one could tell

what I felt, I can't explain it.

Will they understand it ?

I know father and you will, but I want the

others to try. I can't put it into words.
I didn't walk, I had to be taken back toSummer-

land, I don't know what happened to me. If you
could faint with delight ! Weren't those beautiful

words ?

I've asked if Christ will go and be seen by
everybody ; but was told, " Not quite in the same
sense as you saw Him." I was told Christ was
always in spirit on earth—a sort of projection,

something like those rays, something of him in

evenr one.

People think he is a Spirit, walking about in a
particular place. Christ is ever5^where, not as a
personality. There is a Christ, and He lives on
the higher plane, and that Ls the one I was per-

mitted to see.

There was more given me in that beautiful

message ; I can't remember it all. He said the
whole of it, nearly and word for word, of what I've

given you. You see from that I'm given a mission
to do, helping near the earth plane. . . .

Shall I tell you why I'm so glad that is my
work, given me by the Highest Authority of all

!

First of all, I'm proud to do His work, no matter
what it is ; but the great thing is, I can be near
you and father.

M. F. A. L.— If we can only be worthy !

You are both doing it, every bit you can.
M. F. A. L.—Well, I'm getting to love people more than

I used to do.

I have learnt over here, that every one is not
for you. If not in affinity, let them go, and be

V with those you do like.

L
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Mother, wUl they think I'm kind of puffing

myself up or humbugging ? It's so wonderful,

wfll they be able to understand that its just

Raymond that's been through this ? No Sunday

school*

I treasiu-ed it up to give you to-night. I put

it of! because 1 didn't know if I could give it m the

right words that would make them feel like I feel

—ijr something like. Isn't it a comfort ? You

and father think it well over. I didn t ask for

work to be near the earth plane ! I thought that

things would be made right. But thmk of it

being given me, the work I should have prayed

for!

u. F. A. L.—Then you're nearer ? ^ ^ . , ,,.

Much nearer ! I was bound to be drawn (!")•

So beautiful to think, now I can honestly stay near

the earth plane. Eventually, instead of going up

by degrees, I shall take, as Feda has been promised,

a jump. And when you and father come, you

will be on one side, and father on the other. We
shall be a while in Summerland, just to get used to

conditions. He says very likely we shall be wanted

to keep an eye on the others. He means brothers

and sisters. I can't tell you how pleased I leel—

' pleased ' is a poor word !

M. F. A. L.—About what, my dear ?

About being very near the earth plane.

I've pressed on, getting used to conditions here,

and yet when I went into the Presence I was over-

awed.
How can people ...
It made me wish, in the few seconds I was able

to think of anything, that I had led one of the

purest lives imaginable. If there's any little tiny

thing I've ever done, it would stand out like a

mountain. I didn't have much time to think, but

I did feel in that few seconds ...

I felt when I found myself back in Summerland

that I was charged with something—some wonder-

ful power. As if I could stop rivers, move

mountains ; and so wonderfully glad.

B

If-; 4 n -.
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He sav8, don't bother yourself about trying to

like people you've got an antipathy for, it's M'aste
of you. Keep love for those who want it, don't
throw it away on those who don't it% like giving
things to over-fed people when hungry chaps
are standing by.

Do you know that I can feel my ideas altering,

somehow.
I feel more naturally in tunc with condition

very far removed from the ear*h plane
; yet I

like to go round with Paul, and have fun, and
enjoy myself.

After that wonderful experience I asked some
one if it wasn't stupid to like to have ^un and go
with the others. But they said that if you've got
a v;ork to do on the earth plane, you're not to
hav. <ul the black side, you are allowed to have the
lighter side too, sunshine and shadow. One throws
the other up, and makes you better able to judge
the /alue of each. There are places on my
sphere where they can listen to beautiful music
when they choose. Everybody, even here,
doesn't care for music, so it s not in my sphere
compulsory.

He likes music and singing, but wouldn't like
to live in the middle of it always, he can go and
hear it if he wants to, he is getting more fond of it

than he was.
Mr. Myers was very pleased. He says, vou

know it isn't always the parsons, not always th'^

parsons, that go highest first. It isn't what you
professed, it's what you've done. If you have
not believed definitely in life after death, but
have tried to do as much as you could, and
led a decent life, and have left alone things you
don't understand, that's all that's required of
you. Considering how simple it is, you'd
think everybody would have done it, but very
few do.

On our side, we expect a few years will make a
great difference in the conditions of people on the
earth plane.
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In five years, ever will be wanting
how thev '^hali

U. F.

SO many more

to know a^ut the life to come, and

live or the eart i plane so that thcv skill huve a

nrettv eood life when they pass on. They H do it,

li onfv -- a \M«;c precaution. But ihe m^re they

k iw h higher liras people will be gomt on.

A ! .—Did yo» see .ne reading the sitting to your

'^

f'm giing to stop father from feeling tired.

Chap %vith red feather helping. Isn't it wonderful

that I can be near you and father
, ^ .

Some people ask me. are you pleased with

where your body lies ? I tell them I don t care a

bit I ve no curiosity about my body now. It s

like an old coat that I've done wi^h md hope

someone will dispose of it. I d(.r ai.; flowers

on my body. Flowers in howe, ii Raymonds

M p. vT^an he tell the kind of fiowers T pnt for him

,n his birthday ?
^ . „ t? ^ x

(Feda, sotto voce.—Try and tell Feda.)

Doesn't seem able to get it.

Don't think he knew. I can't get it through.

Don't think I don't appreciate them. Sees some

yellow and some white.
^ , , / *i,„

He thinks it is some power he takes from the

medium which makes for bun a certain amount of

physical sight. He can't see properly.

M F. A L.- Can he tell me where I got the flowers from

for his birthday ?

(Feda, sotto wocc—Flowers doesnt grow ncv.

Winter here!)
. ^ x ^. -

I Yes they do. Thinks they came from home.

(Feda, soUo voce.—Try and tell me any little

*

He means they came from his own garden

[Yes. they did. It was yellow jasmine cut

from the garden at Mariemont.—M. F. A. L.J

Paul's wo^ied 'cos medium talk like book.

Paul calls Fedu ' Imp.' Raymond sometimes calls

Feda ' Illustrious One.' I think Yaymond laugh-

ing » Always pretending Feda very little, and that

I i

AV:
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PART 11—CHAPTER XX
they've lost Feda, afraid of walking on her, but
Feda pinches them sometimes, pretend they've
trodden on Feda. But Feda just as tall as lots of
Englishes.

A. L.—Isn't Feda tired now ?

No.
L.—I think Raymond must be.

Well, power is going.

- L.—Anyhow, I must go. Some one perhaps of
your brothers will come soon.

I want no heralds or flourish of trumpets, let

them come and see if I can get through to them.
A. I..—(I here said something about myself, I forget

,

I think it was about being proud.)
If I see any signs, I'll take you in hand at once ;

it shall be nipped in the bud !

Good night.

L.—Do you sleep ?

Well, I doze.

L.—Do you have rain ?

Well, you can go to a place where rain is.

L.—Do yoti know that your father is having all

the sittings bound togethor in a book ?

It will be very interesting to see how I change as
I go on.

Good night.

Note by O. J. L.

It must be remembered that all this, though reported in the
first person, really comes through Feda ; and though her style
and grammar improve in the more serious portions, due allow-
ance must be made for this fact.

I



CHAPTER XXI

TWO RATHER EVIDENTIAL SITTINGS BY
O. J. L. ON MARCH 3. 1916

ON the morning of 3 March I had a sitting in

Mrs. Kennedy's house with a Mrs. Clegg. a fairly

elderly dame whose peculiarity is that she allows

direct control by the communicator more readily than

most mediimis do.

Mrs. Kennedy has had Mrs. Clegg two or three tmics to

her house, and Paul has learnt how to control her pretty

easily and is able to make very affectionate demonstra-

tions and to talk through the organs of the medium,

though in rather a jerky and broken way. She accord-

ingly kindly arranged an anonymous sitting for me.

the sitting began with sudden clairvoyance, which was

unexpected. It was a genuine though not a specially suc-

cessful sitting, and it is worth partially reporting because

of the reference to it which came afterwards through

another medium, on the evening of the same day;

making a simple but exceptionally clear and natural cross

correspondence •

—

Anonymous Sitting ofO. J. L. with Mrs. Clegg

At 11.15 a.m. on Friday. 3 March 1916. I arrived it

Mrs. Kennedy's, went up and talked to her in the drawing-

room till nearly 11.30. when Mrs. Clegg arrived.

She came into the room while I was seeing to the tire,

spoke to Mrs. Kennedy, and said, " Oh. Ls this the gentle-

man that I am to sit with ?
" She was then given a

seat in front of the fire, being asked to get quiet after her

omnibus journey. But she had hardly seated herself

before she said :

—

»17
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" Oh, this room is so full of people ; oh, some one so

eager to come ! I hear some one say ' Sir Oliver Lodge.'

Do you know anyone of that name ?
"

I said, yes, I know him.
Mrs. Kennedy got up to darken the room slightly, and

Mrs. Clegg ejaculated :

—

" Who is Raymond, Raymond, Raymond ? He is

standing close to me."
She was evidently going ofl into a trance, so we moved

her chair back farther from the fire, and without more
preparation she went off.

For some time, however, nothing further happened,
except contortions, struggling to get speech, rubbings of

the back as if in some pain or discomfort there, and a
certain amount of gasping for breath.

Mrs. Kennedy came to try and help, and to give power.
She knelt by her side and soothed her. I sat and waited.

Presently the utterance was distinguished as, " Help
me, Where's the doctor ?

"

After a time, with K. K.'s help, the control seemed
to get a little clearer, and the words, " So glad ; father

;

love to mother; so glad," frequently repeated in an
indistinct and mufiled tone of voice, were heard, followed
by, " Love to all of them."

Nothing was put down at the time, for there seemed
nothing to record—it seemed only preliminary effort ; and
in so far as anything was said, it consisted merely of sunple
messages of affection, and indications of joy at being able

to come through, and of disappointment at not being able

to do better. The medium, however, went through a
good deal of pantomime, embracing me, stroking my arm,
patting my knees, and sometimes stroking my head,
sometimes also throwing her arms round me and giving

the impression of being overjoyed, but unable to speak
plainly.

Then other dumb show was begun. lie seemed to be
thinking of the things in his kit, or things which had been
in his possession, and trying to enumerate them. He in-

dicated that his revolver had not come back, and that in

his diary the last page was not written rp. I promised to

complete it.

After a time, utterance being so difficult, I gave the

I li

u
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I medium a pad and pencil, and asked for writing. The

I writing was large and sprawly. single words :
'Captain

""mUeXymond was speaking, and at intervals, the

medium kept flopping over to one side or the other

^ing on the arm of her chair with head down, or else

droop^ forward, or with head thrown back-assuming

various limp and wounded attitudes. Though every now

and then she seemed to make an effort to hold hereelf up.

and once or twice crossed knees and sat up firm, with arms

more or less folded. But the gi ater part of the time she

was flopping about. /< ^ •

Presently Raymond said ' Good-bye,' and a Captain

was supposed to control. She now spoke in a vigorous

martial voice, as if ordering things, but saying nothing of

*"^Then he too went away, and ' Hope ' appeared, who,

I am told, is Mrs. Clegg's normal control. Hope was able

to talk reasonably well, and what she said I recorded for

what it might be worth, but I omit the record, because

though it contained references to people and things outside

the knowledge of the medium or Mrs. Kennedy, and was

thereforeevidential as regards the genuineness and hon^ty

of the medium, it was not otherwise worth reporting, unless

much else of what was said on the same subjects by other

mediums were reported too.

On the evening of this same 3rd of March—t.c. later in

the same day that I had sat with Mrs. Clepg—I went alone

to Mrs Leonard's house and had rather a remarkable

sitting, at which full knowledge of the Clegg performance

was shown. It is worthy therefore of some careful

attention. , , • ^ j
After reading this part, the above very abbreviated

record of the Clegg sitting, held some hours before in

another hor:,e and other conditions, should again be

read I wish to call attention to the following 3i;d ot

March sitting is one of the best ; other nembers of the

family have probably had equally good ones, but my
notes are fuller. I hope it is fully understood that the

mannerisms are Feda's throughout.

(:; 11
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Sitting oJO.J.L. with Mrs. Leonard at her House on Friday,

3 March 1916, Jrom 9.15 p.tn. to 11.15 P**^-

(O. J. L. alone.)

No preliminaries to report. Feda came through
quickly, jerked in the chair, and seemed very pleased

to find me.

(I asked if she had seen Raymond lately.)

Oh yes, Yaymond's here.

He came to help Feda with the lady and gentle-

man—on Monday, Feda thinks it was. Not quite

sure when. But there was a lady and gentleman,
and he came to help ; and Feda said, " Go away,
Yaymond !

" He said, " No, I've come to stay."

He wouldn't go away, and he did help them through
with their boy.

[The reference here is to a sitting which a col-

league of mine. Professor and Mrs. Sonnen-
schein, had had, unknown to me, with Mrs.

Leonard. I learnt afterwards that the ar-

rangements had been made by them in a
carefully anonymous manner, the corre-

spondence being conducted via a friend in

Darlington ; so that they were only known
to Mrs. Leonard as " a lady and gentle-

man from Darlington." They had re-

ported to me that their son Christopher
had sent good and evidential messages, and
that Raymond had turned up to help. It

was quite appropriate for Raymond to take
an interest in them and bring their son,

since Christopher Sonnensrhein had been an
engineering fellow-student with Raymond
at Birmingham. But there was no earthly

reason, so far as Mrs. Leonard's knowledge
was concerned, for him to put in an appear-
ance ; and indeed Feda at first told him to
' Go away,' until he explained that he
had come to help. Hence the mention of

Raymond, under the circumstances, was
evidential.]
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o. J,

o. J.

o. J,

He's only been once to help beside this, and

then he said, Don't tell the lady he was helping.

He's been with Paulie to-day, to Paulie's

mother's. He says he's been at Paulie's house,

but not with Mrs. Kathie. with another lady, a

medie,Feda thinks. She was older than this one ; a

new one to him.* He wanted to speak through her,

but he found it was difficult. Paul manages it all

right, he says, but he finds it difficult. He says he

started to get through, and then he didn't feel like

himself. It's awful strange when one tries to

control anybody. He wanted to very bad; he

almost had them. {Sotto voce.—What you mean,

Yaymond ?) He says he thought he almost had

them. He means he nearly got through. Oh, he

says, he's not given it up ; he's going to try again.

What worries him is that he doesn't feel like him-

self. You know, father, I might be anybody. He
says. Do you believe that in that way, practice

makes perfect ?

L.—Yes, I'm sure it gets easier with practice.

Oh, then he'll practise dozens of times,

thinks it will be any good.

L.—Did he like the old woman ?

Oh yes ; she's a very good sort.

L._Who was there sitting ?

if he

[This question itself indicates, what was the

fact, that I had so far given no recognition

to the statement that Raymond had been

trying to control a medium on the morning

of that same day. I wanted to take what

came through, without any assistance.]

He's not sure, because he didn't seem to get all

properly into the conditions ; it was like being in

a kind of mist, in a fog. He felt he was getting

hold of the lady, but he didn't quite know where

he was. He'd got something ready to say, and he

' This shows clear and independent knowledge of the sitting which

I had held with Mrs. Clegg that same morning (see early parts of this

chapter).

l6
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started to try and say it, and it seemed as if he

didn't know where he was.

[Feda reports sometimes in the third person,

sometimes in the first.]

What does she flop about for, father ? / don't

want to do that ; it bothered me rather, I didn't

know if I was making her ill or something. Paulie

said she thought it was the correct thing to do

!

But I wish she wouldn't. If she would only

keep quiet, and let me come calmly, it would be

much easier. Mrs. Kathie [Feda's name for Mrs.

Katherine Kennedy] tries to help all she can, but

it makes such a muddled condition. I might not

be able to get a test through, even whon I con-

trolled better ; I should have to get quite at home

there, before I could give tests through her. He

and Paulie used to joke about the old lady, but

they don't now. Paul manages to control ; he

used to see Paulie doing it. I will try again, he

says, and I will try again. It's worth trying a

few times, then I can get my bearings, and I feel

that what I wanted to say befoiehand I will be

able to get through.

Feda has an idea that what he had saved up to

say was only jast the usual messages. He had got

them ready in his head ; he had learnt it up—just a

few words. Paulie tol ' him he had better do that,

and then (oh. you had better not tell Mrs. Kathie

this, for it Isn't polite !)—and then Paulie told him

to spit it out . And that 's what he tried to do—j ust

to say the few words that he had learnt up. He

just wanted to say how pleased he was to see you.

He wanted also to speak about his mother, and

to bring in, if he could, about having talked to you

through Feda. Just simple things like that. He
had to think of simple things, because Paulie had

told him that it was no good trying to think of

anything in-tri-cate.

[Feda always pronounces what she no doubt

considers long words in a careful and drawn-

out manner.]
He didn't see clearly, but he felt. He had a
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o. J

o J

o J

food idea that you were there, and that Mrs.

Uthie was there, but he wasn't sure ; he was all

muddled up. Poor Mrs. Kathie was doing her best.

He says. Don't change the conditions, if you try it

again. He never quite knows whether he is gomg

to have good conditions or not. He wanted to

speak about all this. That's all about that.

[This is a completely accurate reference to what

had happened with Mrs. Clegg in the morn-

ing of the same day. Everything is properly

and accurately represented. It is the best

thing about the sitting perhaps, though there

are many good things in it.]

[The nejct incident concerns other people—and

I usually omit these—but I propose to in-

clude this one.]

About the lady he tried to help—the one that he

didn't want Feda to teU who he was (p. 241).

He was helping through a man who had got

drownded. This lady had had no belief nor nothing

in spiritual things before. The guides brought her

to Feda, that she might speak with a dear friend of

hers. I helped him, he says, and got both of bis

initials through to her—E. A.

L.—Do I know these people ?

Yes, you write a lot to the lady.

[I remembered afterwards that I had had some

correspondence with a lady who was told at

a sitting, apparently by Raymond, that I

knew a Dr. A. She was and is a stranger,

but for this curious introduction.]

L —Is A the surname ?

Yes, the spirit's, not the lady's. The lady

doesn't know that he [Raymond] is telling you this.

And she doesn't know that he helped her. He says,

It's for your own use. father. It's given her a new

outlook on life.

L.—I have no idea who she is. Can you get her

name ? ^ „
Oh yes, she's a lady called Mrs. D. [Full name

given easily, but no doubt got from the sitter

in ordinary course.] And before, you see, she

il
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was living a worldly life. She was interested in a

way, but not much. She never tried to come into

it. When she came, she thought she would have

her fortune told. Raymond was waiting for her to

come, and brought up the right conditions at once.

The man was a nice man, he liked him, and hewanted

to bring her into it. The man was fond of her. Ray-

mond has been helping him a lot. He says, I can

only help in a small way, but if you could go round

and see the people jast on the verge of learning

something ! I can't help them in a big way, but

still, it's something important even what I can do.

For every one I bring in like that lady, there will be

a dozen coming from that.

L. (still remembering nothing about these people).—

Did the man drown himself ?

Oh no, he wented down in a boat ; they nearly

all wented down together.

The lady wasn't expecting him—she nearly

flopped over when he came.

L._Was he relalcfl to the lady ?

No, but he h;id been the biggest thing in her life

He says it seemed as though she must have felt

something, to make her write to you.

L.—However did Raymond know that she had

written to me ?

Feda doesn't know. {SoUo voce—Tell Feda,

Yavmond.)
Do you believe me, father, I really can't tell you

how I know some things. It's not through inquiry,

but sometimes I get it just like a Marconi apparatus

receives a mcssaf^'e from somevyhere, and doesn't

know where it comes from at first. Sometimes I

try to find out things, and I can't.

[I perceived gradually that this episode related

to some one nimied E. A. (unknown to me),

about whom I had been told at a Feda sit-

tinj,' en Friday, 28 January 1016. Raymond
seeming to want me to speak to E. A.'s

father about him. And in a note to that

sitting it is explained how I received a letter

shortly afterwards from a stranger, a Mrs. D.,
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who consulted me about informing Di .
A.

of the appearance of his son. The whole

episode is an excellent one, but it concerns

other people, and if narrated at all must be

narrated more fully .ind in another place.

SufTice il to say that the son had been 1( -t m
tragic circumstances, and thai the fatlur is

impressed by the singular nature of the evi-

dence that has now been given through the

lady—a special visit to Scotland having been

made by her for that expess purpose. She

had not known the father before, but she

found him and his house as described;

and he admits the details as surprisingly

accurate ]

Here is the extract from mj' sitting of 28 January 1916

relating to this afiair :

—

EXTRACT FROM O. j. L 'S SITTING WITH MRS.

LEONARD, 1 KIDAY. 28 JANUARY 1916

HeHe ha.s met somcbcxlv called E., Raymond hai.

doesn't know who il is, but wtitidcrs if you do.

O. T. L.—Is she an old lady ?
^ , t u u^t^A•'

lfsaman,hesavs. He was drownded. I have helped

him a bit. at least 1 tried, he says. He passe<l on before

Raymond did.

O. I. L.—Did he drown hiinsolf ?
r- u „

Raymond doesn't sav th.at. His name was E. He was

from Scotland. You will know his father.

Raymond says, I liave got a motive in this, father .

I don't want to say too much, and I d .n't want to say too

little. You have met E.'s father, ar.a you will meet Uim

again ; he comes from Scotland. Raymond is not quite

certain, but he thinks he i. in Scotland now. His father 3

name bceins with an A, -so the otiier nuvn is h. .\. Me

was fighting Ins ship. Raymond IhinKs ihey w;vs all

drownded He's older than Raymond. Raymond says

he's a pretty dark chap. You know his father best, I

don't know whether you knew the other chap at all. You

have known his father for some years, but you don t often

get a chance of meetiuR. I have got an idea tluit ycMi wiU

be hearing from him siwn. Then you will be able to un-

load this on to him. They are trying to bring it about,

that meetin;; wiili the father of E.

"'4
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O. J. L.—I could make a gueu at the umame, but perhaps I had
better not.

No, don't. You know I'm not always sure of my facts.

I know pretty well how thiiies are, and I think I am pretty

safe in saying that it is Scotland. He gives D. also,

That's not a person, it's a place. Some place not far from

it, called D.. he says. It's near, not the place, where he

lives. ' Flanked,' he calli it. ' flanked on the othrr

side by L. They novcr knew how E. passed on really.

They know he was drowned, but not how it happened.
On receiving this message 1 felt that the case was a genuine

one, and that I did know a Dr. A. precisely as described. And f

also gradually remembered that he nad lost a son at sea. though I

did not know the son. But T felt that I must wait for further

particulars before broaching what might be an unpalatable

subject to Dr. A.

{End of extract from 28 January 1916.)

Ultimately I did receive further particulars as narrated

above, and so a month later I did go to call on the old

Doctor after the ice had been broken by Mrs. D.,—who in

some trepidation had made a special journey for the pur-

pose, and then nearly came away without opening the

subject.—and I verified the trance description of his

house (vhich Mrs. D. had received and sent me. Indeed,

all the facts stated turnod out to be true.

The sitting of 3 March, now being reported, and inter-

rupted by this quotation from a previous sitting, went

on thus :

—

He took his mother some red roses, and hewants
you to tell her. He took them to her from the spirit

world, they won't materialise, but I gathered some
and t*- U them to her. This isn't a test, father.

L.- No Very well, you just want her to know. I

will tcii her.

o. J.

(A little talk omitted.)

o. J. L.—Do you want to say anything about the other

two people that you helped—last Monday, I think

it was? [The Sonnenscheins ; still only known
to Mrs. Leonard as a lady and gentleman from

Darlington.]

No, there's nothing much to tell you about

that, or about them. But he brought a son to
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them He stood on one iide so as not to take

aTy of the power. He just came at first to show

pSa it waiall right, and he just came in at the

end to send his love.
, , ,

^ , L -Why did he help those particular people?
""• "' riK why. but I thought proper to ask. since

^ fr^^he medium's ^int of view there was

He^s^y'sTSad ta '^ They have been worrying

about wh^ether their son haS suffers! much pain

before he passed on. There seems to have been

some uncertainty about as to v^'hether he had or

not His body wasn't recovered as soon as it

SuRht to have been. But he didn't suffer much

He was numbed, and didn't as a matter oi fact

"ei much He throwed up his arms, and rolled

^
down a snow mountain, and his body was

not recovered for five days.]

o 1. L.-Did you know these people before ?

"•

Yes He says, yes. But he wont tell Feaa

o T t'^-Do'SVe^ant to send them any message?
"• ' "

He sTys nothing furthei has come ou, except

that he is getting on very well, and that he v»as

p^^Sd You n^ght tell them that he is happier

«n,u Vp«; he is since he seed them.

rThlSting re erred to here, as having been

^
held by a lady and gentlenrian last Monday

re ers to my colleague and his wife and their

deceased ^n Christopher. Their identity

had been completely masked by the

arrangements they had made without my

knowledge. The letters making arrange-

ments were sent round by »arUngton to be

nested, in order to cover up tracks and re-

K c all chance of a discoverable connexion

with me. (See p. 240.) Hence it is n-

Ter^ting that Raymond turned up to help

for?n their normal life the two youths had

known each other.
1

m.I m 1

•*!•
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He has been trying to help you since he saw
you here last time. He thought that you knew
that he was. He did try hard. He says, I helped

you in such a funny way. I got near you and felt

such a desire to help you and prevent you from
getting tired. He was concentrating on the

bacK of your head, and sort of saying to him-

self, and impressing the thought towards you :

" It's coming easy, you shan't get tired, the brain

is going to be very receptive, everything is going

to flow through it easily in order" I feel myself

saying it all the time, and I get so close I nearly

lean on you. To my great delight, I saw you sit

up once, and you said :
" Ah, that's good." It was

some little time back,

o. J. L.—I speak to your photograph sometimes.
Yes. I can speak to you without a photo-

graph ! I am often with you, very often.

He's taking Feda into a room with a desk in it

;

too big for a desk, it must be a table. A sort of a

desk, a pretty big one. A chair is in front of it,

not a chair like that, a high up chair, more wooden,
not woolly stuff ; and the light is falling on to the

desk ; and you are sitting there with a pen or

pencil in your hand
;
you aren't writing much,

but you are looking through writing, and making
bits of writing on it

;
you are not doing all the

writing yourself, but only bits on it. Raymond is

standing at the back of you ; he isn't looking at

what you are doing. [The description is correct.]

He thought you were tired out last vime you
came here. He knows you are sometimes. He's
been wanting to say to you, " Leave some of it."

o. J. L.—But there's so much to be done.

Yes, he know- it isn't easy to leave it. But it

would be better in the end if you can leave a bit,

father. You are doing too much.
You know that I am longing and dying for the

day when you come over to me. It will be a
splendid day for me. But I mustn't be selfish.

I have got to work to keep you away from us, and
that's not easy for me.

i
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He says that lots over here talk, and say that

you will be doing the most wonderful work of

your life through the war. People are ready to

listen now. They had too many thmgs before to

let them think about them ; but now it's the great

thing to think about the after-life.

I want you to know that when first I came over

here, I thought it a bit unfair that such a lot of

fellows were coming over in the prime of lite,

coming over heic But now he sees that for every

one that came over, dozens of people open their

eyes, and want to know where he has gone to.

Directly they want to know, they begin to learn

something. Some of them never stopped to think

seriously before. " He must be somewhere, they

say " he was so full of life ; can we find out ?

Then I see that through this, people are going to

find out, and find out not only for themselves, but

will pass it on to many others, and so it will grow.

He wants to tell you that Mr. Myers says that

in ten years from now the world will be a different

place. He says that about fifty per cent, of the

civihsed portion of the globe will be either

spiritualists, or coming into it.

L.—Fifteen per cent. ?

Fifty, he said.
x ^u * k * v,o

Raymond says, I am no judge of that, but he

isn't the only one that thinks it. He says, I ve

got a kind of theory, in a crude sort of way, that

man has made the earth plane into such a hotbed

of materialism and selfishness, that mail again has

to atone by sacrifices of mankind m the prime ot

their physical life. So that by that prime self-

effacement, they will bringmore spiritual conditions

on to the earth, which will crush the spirit of

materiahsm. He says that isn't how I meant to

put it but I've forgotten how I meant to say it.

L_\Vell now, Raymond, Mr. Myers sent me a

message to say that you had got some tests ready

to get through, and that I was to give you an

opportunity of giving them.

Oh yes, he says. But I can t get anything

t 1

i

, i
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through about the Argonauts : that seems worst of

anything.

He's showing Feda a thing that looks like a

canvas house. Yes, it must be a canvas house.

And h. looks to Feda as though it's on a place that

seems to be open—a wide place. Yes, no, there's

not much green showui]^ where Feda can see.

There's a kind of a door "^ in it, like that. (Feda

made some sign I didn't catch.) The canvas is

sort of grey, quite a light colour, but not quite

white. Oh yes, Feda feels the sound of water

not far from it—ripple, ripple. Feda sees a boy

—

not Raymond—half lying, half sitting at the door of

the tent place, and he hasn't got a proper coat on
;

he's got a shirt thing on here, and he's like spreaded

out. It's a browny-coloured earth, not nice green,

but sandy-coloured ground. As Feda looks at the

land, the ground rises sharp at the back. Must

have been made to rise, it sticks up in the air.

He's showing it as though it should be in some
photograph or picture. Feda got wondering

about it, what it was for. It's a funny-shaped

tent, not round, sort of lop-sided. The door

isn't a proper door, it flops. You ought to be

able to see a picture of this. [See photographs

opposite.]

L.—Has it got to do with the Argonauts ?

No.
L.—Oh, it's not Coniston then ?

No.
L.—Is it by the sea ?

Near 1 he water, he says ; he doesn't say the sea.

No, he won't say that ; he says, near water. It

looks hot there.

Will the boys know ?

You will know soon about it, he says.

Feda gets a feeling that there are two or three

moving about inside that tent.

L.—Is it all one chamber in the tent ?

He didn't say that. He was going to say, no,

and then he stopped to think. No, I don't think

it was, it was divided off,
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[Sec photographs of two forms of this tent.)

Now he is showing somethmg ^ght on top of

that. Now he is showing Feda a yacht a boat

with white sails. Now he is 8^?.^ack to the

tent again. The raised up land is at the back ol

the^ent well set back. It doesn't give an even

sucking up. but it goes right along, with bits up

and bits lower down.

[The description could not be completely aken

down, but it gave the impression of a raised

bank of varying height, behind an open

space, and a tent u. front of t. It quite

suggested that sort of picture.j

[See photograph facing p. 252.]

Maps, what's that? Maps. maps, he says.

He's saving something about maps. This is

"metS fhat the boy\.-ill know. Ponngjje

savs Not pouring anything out, but poring

ov?r maps. Ask 'the boys. [See note fter

further reference to maps later in ue sitting.]

o. J. L -What about that yacht with sads ;
did it run on

^^^^No^^Tpeda. sotto voce.-Oh, Raymond, don't be

siUv ') He says. no. (Feda.-It must have done !)

He^Uowing^Feda like a thing on land, yes, a

'Snd thing It's standing up. liko edgeways. A

nSrow thing. No. it isn% water, but it has got

nice white sails.

°- ' "~Hf i'ay's rt'ofoN'T ! He s laughing I When

he safd -didn't ' he shouted it.. Feda shouW have

said.
' He laid peculiar emphasis on it. This is tor

r, T I —Had thev cot to do with that thing ?
, ^ ,

°- ^-

Yps they will know, they will understand

Yes, he keeps on showing like a boat-a yacht, he

calls it, a yacht.

rSce note below and photographs.]

Now he is showing Feda some figures. Scme-

thinVilat like a wall. Rods and things, long lods.

Somltve got UUk round things shaking on them.

\ i
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like that. And he's got strings, some have got
strings. ' Strings ' isn't the right word, but it will

do. Smooth, strong, string-like. In the corner,
where it's a little bit dark, some one is standing
up and leaning against something, and a piece of

stuff is flapping round them.
Now he is sajing again something about maps.

He's going to the maps again. It isn't a little

map, but it's one you can unfold and fold up small.
And they used to go with their fingers along it, like

that—not he only, but the boys. And it wasn't at

home, but when they were going somewhere

—

sor.ie distance from home. And Feda gets the
impression cis though they must be looking at the
map when it was moving. They seem to be moving
smoothly along, like in one of those horrible trains.

Feda has never been in a train.

[The mention of folded-up maps cannot be
considered important, but it is appropriate,
because many of the boys' common remin-
iscences group round long motor drives in

Devonshire and Cornwall, when they must
frequently have been consulting the kind
of map described.]

[Note by 0. J. L. on Tent and Boat.—All this

about the tent and boat is excellent, though
not outside my knov/ledge. The descrip-

tion of the scenery showed plainly that it

was Woolacombe sands that was meant

—

whither the lamily had gone in the summer
for several years—a wide open stretch of

sand, with ground rising at the back, as de-
scribed, and with tents along under the bank,
one of which—a big one—had been made
by the boys. It was on wheels, it had
two chambers with a double door, and was
used for bathing by both the boys and girls.

Quite a large affair, oblong in shape, like a
small cottage. Onr night a pale carried it

up to the top of the s id-hills andwrecked it

.

We saw it from the wi/dows in the morning.
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The boys pulled it to pieces, and made a

smaller tent of the remains this time with

only one chamber, and its shape was now a

bit lop-sided I felt in listening to the de-

scription that there was some hesitation in

Raymond's mind as to whether he was

speakinR of the first or the second stage of

this tent. . . ^. ,.. ^
\s for the sard-boat, it was a thing they like-

wise made at Mariemont, and carted down

to Woolacombe. A kind of long narrow

platform or plank on wheels with a rudder

and sails. At fir>t. when it had small sails,

it only went with a light passenger and a

strong wind behind. But in a second s^cason

they were more ambitious, and made bigger

sails to it. and that season I believe it went

along the sands very fast occasionally ;
Dul

it still wouldn't sail at right angles to the

wind as they wanted. They finally smashed

the mast by sailing in a gale with three

pr.ssengers. There had been ingcnmty in

ma'nng it, and Raymond had been particu-

1 .', active over it, as he was over all con-

s i--tions. On the whole it was regarded

as c failure, the wheels were too small
;
and

Ra/mond's ' didn't * is quite accepted.

References to .hese things were evidently some

of thetests (p. 249)which he had got together

for transmission to me. [See photographs.]

The rod and rings and strings, mentioned after

the • boat.' I don't at present understand

So far as 1 have ascertained, the boys don t

understand either, at present.]

I don't know whether I have got anything

more that I can really call a test. You will hr_/e

To take, he says (he .s laughing now)-take the

information about the old l^dy as a test

L.-You mean what he began with ? [t.e. about Mrs.

Clegg.]

Yes.

'i «
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L.—Well, it's a very good one.

He's been trving to find somebody whose name
bcgias with K. But it isn't Mrs. Kathic, it's a
gentleman. He's been trying to find him.

o, J. L.—What for ?

He thought his mother would be interested.

There's something funny about this. One is in tlic

spirit world, but one they believe is >till on the
earth plane. He hasn't come over yet. [One ol

the two referred to is certainly dead ; Iht; other
may possibly, but very improbably, be a prisoner.]

There's a good deal of mystery about this, but
I'm sure he isn't actually come over yet. Some
people think that because we are here, we have
only to go anywhere we choose, and find out any-
thing we like. But that's Tommy rot. The are
limited, but they send messages to each othci , and
what he sincerely believes is, that that man has
not passed on.

o. J, L.—Mother thinks he has, and so do his people.
Yer,. yes. I don't know whether it would be

ad'"' /e to tell them anything, but I have a
feelUig that he isn't here. I have been looking for

him everywhere.
He keeps on building up a J. He doesn't

answer when Feda asks what that is. He says
there will be a few surprises for people later on.

o. J. L.—Well, I take it that he wants me to understand
that J. K. is on our side ?

Yes, he keeps nodding his head. Yes, in the
body. Mind, he says, I've got a feeling— I can
only call it a feeling—that he has be n hurt,
practically unconscious. Anyway, time will prove
if I am right,

o. J. L.— I hope he will continue to live, and come back.
I hope so too. Except for the possible doubt

about it, I would say tell them at once. Bui ^.ter
all they are happier in thinking that he has gone
over, than that he's in some place undergoing
terrible privations.

Now he's saying somethint^ carefully to Feda.
He says they should not go by'finding a stick. He
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wants vou put that down-they ought net to

go by ftndinK a stick,

o , L —Oh. they found a stick, did they ?

Yes. that's how. yes.

ri clearly und.^rstood that this stat ment re-

^
ferred to a certain Colonel, about whom

there was uncertainty for montl«^ But

a funeral service has now been held

—an impressive one. which M. r. a. l.

attended. On inquiry f.om her I find

(what 1 didn't know at
tV^'T^.^hisa

sitting) that the evdence of h s -le^th « *

riding-whip, wh ch I y found ir e ^.ands

of an unrecognisable corpse. In some

fnitiSs on this riding-whiv. they ..ought it

ffinged to him and on ^^j;-^^-- ^^w
concluded him ^ea^. Jr^ far as I know

they entertain • - doubt .- b. at it. At a'ly

rate we have - . rd none expressed, either

pubiicTy or privately. Hence, the informa-

tion now given may possibly turn out of

iiter^rthough Ihcie^ always the possi-

S ity that, iih^ is a prisoner in Germany^

he may not survive the treatrnent He a
^

leading an attack on the HohenzoUern Re-

doubt when he fell: he was seen to fall

wounded ; there was great s aughter and

when at night his man returned to try and

find him, he could not be found. This is

my recSiection of the r .tails but of course

they can be more accurately given. At

what period the whip was found. I dont

know, but can ascertain.] (S«e also p. 266O

rNo further news yet-September 1916. But

^
I must confess that 1 think the information

extremely unlikely—O. J. L.J

o. J.
L.-Does he remember William, our gardener ?

pSa doesn't know what he means, but ^e sa>^

something about coming over. ;Feda. sotto voce.-

Tell Feda what you mean.)
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r

He doesn't give it very clearly. Feda gets an
idea that he means coming over there. Yes, he

does mean into the spirit world. Feda asks him,

did he mean soon ; but he shakes his head.

O. J. L. -Does he mean that he has come already ?

He doesn't get that very clearly. He keeps

saving, coming over, coming over, and when Feda
asfced ' Soon ? ' he shook his head, as if getting cross.

o. J. L.—^If he sees him, perhaps he will help him.

Of coxirse he will. He hasn't seen him yet.

No, he hasn't seen him.

[I may here record that William, the gardener,

diedwithin aweekbefore the sitting, and that

Raymond here clearlyindicates a knowledge,

either of his death or of its imminence.]

It's difficult when people approach you, and
say they knew your father or your mother

;
you

don't quite know what to say to them !

o. J. L.—Yes, it must be a bother. Do you remember a

bird in our garden ?

(Feda, sotto voce.—Yes, hopping about ?)

o. J. L.—No, Feda, a big bird.

Of course, not sparrows, he says ! Yes, he does.

(Feda, sotto voce.—Did he hop, Yaymond ?) No,

he says you couldn't call it a hop.

o. J. L.—Well, we will go on to something else now; I

don't want to bother him about birds. Ask him
does he remember Mr. Jackson ?

Yes. Going away, going away, he says. He
used to come to the door. (Feda, sotto voce.—Do you
know what he means ? Anyone can come to the

door !) He used to see him everj' day, he says, every

day. {Sotto voce.—What did he do, Yaymond ?)

He says, nothing. (I can't make out what he
says.) He's thinking. It's Feda's fault, he says.

o. J. L.—Well, never mind. Report anything he says,

whether it makes sense or not.

He says he fell down. He's sure of that. He
hurt himself. He builds up a letter T, and he
shows a gate, a small gate—looks like a foot-path

;

not one in the middle of a town. Pain in hands
and arms.

_L
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o. J. L.—Was he a friend of the family ?

No. No, he says, no. He gives Feda a feeling

of tumbling, again he gives a feeling as though—
(Feda thinks Yaymond's joking)—he laughed. He
was well known among us, he says ; and yet, he

says, not a friend of the family. Scarcely a day

passed without his name being mentioned. He's

joking, Feda feels sure. He's making fun of Feda.

o. J. L.—No, teU me all he says.

He says, put him on a pedestal. No, that they

put him on a pedestal. He was considered \ery

wonderful. And he 'specs that he wouldn't have

appreciated it, if he had known; but he didn't

know, he says. Not sure if he ever will, he says.

It sounds nonsense, what he says. Feda has got

an impression that he's mixing him up with the

bird, because he said something about ' bird ' in

the middle of it—just while he said something

about Mr. Jackson, and then he pulled himself up,

and changed it again. Just before he said ' pedestal

'

he said * fine bird,' and then he stopped. In trying

to answer the one, he got both mixed up, Mr.

Jackson and the bird,

o. J. T .—How absurd ! Perhaps he's getting tired.

He won't say he got this mixed up ! But he

did ! Because he said ' fine bird,' and then he

started off about Mr. Jackson,

o. J. L.—What about the pedestal ?

On a pedestal, he said,

o. J. L.—Would he Uke him put on a pedestal ?

No, he doesn't say nothing.

[Contemporary Note by 0. J. L.—The episode of

Mr. Jackson and the bird is a good one.
' Mr. Jackson ' is the comic name of our

peacock. Within the last week he has died,

partly, I fear, by the severe weather. But

his legs have been rheumatic and trouble-

some for some time ; and in trying to walk

he of late has tumbled down on them. He
was found dead in a yard on a cold morning

with his neck broken. One of the last

people I saw before leaving home for this

17
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sitting was a man whom Lady Lodge had

sent to take the bird's body and have it

stuffed. She showed him a wooden pedestal

on which she thought it might be placed, and

tail feathers were being sent with it. Hence,

the reference to the pedestal, if not tele-

pathic from me, shows a curious knowledge

of what was going on. And the jocular

withholding from Feda of the real meaning

of Mr. Jackson, and the appropriate remarks

made concerning him which puzzled Feda,

were quite in Raymond's vein of humour.

Perhaps it was unfortunate that Ihad mentioned

a bird first, but I tried afterwards, by iny

manner and remarks, completely to dis-

sociate the name Jackson from what I had

asked before about the bird ; and Raymond
played up to it.

It may be that he acquires some of these con-

temporary items of family information

through sittings which are held in Marie-

mont, where of course aM family gossip is

told him freely, no outsidt r or medium being

present. But the death of Mr. Jackson, and

the idea of having him stuffed and put on a

pedestal, were very recent, and I was sur-

prised that he had knowledge of them. I

emphasise the episode as exceptionally

good.]

He's trying to show Feda the side of a house ;

not a wall, it has got glass. He's taking Feda

round to it ; it has got glass stuff. Yes, and when

you look in, it's like flowers inside and green stuff.

He used to go there a lot—be there, he says. Red-

coloured pots.

o J L.—Is that anything to do with Mr. Jackson ?

He's shaking his head now. That's where

mother got the flowers from. Tell her, she will

know.
, ., X • Vi.

[There is more than one greenhouse that might

be referred to. M. F. A. L. got the yellow

jasmine, which she thinks is the flower re-

aii iiaai
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ferre ,, frcm the neighbo hood of one of

then.. And it is one on wh..h the peacock

used coinmonly to roost ; though whether

the reference to it followed on, or had any

connexion with, the peacock is uncertain,

and seems to be denied.]

Yes, he's not so clear now, Soliver. He has

enioyed himself. Sometimes he enjoys himself

so much he forgets to do the good things he pre-

gared. I could stay for hours and hours, he says,

lut he's just as keen as you are in getting tests

through. I think I have got some. When I go

away I pat myself on the back and thmk. That s

something for them to say, " Old Raymond does

remember something." What does aggravate him

sometimes is that when he can't get things through,

people think if s because he has forgotten It isn t

a case of forgetting. He doesn't forget anything.

Father, do you remember what I told mother

about the place 1 had been to, and whom I had been

aUowe(». to see ? What did they think of it ?

[See M. F. A. L. sitting with Mrs. Leonard,

4 February 1916, Chapter XX.]

L.—Well, the famUy thought that it wasn t hke

Raymond.
, . , , r~. ^, .

Ah, that's what I was afraid of. Tnat s the

awful part of it.

L.—Well, I don't suppose they knew your senous

Before he gave that to his mother, he hesitated,

and thought he wouldn't. And then he said, Never

mind what they think now, I must let mother and

father know. Some day they will know, an 1 so,

what does it matter ?

Heknew Taat they might think it was some+ning

out of a book, not me ; but perhaps they didn't

know tlia'. side of me so well.

L No. But among the things that came back,

there was a Bible with marked passages in it, and

so I saw that you had thought seriously about

th ie things. [Page 11.]

Ves, he says. Yet there's somethmg strange

iii
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about it somehow, ^^'e are afraid of showing that

side ; we keep it to oa/selves, and even hide it.

L.—It must have been a great experience for you.

I hadn't looked for it, I hadn't hoprd for it, but

it was granted.

L.—Do you think you could take some opportunity

of speaking about it through some other medium,

not Feda ? Because at present the boys think

that Feda invented it.

Yes, that's what they do think. He says he

will try very hard.

L.—Have you ever seen that Person otherwise than

at that time ?

No, I have not seen Him, except as I told you ;

he says, father, he doesn't come and mmgle
freely, here and there and ever5rwhere. I mean,

not in that sense ; but we are always conscious,

and we fee' him. We ; jre conscious of his presence.

But you know that people think that when they

go over, they will be with him hand in hand, but

of course they're wrong.

He doesn't think he will say very much more

about that now, not until he's able to say it through

some one else. It may be that they will say it

wrong, that it won't be right ; it may get twisted.

Feda does that sometimes. (Feda, sotto voce.—No,

Feda doesn't !) Yes she does, and that's why I

say, go carefully.

, L.—Has he been through another medium to a

friend of mine lately ?

[This was intended to refer to a sitting which

Mr. Hill was holding with Peters about

that date, and, as it turned out, on the same

day.]

He doesn't say much. No, he doesn't say

nothing about it. He hasn't got much power, and

he's afraid that he might go wrong.

Good-bye, father, now. My love to you, my
love to mother. I am nearer to you than ever

before, and I'm not so silly about [not] showing it.

Love to all of them. Lionel is a dear old chap.

My love to all.

!
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Don't forget to tell motb.er about the roses I

brought her. There's nothing to ^"dersUnd about

them ; I just wanted her to know that I brought

her some flowers. . .u- i :— «<

Good night, father. I am always thmkmg of

you. God bless you all.

Give Feda's love to SrAlec.

L—Yes. I will, Feda. We are all fond of you.

yS. Feda feeU it. and it lifts Feda up. and

helps her.

Mrs. Leonard speedily came-to. and seemed quite ea^'

and well, although the sftting had been a long one. and it

was now nearly ii .30 p.m.

[I repeat in conclusionthat this was an excellent sitting,

with a good deal of evidential matter.—O. J. l-J

o. J.
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CHAPTER XXII

MORE UNVERIFIABLE MATTER

ON 24 March, we had some more unverifiable

material through Mrs. Leonard ; it was much less

striking than that given on 4 February, and I am
inclined myself to attribute a good deal of it to hypo-

thetical information received by Feda from other sitters :

but it seems unfau: to suppress it. In accordance with

my plan I propose to reproduce it for what it is worth.

Sitting with Mrs. Leonard at our Flat, Friday, 24 March

1916, from 5.45 p.m. to 8 p.m.

(Present—O. J. L. and M. F. A. L.)

Report by O. J. L.

(Mrs. Leonard arrived about 5.30 to tea, for a sitting

with M. F. A. L, I happened to be able to come too, in

order to take notes. She had just come away from an-

other sitting, and had had some difficulty in getting rid

of her previous sitter in time, which rather bothered her.

The result was not specially conducive to lucidity, and the

sitting seemed only a moderately good one.

When Feda arrived she seemed pleased, and said :—

)

Yes it is, yes, it's Soliver !

How are you ? Raymond's here

!

M. F. A. L.—Is he here already ?

Yes, of course he is I

(Feda, sotto voce.—What's he say ? ) He says he

hasn't come to play with Feda, or make jokes ; he's

come about senous thing^.

Do you remember. Miss Olive [Feda's name for

Lady Lodge], some time ago, about that beautiful
a6a

^ .
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experience what he had ? He* so gl«l that vw
m?^oliver know about it. even thouah the othw»

Sn't take it in. Years hence he thinks they may.

H?iiyrov« there, they don't mind talkmg about

the r4l things, over there, cos they're the thmgs

%?lSxks the one that took it in mostly wm
Lionel. Yes. it seemed to sink m mostly he was

turning it over afta^ards. though he idnt^say

iS He's more ready for that than the others

5e says he would nevefhave beUeved it when he

was here, but he is. ...

He hasn't been to that place again, not that

same placT But he's been to a Placejust bdow U.

5?s teen attending lectures, at what they caU^

"halls of learning "
: you can prepare youwd^fw

he hicher spheres whUe you arehvmgm lower onM.

He's^nThe ttod. but he's told that even now he

?o"d go on toTe'fourth if he chose ; but he s^^^^

Wd rather be learning the laws ap-per-taimng to

each sphere whUe he's stiU livmg on the third, be-

SSe Ft brings him closer-at least until you two

h^ecomeover. He wiU stay and learn where he s^

He wouldn't Uke to go on there and then find it to

be dKS to get bick. He wiU wa^t till we can

eo happUy and comfortably together !

^ WoSld it interest you for him to teU you about

one of S; places he'sWn to ? It's so mt^^ting

to him. that he might seem to exaggerate ;
but the

experience is so wonderful, it lives with him.

''"^Hewent into a p'ace ^^ ^b. fifth sphJf-a
pkce

he takes to be made /ster. He » jot sure

that it reaUy was. I looked like that. U
Joked Uke akd of a templ^a large one^ The^e

were crowds passing into this place, and they looked

very happy. And he thought
.

" I wonder what I mS tS see here." When he got mixed uo with

the aowd going into the temple, he felt a kmd of-

hl'frpping to think). It's not irreverency what

he says, lit he felt a kind of feeling as if he bad had

too much champagn^it went to his head ^efelt

too buoyant, as if carried a bit off the ground.

' * H

:v *'
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That's 'cos he isn't quite attuned to the ccmditions

of that sphere. It's a most extraordinary feeling.

He went in, and he saw that though the building

was white, there were many different lights : looked
like certain places covered in red, and . . . was blue,

and the centre was orange. These wers nc! .he

crude colours that go by those names, but a soft-

ened shade. And he looked to see what they came
from. Then he saw that a lot of the windows were
extremely large, and the panes in them had glass

oi these colours. And he saw that some of the
people would go and stand in the pinky coloured

light that came through the red glass, and others

would stand in the blue light, and some would
stand in the orange or yellow coloured light. And
he thought, "What are they doin^ that for?"
Then some one told him that the pmky coloured
light was the light of the love-colour ; and the blue
was the light of actual spiritual healing ; and the
orange was the light of intellect. And that, accord-
ing to what people wanted, they would go and
stand under that light. And the guide told him
that it was more important than what people on
earth knew. And that, in years to come, there

would be made a study of the effect of different

lights.

The pinky people looked clever and developed
in their attitude and mentality generally ; but they
hadn't beenable to cultivate the love-interestmuch,
their other interests had overpowered that one.

And the people who went into the intellectual light

looked softer and happy, but not so clever looking.

He says he felt more drawn to the pink light him-
self, but some one said, " No, you have felt a good
deal of that," and he got out and went into the
other two, and he felt that he liked the blue light

best. And he thinks that perhaps you will read
something into that. I had the other conditions,

but I wanted the other so much. The blue seemed
to call me more than the others. After I had been
in it some time, I felt that nothing mattered much,
except preparing for the spiritioal life. He says
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that the old Raymond seemed far away at the time,

as thouch he was looking back on some one else s

life-some one I hadn't much connexion with and

vet who was linked on to me. And he felt. W luit

does anything matter, if I can only attam this

beautUvd upWting feeling." I cant tell you what

I felt like, but reading it over aiterwards, perhaps

vou wiU understand. Words feel powerless to de-

scribe it. He won't try, ue wi" just tell you what

^8/e^sat down—the seats were arranged some^

thing like pews in a church—and as he looked

towards the aisle, he saw coming up it about seven

figures. And he saw. from his form' experience,

that they were evidently teachers C0...0 down from

the seventh sphere. He says, they went ui> to

the end part, and they stood -n a little raised

platform ; and then one of them came down each

of the little aisles, and put out their hands on those

sitting in the pe. .. And when one of the Guid^

put his hand on his head, he felt a mixture of all

three lights—as if he understood everything, and

as if everything that he had ever felt, of anger or

worry, all seemed nothing. And he telt as it

he could rise to any height, and as if he could

raise evervbodv round him. As if he had such a

}K>wer in 'himself. He's stopping to think over

^hey sat and listened, and the first part of the

ceremony was given in a lecture in which one of

the Guides was telling them how to teach others on

the lower spheres and earth plane, to come more

into the spiritual life, while still on those lower

planes. I think that all that went before was to

make it easy to understand. And he didnt get

onlv the words of the sneaker, words didn t seem

to matter, he got the thought—whole sentences,

instead of one word at a time. And lessoiK were

given on concentration, and on the projection ot

uplifting and helpful thoughts to those on the

earth plane. And as he sat there-he sat. they

were not kneeling—he felt as if something was

:j.
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other sphc to

:.\

li i

going from him, through ^

the earth, and was helping somebody, though he

didn't know who it was. He can't tell you how
wonderful it was ; not once it happened, but several

times.

He's even been on to the sixth sphere too. The
' sixth sphere was even more beautiful than the fifth,

but at present he didn't want to stay there. He
would rather be helping people where he is.

o. J. L.—Does he see the troubles of people on the earth ?

Yes, he does sometimes.

I do wish that we could alter people so that

they were not ashamed to talk about the things

that matter. He can see people preparing for the

summer holidays, and yet something may prevent

them. But the journey that they have got to go

some time, that they don't prepare for at all.

M. F. A. L.—How can you prepare for it ?

Yes, by speaking about it openly, and living

your life so as to make it easier for yourself and

others.

L.—Is Raymond still there ? Has he got any more

tests to give, or anything to say, to the boys or

anybody ?

Did they understand about the yacht ?

L.—Yes, they did.

And about the tent ?

L.—Yes, they did.

He's very pleased—it bucks him up when he

gets things through.

L.—Have you learnt any more about [the Colonel i] ?

He's not on the spirit side. He feels sure he

isn't. Somebody told him that there was a body

found, near the place where he had been, and it

was dressed in uniform like he had had. But

something had happened to it here (pointing to her

head),

o, J. L.—Who was it told you ?

Some one on the other side ;
just a messenger,

not one who knew all about it. No, the messenger

didn't seem to know J. K. personally, but he had

^ See record on p. 234.

O. J.

O. J.
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gathered the information from the minds of people

on the earth plane. And Feda isn't qmte sx^e^

but thinks that there was something missing from

the body-missing from the body that they took

to be him, which would have identified him.

L.—Do you mean the face ?

No, he doesn't mean the face.
-^^ia^j

(M F. A. L.. here pointing to her chest signified

to me that she knew that it was the identi-

fication disk that was missing.)

» ' *• ^B^^T^'Jr'Si': I. the te, place i.

-^l^. JS:ii.ne^tn«*;£ ffa

the present moment, but he heard a few days aeo

that he is being kept somewhere, and as Jar as he

can make out, in Belgium. It's as though he had

been taken some distance. ,,,11.^
Raymond's not showing this-but Feda's shown

in a sort of flash a letter. First a .B, and then an

R But the B doesn't mean Belgium ; it s either

a B or an R. or both. It just flashed up- " may

mean the place where he is. But Raymond

doin't know where he is, only he's q"?te sure

?hat he isn't on the spirit side. But hes afraid

L.—Have you anything more to say about E. A. ?

[See 3 March record, p. 243.]
^

No. no more. Raymond came to Feda to

help the lady who came. Feda started d^cnbing

Raymond. And he said, no, only come to help.

And then he brought the one what was drownded

He came to help also with another but Feda didn t

Sll that lady; 'cos she didn't know you. He

doU't like Feda to teU feda couldn't under-

stand why he wanted to help, ^^use she (hdn t

know he knew that gentleman. He hglped E. A^

to buUd up a picture of his home. Perhaps she

thinks it was Feda being so clever I

L.—Yes, I know, she's been there to see it. Ibee

^"
^Y^ and she found it what she said. He told

' 1
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her that she wouldn't be seeing his mother. She

could .'t see why she shouldn't see his mother ; but

she didn't. [True.]

Raymond hasn't got any good tests. He can't

manufacture them, and they are so hard to re-

member.
L.—Is he still in his little house ?

Oh yes, ^e feels at home there.

L.—He said it was made of bricks—I could make
nothing of that.

I knew you couldn't ! It's difficult to explain.

At-om- ; he say something about at-om-ic principle.

They seem to be able to draw (?) certain unstable

atoms from the atmosphere and crystallise them as

theydraw near certain central attraction. That isn't

quite what Feda thinks of it. Feda has seen like

something going round—a wheel—something like

electricity, some sparks dropping off the edge of the

wheel, and it goes crick, crick, and becomes like

hard ; and then they falls like little raindrops into

the long thing under the wheel—Raymond calls it

the accumulator. I can't call them anything but

bricks. It's difficult to know what to call them.

Wait until you come over, and I'll show you roimd.

And you will say, " By Jove, so they are !

"

Things are quite real here. Mind, I don't say

things are as heavy as on the earth, because they're

not. And if he hit or kicked something it wouldn't

displace it so much as on the earth, because we're

lighter. I can't tell you exactly what it is ; I'm

not very interested in making bricks, but I can

see plainly how it's apparently done.

He says it appears to him too, that the spirit

spheres are buUt round the earth plane, and seem

to revolve with it . Only, naturally, the first sphere

isn't revolving at such a rate as the third, fourth,

fifth, sixth, and seventh spheres. Greater cir-

cumference makes it seem to revolve more rapidly.

That seems to have an actual effect on the atmos-

pheric conditions prevailing in any one of the

spheres. Do you see what he's getting at ?

o. J. L.—Yes. He only means that the peripheral
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velocity is greater for the bigger spheres, though

^^^^rl^^ST-'wl^'^'brm^^^ And it does

affect the different conditions, and that's whv he

?dt I bit cSeful when he was on a higher sphere,

in hanging on to the ground.

rA g^d deal of this struck me as nonsense
;
as

^
!f Feda had picked it up from some sitter.

But I went on recording what was said. J

Such a lot of people think it's a kind of thought-

world where yortWnk all sort of things-that it s

Sl''tWnk." W when you come over you see tl^

Sere'fSo thinking about it ; it's there^^nd it does

imorivou with reality. He does wish you would

Sover He wai.be^as proud as a cat wi^h some-

thing taUs-two tails, he said
.^°"f, f 4,^,^*

with two taUs showmg you iound tl^e places

He savs, father wUl have a fine tune, poku^ mto

rverSW. and turnmg everything inside out

Ther?s plenty flowers growing here. Miss Ohve^

vou vSl be glad to hear. But we don't -ut them

He ThVy doesn't die and grow again ;
they seem

to renew themselves. Just like peopje. they are

there all the time renewing their spint bodies The

Ser the sphere he went to, the lighter he bodies

Sed to^be-he means the faorer. hghter m
SS He's got an idea that the reason why

Sople have drawn angels with long fair hair and

?^T fair complexion is that they have l^en m
SDked by somebody from very high spheres

Feda's not fair ; she's not brown, but olive coloured

;

her hir is dark. All people that's any good has

^^^Do^yji know that [a Wend] won't be^^sfied

unless he comes and has a talk through the table.

FedTd^sn't mind now. 'cos she has had a talk,

lo sleSgo now and let him talk through the

*'^Give plda's love to all of them, specially to

SLionel—Feda likes him.

mi
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(Mrs, Leonard now came-to, and after about

t^n minutes she and M. F. A. L. sat at a

small octagonal table, which, in another

five minutes, began to tilt.)

[But the subject now completely changed, and,

if reported at all, must be reported else-

where.]

I may say that several times, during a Feda sitting,

some special communicator has asked for a table sitting

to follow, because he considers it more definite and more
private. And certainly some of the evidence so got has

been remarkable ; as indeed it was on this occasion. But

the record concerns other people, distant friends of my
wife, some of whom take no interest in the subject

whatever.

1 1 ;>
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[CHAPTER XXIII;

A FEW ISOLATED INCIDENTS

THERE are a number of incidents which might be

reported, some of them of charactenstic quality

an^a few of them of the nature of good tests. It -

first of these reported here is decidedly important.

I SIMULTANEOUS SITTINGS IN LONDON
AND EDr STON

Special ' Honolul Test Episode

Lionel and Norah. ^ulng through London on tiie way

to Eastbourne, on Friday, 26 May 1916. ^2J|^d/? *»ave

a sitting with Mrs. Leonard about noon, fhey M one

from II sTto 1.30, and a portion of their record is tran-

''"At^^n^oril seems suddenly to have occurred to Alec

in Birmmgham to try for a correspondence test; so he

Sotored up from his office, extracted some sisters from

the Lady Mayoress's Depot, where they were making

'gicl Bandagos. and took them to Mariemont for a bnef

bF^tting. It lasted about ten nunutes. between

-.10 Sid 12 p.m. And the test which he then and

there suggested was to ask Raymond to get Feda in London

to =,ay thi word " Honolulu." This task. I am told. wa.

vigorously accepted and acquiesced in.

A record of this short sitting Alec wrote on a letter-

card to me. which I received at 7 pm. the same eve- mg

at Mariemont : the first I had heard of the experiment.

Yhe^stmark is
" i p.m. 26 My 16," and the card runs

thus:- ^

i-l
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" Mariemont, Friday, 26 May, 12.29 P-^-
" Honor, Rosalynde, and Alec sitting in drawing-room

at table. Knowing Lionel and Norah having Feda sitting

in London simultaneously. Asked Raymond to give our

love to Norah and Lionel and to try and get Feda to say

Honolulu. Norah and Lionel know nothing of this, as it

was arranged by A. M. L. after 12 o'clock to-day.

"(Signed) Alec M. Lodge
Honor G. Lodge
Rosalynde V. Lodge"

It is endorsed on the back in pencil, " Posted at B'ham
General P.O. 12.43 p.m." ; and, in ink, " Received by me

7 ^.ra.—0. J. L. Opened and read and filed at once."

The sitters in London knew nothing of the contem-

poraneous attempt ; and nothing was told them, either then

or later. Noticing nothing odd in their sitting, which

they had not considered a particularly good one, they

made no report till after both had returned from East-

bourne a week later.

The notes by that time had been written out, and were

given me to read to the family. As I read, I came on a

passage near the end, and, like the few others who were

in the secret, was pleased to find that the word " Hono-

lulu " had been successfully got through. The subject

of music appeared to have been rather forced in by

Raymond, in order to get da to mention an otherwise

disconnected and meaningless word ; the time when this

was managed being, I estitnate, about i.o or 1.15. But of

course it was not noted as of any interest at the time.

Here follow the London Notes. I will quote portions

of the sitting only, so as not to take up too much space :—

Sitting of Lionel and Norah with Mrs. Leonard in London,

Friday, 26 May 1916, beginning 11.53 a.m.

Extracts from Report by L. L.

Aftei referring to Raymond's married sister and her

husband, Feda suddenly ejaculated :

—

How is Alec ?
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L. L.—Oh, all right.
, , J J

He just wanted to know how he was, and send

his love to him. He does not always see who is at

the table; he feels some more than others.^

He says you (to Norali) sat at the table and

Lionel.
, , .

He felt you (Norah) more than any one else at

the table. l .l- 1 • ^u *

[This is unlikely. He seems to be thmkmg that

it is Honor.]

Feda feels that if you started off very easily,

you would be able to see him. Develop a normal

. . . [clairvoyance probably].
_

Raymond says, go slowly, develop just with

time, go slowly. Even the table helps a little.

He can really get through now in his own

words. When he is there, he now knows what he

has got through. ,..,_• u 1

The Indians have f t through their hanky-

panky. [We thought that this meant playing with

the table in a way beyond his control.]

He says that Lily is here. (Feda, sotto voce—

Where is she?)
, , .„

She looks very beautiful, and has lilies ; she will

help too, and give you power.

Sit quietly once or twice a week, hold your

hands, the right over the left, so. for ten minutes,

then sit quiet—only patience. lie could wait till

doomsday. .

He says. Wait and see ; he is laughing !

He has seen Curly (p. 203).

L. L.—Is Curly there now ?

No, see her when we wants to. Inat s tne

one that wriggles and goes . . . (here Feda made

a sound like a dog panting, with her tongue out—
quite a good imitation).

Raymond has met another boy like Paul, a boy

called Ralph. He likes him. There is what you

call a set. People meet there who are interested

» It is noteworthy, in connexion with these remarks, that Honor

and Alec were sitting for a short time at Mariemont just about now.—

O. J. L.
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i

Ralph is a very decent sort of
in the same things.

chap.^
. J ,

(To Norah).—You could play.

N. M. L.—Play what ?

Not a game, a music.

N M. L.—I am afraid I can't, Raymond.

(Feda, sotto voce.—She can t do that.)

He wanted to know whether you could play

Hvdu—Honolulu. , . „. ...

Well can't you try to ? He is rolhng with

laughter [meaning that he's pleased about some-

* ^

He knows who he is speaking to. but he can't

eive the name. ,.%.-, i. j
[Here he seems to know that it is Norah and

not Honor.]

L. L.—Should I tell him ?

No. ,

He says something about a yacht ; he means a

test he sent through about a yacht. Confounded

^^Keis going. Fondest love to them at Marie-

mont.

The sitting continued for a short time longer, endmg

at 1.30 p.m.. but the present report may end here.

Note on the 'Honolulu' Episode by O. J. L.

In mv iudgement there were signs that the simultaneous

holding of two sittings, one with Honor and Alec in

EdgbJton, and one with Lionel and Norah m London

introduced a little harmless confusion ;
there was a

tenancy in London to confuse Norah with Honor, and

Alec was mentioned in London in perhaps f unnecessary

way i do not press this, however, but I do press the

'"°"1tbectS'V establishes a reality about the

home sittings,

sort of answer they had wanted to Argonauts. -O. J. L.

y
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(ii) because it so entirely eliminates anything of

the nature of collusion, conscious or un-

conscious,
r iU *

(iii) because the whole circumstances of the test

make it an exceedingly good one.

What it does not exclude is telepathy. In fact it may

be said to suggest telepathy. Yes. it suggests distinctly

rne variety of what, I think, is often called telepathy—

u process sometimes conducted, I suspect, by an un-

recognised emissary or messenger between agent {and

percipient. It was exactly like an expenment conducted

for thought transference at a distance. For at lidg-

oaston was a party of three sitting round a table arid

thinking for a few seconds of the word Honolulu
.

whUe in London was a party of two simultaneously

sitting with a medium and recording what was said.

And in their record the word ' Honolulu occurs. Tele-

pathy, however—of whatever kind—is not a normal

explanation ; and I venture to say that there is rio

normal explanation, since in my judgement chance is

out of the question. The subject of music was forced

in bv the communicator, in order to bring in the word;

it did not occur naturally ; and even if the subject of

music had arisen, there was no sort of reason for reternng

to that particular song. The chief thing that the episode

estabUshes, to my mind, and a thing that was worth

establishing, is the genuine character of the simple

domestic sittings without a medium which are occasion-

allv held by the family circle at Mariemont. tor it is

through these chiefly that Raymond remams as much a

member of the family group as ever.

IL IMPROMPTU MARIEMONT SITTING

Once at Mariemont, I am told, when M. F. A. L. and

Honor were touching it, the table moved up to a book

in which reUcs and reminiscences of Raymond had been

pasted, and caused it to be opened. In it, among other

things, was an enlargement of the snapshot facing

page 278, showing him in an old ' Nagant motor, which

had been passed on to him by Alec, stoppmg out-

side a certain house in Somersetshire. He was asked

Hi
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what house it was. and was expected to spell the name o«

the friend who lived there, but instead he spelt the name ot

the house. The record by M. F. A. L.. with some unim-

portant omissions, is here reproduced-merely, however,

rs another example of a private sitting without a meaium.

Impromptu Table Sitting at Marianont, Tuesday.

25 April 1916

(Report by M. F. A. L.)

I had been thinking of Raymond all day. and wanting

to thank him for what he did yesterday for [a friend J.

Honor had agreed that we might do it some time, but

when I mentioned it about 10.50 p.m. .she did not want to

sit then—she thought it too late. We were then in the

^'^'m>nor. sitting on the Chesterfield, said. "I wonder if

any table would be equally good for Raymond ? —placmg

her hands on the middle-sized table of the nest of three.

It at once began to stir, and she asked me to place mine on

the other side to steady it. ,.,,.,,, .oS^ Vv«!
I asked if it was Raymon.1. and it decidedly said Yes.

I then thanked him with much feeling for what he had

done for [two separate families] lately. I told him how

much he had comforted them, and how sr'endidly he was

doing ; that there were quite a number ot people he had

helped now We discussed a few others that needed help.

Then I think we asked him if he knew what room we

were in—Yes. And after knocking me a good deal, and

making a noise which seemed to please him against my
eyeglasses, he managed, by laying the table down, to get

one f001 on to the Chesterfield and raise the table up on it

;

and there it stayed, and rocked about for a long time

answering questions—I thought it would make a hole m
the cover. . u 1. •* a;a

I don't quite remember how it got down, but it ciia,

and then edged itself up to the other larger table, which

had been given me by Alec. Noel, and Raymond, after they

had broken a basket table I used to use there—it was

brought in with a paper, " To Mother from the culonts.

1 1 ii
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/This was a vear or two ago.) Well, he got it un to this

ffiS fiSedabout with the foot of the smaller able

cm wnSfwe lad our hands, until he rested it on a ledge

Sd tried To rle it up. But the way he did this mo^t

^aSSly was when Kc got the ledge of ?"'/5a" **,^»^

on ? a corner of the other and then ra'sed it off the

«ouSd level. This he did several times It?o>;°^«^^^"^^^

Sfl leaving one hand on the top. and Honor s two hands

?ving oiTheTop. no part of them being over the edpe. and

niasSred the^heig£t the legs were off the groun^ The

first time it was the width of three fmgcrs. and the next

time four fingers.

Honor told him this was very clever.
,.,rimw

I then tried to press it down, but could not-a curious

feeline like pressing on a cushion of air.

h! had W this time turned us "gjt^o""^'
^Vwas

Honor was siting where I had b«^"
,^f^°^|'Jjte^ere

sitting or sometimes standmg in her V}^^^- ^^^^^^^^^^^
turned round again, and he seemed to want \o knock the

other table again ;
he went at it m ^<^^"°"4^^^y

thought
with one hand to remove a glass on it which 1 tnougni

S wovSd upset. He continued to edge against it until

heSed a book lying on it. This he knocked with such

iLtenrion tLt hU^^ asked him if he wanted it opened.

Yes.

[This was a scrap-book in which I collect any-

thing about him—photographs, old and

new ;
poems made about him, or sent to me

in consolation ; and it has his name outside,

drawn on in large letters.—M. F. A. L.J

So I opened it, and showed him the pl^^t^f^Pjj °* ^'^^

seU seated in the ' Nagant ' [A niotor-car which A^^

.ad practically given him not long before the war, and

""'H^iJl'uJ U heSd ie it. and ho said Yes, and

"^h1 S?^H he could toll her what house it »as stand-

ire in front of, and he spelt out—
ST. GERMINS.

[This was pretty good, as the name of the

Jacques's house is ' St. Germains. ]

if
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(Honor had forcotten the name till he began,

and expected him to say Jacques's.)

We told him he had got it, but that his spelling wasn't

quite as good as it had been.

Honor talked to him then about the ' Na^ant and

the • Gabnelle Horn,' all of which seemed to delight him.

We then showed him some other photographs, and the

one of his dog, and asked him to spell its name, which he

did without mistake—
LARRY.

He couldn't see the little photopr-.-'h of tho goats, as it

was too small. But he saw himselt ..i uniform—the one

taken by Rosalynde and enlarged—and he seemed to like

seeing that.
. , , .

.

We talked a lot to him. I asked if he remembered his

journey with me out to Italy, and the Pullman car. etc.

At this he knocked very affectionately against me.

We then thought it was time for us all to go to bed.

But he said No. So we went on telling him family news.

He Ustened with interest and appreciative knocks, and

he then tried his balancing trick again, sometimes with

success, but often failing to get the leg right. But he did it

again in the end. We tried to say good night, it being then

nearly one o'clock, but he didn't seem to want to go.

We said au revoir, and told him we would see him

again soon.

III. EPISODE OF * MR. JACKSON '

A striking incident is reported in one of my ' Feda

'

sittings—that on 3 March 191 6—shortly after the death

of our peacock, which went by the comic name of ' Mr.

Jackson,' his wives being Matilda Jackson and Janet. He
was a pet of M. F. A. L.'s, and had recently met with a

tragic end. It was decided to have him stuffed, and one

of the last things I had seen before leaving Mariemont was

a wooden pedestal on which it was proposed to put him.

When I asked Feda if Raymond remembered Mr.

Jackson, he spoke of him humorously, greatly to Feda's

puzzlement, who said at last that he was mixing him up

with a bird, about whom I had previously inquired;

because he said, ' Fine oird, put him on a pedestal.'
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If this was not telepathy from me. it seems to show a

curious knowledge of what is going on at his home, for

5Kd had nSt been dead a week, and if he were alive

there would be no sense in saying, ' put hun on a pedesjal

Feda evidently understood it. or tried to understand it. as

meaning that some man. a Mr. Jackson, was metaphon-

rallv out on a pedestal by the family.
'

ffi fa?t. however, that Mr. Jackson w^ at once

known by Raymond to be a bird is itself evidential, for

There wasVhhig in the way I asked the
q^f

t»on to make

Fcda or anyone think he was not a man Indeed that is

precisely why she got rather bewildered. See Chapter XXI.

IV. EPISODE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS

It is unnecessary to call attention to the importance

of the photograph incident, which is fully narrated m
Chapter IV ; but he spoke later of another photograph,

in wWch he said was^ncluded his friend C^e It is

meSed near the end of Chapter IV. That photograph

we io obtained from Gale & Polden, and it is true that

Case is in it as well as Raymond, whereas he was not in

tSfomer group ; but this one is entirely different from

the oSr for they are both in a back row standing up.

and in a iuite opin place. If this had been sent to us

affiJst i^nstead of the right one. we should have con-

sidered the description quite wrong. As it is the main

photograph episode constitutes one of the best pieces of

evidence that has been given.

Remarks by O. J. L. in concluding Part II

The number of more or less convincing proofs which

we have obtained is by this time very great. Some of

them appeal more to one person, some to another
;
but

taking them all together every possible ground of suspicion

or d^bt seems to the famUy to be now renioved And

it is legitimate to say, further, that partly through Ray-

mond^ activity a certain amount of help of the same kind

has been afforded to other families. Incidentally it has

r * 1
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been difficult to avoid brief reference to a few early in-

stances of this, in that part of the record now published.

For the most part, however, these and a great number of

other things are omitted ; and I ought perhaps to apologise

for the quantity which I have thought proper to include.

Some home critics think that it would have been wiser to

omit a great deal more, so as to lighten the book. But

one can only act in accordance with one's own juc^ement

;

ant the book, if it is to achieve what it aims at, cannot

b^ <. light one. So, instead of ending it here, I propose to

2 ic 1 quantity of more didactic material—expressing my
ow. views on the subject of Life and Death—the result of

many years of thought and many kinds of experience.

Some people may prefer the details in Part II
;
but

others who have not the patience to read Part II may
toleratrf the! more general considerations adduced m
Part III—the " Life and Death " portion—which can

be read without any reference to Raymond or to Parts I

and II.

1
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PART III

LIFE AND DEATH

" Eternal form shall still divide

The eternal soul from all beside;^

And I shall know him when we meet."

Tennyson, In Mentoriam
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INTRODUCTION

IN
this

" Life and Death " portion a definite side is

unoUrusively taken in connexion with two outstand-

ing ro^troversies • and though the treatment is pur-

r^^lsS^^le^dZconiroveA the author is under no

SSonThat every phUosophical reader wUl agree with

S LpUcit aS^mentatl'n on either side is no novelty

buT"thisTs not the place for argument ;
moreover, the

opU^g views have already been presented with ample

^^^^Sy'S^fntLt'bS^^^^^ interactionism rather

thaf^JhenomenalL or ParaUelism j the s^e taken

,-n nriP rnntroversv. And the non-matenal nature oi uie

the reTl exTsrence of some kind of vital essence or

it a force or an energy.
+r,nirc; but

PhUosophical literature teems with these topics tmt

it mav suffice here to call the attention of the general

Lde/to two ofthree easily readable summaiies-one an

SSanatow article by Mr. Gerald Balfour, m The Htbbcrt

Sr«flZ to April iQio, on the Epiphenomenon contro-

nn thp subiect bv Telepathy and Psychical Kesearcn ,

ie onThe vit^^y controve^rsv a smai book embodying

a iort course of lectures by the physiologist and philo-

IX^-T S- Haldane Lder ^\^^ ,^t^:^'
Tiff and Personality, or a larger book by I'roiessor

^%o^AcSBod? and Mind, may be recommended^

On this subject also the writings of Professor J.
Artnur

Thomson may be specially mentioned

The opinions of the present author ««
^J^^f

^;°P^^^

whatever thev may be worth, are held without apology

o^hesitation^Sause to him they appear the mevitable

383
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consequence of facts of nature as now known or knowable.

Some of these facts are not generally acccp.cd by scientific

men ; and if the facts themselves are not admitted,

naturally any conclusion based upon them will appear

ill-founded, and the further developed structure illusory.

He anticipates that this will be said by critics.

In so far as the author's manner of statement is in

terms of frank Dualism, he regards that as inevitable for

scientific purposes. He does not suppose that any form

of Dualism can be the last word about the Universe ;
but,

for practical purposes, mind and matter, or soul and
body, must be thought of separately, and it must be the

work of higher Philosophy to detect ultimate unity—

a

unity which he feels certain cannot possibly be material-

istic in any sense intelligible to those who are at present

studying matter and energy.

It may be doubted whether Materialism as a philo-

sophy exists any longer, in the sense of being sustained by
serious philosophers ; but a few physiological writers, of

skill and industry, continue to advocate what they are

pleased to call Scientific Materialism. Properly regarded

this is a Policy, not a Philosophy, as I will explain ; but

they make the mistake of regarding it as a Philosophy

comprehensive enough to give them the right of negation

as well as of affirmation. They do this in the interest of

what they feel instinctively to be the ultimate achieve-

ment, a Monism in which mind and matter can be recognised

as aspects of some one fundamental Reality. We can

sympathise with the aim, and still feel how far from ac-

complishment we are. Nothing is gained by undue haste,

and by unfounded negation much may be lost. We must

not deny any part of the Universe for the sake of a pre-

mature unification. Simplification by exclusion or denial

is a poverty-stricken device.

The strength of such workers is that they base them-

selves on the experience and discoveries of the past, and,

by artificial but convenient limitation of outlook, achieve

practical results. But they are not satisfied with results

actually achieved—they forget their limitations—and, by
a gigantic system of extrapolation from what has been

done, try to infer what is going to be done ; their device

being to anticipate and speak of what they hope for, as

i^_^^^
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if it were already an accomplished fact. Some of the

assumptions or blind guesses made.by men of this schc^

are well illustrated by an exposition in The Htbbert

/oufn«no July 1916 ^vhere an able writer states the

main propositions of Scientific Materialism thus :-

I. The law of universal causation ;

2 The principle of mechanism—
t.f.

the denial oi

purpose in the universe and all notions of

absolute finalism or teleology ; .

^ The denial that there exists any form of spmt-

ual ' or ' mental ' entity that cannot be

expressed in terms of matter and motion.

These appear to be its three propositions and they re

formulated by the exponent "as ^emgo the firs ,
.-

portance in the representation of matenalistic tl^ought

^
Now proposition I is common property, materialistic

thought Ls no sort of exclusive nght over it and to

claim propositions 2 and 3 as corollaries ^^om it is larcicaL

TaSne them as independent postulates-vyhich they are

-alHhat need be said about proposition 2 is that a broad

denial always needs more knowledge than a =,peciftc

Son. Jd it is astonishing that any sane^erson can

imagine himself to know enough about the Universe as a

Se ?o be able complacently to deny the existence o

anv " purpose " in it. All he can really mean is that

SentifiTTxpTanations must be framed, so as to exhibit

Se immediate means whereby results m nature are ac-

compUshed • for whether, or in what sense, they are first

oJTStan^ously conceived ^n a Mind-as human under-

takings are—is a matter beyond our scientific ken. 1
bus

DanvSian and Mendelian attempts to expam how species

arise, and how inheritance occurs, are ent^'J-^^V ^^^^^

and scientific. For our experience is that every event

has TpLimate cause which we can \nvestigate. Of

ultimate causes we as scientific men are ignorant .
^hey

belong to a different region of inquiry, ".the word

"denial
" therefore, in the above proposition is replaced

by the phrase " exclusion from practical scientific atten-

tion
"

I for one have no quarrel with clause 2 .
for it

then becomes a mere .elf-denying ordmance. a convenient

limitation of scope. It represents Policy, not Philosophy.

f|fftm
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But attention may be more usefully directed to the

extravagantly gratuitous guess involved in hypothesis 3.

As a minor pomt, it is not even carefully worded ;
for

entities which cannot be expressed in terms of matter and

motion are common enough without going outside the

domain of physics. Light, for instance, and Electricity,

have not yet proved amenable, and do not appear likely

to be amenable, to purely dynamical theory.

Certain phenomena have been reduced to matter and

motion,—heat, for instance, and sound, the phenomena

of gases and liquids, and all the complexities of astronomy.

And in a famous passage Newton expressed aii enthusi-

astic hope that all the phenomena of physics might some

day be similarly reduced to the attractive simplicity of

the three laws of motion—inertia, acceleration, and

stress. And ever since Newton it has been the aim of

physics to explain everything in its domain in terms of

pure dynamics. The attempt has been only partially

successful : the Ether is recalcitrant. But its recalcit-

rance is not like mere siurly obstruction, it is of a helpful

and illuminating character, and I shall not be misleading

anyone if I cheerfully admit that in some modified and

expanded form dynamical theory in mathematical physics

has proved itself to be supreme.

But does dominance of that kind give to that splendid

science—the glory of Britain and of Cambridge—the right

to make a gigantic extrapolation and sprawl over all the

rest of the Universe, throwing out tentacles even into

regions which it has definitely abstracted from its atten-

tion or excluded from its ken ? There is not a physicist

who thinks so. The only people who try to thmk so

are a few enthusiasts of a more speculative habit of

thought, who are annoyed with the physicists, from Lord

Kelvm downwards, for not agreeing with them. And
being unable to gather from competent authority any

specific instance in which dynamics has explained a single

fact in the region of either life or mind or consciousness

or emotion or purpose or will,—because it is known per-

fectly weU that dynamical jurisdiction does not extend

into those regions,—these speculators set up as authorities

on their own account, and, on the strength of their own
expectation, propound the broad and sweeping dogma
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that nothine in the Universe exists which is not fully

SDrSem terms of matter and motion. And then

ra?i^acc»^omed themselves to the sound of some such

cStton of words, they caU upon humanity to shut its

^^Siy facts of common experience which render such

""^ia^S^'^^d^^thusiasm of these writers, and the

good work tSy may be doing in their own J"ence
^^^^^^^

them more or less inimune from attack .
but every now

aid thS ft is necessary to say clearly that such extrava-

Snt g^Llisations profane' the modesty of science :

ihrvie heritaee it is t /recognise the Umitations of partial

SowlJdgeSi be always ready to gain fresh experi-

^TStie^n about the 'unknown. The new and un-

fSU is the vantage ground, not of scientific dogmatism,

but of scientific inquiry.

The expository or theoretical part of this book may at

first appe£ too abstract for the general reader who has

had n? experi' ice of the kind of facts already described,

sich ?eaXmay faU to see a connex on between th«

more didaSic portion and the iUustrationsor ex^ples

whidi have pr^eded it ; but if he will give sufficient

Sme aSd thought to the sub ect. the comiexion wiU

Ha« T unon him with considerable vividness.
.

I hKSs seemed to the author legitunate, and m
every way desirable, for an experimenter to interpret and

ma2 Mr^self responsible for an ^^xpl^^^ ^on o^^^^^^^^^

his observations, so far as he can. To record bare lacis

^d exS^a rekder of the record to arrive at the sarne

SnclSn as that reached by one who has been immersed

inTE for a long time, is to export too .tren-°^^^^^^^^^^

effort and is not a fau: procedure, buch a pracuce

Snuph not unusual and sometimes even commended in

nhvXal 2i^e S^ not foUowed by the most famous

SS -^^ U'has been known to retard progress for a

rnsiderabk time by loading the student wth an accumu-

iS of undigested facts. The hypothesis on which an

observer has been working, or which he has arrived at m
?Se coS^^se of his investigations, may or may not be of

DCTmanent value, but if his experience has led him txj

x^^ThL thebk solution so far attainable, and if he is

l\
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i
:

known not to be a specially obstinate or self-opinionated

person, his views for what they are worth should be set

forth for the guidance of future inquirers. If he mauls

the facts in his direction, he will be detected ; but such

an accusation is a serious one, and should not be made

lightly or without opportunity for reply.

The string on which beads are strung may not be

extremely durable, and in time it may give place to some-

thing stronger, but it is better than a random heap of

beads not threaded on anything at all.

The main thread linking all the facts together in the

present case is the V.ypothesis not only of continued

or personal psychical existence in the abstract, but a

definite inter-locking or inter-communication between

two grades of existence,—the two in which we are most

immediately interested and about which we can ascertain

most,—that of the present and that of the immediate

future ^or each individual ; together with the added

probabilities that the actual grades of existence are far

more than two, and that the forthcoming transition, in

which we cannot but be interested even if we do not

believe in it, is only one of many of which we shall, in

some barely imaginable way, in due time become aware.

The hypothesis of contmued existence in another set

of conditions, and of possible communication across a

boundary, is not a gratuitous one made for the sake of

comfort and consolation, or because of a dislike to the idea

of extinction ; it is a hj^othesis which has been gradually

forced upon the author—as upon many other persons—

by the stringent coercion of definite experience. The

foundation of the atomic theory in Chemistry is to him no

stronger. The evidence is cumulative, and has broken

the back of all legitimate and reasonable scepticism.

And if by selecting the atomic theory as au example

he has chosen one upon which supplementary and most

interesting facts have been grafted m the progress of dis-

covery—facts not really contradicting the old knowledge,

even when superficially appearing to do so, but adding to

it and illuminating it further, while making changes

perhaps in its manner of formulation—he has chosen such

an example of set purpose, as not unlikely to be imitated

in the present case also.
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CHAPTER I

THE MEANING OF THE TERM LIFE

" Eternal process moving on."

—

Tennyson

THE shorter the word the more inevitable it is that

it will be used in many significations ; as can be

proved by looking out almost any monosyllable in

a large dictionary. The tendency of a simple word to

have many glancing meanings—like shot silk, as Tennyson

put it—is a character of high literary value ;
though it

may be occasionally inconvenient for scientific purposes.

It is unlikely that we can escape an ambiguity due to

this tendency, but I wish to use the term ' life ' to signify

the vivifying principle which animates matter.

That the behaviour of animated matter differs from

what is often called dead matter is familiar, and is illus-

trated by the description sometimes given of an imcannj^

piece of i. hanism—that " it behaves as if it were alive.
'

In the case of a jumping bean, for instance, its spasmodic

and capricious behaviour can be explained with apparent

simplicity, though with a suspicious trend towards super-

stition, by the information that a live and active maggot

inhabits a cavity inside. It is thereby removed from the

bare category of physics only, though still perfectly obedi-

ent to physical laws : it jumps in accordance with

mechanics, but neither the times nor the direction of

its jumps can be predicted.^

We must admit that the term ' dead matter is often

misapplied. It is used sometimes to denote merely the

constituents of the general inorganic world. But it is

inconvenient to speak of utterly inanimate things, like

stones, as ' dead,' when no idea of life was ever associated

with them, and when ' inorganic ' is all that is meant

The term ' dead ' applied to a piece of matter signifies

> See Explanatory Note A at end of chapter.
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the abscncf* of a vivifying principle, no doubt, but it is

most properly applied to a collocation of organic matter

which has been animated.

Again, when animation has ceased, the thmg we

properly call dead is not the complete organism, but that

material portion which is left behind ; we do not or should

not intend to make any assertion concirning the vivifying

principle which has left it,—beyond the bare fact of its

departure. We know too little about that principle to be

able to make safe general assertions. The life that is

transmitted by an acorn or other seed fruit is always

beyond our ken. We can but study its effects, and note

its presence or its absence by results.

Life must be considered sui generis ; it is not a form of

energy, nor can it be expressed in terms of something else.

Electricity is in the same predicament ; it too cannot be

explained in terms of something else. This is true of all

fundamental forms of being. Magnetism may be called a

concomitant of moving electricity ; ordinary matter can

perhaps be resolved into electric charges : but an electric

charge can certainly not be expressed in terms of either

matter or energy. No more can life. To show that the

living principle in a seed is not one of the forms of energy,

it is sufficient tu remember that that seed can give rise to

innumerable descendants, through countless generations,

without limit. There is nothing like a constant quantity

of something to be shared, as there is in all examples of

energy : there is no conservation about it : the seed em-

bodies a stimulating and organising principle which

appears to well from a limitless source.

But although life is not energy, any more than it is

matter, yet it directs energy and thereby controls arrange-

ments of matter. Through the agency of life specific

structures are composed which would not otherwise exist,

from a sea-shell to a cathedral, from a blade of grass to

an oak ; and specific distributions of energy are caused,

from the luminosity of a firefly to an electric arc, from the

song of a cricket to an oratorio.

Life makes use of any automatic activities, or trans-

ferences and declensions of energy, which are either

potentially or actually occurring. In especial it makes

use of the torrent of ether tremors which reach the earth
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from the sun ery plant is doing it constantly. Ad-

mittedly life its no force, it does no work, but it

makf . lective the energy available for an organism

which it controls and vivifies ; it determines in what direc-

tion and when work shall be done. It is plain matter of

fact that it docs this, whether we understand the method
or not,—and thus indirectly hfe interacts with and in-

fluences the material world. The energy of coal is in-

directly wholly solar, but without human interference it

might remain buried in the earth, and certainly would

never propel a ship across the Atlantic. One way of

nutting the matter is to say that life limes, and directs.

If it runs a r lilway train, it runs the train not like a loco-

motive but like a General Manager. It enters into battle

with a walking stick, but guns arc fired to its orders. It

may be said to aim and fire : one of its functions is to dis-

criminate between the wholesome and the deleterious,

between friend and foe. That is a function outside the

scope of physics.

Energy controlled by life is not random energy : the

kind of self-composition or personal structure built by it

depends on the kind of life-unit which is operating, not on

the pabulum which is supplied. The same food will serve to

build a pig, a chicken, or a man. Food which is assimilable

at all takes a shape determined by the nature of the opera-

tive organism, and indeed by the portion of the organism

actually reached by it. Unconscious constructive ability

is as active in each cell of the body as in a honeycomb ;

only in a beehive we can see the operators at work.

The construction of an eye or an ear is still more astonish-

ing. In the inorganic world such structures would be

meaningless, for there would be nothing to respond to

their stimulus ; they can only serve elementary mind and
consciousness. The brain and nerve system is an instru-

ment of transmutation or translation from the physical to

the mental, and vice versa.

Stages of Evolution

Steps in the progress of evolution—great stages which

have been likened by Sir James Crichton Browne to

m

I
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exceptional MendeUan Mutations—may be rather imagin-

atively rehearsed somewhat thus :—

Starting with

The uniform Ether of Space, we can first suppose

The speciaUsation or organisation of specks oi

ether into Electrons ; followed by

Associated systems of electrons, constitutmg

atoms of Matter : and so

The whole inorganic Universe.

Then, as a new and astonishing departure, comes—

The ceU, or protoplasmic complex which Life can

construct and utiUse for mamfestation and

development.*

And after that

A brain ceU. which can become the physic^ organ

for the rudiments of Mind. Followed by

Further mental development until Consciousness

becomes possible. With subsequoit

SubUmation of consciousness into Ethics, FhUo-

sophy, and ReUgion.

We need not insist on these or any other stages for our

present purpose ;
yet something of the land would seem

to have occurred, in the mysterious course of time.

» See Explanatory Note B.
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THREE EXPLANATORY NOTES

Note A.—Mechanics of Jumping Bean

The biological explanation of a jumping bean is sometimes

felt to be puzzling, inasmuch as the creature is wholly enclosed ;

and a man in a boat kno^vs that he cannot propel it by movement
inside, without touching the water or something external. But

the reaction of a table can be made use of through the envelope,

and a Uve thing can momentarily vary its own weight-pressure

and even reverse its sign. This fact has a bearing on some
psycho-physical experiments, and hence is worthy of a moment's

attention. .

To weigh an animal that jumps and will not keep still is

always troublesome. It cannot alter its average weight, truly,

but it can redistribute it in time ; at moments its apparent

weight may be excessive, and at other moments zero or even

negative, as during the middle of an energetic leap. Parentheti-

cally we may here interpolate a remark and say that what is called

interference of light (two lights producing darkness, in popular

language) is a redistribution of luminous energy in space. No
light, nor any kind of wave motion, is destroyed by interference

when two sets of waves overlap, but the energy rises to a maximum
in some places, and in other places sinks to zero. No wave energy

is consumed by interference—only rearranged. This fact is often

misstated. And probably the other statement, about the vary-

ing apparent weight

—

i.e. pressure on the ground—of a live

animal, may be misstated too : though there is no question of

energy about that, but only of force. The force or true weight,

in the sense of the earth's attraction, is there all the time, and is

constant ; but the pressure on the ground, or the force needed

to counteract the weight, is not constant. After momentary
violei-ce, as in throwing, no support need be supplied for several

seconds ; and, hke the maggot inside a hollow bean, a live thing

turning itself into a projectile may even carnr something else

up too. It is instructive also to consider a flying bird, and a

dirigible balloon, and to ask where the still existing weight of

these things can be found.

Note B.—Differences between a Growing Organism and
A Growing Crystal

The properties which differentiate living matter from any

kind of inorganic imitation may be instinctively felt, but can

hardly be formulated without expert knowledge. The differences

between a growing organism and a growing crystal are many and
various, but it must suffice here to specify the simplest and most
familiar sort of difference ; and as it is convenient to take a

possibly controversial statement of this kind from the writings of a
physiologist, I quote here a passage from an article by Professor

iJ\l
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Fraser Harris, of HaUfax, Nova Scotia, in the current nuinber of

the quarteriy magazine caUed Science Progress edited by fair

RonsJd Ross :

—

" Living animal bioplasm has the power of growing that is

of assimilating matter in most cases chemicaUy quite unlike that

of its own constitution. Now this is a remarkable power, not in

the least degree shared by non-hving matter. Its very famihanty

has bUnded us to its uniqueness as a chemical phenomenon, ine

mere fact that a man eating beef, bird, fish, lobster, sugar, fat, and

innuirerable other things can transform these into human bio-

pla'^m. something chemicaUy very different even from that ot

thtm which most resembles human tissue, is one of the most extra-

ordinary facts in animal physiology. A crystal growing in a

solution is not only not analogous to this process, it is in the

sharpest possible contrast with it. The crystal grows only in the

sens^that it increases in bulk by accretions to its extenor and

onlv does that by being immersed in a solution of the same material

as its own substance. It takes up to itself only material which is

already similar to itself ; this is not assimilation, it is merely

incorporation.

''The 'term ''growth,*' strictly speaking, can be applied only

to metabolism in the immature or convalescent organism. I be

healthy adult is not ' growing ' in this sense ; when of constan

weight he is adding neither to his stature nor his girth, ana t

he is assimUating as trulv as ever he did. Put more technical

in the adult of stationary weight, anabolism is quantitativ

equal to katabolism, whereas in the truly growing organism ar

bolism is prevaUing over katabolism ; and reversely in the wasting

of an orcanism or in senile decav. katabolism is prevailing oyer

anabolism. The crystal in its solution offers no analogies with the

adult or the senile states—but these are of the very essence of the

life of an organism. ... ^ • • i,- i . ;=

"The fact of course familiar to every beginner in biology, is

that the crystal is only incorporating and not excreting anything,

whereas the living matter is always excreting as well as assimil-

atine This one-sided metabolism—if it can be dignified with

that term—is indeed characteristic of the crystal, but it is at

no time characteristic of the living organism. The organism,

whether truly growing or only in metabolic equihbnum is con-

stantly taking up material to replace effete material, is replenishing

because it has previously displenished itself or cast off material.

The resemblance between a so-caUed ' growing ' crystal and a

growing organism is verily of the most superficial kind.

And Professor Fraser Harris concludes his article thus :

—

•' Between the living and the non-living there is a great gulf

fixed, and no efforts of ours, however heroic, have as yet bndged

it over."
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Note C.—Old Age

We know that as vitality dimiii: hes the bodily deterioration

called old age sets in, and that a certain amount of detenoration

results in death ; but it turns out. on systematic mquiry, that old

ace and death are not essential to Uving organisms. They repre-

sent the deterioration and wearing out of working parts, so that

the vivifying principle is hampered in it« manifestation and cannot

achieve results which with a younger a^d healthier machine were

possible ; but the parts which wear out are not the essential

fcearers of the vivifying principle ; they are accreted or supple-

mentary portions appropriate to developed individual earth Ule,

and it does not appear improbable that the progress of discovery

may at least postpone the deterioration that we call old age, for a

much longer time than at present. Emphasis on this distinction

between germ ceU and body cell. usuaUy associated with Weis-

mann. seems to have been formulated before him by Herdman of

'^Bw?ogists teach us that the phenomenon of o' age is not

evident in the case of the unicellular organisms which reproduce

bv fission. The ceU can he killed, but it need neither grow old nor

die. Death appears to be a prerogative of the higher organisms.

But even among these Professor Weismann adopts and de/ends

the view that " death is not a primarj' necessity, but that it lias

been secondarUy acquired by adaptation." The ceU is not in-

herently limited in its number of cell-generations. The low uni-

ceUular organism is potentially immcrtal ; the higher multi-

ceUular form, with well-differentiated organs, contains the germ of

death within its soma. Death seems to supervene by re^on of its

utihty to the species : continued life of an individual after a

certam stage being comparatively useless. From the point ot

view of the race the soma or main body is •' a secondary appendage

of the real bearer of Ufe -the reprod:uctive cells." The somatic

ceUs probably lost their immortal quaUties on this immortality

becoming useless to the species. Their mortality may have been

a mere consequence of their differentiation. " Natural death was

not introduced from absolute intrinsic necessity, inherent in the

nature of living matter," says Weismann, " but on grounds of

utility ; that is from necessities which sprang up, not from the

general conditions of Ufe, but from those special conditions which

dominate the life of multicellular organisms."

It is not the germ ceU itself, but the bodUy accretion or append-

age, which is abandoned by Ufe. and which accordingly dies and

decays.

'M



CHAPTER II

THE MEANING OF THE TERM DEATH

" And Life, still wreathing flowers for Death to wear."—Rossetti

WHATEVER Life may really be, it is to us an
abstraction : for the word is a generalised term

to signify that which is common to all animals

and plants, and which is not directly operative in the

inorganic world. To understand Ufe we must study

living things, to see what is common to them all. An
organism is alive when it moulds matter to a character-

istic form, and utilises energy for its own purposes—the
purposes especially of growth and reproduction. A living

organism, so f?"" as it is alive, preserves its complicated

structure from deterioration and decay.*

Death is the cessation of that controlling influence

over matter and energy, so that thereafter the imcontrolled

activity of physical and chemical forces supervene. Death
is not the absence of Ufe merely, the term signifies its

depart\u"e or separation, the severance of the abstract

principle from the concrete residue. The term only truly

applies to that which has been living.

Death therefore may be called a dissociation, a dis-

solution, a separation of a controlling entity from a

physico-chemical organism ; it may be spoken of in

general and vague terms as a separation oi soul and body,

if the term ' soul ' is reduced to its lowest denomination.

Death is not extinction. Neither the soul nor the

body is extinguished or put out of existence. The body
weighs just as much as before, the only properties it loses

at the moment of death are potential properties. So also

all we can assert concerning the vital principle is that it

no longer animates that material organism : we cannot

' See Note C at end of preceding chapter.
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safely make further assertion regarding it, or maintain

its activity or its inactivity without further information.

When we say that a body is dead we may be speaking

arcuratelv When we say that a person is dead, we areS an ambiguous term^ we may be referring to his

disci-ded body in which case we may be speaking truly

^d^th precision. We may be.refernng to his per-

sonality, his character, to what is really himself in

which ckse though we must admit that we are speaking

popularly, the term is not qmte simply applicable. He

Eas gone^ he has passed on, he has " passef through the

body and gone," as Browning says in^6f .^''l^^' ^^1
Je iJ-I venture to say-certainly not dead in the same

sense as the body is dead. It is his absence which ^ows

?he body to decay, h. himself need be subject to no decay

nor any destructive influence. Rather he is emancipated ;

he is freed from the burden of the flesh, though with it he

has also lost those material and terrestrial potentialiti^

which the bodily mechanism conferred upon him ;
ana

if he can exert himself on the earth any more, it can only

be with some difficulty and as it were by permission and

co-operation of those still here. It appears as if some-

tim^ and occasionally he can stUl stimulate into activity

suitable energetic mechanism, but his accustomed

machinery for manifestation has been lost : or rather it is

still there for a time, but it is out of action, it is dead.

Nevertheless inasmuch as those who have lost theu:

material body havt passed through the Process of dis-

solution or dissociative severance which we call death, it

is often customary to speak of them as dead. They are

no longer living, if by living we mean associated with a

materill body of the old kind ; and m that sense we need

not hesitate to speak of them collectively as the

dead

'

We need not be afraid of the word, nor need we resent

its use or hesitate to employ it, when once we and our

hearers understand the sense in which it may rightly be

employed. If ideas asso lated with the terni had always

been sensible and wholesome, people need have had no

compunction at aU about using it . But by the populace,

and by Ecclesiastics also, the term has been so misused

and the ideas of people have been so confused by msistent

H M
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concentration on merely physical facts, and by the

necessary but over-emphasised attention to the body left

behind, that it was natural for a time to employ other

words, until the latent ambiguity had ceased to be
troublesome. And occasionally, even now, it is well to

be emphatic in this direction, in order to indicate our

disagreement with the policy of harping on worms and
graves and epitaphs, or on the accompanying idea of a

General Resurrection, with reanimation of bwied bodies.

Hence m strenuous contradiction to all this superstition

comes the ixse of such phrases as ' transition ' or ' passing,'

and the occasional not strictly justifiable assertion that
" there is no death."

For as a matter of familiar fact death there certainly

is ; and to deny a fact is no assistance. No one really

means to deny a fact ; those who make the statement
only want to divert thoughts from a side already too

much emphasised, and to concentrate attention on
another side. What they mean is, there is no extinction.

They definitely mean to maintain that the process called

death is a mere severance of soul and body, and that the

soul is freed rather than injured thereby. The body alone

dies and decays ; but there is no extinction even for it

—

only a change. For the other part there can hardly be
even a change—except a change of surroundings. It is

imlikely that character and personality are liable to sudden
revolutions or mutations. Potentially they may be
different, because of different opportunities, but actually

at the moment they are the same. Likening existence to

a curve, the curvature has changed, but there is no other

discontinuity.

Death is not a word to fear, any more than birth is.

We change our state at birth, and come into the world of

air and sense and myriad existence ; we change our state

at death and enter a region of—what ? Of Ether, I

think, and still more myriad existence ; a region in which
communion is more akin to what we here call telepathy,

and where intercourse is not conducted by the accustomed
indirect physical processes ; but a region in which beauty
and knowledge are as vivid as they are here : a region

in which progress is possible, and in which " admiration,

hope, and love " are even more real and dominant. It is
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in this sense that we can truly say. " Tli .cad are not dead,

but alive." oi/ii Tt6»Mt 6tt*6vni.

APPENDIX ON FEELINGS WHEN DEATH IS

IMMINENT

Preliminary Statement by O. J. L.

A ladv was brought by a friend to call on us at Mariemont

Kndh." a charming person, and she entered into the matter

w^hsurprisfngfuUnel.^ considering that she was a complete

^Ker Her^hief anxiety seems to have been for her husband

j^^J^lh,^ had left either in America or the West Indies, and for

her Wends generalW-S^^ her own behalf she seems to have

felt extremeWUttle anxiety or discomfort of any kmd. She told

ml shL h^ Eiven up hope of being saved, and was only worried

S^ut friends^mourmng on her behalf and thinking that she must

S^e sufiered a good deal, whereas, in point of fact, she was not

Sr suffering It all. She was young and healthy, and appar-

TnUvfeH no evil results from the three hours' immereion. She

wi^sucked down by the ship, and when she came to the surface

Sin her fiSueeliJ[g was on^e of blank surprise at the d^ppea^;

ance of what had brought her across the Atlantic. The ship was

"
°fthought her account so interesting, that after afew montl^

I got her Iddress from tho friend with whom she had been staying

\Sa «rrn.i^ askine if she would write it down for me. in aue

coursTshe ^d so^ writfngTrom abroad, and permits me to make

use of the statement, provided I suppress her name; which

accordingly I do, quoting the document otherwise in full.

The Document referred to

'• Your letter came to me as a great pleasure and surpri^.

I have ^ways remembered the symplthy with which you listened

to m^t^rt morning at Edgbastoi. and sometimes wondered at the

Imonnt I s^d^ it is not easy to give expression to feehngs and

tJlcuStions wMch^ie oily rLsel at criWal moments m one's

"^^V What you ask me to do is not easy, as I am only one of those

who are puz^zling and groping in the dark-while you have found

so muchlight ioT yourself and have imparted »t to others

<•
I would like, however, most sincerelv to try to recall my

sensations with regard to that experience, if they would be of any

''^^"fu Would be absurd to say now, that from the beginning of the

n:
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voyvkge I knew what would happen ; it was not a very actual
knowledge, but I was conscious ot a distinct forewarning, and the
very calmness and peace of the voyage seemed, in a way, a state of

waiting for some ^preat event. Therefore when the ship was rent
by the explosion (it was as sudden as the firing of a pistol) I felt no
particular shock, because of that curious inner expectancy. The
only acute feeling I remember at the moment was one of an^er
that such a crime could have been committed ; the fighting in-

stinct predominated in the face of an unseen but near enemy. I

sometimes think it was partly that same instinct—the desire to
die game—that accounted for the rather grim calmness of some of
the passengers. After all—it was no ordinary shipwreck, but a
Chance of war. I put down my book and went round to the
other side of the ship where a great many passengers were gather-
ing round the boats : it was difficult to stand, as the Lusitania was
listing heavily. Th' .ned to be no panic whatever ; I went
into my cabin, a steward very kindly helped me with a life-jacket,

and advised me to throw away my fur coat. I felt no hurry or
anxiety, and returned on deck, where I stood with some difficulty

—

discussing our chances with an elderly man I just knew by sight.
" It was then I think we realised what a strong instinct there

was in some of us

—

not to struggle madly for life—but to wait for
something to come to us, whether it be life or death ; and not to
lose our personality and become like one of the struggling shouting
creatures who were by then swarming up from the lower decks
and made one's heart ache. I never felt for a moment that my
time to cross over had come—not until I found myself in the water—floating farther and farther away from the scene of wreckage
and misery—in a sea as calm and vast as the sky overhead. Be-
hind me, the cries of those who were sinking grew fainter, the
splash of oars and the calls of those who were doing rescue work
in the lifeboats ; there seemed to be no possibiUty of rescue for
me ; so I reasoned with myself and said, ' The time has come—you
must beJieve it—the time to cross over '—but inwardly and per-
sistently something continued to say, ' No—not now.'

" The gulls were flying overhead and I remember noticing the
beauty of the blue shadows whioh the sea throws up to their white
feathers : they were very happy and alive and made me feel

rather lonely ; my thoughts went to my people—looking forward
to seeing mc, and at that moment having tea in the garden at

; the idea of their grief was unbearable—I had to cry a
little. Names of books went through my brain ;—one speciaUy,
called ' Where no Fear is,' seemed to express my feeling at the
time ! Loneliness, yes, and sorrow on account of the grief of
others—but no Fear. It seemed very normal,—very right,—

a

natural development of some kind about to take place. How can
it be otherwise, when it is natural ? I rather wished I knew some
one on the other side, and wondered if there are friendly strangers
there who come to the rescue. I was very near the border-line
when a wandering lifeboat quietly came up behind me and two
men bent down and lifted me in. It was extraordinary how
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quicklyWc«m«u»^n|b«k.-^^^

"'•^.^S ckn be of very Uttle interest to you-I have no^^

Sy^^r^^e'are 50 many Uttle things always going on to

**^5^u"l.*lfJ thatdav were passing through a Gate which was not
" Otherso^^^^VJ^^;^^ tlev were afraid when the time

"P'^^^'ZvlSoiotoSry fS^t wl^tete* they were to fin

'

•^""rf^^fS^iSy a ftUfilment of some kind. ... I have

^'''"in^^S Sittoe passing from here is very painless-at

K^hen^S S^oStaeT^V^e seemed to be passing through a

stage on the road of Life."

'I -I
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CHAPTER III

DEATH AND DECAY

tf^;
It

"All, that doth live, Uvea always!"

—

Edwin Arnoid

CONSIDER now the happenin-'s to the discarnate

body. In the first place, I r i
; at, it is undesirable

to concentrate attention o a grave. The dis-

carnate body must be duly atten ' d to when done with
;

the safety of the living is a paramount consideration
;

the living must retain control over what is dead. Uncon-
trolled natural forces are often dangerous : the only thing

harmful about a flood or a fire is the absence of control.

Either the operations must be supervised and intelligently

directed, or they must be subjected to such disabilities

that they can do no harm. But to associate continued
personality with a dead body, such as is suggested by
phrases like '' lay him in the earth," or " here lies such an
one," or to anticipate any kind of physical resuscitation, is

unscientific and painful. Unfortunately the orthodox
religious world at some epochs has attached superstitious

importance, not to the decent disposal, but to the imagined
future of the body. Painful and troublesome to humanity
those rites have been. The tombs of Egypt are witness to

the harassing need felt by the living to provide their loved
ones with symbols or tokens of all that they might require

in a future state of existence,—as if material things were
needed by them any more, or as if we could provide them
if they were.^ The simple truth is always m much saner

* It i3 rash to condemn a human custom which has prevailed for
centuries or millenniums, and it is wrong to treat it de haul en has.

I would not be understood as doing so, in this brief a.id inadequate
reference to the contents of Egyptian tombs. Their fuller interpreta-
tion awaits the labour of students now working at them.

In the same spirit I wish to leave open the question of what possible
rational iutcrprctatiou may be given tu the mcdiarv-al phrase Rcsur-

301
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and happier than the imaginings of men ; or. as Dr. Schuster

said in his Presidential address to the British Association

at Manchester. 1915.—" The real world is far more beauti-

ful than any of our dreams."

What is the simple truth ? It can be regarded from

two points of view, the prosaic and the poetic.

Prosaically we can say that the process of decay, if

regarded scientiacally. is not in itself necessarily repugnant.

It may be as interesting as fermentation or any other

chemical or biological process. Putrefaction, like poison,

is hostile to higher living organisms, and hence a self-

protecting feeling of disgust has arisen round it. in the

course of evolution. An emotional feeling arises in the

mind of anyone who has to combat any process or opera-

tion of nature.—like the violent emotions excited in an

extreme teetotaller by the word ' drink '
: a result of the

evil its profanation has done ; for the verb itself is surely

quite harmless. Presumably a criminal associates dis-

agreeable anticipations with the simple word * hwigmg

The idea of a rank weed is repulsive to a gardener, but not

to a botanist ; the idea of disease is repellent to a pro-

spective patient, not to a doctor or bacteriologist ;
the

idea of dirt is objectionable to a housewife, but it is only

matter out of place ; the word ' poison ' conveys nothing

objectionable to a chemist. Everything removed frorn

the emotional arena, and transplanted into the intellectual,

becomes interesting and tractable and worthy of study.

Livinfj organisms of every kind are good in themselves,

though when out of place and beyond control they may

be haimful. A tiger is an object of dread to an Indian

village : to a hunting party he may be keenly attractive

In any case he is a lithe and beautiful and splendid

creature. Microscopic organisms may have troublesome

and destructive effects, but in themselves they can be

studied with interest and avidity. All living creatures

have their assuredly useful function, only it may be a

function on which we naturally shrink from dwelling when

in an emotional mood. Everything of this kind is an

rection of the body "
; a subject on which much has been wntten.

What I am contending against is not the scholarly but the popu ar

interpretation. For further remarks on this subject see Chapter V 11

below.
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f . .ood ; and. properiy regarded, nothing in nature

is coni; ^ii or unclean. That a flying albatross is a

beautilul object every one can cordially admit, but that

the crawling surface of a stagnant sea can be regarded

with friendly eyes seems an absiirdity
;

yet there is

nothing absurd in it. It is surely the jare truth concern-

ing all living creatures of e\'ery grade, that " the Lord God
made them all ; and it was of creeping water-snakes that

the stricken Mariner at length, when he had learnt thi-

lesson, ejaculated:

—

" O happy living thin|?9 !

A spring of love gushed from my heart.

And I blessed them unaware."

For what can be said poetically about th' fate of

the beloved body, the poets themselves must be appealed

to. But that there is kinship between tl h body and the

earth is literal truth. Of terrestrial particles it is n-holK

composed, and that they should be restored to the eartl

whence they were borrowed is natural and peaceful.

Moreover, out of the same earth, and by aid of the very

same particles, other helpful forms ol life may arih* :

and though there may be no conscious unification or real

identity, yet it is pardonable to associate, in an imaginati\e

and poetic mood, the past and future form? assumed by the

particles :

—

" Lay her i' the earth ;

—

And from ler fair and unpoiluted flesh,

May violets spring !

"

Quotations are hardly necessary to v.hov hat thr^ idea

runs through all poetry. An ancient vari< 'yis enshrined

in the Hyacinthus and Adonis legends. F om r>ilt blood

an inscribed lil> "Springs, in the one tale and the

otiier we may quote m Shakespeare's versici ; I enus and
Adonis)

:

—

"And in his bloo, that on the ^tound lay sj. led,

A purple flower prung up ch quercd with unite.

Resembling w«i! his pale cht- ks and the blood
Which in ruuna u:cp3 upcr: .t'n whiteaess stood."
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So also Tennysfw :—

MAnd froiP

TL violf

3«S

« aahM r-ay be made
1 bis n^ ive land."

/i« A monmm

We find tt e sarr idea again, 1 suppose, in the eastern

tmginai of Fitzgerald's well-knovi .1 stanza :

—

» And this delightful Herb whose tender Oroen

Fledges the River's Lip on which we lea.>

—

Ah, lean upon it ligntly I for who knovrs

From what once lovely Lip it springs unseen '

"

The soil of a garden is a veritable cha >el-house of

vegetable and animal matter, and from ^ point of

view represents dc ith and decay, but he coitstoot cover-

ing an abandoned heap of refuse, i the bria rowing

amid ruin, shows t'.at Nature only 1 ads timt make
it all beautiful again Let us think ch ti- bod} trans-

muted, not i stor'-a.

The visible ^liape of tb " bod\ ' .s no ace? ' 'Ut, it

corresponded to a reality, tor it m - caust bv ^e in-

dwelling vivifying essence; and at^-vtion entwiiu itself

inevitably round not onlv I ne rui ersonality of t he de-

pa ted, bu. round As materiai ve> .ae ... o—the sign and
'symbol of so much beauty, ^ much love. Symbols
appeal to the heart of hi nity and anything cherished

and honoured becomes m u -elf r hing of intrinsic value,

which cannot be regardt-d w ch uidifi^ er^-e. The old and
tattered colours of a r> ^iirent

d'>wn their lives—though rep

thing new*r and more du; "^h

obscurity ' ihout a pang ^

pathetic pe ion, rontempUi
f'*el some echo ol the feelin:

garded, md may bt )me ac ^uai

for *vmi.n men have laid

p'i DCThaps by some-
ot be relegated to

-iny sensitive or sym-
h relics hereaft er, may

v^ hich they were re-

ted with their history

and the scenes through which the> have passed.

In such cases the kind of knowledge to be gained

from the relic, and the means by which additional informa-

tion can be acquired, ar . mteUigible ; but in other cases also

infoi lation can be attai , though by means at present

not iderstood. It may sound superstitious, bat it is a

20
^1
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matter of actual experience, that some sensitives have

StTve perception, of an unfamiliar kmd concermng

the history and personal associations of relics or frag-

ments or^rsonal belongings. ^
The acuity is called

psydiometry ; and it is no more intehgib^ although no

less well-evidenced, than the PO?s»%^^l»«d facuU

dowsing or so-called water-divming. Psychometry is a

la^IHubject on which much has already been written :

this brief mention must her- suffice.
^ , . , ^^^„^rK,

It seems to me that these facts.when at length properly

understood wiU throw some light on the connexion be-

tween mTnd and matter ; and then many another obscure

rSonS semi-science and semi-superstition will be lUumm-

ated At present in all such tracts we have to >yalk warily

for the ground is uneven and insecure ; and it is better, or

^ least^safer, for the majority to forgo the recogmtio"

of some truth than rashly to invade a district full of

entanglements and pitfalls.

Transition

Longfellow's line,
" There is no death ;

what seems so

is transition." at once suggests itself Read literally the

first half of this sentence is obviously untrue, but m the

sense intended, and as a whole, the statement is true

Inough Ther^ is no extinction, and the change called

death is the entrance to a new condition of existence-

what may be called a new life.

Yet life itself is continuous, and the conditions of the

whole of existence remain precisely as before. Circum-

stances have changed for the individual, but only m the

sense that he is now aware of a different group of facts^

The chance of surroundings is a subjective one. The tacts

iere of course there, all the time, as the stars are there in

the daytime ; but they were out of our ken. Now these

come into our ken, and others fade injo "memory

The Universe is one. not two. Literally there is no

' other
' world—except in the limited and partial sense ot

other planets—the Universe is one. We exist in it con-

tinuously all the time ; sometimes conscious m one way.

sometimes conscious in another ;
sometimes aware of a

group of facts on one side of a partition, sometimes aware
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of another group, on the other side. But the partition is

a subjective one ; we are all one family all the time, so

long as the link of affection is not broken. And for those

who believe in prayer at all to cease from praying for the

wdfare of their friends because they are materially in-

accessible—though perhaps spiritually more accessible

than before—is to succumb "nduly to the residual evil of

East ecclesiastical abuses, and to lose an opportunity of

ajjpy service. m



CHAPTER IV

CONTINUED EXISTENCE

Difficulty of Belief in Continued Existence

whatsoever abysses Nature leads. —Huxley

PFOPLE often feel a notable difficulty in beUeying

^ the real ty of continued existence. Very like y

U is difficult to believe or to realise exist«icem

riSs^enTe irthi^^woridNoo; it is difficult to believe in
existence m iiii=

problem of existence is a

Stasone It J^dbynom^eanshavebeen
predicated

puMlm§one. Ileum V
question of experience;

f,,T'w X^enM \Ve know b5? experience that things

S:SV do exUt though how they came into being and

1, , .^^ »™ all for and what consequences they have,
""^ %f^e T̂eU We have no ?eason for assertmg

fhTthe tod wTa^e '>"Si»r with is the only kind of

SSrhavfnT"4^^e^^f°5r?..rB^t
SS«t^%=^r'S^'oth^'^^

300
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is prevalent. Yet to the imaginative human mind the

facts, if reaUy grasped, are overwhelming and mcredible.

The sun a million times bigger than the earth
;
Arc-

turus a hundred times bigger than the sun, and so distant

that Ught has taken two centuries to come, though

travelling at a rate able to carry it to New York and back

in less than the twentieth part of a second,—facts like

these are commonplaces of the nursery ; but even as bare

facts they are appalUng.
. ., , , , ^.

That the earth is a speck invisible from any one of the

stars that we are on a world which is but one among an

innumerable multitude of others, ought to make us realise

the utter triviality of any view of existence based upon

familiarity with street and train and office, ought to give

us some sense of proportion between everyday expenence

and ultimate reahty. Even the portentous struggle m
which Europe is engaged

—

« What is it all but a trouble of anrs

in the gleam of a million million of suns?

Yet, for true interpretation, the infinite worth and

vital importance of each individual human soul must be

apprehended too. And that is another momentous fact,

which, so far from restricting the potentialities of exist-

ence, by implication still further enlarges them. The

multiplicity, the many-sidedness, the magnificence, of

material existence does not dwarf the human soul ;
far

otherwise : it illumines and expands the stage upon which

the human dramu is being played, and ought to make us

ready to perceive how far greater still may be the possi-

bilities—nay. the actualities—before it. in its infinite

imending progress.

That we know little about such possibilities as yet.

proves nothing .—for mark how easy it would have been

to be ignorant of the existence of all the visible worlds and

myriad modes of being in space. Not until the business of

the day is over, and our great star has eclipsed itself behind

the earth, not until the serener period of night, does the

grandeur of the material universe force itself upon our

attention. And. even then, let there be but a slight

permanent thickening of our atmosphere, and we should

have had no revelation of any world other than our own.
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Under those conditions—so barely escaped from—how
wretchedly meagre and limited would have been oxir con-

ception of the Universe ! Aye, and, unless we foolishly

imagine that our circumstances are such as to have already

givtn us a clue to every kind of possible existence, I

venture to say that " wretchedly meagre and limited
"

must be a true description of our conception of the Uni-

verse, even now,—even of the conception of those who

have permitted themselves, with least hesitation, to follow

whithersoever facts lead.

If there be any group of scientific or historical or

literary students who advocate what they think to be a

sensible, but what I regard as a purbUnd, view of existence,

based upo:i aheady systematised knowledge and on un-

founded and restricting speculation as to probable boun-

daries and hmitations of existence,—if such students take

their own horizon to be the measure of all things,—the fact

is to be deplored. Such workers, however admirable

their industry and detailed achievements, represent a

school of thought against the fruits of which we of the

Allied Nations are in arms.

Nevertheless speculation of this illegitimate and

negative kind is not unknown among us. It originates

partly in admiration for the successful labours of a bygone

generation in clearing away a quantity of clinging parasitic

growth which was obscuring the fair fabric of ascatained

truth, and partly in an innate iconoclastic enthusiasm.

The success which has attended Darwinian and other

hypotheses has had a tendency to lead men—not indeed

men of Darwinian calibre, but smaller and less consci-

entious men—in science as well as in history and theology,

to an over-eager confidence in probable conjecture and

inadequate attention to facts of experience. It has even

been said—I quote from a writer in the volume Darwin

and Modern Science, pubUshed in connexion with a

Darwin Jubilee celebration at Cambridge—that " the age

of materiaUsm was the least matter-of-fact age conceiv-

able, and the age of science the age which showed least

of the patient temper of enquiry." I would not go so far

as this myself, the statement savours of exaggeration, but

there is a regrettable tendency in surviving materialistic

quarters for combatants to entrench themselves in dogma
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and preconceived opinion, to regard these vulnerable

shelters as sufficient protection against observed and re-

corded facts, and even to employ them as strongholds

from which alien observation-posts can be shattered and

overthrown.



CHAPTER V

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

"How often have men thus feared that Nature's wonders

-nnld hrdelnrad«5l by being closelicr looked into !
How often.

S'^n £ve t^e? leaStThafthe truth w^ higher than theu: im-

SiioS ; andW it is man's work but never Nat,« s wluch

to be magnificent must remain unknown I "-F. W. H. M..

Introduction to Phantasms of tht Ltvtng

OUR actual experience is strangely limited. We
cannot be actuaUy conscious of more than a smgle

instant of time. The momentary flash which we call

the present. ti:e visual image of which f^n be "lade per-

manent by th.; snap of a camera, is all of the external

world that we directly apprehend. But our real existence

Tmbraces far more thaJi that. The present alone and

isolated, would be meaningless to us ; we look before^d
after. Our memories are thronged with the past

.
our

anticipations range over the future ; and it is m the past

and the future that we reaUy live. It is so even with the

Wgher animals : they too order their lives by memory

Sfd anttd^ation. It^is under the influence of the future

that the animal world performs even the most tnviaJ

conscious acts. We eat. we rest, we work, all with an eye

to the immediate future. The Present momait is lUmnm-

ated and made significant, is controUed and dommated.

by experience of the past and by expectation of the future^

Without any idea of the future our existence would be

pidy mihanical and meaningless : with too httle eye to

the future-a mere Uving from hand to mouth-it becomes

monotonous and dull.
,

Hence it is right that humamty. transcending merely

animal scope, should seek to answer questions concerning

iS origin and destiny, and should regard with mtense
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interest every clue to the problems of 'whence' and

' ^
U*^f no doubt possible, as always, to overstep the

haopv mean, and by absorption in and premature concern

SLTure interests to lose the benefit and the training of

Sis present life. But although we niay rightly deade to

hve with fuU vigour in the present and do o^r duty ^;°^m

moment to moment, yet in order to ^e full-flavoured and

really intelligent beings-not merely with mechanical

Sift foUowing the line of least resistance-we ought to be

SJie that there is a future.-a future determined to some

extent by action in the present ; and it is only reasonable

Sat we should seek to"^ ascertain, roughly and approxi-

matdv what sort of future it is likely to be.

InquSy into survival, and into the kind of expenence

through which we shall all certainly have to go ma few

years is therefore eminently sane, and may be vitally

sScSit. It may colour aU our actions and give aS Xning botJ to hmnan history and to personal

^''TdeSh is not extinction, then on the other side of

dissolution mental activity T'\- °'!*'"''FnftheTart of
interacting with other mental activity. For the fact oi

ieSathyyoves that bodily organs are riot absolute y

Sal to communication of ideas. Mind turns out to

be ^ble to act directly on mind, and stimulate
J^^^^^^^^^^^

response by other than material means. Thought does not

bXg to tL material region : although it is able to exert

an influence on that region through mechanisni provided

by vitality. Yet the means whereby it accomphshes the

fitTe Jsentially unknown, and the fact that such inter-

artion is possible would be strange and ?urprising if we

w^e not too much accustomed to it. It is reasonable to

Tuopose that the mind can be more at home, and more

dSy and more exuberantly active, where the need

for^u/h interaction between psychical and physicd-or

let us more safely and specifically say between mental

S^d material-no longer"^ exists, when the restraining

Sfluence of brain and nerve mechanism ^s
r.T^'J^^lo.f

when some of the limitations connected with bodily loca-

'"'"''i^.'ScTn^to^^^e. To shut the door on

I
*

' 'I
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actual observation and experiment in this particular

region because of preconceived ideas and obstinate pre-

iudices. is an attitude common enough even among

scientific men ; but it is an attitude markedly unscientific.

Certain people have decided that inquiry into the

activities of discamate mind is futile ; some few consider

it impious ; many, perhaps wisely mistrusting their own

powers, shrink from entering on such an inquiry. But

if there are any facts to be ascertained, it must be the duty

of some volunteers to try to ascertain them : and tor

people having any acquaintance with scientific history to

shut their eyes to facts when definitely announced, and

to forbid investigation or report concerning them on pain

of ostracism,—is to imitate a bygone theological attitude

in a spirit of unintended flattery—a flattery which from

every point of view is eccentric ; and hkewise to display

an extraordinary lack of humour.

On the Possibility of Prognostication

I do not wish to complicate the issue at present by

introducing thu idea of prognostication or prevision, for

I do not understand how anticipation of the future is

possible. It is only known to be p'-'^sible by one ot two

processes

—

(a) Inference—t.c. deduction i im a wide know-

ledge of the present

;

(b) Planning—t.c. the carrying out of a pre-

arranged scheme.

And these methods must be pressed to the utmost

before admitting any other hypothesis.

As to the possibility of prevision in general, I do not

dogmatise, nor have I a theory wherewith to explain every

instance ; but I keep an open mind and try to collate

and contemplate the facts.

Scientific prediction is familiar enough ;
science is

always either historic or prophetic (as Dr. Schuster said

at Manchester in the British Association Address for 1915).

" and history is only prophecy pursued in the negative

direction." This thesis is worth illustrating .—That

Eclipses can be calculated forwards or backwards is well
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known. A tide-calculating machine, again, which is used

to churn out tidal detaU in advance by turning a handle

could be as easily run backwards and give past tides if

thev were wanted ; but always on the assumption that

no catastrophe, no unforeseen contingency, .nothing out-

side the limits of the data, occurs to mterfeic with the

placid course of phenomena. There must be no dredging

OT harbour bar operations, for instance, if the tide machine

is to be depended on. Free-will is not allowed for. in

Astronomy or Physics; nor any interference by living

^^^The real truth is that, except for unforeseen contin-

gencies. past, present, and future are welded together in a

Sherem whole ; and to a mind with wider purview to

whom perhaps hardly anything is unforeseen there may

be possibilities of inference to an unsuspected extent.

Human character, and action based upon it, may be more

trustworthy and uncapricious than is usually supposed ,

and data depending on humanity may be included in a

Completer scheme of foreknowledge, without the exercise

of^y compulsion. " The past," says Bertrand Russell

eloquently.
" does not change or strive; like Duncan

after life's fitful fever it sleeps well ;
what was eager and

grasping, what was petty and transitory, has faded away

Se things that were beautiful and eterna^ shine out of it

like star! in the night." My ignorance wiU not allow me

to attempt to compose a similar or rather a contrasting

sentence about the future.

Reference to Special Cases

It will be observed that none of those indications or intimations

or intuition which are referred to in a note on page 34. Part I.

?/thov m^an anvthinK. raise the difficult question of prevision.

In ew^ thrSTpl^sion was felt after or at the time of the

event ttioSi before reception of the news. The only question

orpisSu Irevision in th^e present instance anses in connexmn

with the 'Faunus' raessas;e quoted and discussed in Part II. But

even here nothing more than kindly provision, m case anytlung

untoward should happen, need be definitely assumed Moreover

S thrconcurrence in time suggests prognostication the fact that

a formidable attempt to advance the English Front at the Ypres

saJ°e^w^ probably in prospect in August 191?. though not

known tT^r^in^ ^opk in England, and not fully carn«l out

till well on 'nS^temblr. must have been within human know-

n
''ill

I-
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ledce; Mid «> would have to be considered tetepatWc^y

accesuUe, if that hypothesis U considered preferable to the

admission of what Tennnyson speaks of as

—

"Such refraction of events

As often rises ere they rise."

Prognostication can hardly be part of the evidence foe sur-

vival. The two things pre not essential to each otb«
;

they

hardly appear to be connected. But one knows too uttle about

the wholi thiuK to be sur- even of this and I decline to take the

responsibUity tor suprrewing any of the facts. I know that Mr.

Mvers used to express an opinion that certain kinds of prevmon

would constitute clear an<l satisfactory evidence of •««««ing

supernormal, and so attract attention ; though ttie establistanent

of such a possibility might tend to suggest a kind of higher know-

ledge, notlar short of what might be popularly called omniscience,

rather than of merely human survivaL



CHAPTER VI

INTERACTION OF MIND AND MATTER

«!Spiritu8 intus alit. toUmque inlusa P" a^»
. „

LIFE and mind and consciousness do not belong to

the material region; whatever they are »n them-K they are manifestly sometUg qmte disr

tinct fformau^ and energy, and yet they utilise the

"^''Slu^tlri^geriid moved by means of energy

but^hS at th"b2&t of life and mind. Mind does not

StSse'^w' ^d^Vhl"^^^^^^
It definitely causes

ShtaJJ^r^TSTowsTS^ a Cd

SSLJ^arion' From the mc^iono^ a finger ^o^th^^^^^^^^^

'^T- frnTa veaft CTanuL at one end. to the human

S^^'l/Te otSiSorganising power of life over

S^r^may iJe presetto\he most portentous con-

^'^Tf^«?!;artion between mind and matter really occurs,

andUbiS^'arfper'Sr^^^^^
3^"

M

ii

t
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limit to the possibilities under which such interaction may
occur—no limit whirh can be laid down befoiehand- we
must be guided and iastnicted solely by experience.

Whether the results produced are styled miraculo\is
or not, depends on our knowledge,—our knowledge of all

the powers latent in nature, and a knowledge of all the
intelligences which exist. A savage on his first encounter
with white men must have come mto contact with what
to him was supernatural. A letter, a gun, even artificial

teeth, have all aroused superstition ; while a telegram
must be obviously miracixlous, to anyone intelligent enougl^
to perceive the wonder. A colony of bees, unu«k-d to the
ministrations or interference of man, might puzzle itself

over the provision made for its habitation and activities,
if it had intelligence erou^h to ponder the matter. So
human beings, if the\ -!c open-minded and developed
enough to contemplate all the happenings in which tney
are concerned, have be a led to recognise guidance

;

and they have responded to the perception by the wor-
shipful attitude of^ religion. In other words, they have
essentially recognised tl existence of a Power transcend-
ing ordinary nature—a Power that may properly be
called supernatural.

Meantvg of the Term Body

Our experience of bodies here nnd now is that they ar
composed of material particles derived from the earth,
whether they be bodies animated by vegetable or by
animal forms of life. But I take it that the real meaning
of the term ' body ' is a means of manifestation,—perhaps
a physical mode of manifestation adopted by something
which without such instrument or organ would be in a
different and elusive category. Why should we say that
bodies must be made of matter ? Surely only because
we know of nothing else of which thev could be made

;

but that lack of knowledge is not very efficient as an argu-
ment. True, if they were made of anvthing else they
would not be apparent to us now, with our particular
evolutionally-derived sense organs ; for these only inform
us about matter and its properties. Constructions built
of Ether would have no chance of appealing to our senses,

BBOI
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they would not hr ap[)arcnt to us ; they would therefore

not be what we nr<lin;irily r til bodies ;
at anv rate they

would not be n- .t< liil bodies In or;; r to become ap-

parent to us a *.- liii:il or vital cntitv mtist enter the

material realm. aiKl ithn cloth, itscif with, or temporardy

assimilate, material pari i les.
• , ^.

It may be that eth^ivil bodi-s do not exist; the

b'irden (/proof rests upi 1. those who conceive of their

possible existence ; but v uc b.nnd to admit that even

U they did exist, they would make no impression on our

senses. Hence if there are anv intelligences in another

order of 'xistence interlockerl with our;,, and if they can

in any sense be sup})osed t) have bodies at all. those

bodies must be made either of Ether or of something

equally intangible to us in our present condition.»

Yet. though intaiifeible ;>nd elusive, we have reason to

know that Ether is substantial enough.—far more sub-

stantial indeed than matter, which turns out to be a rare

and ftlmy insertion in, >i modification of, the Ether of

Space • and a different set of sens, organs might make

the Ether eclipse matter in availability and usefulness.

In my book The Ether "f Space this thesis is elaborated

from a purely physical point ot view.

I wish however, to make no assertion concerning the

possible psychical use of th(> Ether of Space. Aiiything

of that kind must be speculative ; the only bodies we

now know of in actual fact are material bodies, and we

must be guided by facts. Yet we must not shut the door

prematurely on other possibili .es ; and we can reniember

that inspired writers have sometimes contemplated what

they term a spiritual body.

' That a ercat poet should liave represented the meeting l)ctween the

still incarnate .-Eneas and his discamate lather Anchiscs as a bodily

disappointment, is consistent :

—

"Ter fi.'.atus ibi collo dare brachia circum ;

Ter ill stra compri-nsa manus etfuRit imaRo,

Par levibus ventis, volucrique simillima somno.
Xnenl, VI. 700

It may be said that what is intangible ought tc be invisible ;
but that

does not follow. The Ether is a medium foi vision, not for touch.

Ether and Ether may interact, just as matter and matter interact

;

but interaction between Ether and matter is peculiarly elusive.

K.

in
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Permanence of Body

But why should anyone suppose a body of some kind

always necessary ? Why should they assume a perpetual

sort of dualism about existence ? The reason is that we

have no knowledge of any other form of animate existence

;

and it may be claimed as legitimate to assume that the

association betveen lite and matter here on the planet has

a real and vital significance, that without such an episode

of earth life we should be less than we are, and that

the relation is t3rpical of something real and permanent.

" Such use may lie in blood and breath."—TENNYaON

Why matter should be thus useful to spirit and even

to life it is not easy to say. It may be that by the inter-

action of two things better and newer results can always

be obtained than was possible for one alone. There are

analogies enough for that. Do we not find that genius

seems to require the obstruction or the aid of matter for

its full development ? The artist must enjoy being able

to compel refractory material to express his meaning.

Didactic writings are apt to emphasise the obstructive-

ness of matter ; but that may be because its usefulness

seems self-evident. Our limbs, and senses, and bodily

faculties generally, are surely of momentous service;

microscopes and telescopes and laboratory instruments,

and machinery generally, are only extensions of them.

Tools to the man who can use them :—orchestra to the

musician, lathe or theodolite to the engineer, books and

records to the historian, even though not much more than

pen and paper is needed by the poet or the mathematician.

But our bodily organs are much more than any

artificial tools can be, they are part of our very being.

The body is part of the constitution of man. We are not

spirit or soul alone,—though it is sometimes necessary to

emphasise the fact that we are soul at all,—we are in

truth soul and body together. And so I tnink we shall

always be ; though our bodies need not always be com-

posed of earthly particles. Matter is the accidental part

:

there is an essential and more permanent part, and the

permanent part must survive.

Mi
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This is the strength, as I have said elsewhere and will

not now at any length repeat, of the sacramental claims

and practices of reUgion. Forms and customs which

appeal to the body are a legitimate part of the whole

;

and while some natxures derive most benefit from the

exclusively psychical and spiritual essence, others prob-

ably do well to prevent the more sensuous and more
puzzling concomitants from falling into disuse.

m
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CHAPTER VII

' RESURRECTION OF THE BODY '

...-Never the spirit was born ;
the spirit shall c-b^^,*",^ --'••"

IN
the whole unknown drama of the soul the episode

of bodUv existence must have profound significance.

Matto- cannot only be obstructive, even usefully

obstructive —by which is meant the kind of obstruction

which s&ati to effort and trains for power like the

hSrdles in an obstacle race,-it must be auxiliary t^.

Whateli may be the case with external matter the body

itself is certainly an auxiliary, so long as it is m health and

S5h'and rt gives opportunity for the development of

Ko'Srhi new aS unexpected ways-ways m which bu

for earth Ufe its practice would be deficient, ihis it is

u>>iirh makes calamity of too short a life.

But 1^^^^^^^^^ ^b°^t the tragedy

of the oresent. It may be that the concentrated training

^d co^i^eous facing of fate which in most cases must

Sve accompanied voluntary entry into a dangerous wax

comoensates in intensity what it lacks m duration, and

fS7the benefit of bodily terrestrial We is not so mi^h

loS by violent death of that kind as might at first apoe^.

yS even with some such asstxrance. the spectacle of

thousS of youths in luU vigour and joy of life having

theS^Srthly future violently wrenched from them amid

scSes of grim horror and nerve-wracking noise and con-

Sn is 5ne which cannot and ought not to be regarded

Sccaanimitv It is a bad and unnatural truncation of

^ hnpoSpit of each individual career, a part which

migS havTdone much to develop faculties and enlarge

experience.
^^^
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Meanwhile, the very fact that we lament so sincerely

this dire and man-caused fate serves to illustrate the view
we inevitably take that the earth-body is not only a means
of manifestation but is a real servant of the soul, —that
flesh can in some sense help spirit as spirit can undoubtedly
help flesh,—and that while its very weaknesses are service-

able and stimvdating, its strength is exhilarating and
superb. The faculties and powers developed in the animal
kingdom during all the millions of years of evc'ation, and
now inherited for better for worse by man, are not to be
despised. Those therefore who are able to think that

some of the essential elements or attributes of the body
are carried forward into a higher life—quite irrespective of

the manifestly discarded material particles which never
were important to the body, for they were always in per-

petual flux as individual molecules—those, I say, who
think that the value derived and acquired through the
body survives, and becomes a permanent possession of the

soul, may well feel that they can employ the mediaeval

phrase " resurrection of the body " to express their per-

ception. They may feel that it is a truth which needs
emphasising all the more from its lack of obviousness.

These old phrases, consecrated by long usage, and famiUar
to all the saints, though their early and superficial meaning
is evidently superseded, may be found to have an iimer

and spiritual significance which when once grasped should
be kept in memory, and brought before attention, and
sustained against challenge : in no case should they be
lightly or hastily discarded.

It seems not altogether fanciful to trace some similarity

or analogy, between the ideas about inheritance usually
associated with the name of Weismann, and the inherit-

ance or conveyance of bodily attributes, or of powers
acquired through the body, into the future Hfe of the soul.

When considering whether anything, or what, is likely

to be permanent, the answer turns upon whether or not
the soul has been affected. Mere bodily accidents of

course arc temporary ; loss of ;..n arm or an eye is no more
carried on as a permanent disfigurement than it is trans-

missible to offspring. But, apart from accidents which
may happen to the body, there arc some evil thinj^si

—

rendered accessible by and <k'finitely associated with the

mti

n
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body—which assault and hurt the soul. And the effect

of these is transmissible, and may become permanent.

Habits which write their mark on the countenance—

whether the writing be good or bad—are not likely to take

effect on the body alone. And in this sense also future

existence may be either glorified or stained, for a time, by

persistence of bodUy traits.-by this kind of " resurrection

Furthermore it is found that although bodily marks,

scars and wounds, are clearly not of soul-compellmg and

permanent ch^acter, yet for purposes of identification,

and when re-entering the physical atmosphere tor tne

purpose of communication with friends, these temporary

marks are re-assumed ;
just as the general appearance at

the remembered age, and detaUs connected with clothes

and little unessential tricks of manner, may—in some un-

known sense—be assumed too.
, , .^ -u * *u

And it is to this category that I would attribute the

curious interest still felt in old personal possessions. They

are attended to and recaUed, not for what by a shopman

is caUed their ' value,' but because they furnish useful and

welcome evidence of identity ; they are like the ptices de

conviction brought up at a trial, they bear sUent witness

to remembered fact. And in so far as the disposal or

treatment of them by survivors is evidence of the regard

in which their late owner was held, it is unUkely that they

should have suddenly become matters of complete in-

difference. Nothing human, in the sense of affecting the

human spirit, can be considered foreign to a friendly and

sympathetic soul, even though his new preoccupations and

industries and main activities are of a different order. It

appears as if, for the few moments of renewed earthly

intercourse, the newer surroundings shrink for a time into

the background. They are remembered, but not vividly.

Indeed it seems difficult to Uve in both worlds at once,

especially after the life-long practice here of living almost

exclusively in one. Those whose existence here was

coloured or ennobled by wider knowledge and higher aims

seem likely to have the best chance of conveying instruc-

tive information across the boundary ;
though their de-

veloped powers may be of such still higher value, that only

from a sense of duty or in a missionary spirit can they be
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expected to absent them from felicity a while in order to

help the brethren.

Quotation of a passage from Plotinus seems here per-

missible :—
, .^ , xi.

" Souls which once were m men, when they leave the

body, need not cease from benefiting mankind. Some

indeed, in addition to other services, give occult messages

(oracular repUes), thus proving by their own case that

other souls also survive " {Enn. iv. vii. 15).

t »;

As a digression of some importance, I venture to say

that claims of thoughtless and pertinacious people upon

the charitable and eminent, even here, are often excessive :

it is to be hoped that such claims become less troublesome

and less effective hereafter ; but it is a hope without much
foundation. Remonstrances are useless, however, for

only the more thoughtful and those most deserving of

help are hkcly to attend to remonstrances. Nevertheless

—useless or not—it behoves one to make them. We are

mdeed taught that in exceptional cases there may ulti-

mately supervene such an extraordinary elevation of soul

that no trouble is too great , and no appeal is unheard. But

still, even in the Loftiest case of all, the episode of having

passed through a human body contributes to the power

of sympathising with and aiding ordinary humanity.



CHAPTER VIII

MIND AND BRAIN

For nothing is that errs from law."—Tennyson

IT
is sometimes thought that memory is located in

the brain ; and undoubtedly there must be some
physiological process at work in the brain when any

incident of memory is recalled and either uttered or

written. But it does not at all follow that memory itself

is located in the brain ; though there must be some easier

channel, or some idready prepared path, which enables

an idea to be translated from the general mental rKcr-

voir into consciousness, with clarity and power sufficient

to stimulate the necessary nerves and muscles into a con-

dition adaiuate for reproduction.

Sometimes in order to remember a thing, one writes it

in a note-book ; and the memory may be said to be in the

note-book about as accurately as it may be said to be in

the brain. A physical process has jjut it in ihe note-

book ; there is a physical contigiuration persisting there

;

and when a sort of reverse physical process is repeated, it

can be got back into consciousness by simply what wc
call ' looking ' at the book and reading. But surely the

real memory is in the mind all the time, and the deposit in

the note-book is a mere detent for culling it out or for

making it easy of recovery. In order to communicate
any information we must focus attention on it ; and
whether we focus attention on a part of the brain or on a

page of a note-book matters very little ; the attention

Itself is a mental process, not a physiological one, though
it has a physiological concomitant.

This is an important matter, the keystone in fact of

our problem about the connexion between mind and
matter, and I propose to amplify its treatment further ; for

this is an unavoidably controversial portion of the book.
j36
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The Seat of Memory

I am familiar with aU the usual analogies drawn

between organic habit and memory on the one hand,

^d ^e more ready repetition 0/ Phys]C^F<5^
by inorganic material on the other, Wperfectly d^w
springs for instance, which show remmiscences of previous

bendUigs or twistings by their subsequent unwindmgs

;

and cols which wear into smooth runnmg
Jy

repetit on

Se eximples of this kind. A violm which by bng

practice b^omes more musical in tone is another or

Tpath which by being often traversed becomes easi«

to the feet A flower-bed recently altered in shape, by

being pStly passed over, is liable to exhibit its foirner

Sme^y ail of bulbs and other half-forgotten growths

which come up through the grass in the old patterau

This last is a striking example of apparent memory,

not indeed in the inorganic but in the unconsciouc world ;

where indeed it is prevalent, for every one m^st recogn^e

the memory of animals-there can be no doubt of that.

And it would seem that a kind of race-memory must be

invoked to account for many surprising cases of instinct

,

of which the building of specific burds nests, and the

accurate pecking of a ncwly-hatchcd cl»»ckeji. are among

the stock instances. No experience can be lodged in the

brain of the newly-hatched

!

That some sort of stored facility should exist in the

adult brain, is in no way surprising ; and that there is some

physical or physiological concomitant of actua^. remem-

&e is pliin ; but that is a very different thing from

asserting that memory itself, or any kmd of consciousne^

is locatcl in the brain ; though truly without the aid of

the brain it is, as far as this planet is concerned, latent and

Plotimis put? the matter in an interesting but perhaps

rather too extreir form :—
,

" As to memory, the body is an impediment . . .
tne

unstable and fluctuating nature of the ^^pdy mak'es for

oblivion not for memory. Body is a veritable R»v^ ot

Lethe. Memory belongs to the soul {Enn. iv in. 2b).

The actual reproduction or remembrance ot a tact—

the demonstration or reaUsation of memory—undoubtedly

1

1
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depends on brain and muscle mechanism ; but memory
itself turns out to be essentially mental, and is

foimd to exist apart from the bodily mechanism which
helped originally to receive and store the impression.
And though without that same or some equivalent
mechanism we cannot get at it, so that it cannot be dis-
played to others, yet in my experience it turns out not to
be absolutely necessary to use actually the same instru-
ment for its reproduction as was responsible for its de-
position : though undoubtedly to use the same is easier
and helpful. In the early Edison phonographs the same
instrument had to be used for both reception and repro-
duction

; but now a record can readily be transferred
from one instrument to another. This rnay be regarded
as a rough mechanical analogy to the telepathic or
telergic process whereby a psychic reservoir o^ memory
can be pax tially tapped through another organism.

But, apart from any consideration of what may be
regarded as doubtful or uncertain, tliere are some facts
about the relation of brain to coni-ciousness. which,
though universally admitted, are frequently misinter-
preted. Injure the brain, and consciousness is lost.
• Lost

' is the right word—not ' destroyed.' Repair the
lesion, and consciousness may be restored, i.e. normal
manifestation of consciousness can once more occur. It
is the display of consciousness, in all such cases, that we
mean when we speak of the effect of brain injury ; the
utilisation of bodily organs is necessary for its exhibition.
If the bodily organs do not exist, or are too damaged, no
normal manifestation is possible. That is the fact which
may be misinterpreted.

In general we may say, with fair security, that no
receptivity to physical phenomena exists save through
sense-organ, nerve, and brain; nor any initiation of
physical phenomena, save through brain, nerve, and
muscle. Apart from physical phenomena consciousness
is isolated and inaccessible : we have no right to say that
it is non-existent. In ordinary usage it is not customary
or necessary to be always harping on this completer
aspect of things : it is only necessary when misunder-
standing has arisen from uniformly inaccurate, or rather
unguarded, modes of expression.

laii
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In an excellent lecture by Dr. Mott on " The Effects of

High Explosives upon the Central Nervous System," I

find this sentence :

—

" It is known that a continuous supply of oxygen is

essential for consciousness
"

What is intended is clear enough, but analysed strictly

this assertion goes far beyond what is known. \^'e do not

really know that oxygen, or any form of matter, has any-

thing to do with consciousness : all that we know, and all

that Dr. Mott really means to say. I presume, is that

without a supply of oxygen consciousness gives no physical

sign.

Partial interruptions of physical manifestations of con-

sciousness well illustrate this : as, for UiStance, when speech-

centres of the brain alone are affected. If in iuch case we
had to depend on mouth-muscle alone we should say that

consciousness had departed, and might even think that it

was non-existent ; but the arm-muscle may remain under

brain control, and by intelligent writing can show that

consciousness is there all the time, and that it is only

inhibited from one of the specially easy modes of mam-
festation. In some cases the inhibition may be complete,

—from such cases we do not learn much ; but when it is

only partial we learn a good deal.

I quote again from Dr. Mott, omitting for brevity the

detailed description of certain surgical war-cases, under

his care, which precedes the following explanatory inter-

jection and summary :

—

" Why should these men, whose silent thoughts are

perfect, be unable to speak ? They comprehend all tl at

is said to them unless they are deaf ; but it is quite ciear

that [even] in these cases their internal language is un-

affected, for they are able to express their thoughts and
judgments perfectly well by writing, even if they are deaf.

The mutism is therefore not due to an intellectual defect,

nor is it due to volitional inhibition of language in silent

thought. Hearing, the primary incitation to vocalisation

and speech, is usuaJly unaffected, yet they are unable to

speak ; they cannot even whisper, cough, whistle, or laugh

aloud. Many who are unable to speak voluntarily yet call

out in their dreams expressions they have used m trench

warfare and battle. Sometimes this is followed by return

41
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of speech, but more often not. One man continually

shouted out in his sleep, but he did not recover voluntary

si)ecch or power of phonation till eight months after adf-

mission to the hospital for shell-shock."

Very well, all this interesting experience serves among
other things to illustrate our simple but occasionally over-

looked thesis. For it is through physical phenomena that

normally we apprehend, here and now ; and it is by aid of

physical phenomena that we convey to others our wishes,

our impressions, our ideas, and our memories. Dislocate

the physical from the psychical, and communication
ceases. Restore the connexion, in however imperfect a
form, and once more incipient communication may become
possible again.

That is the rationale of the process of human inter-

course. Do we understand it ? No. Do we understand
even how tmr own mind (){)crates on our own body ? No.

We know for a fact that it dws.
Do we understand how a mind can with difficulty and

imperfectly ojKrate another body submitted to its tem-
porary guidance and < ontrol ? No. Do we know for a
fact that it does ? Aye, that is the question—a question

of evidence. I myself answer the question aflirmatively ;

not on theoretical grounds—far from that—but on a basis

of straightforward exj)cricnce. Others, if they allow them-
selves to take the trouble to get the experience, will come
to the same conclusion.

Will they do so lx.'st by allowing their own bodies or
brains to be utilised :" No, that seoms not even the best,

and certainly not the only way. It may not, for the

majority of people, be a p".' ole way. The sensitive or

medium who serves us, bv putting his or her bodily

mechanism at our disposal, is not likely to be best informed
concerning the nature of the process. Mediums have
perhaps but little conscious information to give us concern-
ing their powers ; we must learn from what they do, not
from what they say. The outside observer, the experi-

menter, whose senses are alert all the time and who
continues fully conscious without special receptivity or
any peculiar power of his own, is in a better position to
note and judge what is happening,—at least from the

normal and scientific point of view. Let us be as cautious
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and critical, a"e and as sceptical as wc like, but let us also

be patient and pcrsevcrinR and fair ; do not let us start

with a preconceixed notion of what is possible and what is

impossible in this almost unexplored universe ; let i»s only

be willing to learn and be guided by facts, not by dogmas ;

and gradually the truth will i^rmeatc our understanding

and make for itself a place in our minds as secure as in

any other branch of observational science.

or
to

the
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CHAPTER IX

LIFE AND CONSCIOUSNESS

THE limitation of scope which eminent Professors

of a certain school of modern science have laid

down for themselves is forcibly expressed by one
of the ablest of their champions thus :

—

" No sane man has ever pretended, since science

became a definite body of doctrine, that wc know or ever
can hope to know or conceive the possibility of know-
ing whence the mechanism has come, why it is there,

whither it is going, or what may be beyond and beside

it which our senses are incapable of appreciating. These
things are not ' explained ' by science and never can be."

—Sir E. Ray Lankester.

I should myself hesitate to promulgate such a

markedly non-possumus and ignorabimus statement con-

cerning the scope of physical science, even as narrowly

and popularly understood ; but it illuminates the position

taken up by those savants who are commonly known as

Materialists, and explains their expressed though non-

personal hostility to other scientific men who seek to

exceed the boundaries laid down, and investigate things

beyond the immediate range of the senses.

Eliminating the future tense from the statement,

however, I can agree with it. The instrument of trans-

lation from the mental to the physical, and back from

the physical tu the mental, is undoubtedly the brain,

but as to how the translation is accomplished, I venture

to say, we have not the inkling of an idea. Nevertheless,

hints which may gradually lead towards a partial under-

standing of psycho-physical processes may be gained by
study of exceptional cases : for such study is often more
instructive than continued scrutiny of the merely normal.

The fact of human consciousness, though it raises the
33a
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problem to a high degree of conspicuousness by no means

exhausts the difficulty; for it is one vvhich faces us m
connexion with every form of life The association of

life with matter, and of mind with life, are Problems of

similar order, and a glimmering o understanding of the

one may be expected to throw lig^t upon the other_ But

until we know more of the method by which the simplest

and most familiar psycho-physical interaction occurs-

until we know enough to see how the gulf between

two apparently different Modes of Being is bridged-

it is safest to observe and accumulate facts, and to be

very chary of making more than the most tentative and

cautious of working hypotheses. For to frame even a

tentative hypothesis, of any helpful kind, may require

some clue which as yet we do not possess.

I have been struck by the position taken by Dr.

Chalmers Mitchell in his notable small book EvoluHon

and the War. the early chapters of which, on Germany

of the past and present. I would like unreservedly to

commend to the reader. Indeed, commendation of a

friendly and non-patronising kind may well e^xtend to the

whole book, although it must be admitted that here and

there mere exposition of Darwinism is suspended, and

difficult and debatable questions are touched upon.

On these questions I would not like to be understood

as expressing a hasty opinion, either against or for the

views of the author. The points at issue between us are

more or less fine-drawn, and cannot be dealt with paren-

thetically ; nor do I ever propose to deal vvith them^" a

controversial manner. The author, as a biologist of fame,

is more than entitled to such expression of his own views

as he has cared to give. I quote with admiration, not

necessarily with agreement, a few passages from the part

dealing with the relation between mmd and matter, and

especially with the wide and revolutionary difference

between man and animal caused by either the evolution

or the incoming of free and conscious Choice.

He will not allow, with Bergson and others that the

roots of consciousness, in its lower grades, go deep down

into the animal, and even perhaps into the vegetable,

kingdom ; he has no patience with those who associate

elementary consciousness and freedom and indeterminate-

S|ffcm
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ness not merely with human life but with all lifo, and who
detect rudiments of purpose and in x'Uigenrc in the
protozoa. Nor, on the other hand, does he approve the

dogmatic teaching of the ' ultra-scientific ' school, which,
beii g obsessed by the idea of man's animal origin, inter-

prets human nature solely in terms of protoplasm. He
opposes the possibility of this by saying :

—

" However fruitful and interesting it may be to re-

member that we are rooted deep in the natal mud, our
possession of consciousness and the sense of freedom is a
vital and overmastering distinction."

On the more interesting of the above-mentioned al-

ternatives Dr. Chalmers Mitchell expresses himself thus :

—

" The Bergsonian interpretation does nothing to make
consciousness and freedom more intelligible ; and by
extending them from man, in whom we know them to

exist, to animals, in which their presence is at best an
inference, it not only robs them of definiteness and reality,

but it blurs the real distinction between men and animals,

and evades the most difficult problem of science and philo-

sophy. The facts are more truly represented by such
phraseology as that animals are instinctive, man is in-

telligent, animals are irresponsible, man is responsible,

animals are automata, man is free ; or if 3'ou like, that

God gave animals a beautiful body, man a rational

soul. ..."
And soon afterwards he continues :

—

"Not 'envisaging itself,' not bei \g; at once actor,

spectator, and critic, ' living in the flashing moment,' not
seeing the past and the present and the future separately,

this is the highest at which we can put the consciousness

of animals, and herein lies the distmction between man
and the animals which makes the overwhelming difference.

" Must we then suppose, with Russel Wallace, that
somewhere on the upward path from the tropical forests

to the groves of Paradise, a soul was interpolated from an
outside source into the gorilla-like ancestry of man ? I

do not think so, although I not only admit but assert

that such a view gives a more accurate statement of fact

than does either of the fashionable doctrines that I huve
discussed. I believe with Darwin, that as the body of

man has been evolved from the body of animals, so the
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intellectual, emotional, and moral faculties of man have

been evolved from the qualities of animals, i help my-

sdf towards the comprehension of the process by reflecting

on two phenomena of observation Iwhich he proceeds o

citel I help myself, and perchance may help otht^s

no more ; coiSd I speak dogmatically on what is he central

myTter^ of all science and\ll philosophy and all thought,

my words would roll with the thunder of Sinai

Let it not be supposed for a moment that this dis-

tinguished biologist is in agreement wth me on many

matters dealt with in the present book If he vere he

would I believe, achieve a more admirable and eloquent

wS than^is consistent with the technical y apologetic

ronewS.in the present state of the scientific atmosphere

t beTioves me tS take. To guard against unwelcome

mis^p^esentation of his views, and yet at the same time

to indicate their force, i will make one more quotation .-

" Writine as a hard-shell Darwinian evolutionist, a lover of

the sSl Ind microscope, and of patient, empmcal observa-

tSnas^ne So dislikes^1 forms o/ supernaturahsm and who

and'aJ externaTto man'as the ^^arryjauU^/^^t
"the wor'k

and §.e n^tont rife and faU, but the struggle of individual

Uves and of individual nations must be measured not by their

immediate nSs. but as they tend to the debasement or per-

fection of man's great achievement.

My own view, which in such matters I only put forth

with diffidence and brevity, is more m favour of Con-

dnuity I do not trace so catastrophic a break between

rian Ld animals, nor between animal aiid vegetable

perhaS not even between organised aiid unorganised

forms of matter, as does Dr. Chalmers Mitchell.

I would venture to extend the range of the term

•

soul
• down to a very Ir.rge denommator,-to cases n

whTh the magnitude o'f the fraction becomes excessively

miiute -and tentatively admit to the possibUity of

4
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sxirvival, though not individual survival, every form of

life. As to Individuality and Personality—they can only

survive where they already exist ; when they really

exist they persist ; out bare survival, as an alternative to

improbable extinction, may be widespread.

Matter forms an iiistrument, a means of manifesta-

tion, b'lt it need not be the only one possible. We have
utilised matter to build up this beautiful bodily mechan-
ism, but, when that is done with, the constructive ability

remains ; and it can be expected to exercise its organis-

ing powers in other than material environnient. If this

hypothesis be true at all (and admittedly I am now making
hypothesis) it must he true oj all forms 0/ life ;

for what
the process of evolution has accomplished here may
be accomplished elsewhere, under conditions at present

unknown.^ So I venture to surmise that the surroundings

of non-material existence will be far more homely and
habitual than people in general have been accustomed
to think likely.

And how do I know that the visible material body of

aiivthing is all the body, or all the existence, it possesses ?

Why should not things exist also, or have etherial coimter-

parts, in an etherid world? Perhaps everything has
already an etherial counterpart, of which our senses tell

us the material aspect only. I do not know. Such an
idea may be quoted as an absurdity ; but if the evidence

drives me in that direction, in that diiection I will go,

without undue resistance. There have been those wfc'»

do not wait to be driven, but who lead ; and the inspired

guidance of Plotinus in that direction may secure more
attention, and attract more disciples, when the way is

illxmiinated by discoverable facts.

Meanwhile facts await discovery.

Passages from Plotinus, it may be remembered, are eloquently
translated by F. W. H. Myers, from the obscure and often un-
grammatical Greek in Human Personality, vol. ii. pp. 289-
291 ; and readers of S.P.R. Proceedings, vol. xxii. pp. 108-172,
will remember the development by Mrs. Verrall of the xoi airAr

avpavitt okviiuv motto prefixed to F. W. H. Myers's post-
humously published poem on Tennyson in Fragments of Pro^e
and Poetry.

> I wish to emphasise this paragraph, as perhaps an important one.

>i,_
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My reference just above to teachings A Plotimis about the

kind oi things to be met with in the other world, or the ethcnal

world or whatever it may be called, is due to information from

Professor J. H. Muirhcad that, roughly speaking, Plotinus teaches

that things there are on the same plan as things here : each thing

here having its counterpart or corresponding existence there,

though glorified and fuller of reality. Not tc misrepresent this

doctrine, but to illustrate it as far us can be by a short passage,

Professor Muirhead has given me the following translation irom

the Enneads :

—

^ . ...
'• But again let us speak thus : Far since we hold

this universe is framed after the pattern of j^AaJ,

living thing must needs first be There ;
and

Being is perfect, all must be There. Heaven tiu

There be a living thinf nor void of what are here called

stars; indeed such things belong to heaven. Clearly too the

earth which is There is not an empty void, but much niorc

full of life, wherein are all creatures that aro here calleU

land anim.-ils and plants that are rooted in life. And sea is

There and all water in ebb ai d flow and in abiding life, and

all creatures that are in the water. And air is a part of the

all that is There, and creatures of the air in accordance with the

nature and lawi, of air. For in the Living how should hving

things fail ? How then can any living thing fail to be There

seeing that as each of the great iiarts of nature is, so needs must

be the living things that tlierein are ? As then Heaven is, and

There exists, so are and exist all the creatures that inhabit it ;

nor can these fail to be, else would those (on earth ?) n^ t be.

Enn. VI. vii.

The reason why this strange utterance or speculation

is reproduced here is because 'J seems to some exvent

to correspond with curious statements recorded m
another part of this book; e.g. iu Chapter XIV, Part 11.

I expect that it would be misleading to suppose that

the terms used by Plotinus really signify any difference of

locality. It may be nearer the truth to suppose that when

freed from our lostricting and only matter-revealing senses

we become aware of much that was and is ' here ' ^.11 the

time, interfused with the existence which wc Knew ;—

forming part indeed of the one and only complete existence,

of which our present normal knowledge is limited to a single

aspect. We might think and speak of many interpene-

trating universes, and yet recognise that ultimately they

must be all one. It is not Ukely that the Present differs

from what we no-v call the Future except in our mode of

perceiving it.

aa



CHAPTER X

ON MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

HOW does mind communicate with mind ? Ou

accustomed process is singularly indirect.

Speech is the initiation of muscular movements,

under brain and nerve guidance, which result m the pro-

duction of atmospheric pulsations-alternate condensa-

?iSns and rarefactions-which spread out m all directions

i a way that can be likened superficially to he spreading

o" ripples on a pond. In themselves the aerial pulsations

have no psychical connotation, and are as jjurely mech-

anical asVe those ripples, though like the indentations

on the wax of a phonograph their sequence is cunningly

contrived ; and it is in their sequence that the code lies

^a code which anyone who has struggled with a foreign

language know? is difficult to learn. Sound waves have

i^s^ml respects a still closer analogy with the ethenal

SusaSons generated at a wireless-telegraph sending

Ftat^n which affect all sensitive receiving instruments

witS'rrnge and convey a code by their artificially in-

'^'"'HeS'K'reception of a small modicum of the above

aerial pulsations, by suitable mechanism which enables

them to stimulate ingeniously contrived nerve-endings

and so at length to affect auditory centres in the

brain and to get tran 'ated into the same kind of con-

scbusness as ^as resp. .sible ^^^/^^^ .°"8;f,^\£^SS
The whole is done so quickly and easily, by the perfect

338
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physiological mechanism provided, that the indirect and
surprising nature of the proci' s is usually overlooked ;

as most things are when they have become familiar.

Wireless telegraphy is not an iota more marvellous,

but, being unfamiliar, it has aroused a sense of

wonder.
Writing and Reading by aid of black marks on apiece of

paper, perceived by means of the Ether instead of the air,

and through the agency of the eye instead of the ear,—
though the symbols are ultimately to be interpreted as if

heard,—hardly need elaboration m order to exhibi' ' icir

curiously artificial and complicated indirectness : nd
in their case an element of delay, even a long time-intei yal

—perhaps centuries—may intervene between production

and reception.

Artistic representation also, such as painting or music,

tuough of a less articulate character, less dependent on

mrely linguistic convention and less limited by nation-

ality, is still truly astonishing when intellectually

regarded. An arrangement of pigments designed for

the reception and modification and re-emission or

reflexion of ether-tremors, in the one case ; and, in

the other, a continuous series of complicated vibra-

tions excited by grossly mechanical means ; intervene

between the minds of painter and spectator, of composer

and auditor, or, in more general terms, between agent

and percipient,—again with possible great lapse of

time.

That ideas and feelings, thus indirectly and mechani-

cally transmitted or stored, can attect the sensitive soul

in unmistakable fashion, is a fact of experience ; but

that deposits in matter are competent to produce so

purely psychic an effect can surely only be explained in

terms of the potentialities and previous experience of the

mind or soul itself. No emotional influence can be ex-

pressed, or rendered inteUigible, in terms of matter.

Matter is an indirect medium of communication between

mind and mind. That direct telci)atl o intercourse

should be able to occur between mind and mind, without
£•'1 this intermediate physical mechanism, is therefore

liOt really surprising. It has to be proved, no doubt,

but the fact is intrinsically less pxizzling than many of

it

I
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those other facts to which we have grown hardened by

""'ivTiv shoi.d telepathy be unfamiliar to us? Why

should !t seem only a\exceptional or occasional mj^th^d

of communication? There ^^ P'^^^^^y'. ^*
if,. *^^S

has said an evolutionar> advantage m our present

almost exclusive limitation to mechanical and phys cal

could not thus protect ourselves agamst insistent

telepathy Hence probably the P^a'-^'cal usefuln^s of

heCLing and^bstracting pow.
f ^^^^^J^^J

'

a power which in some lunatics is permanenuy

^^^Phvsical things can reach consciousness-if at aU-

onlv through the brain ; that remains true as regards

Si al t^ngs. however much we ,niay admit tele^^^^^^^^

?rom other minds ; and, conversely, only througn tne

braTn can wT ope ate with conscious purpose on the

material worid. To any more direct mental or spiritual

Sttcourse we are. unJs specially awakened tgrnpor^^^V

dead or asleep. There is some inversion of ordinary ideas

he?e for a state of trance appears to rouse or free the

dorm^t faculties, and to render di^f.
^f^^^^

nossible At any rate it does this for some people.

Tor we find here and there, a few perfectly sane

fndivSuals from ^vhom, when in a rather exceptional

Sate the customary brain-limitation seems to be with-

drawn or Sdrawable. Their minds cease to be

fsokted for a time, and are accessible to more direc

nflueVces Not the familiar part of their minds, not

the pS? accustomed to operate, and to De operated

on by the habitually used portion of brain no, but

what is called a subliminal stratum of mind, a part

only accessible perhaps to physical thmgs through an

oXarily wsid and only subconscious portion of

^^%^he occurrence of such people, i.e. of people with such

exceptional and really simple faculties could not have

^en pre^cted or expected on a basis of everyday expen-
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ence • but if evidence is forthcoming for their oxistcnce-

cven 'although it be not quite of an "^dinary charactin--

and if we can make examination of the subject-matter

and criticise the statements of fact which arc thus re-

ceivable, there is no sort of sense m opposmg the (acts

bv adducing preconceived negative opinions about im-

possibility, and declining to look int.. the evidence or

iudge of the results. There were people once who would

not look at the satellites of Jupiter, lest their cherished

?onviSions slumkl be disturbed. There was a mathe-

matiaan not long ago who wuul.l not ^'^;'^" 7^PJXd"h?^
demonstration of conical refraction, lest if it failed his

confidence in refined optical theory should be u,>set

And so, strange to say. there arc people to-day wb- d'n>

the fact, and condemn the inv(«stigat.on. of any manner of

communication outside the realm of ;'"
'"^^^J.^X^ai

place experience : having no ground at all for their denial

^^''weiriike other little systems, they have their day nrd

cease to be We need not attend to them overmuch.

If the facts of the Universe have come within our con-

tempbtion, a certain amount of contemporary blindness,

thoiTeh it may surprise, need not perplex us. The study

of th .naerial sidc^of things, under the limitations appro-

priate rhereto. has done splendid service. Only gradually

can mc.ital scope be enlarged to take m not only all this

^"\n so'f^r"^' those who are open to the less well-defined

and more ambitious region are ignorant or
^^^^<'^V^'}^'l''

to what has been achieved in the material r. aim. it is no

wonder that their asserted enlargement of scope is not

credited It does not seem likely that a new revelation

has been vouchsafed to them, when they are so ignorant

concerning the other and already recognised kind of

Natural knowledge. They cannot indeed have attained

information through the same channels or >" the same

way And it is this dislocation of know edge th.s differ-

ence of atmosphere, this barely reconcilable attitude ot

two diverse groups of people-though occasionally, by the

device of water-tight compartments, the same ^dividual

has breathed both kinds of air and belr-nged to both

groups-it is this bifurcation of method that has retarded

»
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mutual undorstandinR. TIhto :in< j«i«narious momlKTs

of litiuT KTonp who try to strrn,t,'tlu'n tlicir own |iosition

by decrying tlio mctliods of the otiur ; and wore it not

for the occurrence from time to time of a Wallace or a

Crookes, i.e. of men who combine in their own i^rsons

somethinK of botli kinds of kni)wlodi;o attained not by

different but by ^inlilar mctliods -all tlieir theses being

maintained ancl j'lst''*^'^ "" scicntiUi grounds, and after

experimental inquiry— the chances for a reasonable and

scientific outlook into a now n<(,'i(>n. and vdtimately over

the border-line into thi> domain of riligion, wcnild not be

encouraging. Tlie existence of such men, hov/over, has

given the wor' i jiause, has sometimes checked its facile

abuse, and has brought it occasionally into a reflective,

perhaps now even into a partially receptive, mood. We
need not be in any hurry, though we can hardly help

hoping for quick progress if the new knowledge can in :my

way alleviate the terrible amoimt of sorrow in the wrrld

at present ; moreover, if a new volume is to be opened in

man's study of the Universe, it is time tiiat the early

chriPters were being jx^rused.

it may be asked, do I recommend all bereaved jwrsons

to devote the time and attention wliich I have done

to getting communicati(.ns and recording them? Most

certainly I do not. I am a student of the s\ibject. and a

student often undertakes detailed labour of a special kind.

I recommend p<^opIe in general to learn and realise that

their loved ones are still active and useful and interested

and happy—more alive than e\er in one sense—and to

make up their minds to live a useful life till ihey rejoin

them.
What steps should ho taken to gain this peaceful

assurance must depend on the individual. Some may
get it from the consrdations of religion, some from the

testimony of trusted jieoplc, while some may find it

necessary to have first-hand experience of their own
for a time. And if this experience '-- be attained

privately, with no outside assistance, by quiet and medi-

tation or by favour of occasional waking dreams, so much
the better.

Wliat people sluiuld not do, is to close their minds to

the possibility of continued existence except in some lofty

(•I
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•cssible and ossi'niiiiUy iinstut.iblc mmlition

;

1 not =t>Ilishly seek to fosscn pain by tlistcuraf;-
and in-

thcV shoi id ni)l atlliMHV ^»-»v *" "—-• i • yj --„
, '-

ini: all mention, and oven hidini; ovcrythniK "kdy *o

n-mind them, of tliost^ they have lost ;
nor should tlu-y

nive themsclv* s over to unavailing ; nd prostratrng Rnel.

Now is the time for action; and it is an il return to

those wlio ha%e sacriliced all and died for the Coun ry

if thost> left behind d.) not throw off enervating dis-

tress and helpless lamentation, and seek to live for the

Country and for humanity, to the utmost of th. ir

''"^Any steps which arc calculated to lead to this whole-

some result in any gixv instance a iurMlied :
and it is

not for me to offer advice as to the .d of activity most

appropriate to each individu.l case.

I have suRRCstcd that tho new knowledpc. when

ncncrally cstabl' i . rl and va irnoratcd with existing

systems, will have jearing a^d influence on the region

hitherto explored by other faculties, and considered to be

the domain of faith. It certainly must be so, whether the

surgcstcd expansion of scientific scope is welcomed or not

Certainly the conclusions to which I myself have been led

by one mode of access are not contradictory of the con-

clusions which have been arrived at by those who natur-

allv) st^em to mc the more enlightened theologians ;
though

I must confess that with some of the ecclesiastical super-

structure which has descended to us from a bygone

dav a psychic investigator can have but httle sympadiy.

Indeed he only refrains f om attacking it bexausc he

feels that, left to itself, it will be superseded by higher

and better knowledge, and will die a natural death.

There is too much wheat mingled with the tares to

render it safe for any but an ecclesiastical expert to

attempt to uproot them. ,

Meanwhile, althoMgr some of tho racial exnononts ot

Christian doctrine condemn any attempt to explore tilings

of this kind by secular methods ; while others refrain from

countenancing any results thus obtained ; there are many

who would utilise them in their teaching if they con-

scientiously could, and a fe\ who have already begun to

do so on the strength of their own knowledge, however
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derived, and in spite of the risk of offending weaker

brettoen.i

»For instance, a book called The Gospel of the Hereafter, hy

Dr 1 Paterson Smyth, of Montreal, may be brought to the notice

of Miyone who. whUe clinging tightly to the essential tenets of orthodox

Christianity, and unwilling or unable to enter upon a course of study,

would gladly interpret eastern and mediseval phrases m a sense not

repugnant to the modem spirit.

lA^
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CHAPTER XI

ON THE FACT OF SUPERNORMAL
COMMUNICATION

!'But he, the spirit himself, may come

Where aU the nerve of sense is numD.wucic a,

Tennyson. In Menumam

HOWEVER it be accomplished, and whatever re-

ception the present-day scientific world may give

to the assertion, there are many now who know,

by first-hand experience, that commumcationis possible

across the boundary-if there is a boundary-between the

wSd apprehended by our few animal-derived senses and

The large? existence concerning which our knowledge is

still more limited. nmirs • and
Communication is not easy but »* occurs, ana

humSity has reason to be grateful to those few imh-

vidualswho finding themselves possessed of the faculty

S mediumship, and therefore able to act as intermediaries,

allow themselves to be used for this purpose.

^ SucS means of enlarging our knowledg^'
tnbe'abu ed

into relationswith things beyond animal
ken, can be abused

like anv other power : it can be played with by the merely

cuS oHt?an be exploited in^a vety mundane and^^^^^

worthv way in the hope of warping it into the service ot

Sh eS in the same way as old and long accessible

kinds of knowledge have too often been employed But

it can also be used reverently and senously, for the very

legiJhnate pmpose of comforting the sorrowfiU, helping

the bereaved, and restoring some portion of the broken

ink between souls united in affection but separated or a

time bv an apparently impassable barrier. The barrier is

turning out to be notWlessly obdurate after all
;
inter-

course between the two^ates is not so impossible as had
345
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been thought ; something can be learnt about occurrences

from either side ; and gradually it is probable that a large

amount of consistent and fairly coherent knowledge will be

accumulated.
Meanwhile broken ties of affection have the first claim ;

and early efforts at communication from the departed are

nearly always directed towards assuring survivors of the

fact of continued personal existence, towards helping them
to realise that changed sun-oimdings have in no way
weakened love or destroyed memory, and iu"ging upon
their friends with eager insistence that earthly happiness

need not he irretrievably spoiled by bereavement. For

purposes of this kind many trivial incidents are recalled,

such as are well adapted to convince intimate friends and
relatives that one particular intelligence, and no other,

must be the source from which the messages ultimately

spring, through whatever intermediaries they have to be

conveyed. And to people new to the subject such messages

are often immediately convincing.

Further thought, however, raises difficulties and doubts.

The gradually recognised possibility of what may be called

normal telepathy, or \mconscioiis mind-reading from sur-

vivors, raises hesitation— felt most by studious and
thoughtful people—about accepting such inessages as irre-

fragable evidence of persistent personal existence ; and to

overcome this curious and unexpected and perhaps rather

artificiid difficulty, it is demanded that facts shall be given

which are unknown to anyone present, and can only sub-

sequently be verified. Commtmications of this occasional

and exceptional kind are what are called, by psychic in-

vestigators, more specifically ' evidential ' : and time and
perhaps good fortune may be required for their adequate

reception and critical appreciation. For it is manifest

that most things readily talked about between two
friends, and easily reproducible in hasty conversation, will

naturally be of a nature common to both, and on subjects

well within each other's knowledge.

The more recent development of an elaborate scheme

of ' cross-correspondence,' entered upon since the death of

specially experienced and critical investigators of the

S.P.R., who were familiar with all these difficulties, and

who have taken strong and most ingenious means to over-

Lsifa
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come thom, has mailo the proof, already very strong, now

almost crucial. Tho only alternative, in the best cases, is

to imagine a sort of supernormal misrhievousness. so

elaborately misleading that it would have to be stigmatised

as vicious or even diabolical.
,. ^ j j

In most cases complete proof of this complicated and

cold-blooded kind is neither forthcoming nor is necessary :

indeed it can hardly be appreciated or understood by

non-studious people. Effective evidence is in most cases

of a different kind, and varies with the personality c^on-

cerned. It often happens that little personal touches,

incommunicable to others in their full persuasiveness,

sooner or later break down the last vestiges of legitimate

scepticism. What goes on beyond that will depend upon

personal training and interest. With many, anything like

scientific inquiry lapses at this point, and communication

resolves itself into emotional and domestic interchange ot

ordinary ideas. But in a few cases the desire to give new

information is awakened ; and when there is sufficient re-

ceptivity, and, what is very important, a competent and

suitable Medium for anything beyond commonplace mes-

sages instructive and general information may be^ forth-

coming. An explanation or description of the methods ot

communication, for instance, as seen from their side ;
or

some information concerning the manner of life there ;

and occasionally even some intelligent attempt to lessen

human difficulties about religious conceptions, and to give

larger ideas about the Universe as a whole.—all these at-

ternpts have been made. But they always insist that their

information is but little greater than ours, and that they

are still fallible gropers after truth,-of which they keenly

feel the beauty and importance, but of which they realise

the infinitude,'and their own inadequacy of mental grasp,

quite as clearly as we do here.

These are what we call the ' unverifiable communica-

tions ; for we cannot bring them to book by subsequent

terrestrial inquiry in the same way as we can test informa-

tion concerning personal or mundane affairs. Information

of the higher kind has often been received, but has seldom

been published ; and it is difficult to know what value to

put upon it . or how far it is really trustworthy.

I am inclined to think, however—with a growing num-

fill
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ber of serious students of the subject—that the time is

getting ripe now for the production and discussion of

material of this technically unverifiable kind ;
to be scru-

tinised and tested by internal consistency and inherent

probability, in the same sort of way as travellers' tales

have to be scrutinised and tested. But until hume.nity as

a whole has taken the initial step, and shown itself willing

to regard such communications as within the range of

possibility, it may be unwise to venture far in this more

ambitious direction. ,i u-
It has nevertheless been suggested, from a philosophic

point of view, that strict proof of individual survival must

m the last resort depend on examination and collation of

these 'travellers' tales,' rather than on any kind of re-

suscitation of the past ; because, until we know more about

memory, it is possible to conjecture, as I think Professor

Bergson does, that all the past is potentially accessible to

a super-subliminal faculty for disinterring it .
And so one

might, in a sceptical mood, when confronted with records

of apparently personal reminiscence, attribute them to an

unconscious exercise of this faculty, and say with Tennyson

'*I hear a wind
Of memory murmuring the past."

I do not myself regard this impersonal memory as a

reasonable hypothesis, I think that the simpler view is

likely to be the truer one, so I attach importance to trivial

reminiscences and characteristic personal touches ;
but I

do agree that abstention from recording and publishing,

however apologetically, those other efforts has had the

effect of making ill-informed people—t.e. people with very

little personal experience—jump to the conclusion that all

communications are of a trivial and contemptible nature.



CHAPTER XII

ON THE CONTENTION THAT ALL PSYCHIC COM^

MITNTCATIONS ARE OF A TRIVIAL NATURE

AnS DEAL WITH INSIGNIFICANT TOPICS

THAT ciirh a contention as that mentioned at the

S,'^ of ?he nrecedSg chapter is false is weU Icnown

Jfpeotle ofexpS^^ ;U so long as the demand

?LS-^ end The end in this case amp y explams and
thedesu^ena. iiic

novices and critics
iustifies tht means. Hence it is inai n

,
^

. r*. naturallv and properly regaled with reierences lu

them. Jhe^S^^^^'Jf p_Hrelv wi^ grave matters, and
occuDied whoUy anc' entirely wr gi

gratuitous

SS :SU\Tt?Mori; H^oir-a^es not

»i
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mately aroused until the first step—the recognition of

veridical intercourse—La i been taken ; for, as a rule, they

are essentially imverifiable. Of such communications

a multitude could be quoted ; and almost at random I

select a few specimens from the autorr»atic writings of the

gentleman and schoolmaster known to a former genera-

tion as M.A.OxonA Take this one, which happens to be
printed in a current issue of Light (22 April 1916),

with the statement that it occurs in one of M.A.Oxon.'s

subliminally written and private notebooks, under date

12 July 1873—many others will be found in the selec-

tions which he himself extracted from his own script and
published in a book called Spirit Teachings :

—

"in

" You do not sufficiently grasp the scanty holrl that religion

has upon the mass of mankind, nor the adaptability of what we
preach to the wants and cravings of men. Or perhaps it is

necessary that you be reminded of what you cannot see clearly

in your present state and am< ng your present associations. You
cannot see, as we see, the carelessness that has crept over men as

to the future. Those who have thought over their future have
come to know that they can find out nothing about it, except,
indeed, that what man pretends to tell is foolish, contradictory,

and unsatisfj'ing. His reasoning faculties convince him that the
Revelation of (Sad contains very plain marks of human origin ;

that it will not stand the test of sifting such as is applied to works
professedly human ; and that the priestly fiction that reason is

no measure of revelation, and that it must be left on the threshold
of inquiry and give place to faith, is a cunningly planned means
of preventing man from discovering the errors and contradications
which throng the pages of the Bible. Those who reason discover
this soon ; those who do not, betake themselves to the refuge of

Faith, and become blind devotees, fanatical, irrational, and
bigoted ; conformed to a groove in which they have been educated
and from which they have not broken loose simply because they
have not dared to think. It would be hard for man to devise a
means [more capable] of cramping the mind and dwarfing the
spirit's growth than this persuading of a man that he must not
think about religion. It is one which paralyses ah freedom of

thought and renders it almost impossible for the soul to rise. The
spirit is condemned to a hereditary religion whether suited or not to
its wants. That which may have suited a far-off ancestor may be

' The Rev. Stainton Moses (M.A.Oxon.) was one of the masters at
University College School in London. He wrote automatically, t'.e.

subconsciously, in private notebooks at a regular short time each day for
nearly twenty years, and felt that he was in touch with helpful and
informing intelligences.
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quite unsuited to a struggling soul that litres *? other times f^^^

^ose in which such ideas L.d vitality. 1 ho spint's hfe is so made

rS^tlon of birth and of locality. It '^^'^"ftion over which he

can exercise no control, whether he is Christian, Mohammedan

or as ye say. heathen : whether his God be the Great Spirit of

?he KeS Incfi^n, or the fetish of the savage ;
whether h« prophet

Krist or Mahomet or Confucius; in short, whether his notion

of rtUjrion be that of East, West. North, or South
;

for in aU

tt«^e Sartere men have evolved for themselves a theology which

thev teach their children to believe.

^^ The days are coming when this gcogriphical sectarianism

will give place before the en'ightcnnient cau ed by the spread of

our revolution, for which men are far riper than you thmV The

tk^e draws ni^h apace when the subUme truths of Spiritualism.

rXonall^d noble as they arc when viewed by mans standard.

shaU wip^ away from the fice of God's earth the sectarian jealousy

S thp^logici^ bitterness, the anger and ill-will, the foUy and

stupidity, which have disgraced the name «* fehgi°° and the

worehip of God ; and man shall see in a clearer light ';he Supreme

Creator and the spirit's eternal destiny.
• ut *

« We tell you friend, that the end draws nigh ; the night of

ienorance is passing fast; the shackles which priestcraft h',s

sKg round the struggling souls shall be knocked off, and in

nUce of fanatical folly ard ignorant speculation and supcrst.tiojs

Kf ye s°mll have a reasonable religion and a know edge of the

reality of the spirit-world and of the ministry of angels with you

ySii know that the dead are alive indeed, hying as they lived

on earth but more truly, ministering to you with undimmished

Tove animated in their frpetual intereourse with the sam<;

affection which they liad v.-hust yet incarned.

Anv one of these serious messages can be criticised

and commented upon with hostiUty and suspicion;

they are not suited to establish the first premise of the

argument for continuance of personahty ;
and if they

wire put forward as part of the proof of survival

then perhaps the hostiUty would be legitimate. It

ought to be clear that they are not to be taken as

orlcular utterances, or as anything vastly superior

to the capabilities of the medium through whom they

come.-though in fact they often are superior to any

known power of a given medium, and are frequently

characteristic of the departed personahty. as we knew

him. who is purporting to be the Commumcator :
though

?iS remark is kot applicable to the particular class of

impersonal messages here selected for quotation Yet in

all cases they must surely be more or less sophisticated by

the channel, and by the more or less stramed method of

I
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communication, and must share some of its Umitations

and imperfections. ... ^ .^ ^u«^
However that may be, it is proper to quote them

occasionaUy, as here ; not as speciaUy profoimd utterances,

but merely in contradiction of the imaginary and false

thesis that only trivial and insignificant subjects are dealt

with in automatic writings and mediumistic utterances.

For such utterances—whatever their value or lack of value

—are manifestly conclusive against that gratmtous and

ignorant supposition. Whatever U thought of them, they

sffe at least conceived in a spirit of earnestness, and are

characterised by a genuine fervour that may be properly

called religious.
^ , , w u j :-

I now quote a few more of the records published m
the book cited above,—in this case dealing with Theo-

logical (questions and puzzles in the mind of th ,
automatic

writer himself :

—

" All your fancied theories about God have filtered down to

vou through human channels ; the embodiments of human crav-

ings after knowledge of Him ; the creation of mmds that were

undeveloped, whose wants were not your wants whMe God or

rather whose notions about God are not youra. You try hard to

make the ideas fit in. but they wiU not fit, because they are the

product of divers degrees of development. . . .

» God I Ye know Him not 1 One day. when the Spmt

stands within the veU which shrouds the spirit world from mortal

eaze, vou shall wonder at your ignorance of Him whom you nave

to foolishly imagined 1 He is far other than you have pictured

Him. Were He such as you have pictured Him, were He such as

you think, He would avenge on presumptuous man the insults

which he puts on his Crea+r. But He is oth r, far other than

man's poor grovelling mind cj.a grasp, and He ^
_ties and forgives

the ignorance of the Wind mortal who paints Him after a self

-

imagmed pattern. . . . When you rashly complain of us that our

teaching to you controverts that of the Old Testament, wc can

but answer that it does indeed controvert that old and repulsive

view . but that it is in fullest accord with that divinely

inspired revelation of Himself which He gave through Jesus

Christ—a revelation which man has done so much to debase, and

from which the best of the followers of Christ have so grievously

fallen away."

And again, in answer to other doubts and questions in

the mind of the automatist as to the legitimacy of the

means of communication, and his hesitation about em-

ploying a means which he knew was sometimes prosti-

liiir
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tuted by knaves to unworthy and frivolous 01 even base

objects,—very different f.om those served by hun.ytms

and friendly family messages, about which no one with a

spark of human feeling has a word to say when once they

have realised their nature and object.—the writmg con-

tinued thus :

—

•< If there be nought in what we say of God and of man's

after-Ufe that commends itself to you, it must be that your mind

has ceased to love the grander and simpler conceptions which it

had once learned to drink in. . .
."

" Cease to be anxious about the minute questions which are

of minor moment. Dwell much on the great, the o erwhelming

necessity for a clearer revealing of the Supreme ;
on the blank

and chMrless ignorance of God and of us which has crept over

the world : on the noble creed we teach, on the bright future we

reveal. Cease to be perplexed by thoughts of an imagined Devil.

For the honest, pure, and truthful soul there is no Devil nor

Prince of Evil such as theology has feigned. . . . The clouds of

sorrow and anguish of soul may gather round fsuch a man] and

his spirit may be saddened with the burden of ^q—^eighed down
with consciousness of surrounding misery and guilt, but no fabled

Devil can gain dominion over him, or prevail to drag down his

soul to hell. All the sadness of spirit, the acquaintance with

grief, the intermingling with guUt. is part of the experience, m
Virtue of which his soul shaU rise hereafter. The guardians are

training and fitting it by those means to progress, and jealously

protect it from the dominion of the foe.

" It is only they who. by a fondness for evil, by a lack of

spiritual and excess of corporeal development, attract to them-

selves the congenial spirits of the undeveloped who have left the

body but not forgotten its desires. These alone risk incursion of

evU These by proclivity attract evil, and it dwells with them

at their invitation. They attract the lower spirits who hover

nearest Earth, and who are but too ready to rush in and mar our

plans and ruin our work for souls. These are they of whonri you

speak when you say in haste, that the result of Spiritualism is not

fSr eood You err. friend. Blame not us that the lower spirits

manifest for those who bid them welcome. Blame man s in-

sensate folly, which will choose the low and grovelling rather than

the pure and elevated. Blame his fooUsh laws, which daily

hurry into a lii<s for which they are unprepared, thousands of

spirits, hampered and dragged down by a life of foUy and sin,

which lias been fostered by custom and fashion. Blame the gin-

shops, and the madhouses, and the prisons, and the encouraged

luste and fiendish selfishness of man. This it is which damns

legions of spirits—not. as ye fancy, in a sea of matenal fire but

in the flames of perpetuated lust, condemned to burn itself out

in hopeless longing till the purged soul rises through the fire and

surmounts its dead passions. Yes, blame these and kindred

23
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causes, \l there be around undeveloped inteUigences who shock

you by their deception, and annoy you by frivolity and falsehood.

I suppose that the worst that can be said about writing

of this kind is that it consists of ' sermon-stufie ' such as

could have been presumably invented—whether con-

scious'y or unconsciously—by the automatic writer him-

self. And the fact that with some of it he tended to

disagree, proves no more than the corresponding kind of

unexpected argumentation experienced by some dreamers

(cf . L. P. Jacks, Hibbert Journal, July 1916). The same

kind of explanation may serve for both phenomena, but

I do not know what that explanation is.



CHAPTER XIII

ON THE MANNER OF COMMUNICATION

PERHAPS the commonest and easiest method of

communication is what is called ' automatic writing

'

—the method by which the above examples were

received—».c. writing performed through the agency of

subconscious intelUgence ; the writer leavmg his or her

hand at liberty to write whatever comes, without attempt-

ing to control it. and without necessarily attending at the

time to what is being written.

That a novice will usually get nothmg, or mere nonsense

or scribbUng, in this way is obvious : the remarkable thing

is that some persons are thus able to get sense, and to tap

sources of information outside their normal range. If a

rudiment of such power exists, it is possible, though not

always desirable, to cultivate it ; but care, pertinacity, and

mtelligence are needed to utilise a faculty of this kind.

Unless people are well-balanced and self-critical and whole-

somely occupied, they had better leave the subject alone.

In most cases of fully-developed automatism known

to me the automatist reads what comes, and makes suitable

oralrepUesor commc^t^ sentences as they appear :

so that the whole has ti . effect of a straightforward

conversation of which c oide is spoken and the other

written—the speaking side being usually rather silent and

reserved, the writing side free and expansive.

Naturally not every person has the power •! i-ultivatmg

this simple form of what is technically known as motor

automatism, one of the recognised subliminal forms of

activity ; but probably more people could do it if they

tried ; though for some people it would be injudicious, and

for many others hardly worth while.

The intermediate mentality employed in this process

35S
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seems to be a usually submerged or dream-hkestratum of

the automatist whose hand is being used. The hand is

probably worked by its usual physiological mediamsm,

guided and controlled by nerve ccnties not in the most

conscious and ordinarily employed region of the brain, in

some cases the content or subject-matter of .lie writing

mav emanate entirely from these nerve centres, and be

of no more value than a dream : as is frequently the

case with the more elementary automatism set m action

I the use of instruments known as ' planchette and
• ouiia,' often employed by beginners. But when the

message turns out to be of evidential value it is presumably

because this subliminal portion of the person is in touch,

either telepathically or m some other way. with intelli-

gences not ordinarily accessible.—with Uvmg peoole at a

distance perhaps, or more often with the apparently more

accessible people who have passed on, for whom distance

in the ordinary sense seems hardly to exist, and whose links

of connexion are of a kind other than spatial. It need

hardly be said that proof of communion of this kind

is absolutely necessary, and has to be insisted on
;
but

experience has demonstrated that now and again sound

proof is forthcoming. . . u *ii
Another method, and one that turns out to be still

more powerful, is for the automatist not only to take off his

or her attention from what is being transmitted through

his or her organism, but to become comprehensively un-

conscious and go into a trance. In that case it appears

that the physiological mechanism is more amenable to

control, and is less sophisticated by the ordinary intelli-

gence of the person to whom it normally belongs ;
so that

messages of importance and privacy may be got through.

But the messages have to be received and attended to by

another person; for in such cases, when genuine, the

entranced person on waking up is found to be ignorant of

what has been either written or uttered. In this state,

speech is as common as writing, probably more common

because less troublesome to the recipient, i.e. the fiiend or

relative to whom or for whom messages are behig thus

sent The communicating personality during trance may

be the same as the one operating the hand without trance,

and the messages may have the same general character as

'I
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thoic got by automatic writing, when the consciousness is

not suspended but only in temporary and local abeyance ;

but in the trance state a dramatic characterisation is

usually imparted to the proceedings, by the appearance of

an entity called a ' Control." who works the body of the

automatist in the apparent absence of its customary

manager. This personality is inilieved by some to be

merely the subliminal self of the entranced person, brou^lit

to the surface, or Uberatea and dramatised into a sort of

dream existence, for the time. By others it is supposed to

be a healthy and manageable variety of the more or less

pathological phenomenon kiiown to physicians and

psychiatrists as cases of dual or multiple prsonality. by

others again it is beUeved to be in ality the separate

intelligence which it claims to be.

But however much can be and has been written on

this subject, and whatever different opinions may be

held it is universally admitted that the dramatic semblance

of the control is undoubtedly that of a separate perso".—

a person asserted to be permanently existmg on the other

side, and to be occupied on that side in much the same

functions as the medium is on this. The duty of control-

ling and transmitting messages seems to be laid upon such

a one—it is his special work. The dramatic character of

most of the controls is so vivid and self-consistent, that

whate\'er any given sitter or experimenter may teel is

the probable truth concerning their real nature, the

simplest way is to humour them by taking them at their

face value and treating them as separate and responsible

and real individuals. It is true that in the case of some

mediums. especiaUy when overdone or tired, there are

evanescent and absurd obtrusions every new and then,

which cannot be seriously regarded. Those have to be

eUminated ; and for anyone to treat them as real people

would be ludicrous ; but undoubtedly the senous controls

show a character and personality and memory of their

own, and they appear to carry on as contmuous an exist-

ence as anyone else whom one only meets occasionally for

conversation. The conversation can be taken up at the

point where it left off, and aU that was said appears to be

remarkably well remembered by the appropriate control

;

while usually memory of it is naturally and properly re-

il
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pudlated by another control, even when operating through

the same medium ; and the entranced medium knows

nothing of it afterwards after having completely woke up.

So clearly is the personality of the control brought

out in the best cases, so clear also are the statements of

the'communicators that the control who is kindly trans-

mitting their messages is a real person, that I am disposed

to accept their assertions, and to regard a control, when

not a mere mischievous and temporary impersonation, as

akin on their side to the person whom we call a medium

on ours.
, , ,

The process of regular communication—apart irom tne

exceptional more direct privUege occasionaUy vouchsafed

to people in extreme sorrow—thus seems to involve

normally a double medium of communication, and the

activity of several people. Fhst there is the ' Communi-

cator ' or originator of ideas and messages on the other

side. Then there Is the ' control ' who accepts and trans-

mits the messages by setting into operation a physical

organism lent for the occasion. Then there is the Medium

or person whose normal consciousness is to abeyance

but whose physiological mechanism is being used. And

finally there is the *^Sitter'—a rather absurd name—the
recipient of the messages, who reads or hears and answers

them, and for whose benefit all this trouble is taken. In

many cases there Is also present a Note-taker to record aU

that is said, whether by sitters or by or through the

medium j and it is clear that the note-taker should pay

special attention to and carefully record any hints or in-

formation either purposely or accidentally imparted by

the sitter.
, ^ . j

In scientific and more elaborately conducted cases

there is also some one present who is known as the Experi-

menter in charge—a responsible and experienced person

who looks after the health and safety of the medium, who

arranges the circumstances and selects the sitters, making

provision for anonymity and other precautions, and who

frequently combines with his other functions the duties

of note-taker. ^ ^ ^ ^ ,

In oral or voice sittings the function of the note-taker

is more laborious and more responsible than in writing

sittings ; for these latter to a great extent supply their

III
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own notes. Only as the trance-writing Is blindfold, i.e.

dwJe with shut eyes and head averted, t is rather illegible

So^ practice ; and so the experunenter in charge

CuStl? finds it necessary to assist the s tter to whom

tTaddressed. by deciphering it and reading it aloud as

Jcomes-rather a tiring process; at the .^^ame Ume

lotting down. usuaUy on the same paper, the remarks

which the sitter makes in reply, or the questions from

Ume to thne asked. Unless this is done the subsequent

aXmatirrecord lacks a good deal of clearness, and

sometimes lacks intelligibility.
., u^ « ranid

For a voice-sitting the note-taker must be a rapid

writer and if able to employ shorthand has an advantage.

sSntttaesastenographerisintroduced ; but the presence

ofTSger. or ofly person not i^thnatey concerned

is liable to hamper the distinctness and fullness ol a

message 5 and may prevent or retard the occurrence of

Tuch emotional epiloSes as axe from time to time almost

inevitable in the cases-alas too numerous at present—

Se the shter has been recently and vioently tere^

It is perhaps noteworthy-though It may no^ be

intiesting or fiiteUigible to a novice-that commum-

StorVwishing to givl private communications seldom or

nti oTfectfothepr&ence of the actual 'medium -
i e. the one on our side. That person seems tobe regarded

as absent, or practically non-existent for a time^ the

person whose presence they sometimes resent at hrst is

the 'control ' i.e. the intelligence on then- side who is

readv to rS'eive and transmit their message, somewhat

perhaps a^aS Eastern scribe is ready to write the love-

^^"Stl tT:?rteSceTa note-taker or third person on

our sfde such person is taken note of by the control, and

whenVhinl private or possibly Pfv^t^
J/^„^^^^^^^^

-detaUs of Ulnesses or such ^ke-thattburd person „

often ordered out of the room. Sometimes the expen

menter in charge is likewise politely dispensed with and

under tiese cir'cumstances the t^^LTSSfCthe
on a poignant character m which ^ote-takmg by tne

S2eply affected sitter becomes a F^^tical impossibi^^^^^^^

But this experience is comparatively rare ;
it must not be

expected, and cannot wisely be forced.
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Another circumstance which makes me think that the

more responsible kind of control is a real person, is that

sometimes, after gained experience, the Communicator

himself takes control, and speaks or writes in the first

person, not only as a matter of first-person-reporting,

which frequently occurs, but really in his own proper

person and with many of his old characteristics. So if

one contrt is a real person I see no reason against the

probability of others being real likewise. I cannot say

that the tone of voice or the handwriting is often thus

reproduced—though it is, for a few moments, by special

effort sometimes ; but the unusual physiological mechan-

ism accounts for outstanding or r^isidual differences.

Apart from that, the pecuUarities, the attitudes, the little

touches of manner, are often more or less faithfully repro-

duced, althou<»h the medium may have known nothing of

the person concerned. And the characteristic quality of

the message, and the kind of subjects dealt with, become
still more marked in such cases of actual control, than

when everything has to be transmitted through a kindly

stranger control, towhom things of a recondite or technical

character may appear rather as a meaningless collocation

of words, very difficult to remember and reproduce.

Ill

NOTE ON DIFFICULTY OF REMEMBERING NAMES

When operating indirectly in the ordinary way through a

control and a medium, it usually appears to be remarkably difficult

to get names transmitted. Most mediums are able to convey a

name only with difficulty. Now plainly a name, especially the

proper name of a person, is a very conventional and meaningless

thing : it has very few links to connect it with other items in

memory ; and hence arises the normally well-known difficulty of

recalling one. Conscious effort nuide to recover a name seems to

inhibit the power of doing so : the best plan is to leave it, and

let subconsciousness work. An example occurred to me the other

day, when I tried to remember the name of a prominent states-

man or ex-Prime Minister whom I had met in Australia. What
I seemed to recollect was that the name began with ' D," a^^d I

made several shots at it, which I recorded. The effort vff .on

at intervals for dajrs, since I thought it would be an insti ctive

experiment. I know now, a month or two later, without any

effort and without looking it up, that the name was Deakin ;
but

what my shots at it were I do not remember. I will have the

page in the notebook looked up and reproduced here, as an

!;
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example of memory-groping, at intervals, during ?«« t^an °ne

dav Here they are:-D. Dering, Denman, Deeming. Demman,

Derring. Deeley. Dempster. Denting. Desman, Deenng.

Now I knew the n^e quite wefl. and have known it for long

and have taken some interest in the gentleman who owns it
;
and

I am known by some members of my family to have done so.

Hence if I had been on ' the other side ' and could only get as

far as D, it would have seemed rather absurd to anyone whc^e

memory for names is good. But indeed I have h^ *
^''n^t on

names very much more famUiar to me than that could not on

^h^spur of the moment be recalled-not always even the in.t.al

letter ; though, for some reason or other, the imtial letter is

certainly easier than the word.

The kind of shots which I made at the name before recaUing

it—which it may seem frivolous to have actually recorded—are

remSent of the kind of shots which are made by mediums

under control when they too are striving after a name
.
and it

was I ^rception of this rnalogy which caused me to jot down

mv own guesses, or what, in the case o* a medium, we shou d

Klitely call 'fishing.' I think thai Ce name was certainly

in my memory though it would not come through my brain. The

effOTti? like the efiort to use a muscle not often or ever used

-

Sy tiie outer ear-one does not know which s^ng to pull so to

STCak or more accurately, which nerve to stimulate, and the

St is a peculiarly helpless feeling, akin to ftamjnenng. In

the case of a medium, I suppose the name is often in the mind

of t^e 'omm^uSor but i?^ll not come, through the coritroL

The control sometimes describes it as being spoken or shown

but not clearly caught. The communicator often does not know

whether a medium has successfuUy conveyed it or not.

il-
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VARIOUS PSYCHO-PHYSICAL METHODS

'' If man, then, shall attempt to sound and fathom the depths

that lie not without him, but within, analogy may surely warn

him that the first attempts of his rude psychoscopes to p v'e pre-

cision and actuality to thought will grope among - beggarly ele-

ments '—will be concerned with things grotesque, or trivial, or

obscure. Yet here also one handsbreadth of reality gives better

looting than all the castles of our dream ; here also by beginning

with the least things we shall best learn how great things may
remain to do."—F. W. H. M.. Introduction to Phantasms of the

Living

I
MUST not shirk a rather queer subject which yet

needs touching upon, though it bristles with theo-

retical difficulties ; and that is the rationale of one of

the most elementary methods of ultra-normal communica-

tion, a method which many find practically the easiest to

begin with.
. . . ,. , ^ ,

It is possible to get communication of a kind, not oy

holding a pencil in the fingers, but by placing the hand on

a larger piece of wood not at all adapted for writing with.

The moveraents are then coarser, and the code more ele-

mentary ; but in principle, when the procedure is analysi^d,

it is seen not to be essentially different. It may be more

akin to semaphore-arm signalling or flag-wagging ;
but

any device whereby mental activity can translate itself

into movements of matter will serve for subliminal as well

as for conscious action ; and messages by tilting of a

table, though crude and elementary, are not really so

surprising or absurd as at first sight they seem. The

tilts o5 a telegraphic operator's key are still more re-

stricted ; but they serve. A pen or pencil is an inanimate

piece of matter guided by the fingers. A planchette is a
36J
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mere piece of wood, and when touched it must be presumed

to be guided by the muscles —though there is often an

illusion, as with the twig of the dowser that the inanimate

object is moved directly, and not by muscular inter-

vention. So also we may assume that a table or other

piece of furniture is tilted or moved by regular muscular

force: certainly it can only move at the expense of the

energy of the medium or of people present. And yet in

all these cases the substance of the message may be

foreign to the mind of anyone touching the mstrunent

and the guidance necessary for sense and relevance need

not be exercised by their own consciousness

When a table or similar rough instrument is emj oyed.

the ostensible communicators say that they feel more

directly in touch with the sitters than when they operate

through an intermediary or ' control' on their side^as

they appear to find it necessary to do for actual speech

or Writ^Sg.-and accordii ly they find themselves able

?o rive more private iges, and also o reproauce

naiSs and tecLicaliti ith greater facility and pre-

cision. The process of sj aing out words In this way is

a slow one. much slower than writing, ajrid therefore the

method labours under disadvantages, but it seems to

possess advantages which to some extent counterbalance

^Whether It sounds credible or not. and it is certainly

surprising. I must testify that when a thm^ of any

mobiUty is controlled in this more direct way. it is able to

convey touches of emotion and phases o^f^^ation so to

speak: in a most successful manner. A telegraph key

could hardly do it, its range of movement is too restricted,

it operates only in a discontinuous manner, by make and

break • b-f a hght table, under these conditions, seems no

longer int. .. it lehaves as if animated. For the time it ,s

uiimated -somewhat perhaps as a jdohn or piano is

animated by a skilled musician and schooled to his wiU,—

and the dramatic action thus attained is very remark-

able It can exhibit hesitation, it can exhibit certainty .

it can seek for information, it can convey it ;
it can appar-

ently ponder before giving a reply; it fn welcome a

new-comer ; it can indicate joy or sorrow, fun or gravity ,

it can keep time with a song as if joimng m the chorus.

u-:
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and, most notable of aU. it can exhibit affection in an

unmistakable manner.
^ , , x, • *

The hand of a writing medium can do these taings too ;

and that the whole body of a normal person can display

these emotions is a commonplace. Yet they are all pieces

of matter, though some are more permanently animated

than others. But all are animated temporarily,—not

one of them permanently.—and there appears to be no

sharp line of demarcation. What we have to realise is

that matter in any form is able to act as a^ent to the

soul, and that by aid of matter various emotions as well

as intelligence can be temporarily incarnated and dis-

played. . , „
The extraction of elementary music from all manner

of unlikely objects—kitchen utensils, for instance—is a

known stage-performance. The utiUsation of unlike y

objects for purposes of communication, though it would

not have been expected, may have to be included m the

same general category. •
, .. xu

With things made for the purpose, from a viohn to the

puppets of a marionette show, we know that simple human

passions can be shown and can be roused. With things

made for quite other purposes it turns out that the same

sort of possibility exists.

Table-tilting is an old and despised form of amusement,

known to many families and often wisely discarded ;
but

with care and sobr "v and seriousness even this can be

used as a means of communication ; and the amount of

mediumistic power necessary for this elementary form ot

Esychic activity appears to be distinctly less than would

e required for more elaborate methods. ,-,,.
One thing it is necessary clearly to realise and admit,

namely that in all cases when an object is moved by

direct contact of an operator's body, whether the mstru-

ment be a pencil or a piece of wood, unconscious muscular

guidance must be allowed for ; and anything that comes

through of a kind known to or suspected by the operator

must be discounted. Sometimes, however, the message

comes in an unexpected and for the moment puzzling form,

and sometimes it conveys information unknown to him.

It is by the content of the communication that its super-

normal value must be estimated.

jfgm
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There are many obvious disadvantages about a Table Sitting

esoeciaUy in thTsIowness of the communicataons and m the fact

th^ the sitter has to do most of the talkmg ;
whereas when

SSSie persSti^s controUing a medium, the sitters need say

very httl^
said above, there are some communicators who object

« ^«^;,Wso?^nce especially if they have anythmg private

to^^ and tlEfteA pr^r the table because it seems to bnng

Ih^m^more directly nto contact with the sitter, without an mter-

S^^Th^swrn to ignore the presence of the medium on

Z^^e noSunding the fact thkt. at a table «tting, she .s

nrlsint in E^own consciousness and is aware of what goes on ;

they appear to be satisfied with having dispensed with the meduim

nnS wde Moreover, it is in some cases found that information

crnbl conveyed in a briefer and more direct manner, not having

to bet^raS up in roundabout phrases, that names can be given

moSrit&^^S^irectquestionsa'nsweredbetter.through the table

*%*muT£e^ememtred that under control every medium has

some SiSti^ Mrs. Leonard, for instance, is a very straight-

?oma^ and honest medium, but not a P^ti^^^l^.^y ^^^^"tone

Shingly anything like con e^rsation and free interchange of

fee^s is Srdl/ posfible. and direct questions seldom receive

direct answers when put to the commumcator through Feda.
**

I hl^kTown mediums much more powerful in this respect,

so thaf free conversation with one or two speciallv skilled com-

muiScatoi^ was quite possible and interchange «* «de»s
^^^'^^

M pasv as when the communicator was in the flesh. But instances

? t^tkTndaS hardly to be expected among hard-worked

professional mediums.

I shall not in this volume touch upon still more

puzzling and still more directly and peculiarly physical

Khenomena such as are spoken of as direct voice.

qSlc^^Sritinl^' and ' materialisation.' In these strange

and fromone point of view, more advanced occurrences.

thSigh lower ^in another sense, inert matter appears

to tl operated on without the direct intervention of

physiolo^cal mechanism. And yet such mechanism

Siust be in the neighbourhood. I ^m mchned to think

Sat these weird phenomena, when established, will be

ound to shade off^nto those other methods that I have

been s aking of, and that no -mplete theory of e^^^^^

can be given until more is known about both. This is one

of the facts which causes me to be undogmatic about the

certainty that all movements, even under contact, are

SitSed in the muscles. I only here hold up a wani-

ng against premature decision. The whole subject of

m
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psycho-physical interaction and activity requires atten-

tion in clue time and place ; but the ground is now more

treacherous, the pitfalls more numerous, and the territory

to many minds comparatively unattractive. Let »t wait

until long-range artillery has beaten down some of the

entanglements, before organised forces are summoned to

advance.

A^



CHAPTER XV

ATTITUDE OF THE WISE AND PRUDENT

" The vagueness and confusion Inevitable at the beginning of

a novel line of research, [are] naturally distasteful to the savant

accustomed to proceed by measurable Increments of knowledge

from experimental bases already assured. Such an one. it he

reads this book, may feel as though he had been caUed away from

an ordnance survey, conducted with a competent staff and famih^

instruments, to plough slowly with inexperienced mariners through

some strange ocean where beds of entangling seaweed cumber

the trackless way. We accept the analogy ; but we would remind

him that even floating weeds of novel genera may foreshow a Und

unknown ; and that it was not wthout ultimate gain to men

that the straining keels of Columbus first pressed through the

Sargasso Sea."—F. W. H. M.. Introduction to Phantasms of the

Living

IT
is rather remarkable that the majority of learned

men have closed their minds to what have seemed bare

and simple facts to many people. Those who call

themselves spiritualists have an easy and simple faith

;

they interpret their experiences in the most straight-

forward and unsophisticated manner, and some of them

have shown unfortunately that they can be led mto

creduUty and error, without much difficulty, by un-

scrupulous people. Nevertheless, that simple-hearted

folk are most accessible to new facts seems to be rather

accordant with history. Whenever, not by reasonmg but

by direct experience, knowledge has been enlarged, or when

a revelation has come to the human race through the

agency of higher powers, it is not the wise but the simple

who are first to receive it. This cannot be used as an

argument either way ; the simple m-y be mistaken, and

may too blithely interpret their sense-impressions m the

most obvious manner ;
just as on the other hand the eyes

3*7
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II : I!

of the learned may be closed to anything which appcMj

disconnected from their previous knowledge. F?r dter^l

it is inevitable that any really new order of thmgs must

be so disconnected ; some little time must elapse before

the weight of facts impel the learned in a ne^ direction,

and meanwhile the unlearned may be absorbing direct ex-

perience, and in their own fashion may be forging ahead.

It is an example of the ancient paradox propounded m
and about i Cor. i. 26 ; and no fault need be found with

what is natural.
. . ^u **•* j» ^t

It behoves me to mention m particular the attitude of

men of science, of whom I may say quorum parsparvafut ;

for in no way do I wish to dissociate myself from either

such stricture or such praise as may be appropriate to men

who have made a study of science their vocation.-not

indeed the peaks of the race, but the general body. For it

is safe to assume that we must have some qualities in

common, and that these must be among the causes which

have switched us on to a laborious and matenaUy unre-

munerative road. _ ., ..,.,, i.i.u„
Michael Foster said in his Presidential Address to the

British Association at Dover :

—

" Men of science I.ave no peculiar virtues, no special

powers. They are ordinary men, their characters are

common, even commonplace. Science, as Huxley said, is

organised common sense, and men f science are common

men, drilled in the ways of common sense.

This of course, like any aphorism, does not bear pressing

unduly • and Dr. Arthur Schuster in a similar Address at

Manchester hedged it round with quaUfying clauses :—

" This saying of Huxley's has been repeated so often

that one almost wishes it were true ; but unfortunately 1

cannot find a definition of common sense that tits the

phrase. Sometimes the word is used as if it were identical

with uncommon sense, sometimes as if it were the same

thing as common nonsense. Often it means untrained

intelligence, and in its t>est aspect it is. I thmk. that

faculty which recognises that the obvious solution of a

problem is frequently the right one, When, for mstance.

Ill
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I see during a total solar eclipse red flames shooting out

from the e<^e of the sun, the obvious explanation is that

these are real phenomena, caused by masses of glowing

vapours ejected from the sun. And when a learned friend

tells me that all this is an optical illusion due to anomalous
refraction, I object on the ground that the explanation

violates my common sense. He repUes by giving me the

reasons which have led him to his conclusions ; and though

I still believe that I am right, I have to meet him with a
more substantial reply than an appeal to my own convic-

tions. Against a solid argument common sense has no
power, and must remain a useful but fallible guide which
Doth leads and misleads all classes of the community
aUke."

The sound moral of this is, not that a common-sense ex-

Elanation is likely to be the right one, or that it necessarily

as any merits if there are sound reasons to oppose to it,

but that the common sense or most obvious and superficial

explanation may turn out to be after all truer as well as

simpler than more recondite hypotheses which have been
substituted for it. In other words—the straightforward

explanation need not be false.

Now the phenomena encountered in psychical research

have long ago suggested an explanation, in terms of other

than Uving human intelligences, which may be properly

called spiritistic. Every kind of alternative explanation,

including the rilmost equally unorthodox one of telepathy

from living people, has been tried : and these attempts
have been necessary and perfectly legitimate. If they had
succeeded, well and good ; but inasmuch as in my judge-

ment there are phenomena which they cannot explain, and
inasmuch as some form of spiritistic hypothesis, given

certain postulates, explains practically all, I have found
myself (friven back on what I may call the common-sense
explanation ; or, to adopt Dr. Schuster's parable, I con-

si(fer that the red flames round the sun are what they

appear to be.

To attribute capricious mechanical performance to the

a.ction of live things, is sufficient as a proximate expla a-

i-ion ; as we saw in the case of the jumping bean, Chapter
I. If the existence of the live thing is otherwise unknown,

24
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Vogler, with all that the context fanplies, remains essenti-

ally and permanently true.

Theologians who admit that the Deity always works

through agents and rational means can grant to scientific

workers all that they legitimately claim in the positive

direction, and can encourage them in the detailed study

of those agents and means. If people knew more about

science, and the atmosphere in wnich scientific men work,

they would be better able to interpret occasional rather

rash negations j which are quite explicable in terms of

the artificial limitation of range which physical science

hitherU> has wisely iaid down for itself.

It is a true instinct which resents the mediaeval practice

of freely introducing occult and unknown causes into

working science. To attribute the rise of sap. for instance,

to a ' vital force ' would be absurd, it would be giving up
the problem and stating nothing at all. Progress in science

began when spiritual and transcendental causes were

eliminated and treated as non-existent. The simplicity

so attained was congenial to the scientific type of mind ;

the abstraction was eminently useful, and was justified by

results. Yet unknown causes of an immaterial and even

of a spiritual kind may in realitjr exist, and may influence

or produce phenomena, for all tiiat ; and it may have to

be the business of science to discover and begin to attend

to them, as soon as the ordinary' solid ground-plan of

Nature has been made sufficiently secure.

Some of as—whether wisely or unwisely—now want

to enlarge the recognised scope of physical science, so as

gradually to take a wider purview and Include more of the

totality of things. That is what the Society for Psychical

Research was established for,—to begin extending the

range of scientific law and order, by patient exploration

in a comparatively new region. The effort has been re-

sented, and at first ridiculed, only because misunderstooj.

The effoi ' may be ambitious, but It Is perfectly legitimate

;

and if it fails it fails.

Bv . advance in new directions may be wisely slow, and
it is readily admissible that Societies devoted to long-

established branches of science are right to resist extrane-

ous novelties, as long as possible, and leave the study ot

occult phenomena to a Society established for the purpose.

1. 1
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things of importance are proven. Evidence is cumulative,

it is on the strength of a mass of experience that an mduc-

tion is ultimately made, and a conclusion provisionally

arrived at ; though sometimes it happens that a single

exceptionally strong instance, or series of instances, may

clinch it for some mdividual.
^ xi. u

But indeed the evidence, in one form and another, has

been crudely before the human race from remote anti-

Quitv • only it has been treated in ways more or less

obfuscated by superstition. The same sort of occurrences

as were known to VirgU, and to many another seer—tjie

same sort of experiences as are found by folk-lore students,

not only in history but in every part of the earth to-day-

are happening now in a scientific age, and sometimes under

scientific scrutiny. Hence it is that from the scientific

point of view progress is at length being made ;
and any

one with a real desire to know the truth need not lack

evidence, if he wiU first read the records with an open

mind, and then bide his time and be patient till an oppor-

tunity for first-hand critical observation is vouchsafed

him. The opportunity may occur at any tune: the

readiness is all. Really clinching evidence in such a case

is never in the past ; a i>rima facie case for investigation

is established by the records, but real conviction must be

attained by fijrst-hand experience in the present

.

The things to be investigated are either true or false.

If false, pertinacious inquiry will reveal their falsity. It

true, they are profoundly important. For there are no

half-truths in Nature ; every smallest new departure has

portentous consequences ; our eyes must open slowly, or

we should be overwhelmed. I once likened the feeling of

physical investigators in the year 1889 to that of a boy

who had long been strumming on the keyboard of a

deserted organ into which an unseen power had begun

to blow a vivifying breath.i That was at the beginning

of the series of revolutionary discoveries about radiation

and *he nature of matter which have since resounded

through the world. And now once more the touch of a

finger elicits a responsive note, and again the boy h^itates

half delighted, half affrighted, at the chords which it would

seem he can now summon forth almost at will.

' Modern Views of Electricity, p. ^08 of third and current edition.

%



CHAPTER XVI

OUTLOOK ON THE UNIVERSE

WHAT then is the conclusion of the whole matter ?

Or rather, what effect have these investigations

had upon my own outlook on the Universe ?

The question is not so ununportant as it seems ;
because

if the facts are to influence others they must have influ-

enced myself too ; and that is the only influence of which

I have first-hand knowledge. It must not be supposed

that my outlook has changed appreciably since the event

and the particular experiences related in the foregoing

paces : my conclusion has been gradually forming itself

for vears. though undoubtedly it is based on experience of

the same sort of thing. But this event has strengthened

and Uberated my testimony. It can now be associated

with a private experience of my own, Instead of with tne

private experiences of others. So long as one was de-

pendent on evidence connected, even indirectly connected

with the bereavement of others, one had to be reticent

and cautious and in some cases silent. Only by special

permission could any portion of the facts be reproduced ;

and that permission might in important cases be withheld.

My own deductions were the same then as they are now,

but the facts are now my own.
^, .- u *^,»

One little point of difference, between the time before

and the time after, has however become manifest. In the

old days, if I sat with a medium, I was never told of any

serious Imaginary bereavement which had befaUen my-

self—beyond the natural and inevitable losses from an

older generation which fall to the loi of every son of man.

But now, if I or any member of my family goes anony-

mously to a genuine medium, giving not the slightest
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normal clue, my son is quickly to the fore and continues

his clear and convincing series of evidences ;
sometimes

giving testimony of a critically selected kmd. sometimes

contenting himself with friendly family chaff and remin-

iscences, but always acting in a manner consistent with

his personality and memories and varying moods li

in any case a given medium had weak power, or if there

were special difficulties encountered on a given occasion,

he is aware of the fact ; and he refers to it when there

is opportunity, through another totally disconnected

medium (cf. Chapter XXI, Part II). In every way

he '". shown himself anxious to give convincing evi-

d Moreover, he wants me to speak out
;
and 1

am as convinced of continued existence, on the other

side of death, as I am of existence here. It may be said,

vou cannot be as sure as you are of sensory experience.

I sav I can. A physicist is never limited to direct sensory

impressions, he has to deal with a multitude of concep-

tions and things for which he has no physical organ : the

dynamical theory of heat, for instance and of gases, the

theories of electricity, of magnetism, o* fhem^al affinity,

of cohesion, aye and his apprehension of the Ether itself

lead him into regions where sight and hearing and touch

are impotent as direct witnesses, where they are no longer

efficient guides. In such regions everythmg has to be

interpreted in terms of the insensible, the apparently un-

substantial, and in a definite sense the imaginaw Yet

these regions of knowledge are as clear and vivid to him

as are any of those encountered in everyday occupations ;

indeed most commonplace phenomena theniselves require

interpretation in terms of ideas more subtle.—the ap-

parent solidity of matter itself demands explanation,—

knd the underlying non-material entities of a physicists

concev:-)n become gradually as real and substantial as

anything he knows. As Lord Kelvin used to say. when

in a paradoxical mood, we really know more about

electricity than we know about matter.
^, . t orv.

That being so, I shaU go further and say that I am

reasonably convinced of the existence of grades of being,

n;)t only lower in the scale than man but higher also,

grades of every order of magnitude from zero to mhnity.
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And I know by experience that among these beings axe

some who care for and help and guid'? humanity, not dis-

daining to enter even into what must seem petty details,

if by so doing they can assist souls striving on their upward

course. And further it is my faith—however humbly

it may be held—that among these lofty beings, high-

est of those who concern themselves directly with

this earth of all the myriads of worlds in infinite

space, is One on whom the right instinct of Christi-

anity has always lavished heartfelt reverence and

devotion.

Those who think that the day of that Messiah is over

are strangely mistaken : it has hardly begun. In in-

dividual souls Christianity has flourished and borne fruit,

but for the ills of the world itself it is an almost imtried

panacea. It will be strange if this ghastly war fosters

and simplifies and improves a knowledge of Christ, and

aids a perception of the ineffable beauty oi his life and

teaching : yet stranger things have happened ; and, what-

ever the Churches may do, I beUevethat the call of Christ

himself will be heard and attended to, by a large part of

hiunanity in the near future, as never yet it has been

heard or attended to on earth.

My own time down here is getting short ; it matters

little : but I dare not go till I have borne this testunony

to the grace and truth which emanate from that divine

Being,—the realisation of whose tender-hearted simplicity

and love for man may have been overlaid at times and

almost lost amid well-intentioned but inappropriate

dogma, but who is accessible as always to the humble

and meek.
Intercommunion between the states or grades of ex-

istence is not limited to nr issages from friends and re-

latives, or to conversation with personalities of oiu- own
order of magnitude,—that is only a small and verifiable

portion of the whole truth,—intercourse between the

states carries with it occasional, and sometimes un-

conscious, communion with lofty souls who have gone

before. The truth of such continued influence corre-

sponds with the highest of the Revelations vouchsafed to

humanity. This truth, when assimilated by man, means

an assurance of the reality of prayer, and a certainty gf
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gracious sympathy and fellow-feeling from on. who never

despised the suffering, the sinful, or the lowly ;
yea it

means more—it means nothing less than the possibility

some day o*. a glance or a word of approval from the

Eternal Christ.



CHAPTER XVII

THE CHRISTIAN IDEA OF GOD

A PLEA FOR SIMPLICITY «

INVESTIGATION is laborious and unexciting; it

takes years, and progress is slow ; but in all regions

of knowledge it is the method which in the long-run

has led towards truth ; it is the method by which what

we feel to be solid and substantial progress has always

been made. In many departments of human knowledge

this fact is admitted—though men of science have had

to fight hard for their method before getting it generally

recognised. In some departments it is still contested,

and the arguments of Bacon in favour of free experi-

mental inquiry are applicable to those subjects which

are claimed as superior to scientific test.

If it be objected that not by such means is truth m
religious matters ascertained, if it be held that we must

walk by faith, not by sight, and that never by searching

will man find out any of the secrets of God, I dr not care

to contest the objection, thovigh I disagree with its

negative portion. That no amount of searching will ever

enable us to find out the Almighty to perfection is mani-

festly true ; that secrets may be revealed to inspired

' babes ' which are hidden from the wise and prudent is

likewise certain ; but that no secret things of God can be

brought to light by patient examination and inquiry into

facts is false, for you cannot parcel out truth into that

which is divine and that which is not divine ; the truths

of science were as much God's secrets as any other, and

they have yielded up their mystery to precisely the

process which is called in question.

« ffibbert Journal, July 19H.
378
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We are part of the Universe, our senses have been

evolved in and by it ; it follows that they are harmonious

with it, and that the way it appeak to our senses is a true

way though their obvious limitation entitles us to

expect from time to time fresh discoveries of surprising

and fundamental novelty, and a growing perception of

tracts beyond our ancient ken.

Some critics there are, however, who, calling them-

selves scientific, have made up their mmds m a negative

direction and a contrary sense. These are impressed not

only with the genuineness of the truth afforded us through

our senses and perceptions, but with its completeness] they

appear to think that the main lines of resea: h have

akeady been mapped out or laid down, they '"^ "o*

believe that regions other than those to which they

are accustomed can be open to scientific exploration

;

especially they imagine that in the so-called religious

domain there can be no guides except preconception and

preiudice. Accordingly, they appear to disbelieve that

anyone can be conscientiously taking trouble to grope his

way by patient inquiry, with the aid of such clues as are

avaUable ; and in order to contradict the r^ults of such

inquiry they fall into the habit of doing that of which

they accuse the workers,—they appeal to sentiment and

prJiimption. They talk freely about what they believe,

what they think unlikely, and what is impossible. They

are governed by prejudice; their minds are made up.

Doubtless they regard knowledge on certain topics as

inaccessible, so they ar*' positive and self-satisfied and

opinionated and quite sure. They pride themselves on

their hard-headed scepticism and robust common sense ;

while the truth is that they have bound themselves into a

narrow cell by wails of sentiment, and have thus excluded

whole regions of human experience from their purview.

It so happens that I have been engaged for over forty

years in mathematical and physical science, and for more

than half that period in exploration into unusual ^ychical

develooment, as opportunity arose ; and I have thus been

led to certain tentative conclusions respecting permissible

ways of regarding the universe.

First, I have learned to regard the universe as a con- I ;l
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Crete and full-bodied reality, with parts accessible and

intelligible to \is, all of it capable of being understood and

investigated by the human mind, not as an abstraction

or dream-like entity whose appearances are deceptive.

Our senses do not deceive us ; their testimony is true as

far as it goes. I have learned to believe in Intelligibility.

Next, that everything, every single thing, has many
aspects. Even such a thing as water, for instance. Water,

regarded by the chemist, is an assemblage or aggregate of

complex molecules ; regarded by the meteorologist and

physiographer, it is an element of singular and vitally

unportant properties ; every poet has tieated of some

aspect of beauty exhibited by this common substance

;

while to the citizen it is an ordinary need of daily life. All

the aspects together do not exhaust the subject, but each

of them is real. The properties of matter of which our

senses tell us, or enable us to inquire into in laboratories,

are true properties, real and true. They are not the

whole truth, a great deal more is known about them by

men of science, but .he more complex truths do not make

the simpler ones false. Moreover, we must admit that the

whole truth about the simplest thing is assuredly beyond

us ; the Thing-in-itself is related to the whole universe, and

in its fullness is incomprehensible.

Furthermore, I have learned that while positive

assertions on any given subject are often true, error creeps

in when simple aspects are denied in order to emphasise

the more complex, or vice versa. A trigonometrical sine,

for instance, may be expressed in terms of imaginary

exponentials in a way familiar to all mathematical

students ; also as an infinite series of fractions with in-

creasing factorials in the denominators ; also in a number

of other true and legitimate and useful ways ;
but the

simple geometrical definition, by aid of the chord of a

circle or the string of a bow, survives them all, and is true

too.

So it is, I ventvure to say, with the concept God.

It can be regarded from some absolute and transcen-

dental standpoint which humanity can only pretend to

attain to. It can be regarded as the highest and best idea

which the human mind has as yet been able to form. It

can be regarded as dominating and including all existence,
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and as synonymous with aU existence when that w made

sufficiently comprehensive. All these views are legitimate,

but they are not final or complete. God can also ^re-

presented by some of the attributes of humanity, and can

be depicted as a powerful and loving Friend with whom oik

spirits may commune at every hour of the day one whose

mtience and wisdom and long-suffenng and beneficence

Se never exhsusted. He can. in fact, be regarded as

displayed to us. in such fashion as we can inake use of. in

the person of an incarnate Being who came for the expr^s

purpose of revealing to man such attnbutes of deity uS

would otherwise have been missed.

The images are not mutually exclusive, they may ^1 be

in some sort true. None of them is complete. They are

all aspects-partly true and partly false as conceived by

any individual, but capable of being expressed so as to be.

as fiu as they go, true.
, /- j • *v„ .;.,^r.io

Undoubtedlv the Christian idea of God is the sunple

one. Overpoweringly and appallingly simple is the notion

presentea to us by the orthodox Christian Churchesj-
^ A babe bom of poor parents, born in a stable among

cattle because there was no room for them in the viUage

inn-no room for them in the inn-what a master touch !

Revealed to shepherds. Religious people inattentive

Royalty ignorant, or bent on massacre. A glinimering

^rceptlon according to one noble legend, attained m the

Eir East—where also similar occurrences have been

narrated. Then the child growing into a peasant youth,

brought up to a trade. At length a few years of itinerant

preaching : flashes of miraculous power and insight. And

then a sWift end : set upon by the religious people
;
h^

followers overawed and scattered, nimself tried as a

blasphemer, flogged, and finally tortured to death.

Simplicity most thorough and most strange !
In itseU it

is not unique ; such occurrences seem inevit able to highest

humanity in an unregenerate world ; but who vathout in-

spiration, would see in them a revelation of the nature of

God ' The life of Buddha, the life of Joan of Arc, are not

thus regarded. Yet the Christian revelation is ciear enough

and true enough if our eyes are open, and if we care to read

and accept the simple record which, whatever its historical

value, is all that has been handed down to us.

1:

*<
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Critics often object that there have been other at-

tempted Messiahs, mat the ancient world was expectant
of a Divine Incarnation. True enough. But what then ?

We need not be afraid of an idea because it has several times
striven to make itself appreciated. It is foolish to decline

a revelation because it has been more than once offered to

humanity. Every great revelation is likely to have been
foreshadowed in more or less imperfect forms, so as to pre-

pare our minds and make ready the way for complete per-

ception hereafter. It is probable that the human race is

quite incompetent to receive a really great idea the first

time it is offered, ihere must be many failures to effect

an entrance before the final success, many struggles to

overcome natural obstacles and submerge the stony pro-

ducts of human stolidity. Lapse of time for preparation

is required before anything great can be permanently
accomplished, and repeated attempts are necessary ; but
the title of general progress is rising all the time. 1 he
idea is well expressed in Clough's familiar lines :

—

" For while the tired waves, vainly breaking.
Seem here no painful inch to gain,

Far back, tbroagh creeks and inlets making.
Comes silent, flooding In, the main."

So it was with the idea of the Messiah which was abroad
in the land, and had been for centuries, before Christ's

coming ; and never has he been really recognised by more
than a few. Dare we not say that he is more truly recog-

nised now than in any previous age in the history of the
Church—except perhaps the very earliest ? And I doubt
if we need make that exception.

The idea of his Messiahship gradually dawned upon
him, and he made no mistake as to his mission :

—

The word which ye hear is not mine, but the Father's
who sent me.

As the Father gave me commandment, even so I do.

The words which I say unto you I speak not of myself

;

the Father which dwelleth in me, he doeth the
works.

The Father is greater than I.

But, for all that.

He that hath seen me hath seen the Father.
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m Ye». truly, Christ was a planetary manifestation of

Deity, a revelation to the human race, the highest and sim-

plest it has yet had ; a revelation in the only form accoss.ble

to man. a revelation in the full-bodied form of humanity.

Little conception had they in those days of the who e

universe as we^know it now The earth was the whole

world to them, and that which revealed God to the earth

was naturally regarded as the whole Cosmic Deity. Yet

it was a truly divine Incarnation. u # »i „

A deity of some kind is common to every branch of the

human race. It seems to be possessed by every savage,

overawed as he necessarily is by the forces of nature Ca-

price, jealousy, openness to flattery and rewards, axe like>me

?2S of early theology. Then in the gods of Olympus-

that poetic Conception which rose to such heights and fell

to suc^epths at different epochs in the ancient world-the

attributes of power and beauty were specially emphasisetv

Poa;^r is common to all deities, and favouritism m its use

seems also a natural supposition to early tnbes ;
but the

dement of Beauty, as a (fivine attribute, we m these is ands

save for the poets, have largely lost or forgotten-M our

Seat detrime^ In Jehovah, however, the Hebrew race

Sse to a conception of divine Righteousness which we have

assimilated and permanently retained ;
and upon that

?3a?: :• ChristiWty was g'rafted. . It was to a ^ce who

had risen thus far-a race with a gemus for theology- hat

She Christian revelation came. It was rendered possible

though only just possible, by the stage attained. Simple

and unknowii folkwere ready to receive it. or. at least,

were willing to take the first steps to learn.

TlTe pJSer. the righteousneS. and other worthv attri-

butes belonging to Jehovah, were known of old. The

Christian conception takes them for granted, and concen-

trates attention^on the pity, the love, the fnendlmesM^^^^^

compassion, the earnest desire to help inankmd—attnbutes

which though now and again dimfy discerned by one or

Mother of the great seers of old. had not yet been thrown

into concrete form.

People sometimes -^k to deny such attributes as aje

connoted by the word ' Personality m the Godhead-they

Syit is a himan conception. Certainly it is a human con-
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ception , it is through humanity that it has been revealed.

Why seek to deny it ? God transcends personality, objec-

tors say. By all means : transcends all our conceptions

infinitely, transcends every revelation which has ever been
vouchsafed ; but the revelations are true as far as they go,

for all that.

Let us not befog ourselves by attempting impossible

conceptions to such an extent that we lose the simple and
manifest reaUty. No conception that we can make is too

high, too good, too worthy. It is easy to imagine ourselves

mistaken, but never because ideas are too high or too good.

It were preposterous to imagine an over-lofty conception in

a creature. Reality is always found to exceed our clear

conception of it ; never once in science has it permanently
fallen short. No conception is too great or too high.

But also no devout conception is too simple, too

lowly, too childlike to have an element—some grain

—

of vital truth stored away, a mustard seed ready to

germinate and bud, a leaven which may permeate the

whole mass.

I would apply all this to what for brevity may be called

Human Immortality. It is possible to think of that rather

simply ; and, on the other nand, it is possible to confuse

ourselves with tortuous thoughts till it seems unreal and
impossible. It is part of the problem of personality and
inmviduality ; for the question of how far these are de-

pendent on the bodily organism, or whether they can exist

without it, is a scientific question. It is open to research.

And yet it is connected with Christianity ; for undoubt-
edly the Christian idea of God involves a belief in human
immortality. If per imPossibiU this latter could be authori-

tatively denied, a paralysing blow would have been struck

at the Christian idea. On the other hand, if by scientific

investigation the persistence of individual memory and
character were proved, a great step in the direction of

orthodox theology would have been taken.

The modem superstition about the universe is that,

being suffused with law and order, it contains nothing
personal, nothing indeterminate, nothing unforeseen ; that

there is no room for the free activity of intelligent beings,

that everything is mechanically determined ; so that given

the velocity and acceleration and position of every atom
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at any inatat '. whole future could be unravelled by
sufficient mti *tical power.

T'. -ctri^es of Uniformity and Determinism are sup-

posed l^ be based upon experience. But experience in-

cludes experience of the actions of human beings ; and

some of them certainly appear to be of a capricious and

undetermined character. Or without considering human
beings, watch the orbits of a group of flies as they play ;

they are manifestly not controlled completely by mech-

anical laws as are the motions of tne planets. The
simplest view of their activity is that it is self-determined,

that they are flying about at their own will, and turning?

when and where they choose. The conservation of

energy has nothing to say against it. Here wo see free-

will in its simplest form. To suppose anything else in

such a case, to suppose that every twist could have been

predicted through all eternity, is to introduce prater-

natural complexity, and is quite unnecessary.

Why not assume, what is manifestly the truth, that

free-will exists and has to be reckoned with, that the

universe is not a machine subject to outside forces, but a

Hving organism with initiations of its own ; and that the

laws which govern it, though they include mechanical

and physical and chemical laws, are not limited to those,

but involve other and higher abstractions, which may
perhaps some day be formulated, for life and mind and

spirit ?

If it be said that free-will can be granted to deity but

to nothing lower, inasmuch as the Deity must be aware

of all that is going to happen, I reply that you are now
making a hjrpothesis of a complicated kind, and going

beyond knowledge into speculation. But if still the

speculation appears reasonable, that only the Deity can

be endowed with free-will, it merely opens the question.

What shall be included in that term ? If freedom is the

characteristic mark of deity, then those are justified who
have taught that every fragment of mind and will is

a contributory element in the essence of the Divine

Being.

How, then, can we conceive of deity ? The analogy

of the human body and its relation to the white corpuscles

in its blood is instructive. Each corpuscle is a living
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creature endowed with the powers of locomotion, of

assimUation. and. under certain conditions now bdne

^liredinto of reproduction by fission. The health and

^Iw the body^are largely dependent on the acUvity

ffthiephagocytes. They are to us extremely unportant.

thev are an essential part of our bemg.

%ut now supposS one of these corpuscles endowed

with hitelUgence- what conception of the universe

JSl it be fble to form ? It may exaimne its sur-

romidings. discourse of the vessels through which t

p^a of theadventuresit encounters; andif phUosophi-

?allv rAinded. it may speculate on a being of which perhaps

Sd di its Uke foL a P^t-animmpent deity who^^

constituents they are, a being which mcludes theni and

SdSXlse which they know or can imagm^a being

tTwhSe^istence they contribute, and whose piloses

thev serve or share. So far they could specdate a^d so

KeTwould be right. But if they P^o^^^ded hirth^.

and entered on negations, if they surmised that that

^m4^^ aspect of the universe in which they hved ^d
moved and had their being was the sole and only aspect,

if thev surmised that there was no personahty, no feehng

noSTon. no mind, no purpose, apartfrom them and

thekkind they would greatly err. What conception

coSd they everirm of the manifold interests and activi-

fiS^of mil ? StUl less of the universe known to man, of

which he himself forms so trivial a portion.

Si Mialogies faU at some point, but they are a help

nevSiheless, and this analogy wUl bear pressmg rather fax

wl^elvi are a part of the agoicies for good or evil

;

we have the power to help or to hinder, to mend or to mar

^Sthe s?ope of our activity. Our help is asked for ;K J we are, it is really wanted on the earth here and

now iust as much wanted as our body needs the help of

i"ts lowly whrte corpuscle^to contribute to health to

at\acTXsease, to m^tain the normal and healthy life of

the orgLsm. We are the white corpuscks of the cosmos,

we serve and form part of an immanent Deity.

TrX it is no easy service to which we are called

;

something of the wisdom of the serpent must enter mto

orSuies ; sanity and moral dignity and sound sense

Zst grem our pr^eedings : aU our powers must be

i
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called out, and there must be no sluggishness. Impulses,

even good impulses, alone are not sufficient ; every

faculty of the hiunan brain must be exerted, and we must
be continually on guard against the flabbiness of mere good
intentions.

Our activity and service are thus an integral part of

the Divine Existence, which likewise includes that of all

the perceptible universe. But to suppose that this

exhausts the matter, and that the Deity has no trans-

cendent Existence of which we can form no idea,—to

supposethat what happens is not the result of his dominant
and controlling Personality, is to step beyond legitimate

inference, and to treat appearance as exhaustive of reality.

Always mistrust negations. They commonly signify

blindness and prejudice—except when thoroughly estab-

lished and carefully formulated in the light of actual

experience or mathematical proof. And even then we
should be ready to admit the possibility of higher

generaUsations which may uproot them. They are

only safe when thrown into the form of a positive

assertion.

The impossibiUty of squaring the circle is not really a
negative proposition, except in form. It is safer and
more convincing when thrown into the positive and
definite form that the ratio of area to diameter is in-

commensurable. That statement is perfectly clear and
legitimate ; and the illustration may be used as a parable.

A positive form should be demanded of every compre-
hensive denial ; and whatever cannot be thrown into

positive form, it is wise to mistrust. Its promulgator is

probably stepping out of bounds, into the cheap and easy

region of negative speculation. He is like a rationalistic

microbe denying the existence of a human being.

I have tirged that the simple aspect of things is to be
considered and not despised ; but, for the majority of

people, is not the tendency the other way ? Are they
not too much given to suppose the Universe limited to the

simplicity of their first and everyday conception of it ?

The stockbroker has his idea of the totaUty ox things
;

the navvy has his. Students of mathematical physics

are liable to think of it as a determinate assemblage of

atoms and ether, with no room for spiritual entities—no

1
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room, as my briUIknt teacher. W. K. Clifford, expressed

it, no room for ghosts. ,.,,,., v •

Biological students are apt to thmk of life as a physico-

chemical process of protoplasmic structxire and ceU organi-

sation, with consciousness as an epiphenomenon. They

watch the lowly stages of animal organisms, and hope to

imitate their behaviour by judicious treatment (rf in-

orcMiic materials. By all means let them try ;
the effort

is entirely legitimate, and not unhopeful. That whKh

has come into being in the past may come into bemg rnider

observation in the present, and the intelligOTce and co-

operation of man may help. Why not ? The matenal

vehicle would thus have been provided—m this case,

without doubt, purposely and designedly— for some

incipient phase of life. But would that m the least

expkin the nature of Ufe and mind and will, and reduce

them to simple atomic mechanism and dynamics? Not

a whit. The real nature of these things would remain

an unanswered question.
, -^ ,

During the past century progre^ has lam chiefly '. ^>

domain of the mechanical and material. The pn f

has been admirable, and has led to natural rejoicmt h

legitimate pride. It has also led to a supposition thi.. aii

possible scientific advance lies in this same direction, or

even that all the great fundamental discoveries have now

been made I Discovery proceeds by stages, and enthusi-

asm at the acquisition of a step or a landmg-place obscures

for atime our perception of the flight of stairs immediately

ahead but it is rational to take a more comprehensive

view* • _
Part of our experience is the connexion of spirit with

matter. We are conscious of our own identity, our owii

mind and purpose and will : we are also conscious of the

matter in which it is at present incarnate and manifested.

Let us use tliese experiences and learn from th«n. In-

carnation is a fact ; we are not matter, yet we utilise it.

Through the mechanism of the brain we can influence the

material world ; we are in it, but not of it ; we transcend

it by our consciousness. The body is our machine, our

instrument, our vehicle of manifestation ; and through it

we can achieve results in the material sphere. Why seek

to deny either the spiritual or the material ? Both are
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real, both are true. In some liigher mind, perhaps, they

may be unified : meanwhile we 5o not possess this higher

mind. Scientific progress is made by accepting realities

and learning from them ; the rest is speculation. It is not

likely that we are the only intelligent beings in the Uni-

verse. There may be many hig'-er grades, up to the

Divine • just as there are lower grades, down to the

amoeba. Nor need all these grades of intelligence be

clothed in mattei- or inhabit the surface of a planet. That

is the kind of existence with which we are now familiar,

truly, and anything beyond that is for the most part

supersensuous ; but our senses are confessedly Irauted,

and if there is any truth in the doctrine of human im-

mortality the existence of myriads of departed individuals

must be assumed, on what has been called the other

But how are we tv, get evidence in favour of such an

apparently gratuitous hypothesis? Well, speaking for

m5^elf and with full and cautious responsibility, I have to

state that as an outcome of my investigation into psychical

matters I have at length and quite gradually become con-

vinced, after more than thirty years of study, not only

that persistent individual existence w a fact, b\it that

occasional communication across the chasm—with dift-

culty and under definite conditions—is possible.

This is not a subject on which one comes lightly and

easily to a conclusion, nor can the evidence be explained

except to those who will give to it time and caxetul study ;

but clearly the conclusion is either folly and self-deception,

orit is a truth of the utmost importance to humamty—and
of importance to us in connexion with our present subject.

For it is a conclusion which cannot stand alone. Mis-

taken or true, it affords a foothold for a whole range of

other thoughts, other conclusions, other ideas : false and

misleading if the foothold is insecure, worthy of attention

if the foothold is sound. Let posterity judge.

Meanwhile it is a subject that attracts cranks and

charlatans. Rash opinions aiv; freely expressed on

both sides. I call upon the educated of the younger

generation to refrain from accepting assertions without

severe scrutiny, and, above aU, to keep an open

mind.

I
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If departed human beings can communicate with us,

can advise us and help us, can have any influence on our
actions,—then clearly the doors are open to a wealth
of spiritual intercotirse beyond what we have yet

ima^ned.
The region of the miraculous, it is called, and the bare

possibility of its existence has been hastily and illegiti-

mately denied. But so long as we do not imagine it to be
a region denuded of a law and order of its own, akin to the
law and order of the psychological realm, our denial has
no foundation. The existence of such a region may be
established by experience ; its non-existence caimot be
established ; for non-experience might merely mean that

owing to deficiencies of our sense organs it was beyond
our ken. In judging of what are called miracles we must
be guided by historical evidence and literary criticism.

We need not urge a priori objections to them on scientific

grounds. They need be no more impossible, no more
lawless, than the interference of a human being would
seem to a colony of ants or bees.

The CL.istian idea of God certainly has involved, and
pesumably always will involve, an element of the miracu-
lous,—a flooding of human life with influences which lie

outside it, a controlling of human destiny by higher and
beneficent agencies. By evil agencies too ? Yes, the influ-

ences are not all on one side ; but the Christian faith is

that the good are the stronger. Experience has shown to

many a saint, however tormented by evil, that appeal to

the powers of good can result in ultimate victory. Let us
not reject experience on the ground of dogmatic assertion

and baseless speculation.

Historical records tell us of a Div'ne Incarnation. We
may consider it freely on historical grounds. We are not
debarred from contemplating such a thing by anjrtning

that science has to say to the contrary. Science does not
speak directly on the subject. If the historical evidence
is good we may credit it, just as we may credit the
hypothesis of survival if the present-day evidence is good.
It sounds too simple and popular an explanation—too

much like the kind of ideas suited to unsophisticated man
and to the infancy of the race. True ; but has it not
happened often in the history of science that reality has
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been found simpler than our attemptai conception of it ?

H^tricity long'^ago was often t^f
*f
^ ^.^

«^i^^^^^^

little time ago it was customary to jeer at the expression

_Withnat7in the mouth of Ben amm FranWm. but

;^!?a^Lt?v outgrown. An^yet what ek^^^^^^^^

crowd ofmobile electrons, postulated by ["0*1 ^^®
;f^

mZ? theory, in a metal ? Surely it « ^n some s«^e a

fluid though not a material one ? The guess was not so

f^ wroiSlft^ all. MeanwhUe we learned to treat it by

matSti?al devices, vector potential, and ^^er recon-

dite methods. With great veneration I speak of^he

mathematical physicists of the past c^n*^/ T^^^^^^J
been ahnost superhuman m power, and nave attainea

S?aordiSrv rJults. but in time the process of discovery

Sm eSSle manlind'to appehend alt these things rnore

sSiply. Progress Ues in simple inv^tigatipn as well as

rsp^ulatiofand thought up to the limite of hum^

poweT; and when things are really understood, they are

nprceived to be fairly simple after all.

^^ ht^likely to bl with a futiure state, or our own

perma?en?SdstS ; it has been thought of and spokenK a H were altogether transcendental-something

bevSid space and time (as it may be), something outside

S^beyond all conception. But it is not necessarily so

^alHJl a question of fact ; it Is open to myestigation

I find oart of it t irning out quite reasonably sunple
;
not

e^ftolr^p or egress. \r lack of experience and

Sua^e^that is true.-but not by any means conveyii^

a fSlS of immediate vast difference and change. Some-

U^S miKh m?re like terrestrial existence, at least on one

S^t o?lt. than we had imagined. Not .as a
^^.^.^J

atS^with matter ; no. but perhaps f^P^^.^^^f.^^^^S
-an etherial body instead of a material one certainly

a body or mode of manifestation, of some kind. It

apSS' to be a state which leaves personality and ch^-

a?t^ and intelligence much where it was. No sudden

j^p So something supernal, but steady and continued

orocress Many activities and interests beyond our

SSeTken but with a surviving terrestrial aspect.

Sonalfy 'accessible, and showing interest mtlje doings

of those on e^rth. together with
g'jf

*
^^^J^

*°^^^P ^^^
to encourage aU effort"^ for the welfare of the race, we »j

.
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need not search after something so far removed ham
humanity as to be unintelligible.

So likewise with the idea of God.
No matter how complex and transcendentally vast the

Reality must be, the Christian conception of God is

humanly simple. It appeals to the unlettered and
ignorant ; it appeals to " babes."

That is the way with the greatest things. The sun is

the centre of the solar system, a glorious object full of
mystery and unknown forces, but the sunshine is a friendly
and homely thing, which shines in at a cottage window,
touches common objects with radiance, and brings warmth
and comfort even to the cat.

The sunshine is not the sun, but it is the human and
terrestrial aspect of the sun ; it is that which matters in
daily life. It is independent of study and discovery ; it

is given us by direct experience, and for ordinary life it

suffices.

Thus would I represent the Christian conception of
God. Christ is the human and practical and workaday
aspect. Christ is the sunshine—that fraction of tran-
scendental Cosmic Deity which suffices for the earth. Jesus
of Nazareth is plainly a terrestrial heritage. His advent
is the glory. His reception the shame, of the hmnan race.

Once more, then. Although there may be imdue
simplification of the complex, there is also an vmdue com-
plication of the simple ; it is easy to invent imnecessary
problems, to manufactm-e gratuitous difficulties, to lose
our way in a humanly constructed and quite undivine
fog. But the way is really simple, and when the fog lifts

and the sunshine appears, all becomes clear and we pro-
ceed without effort on our way : the wayfaring man, though
a fool, need not err therein. The way, the truth, and the
life are all one. Reality is always simple ; it is concrete
and real and expressible. Our customary view of the
commonest objects is not indeed the last word, nay, rather,
it is the first word, as to their nature ; but it is a true
word as far as it goes. Analysing a liquid into a congeries
of discrete atoms does not destroy or weaken or interfere
with its property of fluidity. Analysing an atom into
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dectrons does not destroy the atom. Reducing matter to

electricity, or to any other etherial substratum, does not

alter the known and familiarly utilised properties of a bit

of wood or iron or glass, in the least ; no, nor of a bit of

bone or feather or Hesh. Study may superadd properties

imperceptible to the plain man, but the plain man's con-

crete and simple view serves for ordinary purposes of

daily life.

And Gi-^'s view, strange to say, must be more akin to

that of the plain man than to that of the philosopher or

statisticJan. That is how it comes that children are near

the kingdom of heaven. It is not likely that God really

makes abstractions and *' geometrises." All those higher

and elaborate modes of expression are human counters ;

and the difficulties of dealing with them are human too.

Only in early stages do things require superhuman power

for their apprehension ; they are easy to grasp when they

are really understood. They come out then into daily

life ; they are not then matters of intellectual strain ;

they can appeal to our sense of beauty ; they can affect

us with emotion and love and appreciation ajid joy ; they

can enter into poetry and music, and constitute the sub-

ject-matter of Art of all kinds. The range of art and of

enjoyment must increase infinitelywith perfect knowledge.

This is the atmosphere of God :
" Where dwells enjoy-

ment, there is He." We are struggling upwards mto
that atmosphere slowly and laboriously. The struggle is

human, and for us quite necessary, but the mountain top

is serene and pure and lovely, and its beauty is in nowise

enhanced by the efforts of the exhausted climber, as he

slowly wins his way thither.

Yet the effort itself is of value. The climber, too, is

part of the scheme, and his upward trend may be growth

and gain to the whole. It adds interset. though not

beauty. Do not let us think that the universe is

stagnant and fixed and settled and dull, and that all

its appearance of " going on " is illusion and deception.

Lwould even venture to urge that, ever since the grant to

living creatures of free will, there must be, in some sense

or other, a real element of contingency,—that there is no

dullness about it, even to the Deity, but a constant and
aspiring Effort.
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Let us trust our experience in this also. The Universe

is a flux, it is a becoming, it is a progress. Evolution is

a reality- True and not imagin&ry progress is possible.

Effort IS not a sham. Existence is a true adventure.

There is a real risk.

There was a real risk about creation—directly it went

beyond the inert and mechanical. The granting of choice

and free will involved a risk. Thenceforward things could

go wrong. They might be kept right by main force, but

that would not be playing the game, that would not be

loyalty to the c -^ ions.

As William James says : A football team desire to get

a ball to a certain spot, but that is not all they desire ;

they wish to do it under certain conditions and overcome

inherent difl&cultie»—else might they get up in the night

and put it there.

So also we may say. Good is the end and aim of the

Divine Being ; but not without conditions. Not by com-

pulsion. Perfection as of machinery would be too dull

and low an achievement—something much higher is

sought. The creation ci free creatures who, in so far as

they go right, do so because they will, not because they

must,—that was the Divine problem, and it is the highest

of which we have any conception.

Yes, there was a real risk in making a human race on

this planet. Ultimate good was not guaranteed. Some
parts of the Universe must be far better than this, but

some may be worse. Some planets may comparatively

fail. The power of evil may here and there get the

upper hand: although it must ultimately lead to

suicidal destructive failure, for evil is pregnant with

calamity.

This planet is surely not going to fail. Its destinies

have been more and more entrusted to us. For millions

of years it laboiired, and now it has produced a human
race—a late-comer to the planet, only recently arrived,

only partly civilised as yet. But already it has produced

Plato and Newton and Shakespeare ;
yes, and it has been

the dwelling-place of Christ. Sorely it is going to succeed,

and in good time to be tLo theatre of such a magnificent

development of human energy and power and joy as to

compensate, and more than compensate, for all the pain
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and suffering, all the bloou and tears, which have gone to

prepare the way.
The struggle is a real one. The effort is not confined

to humajuty alone : according to the Christian concep-

tion God has shared in it. " God so loved the world that

He gave "—we know the text. The earth's case was nn*

hopeless ; the world was bad, but it could be redeemed ;

and the redemption was worth the painful effort which

then was undergone, and which the disciples of the Cross

have since in their measure shared. Aye, that is the Chris-

tian conception ; not of a God apart from His creatures,

looking on, taking no personal interest in their behavioui.

sitting aloof only to judge them ; but One who anxiously

takes measures for their betterment, takes trouble, takes

pains—a pregnant phrase, takes pains,—One who suffers

when they go wrong. One who feds painfully the miseries

and wrongdoings and sins and crudties of the creatures

whom He has endowed vath free will ; One who activdy

enters into the storm and the conflict ; One who actually

took flesh and dwelt among us, to save us from the slough

into which we might have fallen, to show us what the

beauty and dignity of maai might be.

Wdl, it is a great idea, a great and simple idea, so

simple as to be incredible to some minds. It has been

hidden from many of the wise and prudent ; it has been

revealed to babes.

To sum up : Let us not be discouraged by simplicity.

Real things are simple. Human conceptions are not

altogether misleading. Our view of the Universe is a

partial one but is not an untrue one. Our knowledge of

the conditions of existence is not altogether false—only

inadequate. The Christian idea of God is a genuine re-

presentation of reality.

Nor let us imagine that existence hereafter, removed

from these atoms of matter which now both confu2e and

manifest it, will be something so wholly remote and

different as to be unimaginable ; but let us learn by the

testimony of experience—either our own or that of others

—that those who have been, still are ; that they care for

us and help us; that they, too. are progressing and

learning and working and hoping ; that there are grades

I

I
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of existence, stretching upward and upward to all eternity

;

and that Goid Himself, through His agents and messengers,
is continually striving and working and planning, so as
to bring this creation of His through its {ureparatory
labouram pain, and lead it on to an existence higher and
better than anything we have ever known.
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